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^A.BSTRACT

This thesis describes the process of concentration and centralisation of the top New Zealand

corporate class fractiou at three levels - the corporate agent, the corporate agency and the

corporate structure. These three different perspectives are seen, first, at the level of the

empirical evidence of concentration and centralisation over time, and second, at the level of

theoretical explanation and lastly, at the level of the sociology of knowledge, that is, how the

theories themseh'es locate within economic cycles. The two empirical bases of this study are the

survey of the top thirty companies directors and the top thirty companiss networks of.1966,L976

and 1986. A centrality analysis used on the latter three data sources, found that at the peak of

the longwave (1966) when accumulation was high within the protected New Zealand economy,

there were ferv corporate interlocks, suggesting that cenEalisation (the destruction of already

formed capitals) was not a problem. But by the economic downturn (1986) corporate interlocks

had proliferated reflecting the insecure nature of the corporate economy in crisis. The main

conclusions drawn from the survey and the centralisation data sources positively corroborate the

Marxist thesis that the corporate class fraction (as agents of capitalism) are in a free market

economy as much directive as reactive to the state, that banls operate at direct and indirect

levels of intervention on this class fraction and that there is some evidence of corporate class

cohesion.
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NEW ZEAI-AND CORPORATE CLASS CAPITALISM.

THE TOP THIRTY COMPANIES 1966-1986

INTRODUCTION

Concentration and centralisation of the New Zealand corporate class fracrio b tle central

theme of this thesis. This is looked at by operating at three levels - the corprate agent, the

corporate agency and the corporate structure. These three different perspectircs, are seen, first

at thE level of the empirical evidence of concentration and centralisation over time, and secon4

at the level of theoretical e4planation and lastly at the level ofthe sociologyoftnowledge - how

the theories locate within economic cycles.

The central underlying thene, rather than the direct focus of this thesis, is the caftalist slatem.

Capitalism is; "a term denoting a mode of production in which capital in its various forms is the

princrpal means of production. Capital can take the form of money or credit for the purchase of

labour power and materials of production; of phpical machinery (capital in a narrow sense); or

of stocks of finished goods or work in progress. Whatever the form, it is the private owncrship

of capital in the hands of a class - the class of capitalists to the exclusion of thc mass of the

population - which is a central feature of capitalism as a mode of production'(Dcsai 1983,

P.64).
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Corporate concentration and centralization (defined in the following way) are products of the

capitalist system. Concentration, (following Marx in the Grundrisse t974, p.585) operates at two

levels - the subjective and the objective levels. In its objective form it is the accumulation of

general wealth in the form of money. In its subjective form it is the accumulation of labour

power at a central point under the command of a capitalist. Concentration can occur without

centralisation but centralization cannot occur without concentration. Centralization is the

destruction of already formed capitals, the destruction of their former independence and their

transformation from many small capitals into fewer large companies (cf. Marx, 1983, Capital

vol. 1, p.586).

The concentration and centralization of capital takes place through the actions of agents. The

focus here is on New Zealand corporate class agents, who are a subset of the five percent of

people wbo perform the functions of capital and form the capitalist class in New Zealand (cf.

Bedggood 1980, p. 72).The concern is to identify this New Zealand corporate class fraction, to

look for evidence of its class reproduction (particularly that which could help to explain its

continued political, economic and cultural dominance) and to look at the national corporate

class fractions link with international capital.

Class is not used here as the origin of capitalist structures but as an effect (cf. Poulantzas 1973,

p.62) of. the underlying social relations. For it is taken as given that "the characters who appear

on the economic stage are but personifications of the economic relations that operate between

them" (Marx Capital, vol. 1, L983, p.85). The corporate class fraction are the agents of capital.

The dynamics of capitalist structural relations (i.e. underlying cycles of production) is the other

side of this focus. For it is the supposition of this thesis that, not only does a theorist's class

position play a role in determining their theory, but the time when the theory was developed in

relation to economic cycles is also a determining aspect in its formulation.

Diagramatically represented, the inter-relationships within the thesis as just explained, appear

as follows;
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This introduction outlines the objectives of the research and explains the organisation of the

thesis.

II TIIE OBJECIWES OF TTIE RESEARCH

The following objectives, centre on the primary objective which is the need to add to the study

of the capitalist system and the class constraints which that puts on the development of the New

7*aland corporate class fraction. Also to note howthis structure is changing by;

e:nmining an array of top Gompenis5 and the pattern of resources that
they hold over-time;

tracing the changing pattern of directional interlocking directorates and
asset bases which delineate the underlying oorporate power;

to test (and if possible improve on) the seven comp€ting nodels of
interlocking directorate networks found in the most recent sociological
fiterature; and

to assess the relationship at the corporate class/state interface and see

whether there does exist a plurality of access to powerl
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III TIIE ORGAIIISATION OF TIIE THESIS

Figure three depicts the form and flow of the thesis. (The numbers refer to the chapter

arrm!grs).

f isure 3: THE oRGAllIsATIoll 0F TllE TllESlS

I l{ost salient features
of ller Zeatand Corporate
history 1848 -1988

tffil
I Gentratisation of thel
I Xel Zeatard Corporatel
I ctass t966 - 1986 Il-l

I e xettoootogy I

ed source: Crothers 1978, p.xv

In the introductory chapter, chapter one, the background evidence of corporate concentration

and centralisation is outlined. This involves looking at features cenFal to New Txaland's

corporate history and its development up until the period between 1966 - 1986, which is the

focus of the last section of the chapter. This looks at the most recent social and economic

indicators in relation to the top thirty companies. The second chapter is closely related to the

first because it also deals with centrality as an issuc. Here again it is specifrcally the centrdity of

the top thirty companies which is at issue but the focus is on centrality analysis to ascertain

corporate links over the twenty year period 19f6 - 198f.. That is, showing corporate organisation

from a period which was at the height of a period of prosperity (1!X6) througb to the period

which was and still is, in the depth of recession (1986).

Conllicting theories of why concentration and centralisation occur are shoum in the overseas

and New 7*,aland, literature reviews found in chapters tbree, four and five. Between chapters

three and four there are two levels of debate. The first in chapter three, is largely centred

around argung status issues derived from Weber (L947) and linked by their network analyses

Anatysis
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(cf. Scott 19185b, pp.1-19). The second range of theorieg found in chapter four, argues from the

position of economic dynamics and is arguing with or for Marx (1959). The two sFands have a

complementary but different contributioo to make 1s this thesis on the top corporate class

fraction in New Z*aland. For although the network studies referred to (e.g. Scott, Stokman

aad 7*iSer 1985, Blau 1982, Berkowttz 1982 etc.) have focused on the interaction of agents

within a network - even a social network irreducible to that of individual agents (Scott 1985b,

p.9) the method has rightly become identified as predominantly one dimensional - a static slice

of the corporate structural existence. Networks can be conceived of in a stationary world with no

changing structure (althougb this is seldom the case it is theoretically possible) whereas a wholly

adequate study should show the agents, the agency and the capitalist system operating as a

whole over time (e.g. see Scott and Griff 1984, Mizruchi 1982). This is what cycle or spiral (cf.

Mam 1954, p.588) descriptions of capital provide: an indicator of the underlying dynanics of the

whole process, in which the role of the corporate class fraction is signfficant, but constrained

within the dynamics of capital itself. From these two literatwe reviews come the models which

provide the substantive basis for the chapters following.

Chapter live is the last of the corporate literature reviews. This looks at the New Tnaland

literature 6ing categories similar to tlose used to classi$ the overseas literature -

Managerinlism, Marxism but CorporaGm and Elite theory are also added. These last two

perspectives plus Managerialism have received a lot of attention from New Znaland theorists.

This is particularly true of corporatist theory and obviously relates to New T,r;aland's having had

a protected state interventionist economy for so long (1894 - 19&1). This provides one of the

major issues that comes from this perspective - is the state directive of corporate policy or is it

the other way around?

Chapter six describes the methodologies used, which include a description of centrality

analysis (a subset of network analysis) and surveys. Asyrnmetric centrality analysis describes the

centralizing process (replicated over time in 1986, 1976 and 1%6). The criteria for inclusion in

this directional centrality analysis was primary multiple director status, or a multiple director

who was on the board of the major shareholder and a director's large shareholding in a
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company. Central to the survey were in-depth interviews of one hundred and seven directors.

The interviews were organised around a structured questionnaire that also allowed for the input

of unstructured information too.

The contentious Managerial thesis (cf. Berle and Means 1932) that owners are not a major part

of the organisation of the modern corporation is central to chapter seven. Control of

corporations is placed in the capable hands of the more civic minded managers. This is a

proposition which challenges Mart's theory of the tendency of the rate of Profit to Fall; a

consequence of which is the concentration and centralisation of capital into fewer and fewer

hands (Marx 1959, p. 266). To test these challenges this chapter look at the recruitment

procedures into this top corporate class fraction, the control ofboard tasks in the corporation

and examines the share-ownership of the different corporate statuses, for the Managerial thesis

argues that executives rate high in their control of recruitment and board tasks but are low in

share-ownership.

Closely related to the Managerial model is the Resource dependency theories (chapter eight)

for here too management is seen as autonomous of ownership. The central problematic is - is

the corporate sector self regulating? The idea of top boards as dependent on each other for

mutually beneficial allocation of resources is examined through the power associated with

decision-making. Who makes the decisions? And what do directors make decisions about? To

determine answers to these questions survey results were used. Director's decisions divide into

those made by executives, the chairperson and the non-executive. The information that comes to

the board is considered in relation to whether it is regular/special policy or long/short-term

decisions. The people that directors are likely to turn to for help and the weight given to their

re$ponses is also looked at. Some of the decision-making looks at the difference in decisions

over sectors: financial, productive and state, to see whether there is a pturality of responses. The

role of the overseas parent is looked at here too, for it has been suggested that the top

corporate fraction are either a dependent comprador class (Sutch L972, Simpson 1984) or are

nationally autonomous (Johnson 1980).
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Actively pitted against the Managerial arguments of autonomous management from ownership

are the 'Kinecon' (e.g. Zeitlin 1974) theorists in chapter nine. Here the Kinecon and their

changing role is examined and the question addressed here is whether the Kinecon is still

central to the New Zealand's corporate network. It has been suggested that the role of the

corporate family has changed due to what has been described (e.g. Mandel L972, pp. 130,-132,

Marshall L987, p. 99) as the characteristics of late capitalism whereby diverse family (or trust, or

institutional, or corporate) share portfolios are spread over a large number of enterprises.

Whether this happens is looked at in relation to the New 7-ealand Kinecon corporate data and

compared with overseas material.

The Class Cohesive model in chapter ten, looks at whether the New Zealand top corporate

class fraction has inter-generational privilege. That is; is it 'relatively closed' (Fogelberg and

Greatorex L979, pp.15-37), 'elitist' (Simpson 1984, p. 81),'caste-like' (Jesson 1987, p.87), or an

'old boys network' (Venables 1988, p.35). This is done by looking at the class origin of the top

directors and comparing the results with comparative figures from overseas. Whether women

and ethnic minorities have penetrated into the corporate class fraction is also looked at. The

views of respondents are used illustratively (from taped interviews) and quantitatively

(systematically recording their responses). Without falling into the idealist trap of looking at

these views as causal it is possible to look at their opinions as expressions of the corporate dass

fraction's stated reality. Their attitudes to religion, voting, social inequality and the state are

looked at in some detail.

The political organisation of this corporate class fraction is used in chapter eleven to challenge

the assumptions of the corporatist thesis of a plurality of power sources mediated and inter-

meshed through the machinations of the state. Examined here are the different membership

patterns of 'professional' lobby groups and their programmes.

The penultimate chapter twelve looks at the role of New Zealand's financial corporations. The

theoretical models used to test the New Zealand top corporate class fraction data, are the

finance-capital, bank control and bank hegemony models. The questions asked within these

three Marxist finance related models. centre around whether direct vis-a-vis indirect bank



intervention take place in the affairs of the corporation. Direct intervention is through share

holding, interlocking directorates and is thought to be of crucial irnportance by the bank control

model and to a lesser extent by the finance capitalist theorists. Whereas, indirect maintenance of

the bauk's hegemony (the third model) suggests control through the bank's ability to make

discretionary decision-making about credit or the threat of dumping stock.

Chapter thirteen concludes by evaluating the success of the levels of analysis in relation to the

data. Then suggestions are made on where this research could lead others who are interested in

tapping this virtually untouched sociological 'gold'-mine in the interests of providing

information for the people who are powerless.

w CONCLUSION

While this study makes uo pretense at all as an attempt to provide an evaluation of the

economic performance of big business, it is intended that it be used as the base for developing a

critical perspective. For 'The Top Thirt/ corporations are concentrated units of immense

economic power that have generally escaped close scrutiny: the workings of &ese corporations

have generally been shrouded in mystery and at best only illuminated in piecemeal fashion in

the pages of tinancial journals.

The present dramatic restructuriqg of the New Zealand economic environment makes this

thesis particularly timely. The rapid dynamics of change have thrown up more visibly fissures

and clashes to reveal the underlying class structure. The opening of the formerly more sheltered

economic environment and more direct access to overseas capital has radically changed the

nature of corporate behaviour and the nature of the capitalist class. This is an attempt to record

these patterns of corporate change.
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CHAPTER ONE

CONCENTRATION AND CET.ITRALISATION OF NEW
ZEALAND CORPORATE CAPITALISM

INTRODUCTION

This chapter looks at the unique New Zealand experience of corporate concentration and

centralisation with a focus on the period between 1966 - 1986. Althongh the definition (given in

the introduction) of concentration and centralisation was Marxist, mainstream sociolog5l would

have no objection to it or the application of thE concept to the New Zealand data following. For

the idea of corporate concentration and centralisation, is not contentious but what theorists

(and this includes those outlined in chapters three, four and five) do find problematig and what

they express themselves in diametrically opposing views about, is why concentration and

centralisation occurs.

The purpose of this chapter is to establish a background which will set some of the parameters

of concentration and centralisation within which New 7*aland corporate capital operates. The

first section gives a brief iook at the evolution of the New Zealand corporate capitalist economy.

The last part of &is chapter looks at the evidence of some current indicators of concentration

and centralisation as they relate to the top thirty companies who are the focus of thi< sgudy.

These are indicators showing the centralisation of the workforce, the concentration of corporate

capital and the growth of overseas investment.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE NE'W ZEAI"AND CORPORATE

ECONOMY

The New Zealand corporate economy can only be seen as existing within a global capitalist

system at a particular point in the evolution of the world economy. The history of the New

ZeaJarrd economy divides into three overlapping stages (cf. Bedggood and Macrae 1979, p.92)

1.L
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which encapsulate the underlying general trajectory of events affecting the corporate class

fraction. The first stage, is that, of Primitive Accumulation, which began with the ennexation of

New Zealand by the British in 184{l and ended with the close of the Long Depression of the

1880's. The second stage is characterised as the State-Capltalist Agricultural Stage, which

began with the 1980 depression and ended at the close of the 1930's depression. The last stage is

the Import-Substltution Stage period, which began with the first Labour govemment n Ly34

and ended with the fourth Labour govertrment in 1984. What we have now is a fourth post-

Welfare State stage that is defined by market-forces.

1.1.1 PRIMITM ACCLIMULATION [<1848 -18801

The primary objective in this period of primitive accumulation, after 1848, was to establish the

capitalist market by breaking down the traditional Maori forms of production and their

monopoly on the land and its produce. This was not possible until after the Pakeha Land Wars

L863 - 1870. (Pakeha is the Maori word for non-Maori persons.) The strain resulting from the

attempt to create a capitalist infra structure in the post-Land- Wars period, caused the country

to plrrmmet into debt. The local capitalist class were only able to establish the rudiments of

factory production at the local level for domestic consumption.

1.12 STATE-CAPITALIST AGRICLJLTURAL 11880 - 19331

Agriculture was Fn important general base for capitalist accumulation and the development of a

rural base for many of the largest companies in New Zealand. There are some corporations

(e.g. Wright Stephensons 1906, The New Zealand Fertilizer Company 1916) which began

production in this period and have continued to the present. For it was then that agricultural

production mushroomed after pakeha society had destroyed the traditional maori social

structures and divested the maori people of their land. The pakeha capitalist class then had the

gradually increasing worKorce it desired and the land it coveted. Cheap agricultural goods

produced in the colonies were sent to Britain in refrigerated ships (after 1882) which reduced

labour-power costs both in Britain and New 7-naland.

There were two distinct types of farm in New Zealand - the small holding and the large stations.

There were many more small family farms which provided the rentiers, merchant bankers, and
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stock and station agents with a major source of income, although many were themselves very

poor. The second qpe, the large station or run (the social origin of two percent of my top

corporate sample) were the farming gentry. Althougb n"merically they were smaller they had a

very much larger lever on public and economic power. They have a power base that has survived

almost intact since this period to the present (cf. Jesson t987,p.24).

1.13 IMPORTSUBSTITUTIONMANUFACTURING [1934.19t4]

Manufacture was slow to develop in New 7*alandbecause the historical demand from tle core

economy - Britain - was not for manufactured goods but for agriculturd products. However, by

the 1870's the domestic focus on manufacture had grown with the expansion of the labour-force

and the improved systems of transport and communication. Protection of the local market from

forergn competition came from two sources - natural and person created. The natural protection

ca-e from the colony's geographical isolation and distance from overseas markets. The person-

made protection was a system of tariffs that were first introduced in 1888 and expanded greatly

in 1895.

The effects of these early protective regulations on the development of local manufacture can be

seen in the time series following. The number of factories has steadily increased over the period

1900 - 1983 and so has the number of workers within them. Even though the number of workers

per factory has decreased as production becomes more automated.

tablc 1: NEIJ ZEALA}JD FACTORIES AND INDUSTRIAL INRKFORCE TOOO,sI

year nunber of factories

1900-1 3,059
1920-1 3,894
1945-6 6,U7
1955-6 8,515
1960-1 6,875
1966-7 7,838
1973-4 7,690
1983-4 12,760
sources; l. data from 1900-74

2. dats 1983-4 llzYB

enployees elployees per factory

38,65'1 12.6
62,972 16.1

t18,886 17.4
158,238 18.6
165,572 24.1
207,999 26.5
244,522 31.8
305,84'1 24.0

frorn llard 1978, p.13
19&-7, W.526'532

Protective measures introduced by the state after December 1938, such as exchange control and

import rtreasures, insulated the local capitalist class further against overseas trans-national
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competition. However, according to Ward (1978, p.16-17), from this period onward trans-

nationals entered the protected New Tsaland market using the back-door, through subsidiary

companiss. As Ward pointed out the protected economy still, hugely benefited local capitalists

by reducing the pressure on them to keep renewing their fixed assets or put money into research

and development to compete.

World War Two [1939 -1945] changed the pattern of New 7*alatd manufacture and gave

further impetus to industrial development. Large-scale investment in plant and machinery

developed after the war. War production was adapted to engineering, and armament needs. The

focus was on the production of electronics and other post-war technologies that acted to

cheapen the means of production, (that is, the cost of fixed assets compared to the costs of raw

materials) transforming gowth into what Pearce (1986, p.553) and Ward (1978) call a'genuine

long boom' Spectacularly increased manufacturing production resulted in this period following

tle Second World War. Full employment was a reality during the L960's and up until the middle

1970's.

The major area of manufacturing growth has continued to be in the engineering sector,

stimulated by the increased demand for farming eguipment. Other areas of rising

manufacturing have been in car assembly plants and pulp and paper production. In the 1970's it

was noted by Ellis (L976, pp./7 - 26) that there was a concentration of manufacturing output in

relation to &e largest five enterprise units. Ellis's study of 358 industrial units in New Zealand

shows a significantly greater manufacturing concentration in New 7*aland than there is in either

the U.SA. or the United Kingdom. His partial (but only) e4planation for this concentration

beyond the levels which encourage profitability was the smaller size of the New 7*alandmarket,

operating both domestically and internationally, making it less competitive.

Manufacturing in 1989 is in an alarming state. According to the New Zealand Department of

Statistics who are quoted as saying "Investment in new plant and equipment (is) at the lowest

level for seven years, the income of manufacturers (is) at a two and a half year low, the income

of workers in the manufacturing sector (is) cut to the lowest level since records were first kept

lnL977' and the "The Manufacturers Federation described the sharp drop in investment - down
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to $324.8 million compared to $498 million in the same quarter a year earlier - as the most

alarming statistic of all' (IIew Zeeleld Hera!$ 1989, January l1th, p.1., section 3).

The un-subsidized farming sector in 1989 is also in disarray. Farmers are facing "a one third

drop in net income and the strong possibility that the basic payout for the season will not be

increased, thousands of New Zealand, dairy farmers are heading for financial ruin" (Norman,

New Zealand Buslness Times. March 13th, 1988). Other branches of farming other than dairy

are also under stress. Quotas for lamb export are very reduced 'even after the closure of fwo

major southern works and the removal of 3.6 million sheep and lamb kill capacity'' (McPhee,

New Zealand Herald, July 7th, 1988) in the South Island. The next section focuses more directly

on evidence of New 7*aland, corporate centralisation and concentration and the immediate

repercussions of this value creating relation.

12 EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE OF CORPORATE CONCENTRATION
AND CENTRALISATION, I.966 .1986.

The focus in this section is on the top New Zealand companies because these form the core of

centralisation and concentration and also because it is where the corporate sample (the

empirical basis of this thesis) is drawn from. This empirical material provides a detailed

background to the work that follows. How concentration and centralisation of top New Zealand

corporations has developed is looked at in relation to emplolment, the concentration of capital

and the pattern of overseas corporate investment in New Zealand.

I2.I THE CENTRALISATION OF THE NEW ZEALAND WORKFORCE

Some of the effects of corporate centralisation can be seen in the following table which shows

the concentration of the workforce into the top thirty companies in 1986 (the year in which my

random sample was selected). The top thirty corporations are shown to control a sizable

percentage of New Zealand, labour power. WorKorce numbers in the total full-time labour

force iq 1986 were 860,166 (see NZYB 1987-88, pp.333). This total labour force figure is used to

percentage the numbers employed in the top thirty firms (using figures from Jarden and Co.

1986, Share Registry). (Unfortunately there is no way of measuring the years before 1986

because there is no known available data.)
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table 2: IIORKERS Iil THE loP THIRTY FIRI'IS ' 1986

n(trers

1 Fletcher
2 Brierley
3 ller Zealand lnsurance
4 ller Zeatand Forest Products
5 tlathans
6 Carter llott Harvey
7 Uatties
8 lJinstone
9 Lion Corporation
10 llagnun Corporation (Rothmsns)
'l1 Progressive
12 Cabl.e Price Dorner
l3 l,laitaki lnternationat
14 Goodnan -Fietder
15 Fettrax
16 steet & Tube
17 llcConnett DoxetI
18 llair Asttey
'19 Dominion Erereries
20 United Enpire Box
21 lleu Zealard Steel
22 Fisher and Payket
23 Cotonial, l,lotors
24 owens
25 tcr
25 Cerarrco
27 Nertrpns
28 Fernz
29 SouthLard l'leat
30 BNZ Finance

erptoyed I of totat futt-
tine rorkforce

23,400
9,950
4,883

10,314
'l0,?52
9,000
6,431
2,824
7,741
2,580
6,300
4,298
8,197
2,500
2,950
2,934
3,500

655
3,000
3,850
1,600
3,000

9E0
1,800
1,517
2,124
2,111

534
3,200

100

2.7
1.1

.5
1.2
1.'l
1.0
.7
.3
.8
.2
.7
.4
.9
.2
.3
.3
.4
.0
.3
.4
.l
.3
.1
.2
.1
.2
.?
.0
.3
.0

14?,655 17.0

key: ToTAL llUl,lEER IN THE PAID IIORK FORCE 1986 = 8f]0,16
sources: 1 NEU ZEALAND YEAR B00K 1987-8t1, p.333 (labour force

f i gures )
2 JARDEII CO., 1986, (stockbrokers figures inctuding

nurter of etptoyees)

Seventeen percent of the total workforce concentrated under the control of the top thirty boards

and their executive, gives those top thirty companies significant control of labour power in New

kaland.

The centralization ofseventeen percent ofworkers into the top thirty corporations parallels the

large number of unemployed elsewhere. The figures on unemployment reflect the long wave

"sa6alisation 
patterns (cf. Mandel L972, pp.lK - 132) which are that unemplo)'ment will be

high at the boftom of recessionary long waves (i.e. 1894, L940,1987) and low at the long waves

peak (i.e. L914,1967).
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The rate of unemployment has been much worse than predicted. In March 1988 it was

suggested that the unemployed would n'mber 150,000 (Berle, New Zealand Herald- March

23rd, 1988, p.4, section 2). By January 1989 the published unemployed figure was 181,000 or 1Ii.5

percent of the workforce (cf. Collins, Nerr Zealand Herald, 1989, January 1st, p.3, section 1).

This makes the depression of the middle 1980's greater (in the numeric terms of those suffering

the degradation of unemployment) than that of the 1980's.

tabte 5: UNEilPL0YfilEllT lll llEtJ ZEALAT{D - 1895 -1988

year

1896
1906
1916
1926
1936
1945
1956
1966
1976
1989

nwber

'17,396
9,561
7,076

13,128
37,635

6,913
7,936
9,107

27,210
181,000

7 of rage and
salary earners
9.3
3.6
2.3
3.2
7.6
1.7
1.2
1.0
2.5

13.5
sources 1 Rosenberg (1978, p.48) from 1896 - 1976.

2 Cotlins llZ Herald, 1989, January 25th, p.3, section 1

Those who are left in employment are told that their demands for pay raises are amonqst the

"main factors contributing to the recession in New Zealand' (cf. the Governor of the Reserve

Bank, Dr. Don Brash, New Zealand Herald, November 9th, 1988, p.l, section 3).

I22 CONCENTRATION OF CAPITAL

By looking at the turnover (the monetary basis of sales) figures for the top thirty companies in

New Zealand over the nrenry year period 1966-1986, we can see evidence of massive increases

in the capital accruing to these firms. Where figures are not printed in the following table

(rrnlsss noted that the firm was not in existence) the information was not available from any

knonm source, even on entreaty to the firm itself.

The table below shows that dominant control and ownership of the top thirty companis5 i5 n.1

beyond the resources of people or groups in 1988. Rememberi'g that a dominant owner can

hold as little as five percent of the shareholding (cf. Bearden 1937, p.a8) this would include

ninety-seven percent of the owners here as being dominant. There are only eight companies
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(twenty-six percent) with fewer than twenty-five percent in the hands of one t5pe of owner.

Forty-three percent of the top thirty corporations have a New Zealand based dominant

shareholder.

tAb[C 4: THE TOP THIRTY NEI., ZEALAND FIRI'IS 1986 - BY TURNOVER AND DOI'IINANT OI.,NERSHIP

1. FIetcher
2. Eriertey
3. ilzl

Sth Brit lns
4. NZFP
5. Nathan
5. Carter

H Harvey [AHI]
7.gattie
8. ltinstone
9. Lion Corporation
10.f.lagnum Corporation
I 1 .Progressive
12.Cabl.e Price Downer
l3.l.laitaki IntnI
l4.Goodman-Fietder
15.Fettex
l6.Stee[ & Tube
lT.ttlcConne[ [ Doret I

HaHkins Hotding
l8.llair AstIey
l9.Dominion Brereries
20.United Empire Box
21 .llZ Steel
22.Fisher & Payket
25.Cotoniat lilotors
?4.Owens
25.t.c.r.
26. Ceramco
27. Newmans

1986
$000, s

Turnover
4,268,100
3,332,185
1 ,301,892

1,179,915
1 ,159,800
1 ,151 ,217

801 ,155
697,877
684,1 19
665,615
615,357
645,239
615,199
623,59',1
623,176
488,243
151 ,220

419,865
396,263
381 ,589
341 ,872
339,771
333,800
309,O72
?97,000
?79,288
271 ,500

knorn nationat
origin of
dominant
sharehotder
NEII ZEALAND
AUSTRAL IA
8RtTAtI

AUSTRAL I A
IIEI.I ZEALAND

AUSTRAL I A

BRITAIN
}IE!' ZEALAIID
NEI.' ZEATAIID
AUSTRAL IA
AUSTRAL IA
AUSTRALIA
NE}I ZEALA}ID
BR ITAIN
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA

BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IIEIJ ZEALAIID
cHtllA
CHINA
IIEI.I ZEALANO

NEI.' ZEALAND

SIIIGAPORE
NEI' ZEALAI.ID

}JE!' ZEATAIID
NEU ZEALAT'ID

NET' ZEALAIID
IIEIJ ZEALAND

1976 1966
$000,s € 000rs

Turnover Turnover
293,983 40,806

?3,016 1,194
56,639 6,3/r0

202,000 22,000
?02,266 1,272
77,379 4,993

165,523
227,435 1,319

7,886 3,125
16,309 1,405

,2,706
153,056 5,569

DlE DIE

6,937

ft't,273 109,9;3
77,30O
3,540 1 ,391

126,148 12,651
65,992 3,5-44

104,246 D/E10,1{.1 
?0,

3,709 280
19,671

66,040 9,577

dcrninant onnership share
1989 % hel,d

Emptoyee Pension Scheme 19
AustraI ian l,lutuaI Provi. 5
General Accident 51

Etders Resources 6l
Lion 97.1
National Mutual Life 20

Rank Hovis
F letchers
AD llyers
Briertey 67
Cotes Itlyers 87
Erierley (20.4.88 H) 100
Gooctnan F, FCL & Freesia 72
Rank Hovis 30
BTR Nytex 80+
Tube l.lakers (Aust) 49
Inter Pacific 100

NZI Properties
Brier Ieys
[z Equities
Equi t i corp (Receivers)
Equi ticorp (Receivers)
no hotding exceeds
OHens Fami Iy trusts
Kingsgate International
Bidxet t,/ Gibbs
Corporate lnvestments
(P llasfen & Ass. 68%)
Rathbone /Hoggard
FCL

8NZ

30
100

12

26
5l

100
80
20

5
36
43
25
51

30
100
76

Transport Hotdings
28- Fernz 217,343
29.Southland lleat 205,948
30.BNZ Finance 196,072

Note: 1

Sources:
2
1

2

Firms are categorized by their 1986 turnover figures
Turnover = Gross sates/ or the total value of receipts
for goods and services
D,/E = The conpany didn,t exist.
Turnover figures come from,. company reports, company tibrarians, share registry
materiat; Buttte hJitson 31st December 1986.
Dominant sharehotdings come from,' individuat Company Reports, 1987 Broadbank Investment
Yearbook, Neuspaper reports (e.g. ller Zealand Heratd).
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The 1988 location of the dominant ownership shows an even greater strengthening of the hold

of the major 'indigenously based' trans-national - Fletchers (FCL). FCL has become New

znaland's top public company based on their net proFrt [$532p00,0001, turnover

[$9,170,000,000], market capitalisation [$5,068,531,000] and shareholders funds [$3,152,000,000]

(cf. Daroux, New Zealand Herald, October 31st, 1988, p.6, section 3).

FCL at the top of the top thirty, made a $532 million dollar profit reported in September, 1988.

Their empire now stretches, domestically, to Petrocorp (eighty-seven percent owned), Fletcher

Fishing, Winstones (fifty percent owned), Place Maker Stores, Firth Industries, Fletcher Wood

Panels, Golden Bay Cement (fifty percent owned), Fletcher Construction and Steel, Residential

Inc. Beasley Homes, Challenge Properties, Pacific Steel Industries, Consolidated Metal,

American Express, Group Rental and Visionhire, Selectrix Appliances, Wright Cars, Hertz

Rent-A-Car, Wrightson Deer Stock / Goats/Wool/Real Estate/Blood Stock/Horticulture,

Challenge Meats, Tasman Pulp and Paper/Lumber/Forestry. Overseas it stretches around the

American Western Pacific in the following companies - Crown Forest Industries, British

Columbia Fsrest products (siry-eight percent owned), Australian Newsprint Mills (twenty-five

percent oumed), Jennings Industries (thirty-six percent owned), Wrigbt Schurbet (sixty-seven

percent owned), Pacific Construction and other unnamed Chilean forestry interests (SundaI

Star, March 20th, 1988, section D, p.1).

Concentrated (but not necessarily secure) ownership at the highest corporate level is

paralleled by crumbling control at the bottom. In February 1989 it was reported that since the

sharemarket crash in October 20th 1987 there had been a corporate death once every fifteen

days (thirty-one in total) 'As the list of casualties grows by the wee\ one commentator recently

observed that the sharemarket crash is a little like the battle of the Somme. The true casualty

lists are not posted immediately. But where will it all end?. (SundAJSlAB February 12th, 1989,

section A, p.11).
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123 OVERSEAS OWNERSHIP IN NEWZEALANI)

Various economists (cf. Sutch 1972,p.l2,Ward 1978, p.17) have pointed out that foreigu capital

permeates many seemingly indigenously controlled areas of the New 7*aland economy and that

overseas investment is expanding. Ward argues that not only has trans-national infiltration

through subsidiary companies expanded considerably in the post war era but the average value

of total output of overseas owned companies is far greater than indigenous owned companies.

Using 1975 figures (cf. Deane 7975, p.22) he shows that the total average output of overseas

plant is over $1 million whilst the locally based companies averages $161,000. The average size

of the manufacturing surplus of overseas owned plants was $125,000 and $14,000 for domestic

production. Ward concludes that foreign companies are on average larger and more productive

than the local companies. Overseas companies have the advantage of being able to apply

economies of scale to reduce unit costs and there is a commitment to new technologies. A

commitment to new technologies presupposes the employment of the technocrats or

professionals to handle them. Overseas companies employ forty-two percent of the 'professional

and technical' persons within the manufacturing sector, although they are only nvenry percent of

all manufacturers.

Corporate leaders here and overseas are being exhorted to spend here because "New Zsaland is

a great buy'' (Hugh Fletcher, quoted by Cave, New Zealand Listener, October 22,1988, pp.3+

36) because the depreciating dollar ensures that foreip capital can come here and invest

cheaply. The interest rates are also very high which attracts investment. Since the sharemarket

crash the capitalist class (both domestic and foreip) have also had access to cheap bank credit.

Unfortunately for the economy the in-pouring of overseas investment into New Zeatand is

paralleled by the flight of big New Zealand companies going offshore to Chile (e.g. Fletchers,

Carter Holt Harvey and New 7*aland Dairy Corporation), Canada (e.g. Fletchers) Australia

(e.g. Brierleys, Chase and Ceramco) Britain (e.g. Brierleys) and Hong Kong (e.g. Equiticorp).

The Labour government (198+1989+) has stressed its welcome to overseas invEstment. This

has been manifest in a very liberal foreign investment policy applied by the Overseas

Investment Commission (cf. NZYB 1986-7, p.513). (This Overseas Investment Commission is

the government body which assesses the merits of applications for foreign investment in New
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7*alnd.) The underlying rationale behind their liberalism is that the overseas compeniss ars

welcome because they are likely to invest in "new technologies and increase net foreign

exchange earnings" (op cit, p.513). (Whether these new technologies or capital are used to

benefit the indigenous sociery is, of course, highly problematic).

table 5: OVERSEAS DIRECT INVESIT,IENT t}I NETJ ZEALAND lmiIIion,s]

YEAR UNITEO EEC

KINGDO'I
USA & AUSTRALIA OTHER TOTAL

CANADA COTJIITRIES

1949
1950
1951
195?
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
't958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
197A
1979
1980
1981
1982

37
't05
184
96
23

175
194
160
90

't91
1&
207
198
316
168
220
228

7
167
208
182
370
-72
520

547
292

1006
978

2034
1361
840
690

1434

3
1l
10

0
-2
12
-2
3

19
44
't0
7
0

-7
-7
23
14

1

26
152
't4

257
30
35

7
67
45

-55
20

107
-9?
r06
t53

:
76
10
35
30
28
17

-18
1Z
24

102
107
96
95

151
133
-81
28

16
129
676
256

451
275
636

-136
375

1015
753
430

-277

5

50
21

-10
28
35
68
71
36
71
93
70

133
102
120
258
149
166
-14
315
307
381
421

573
387
921
754
271
995
344

1436
1886

51

0
0
0
0

:

12
-E

1
2?
33

-24
-1
3

15
85

257
70
19

216
126
181
51

-61
-51
?20
996
445

62
130
?72
193
22

250
256
260
197
253
257
342
362
553
J81
488
628
289
281
589
762

1300
975

1246

1797
1147
27E9
1592
2639
3427
2045
3658
3&O

mean 357 37 219 392 93 1002
Source: Crothers 1988 using a series of ilZYB from 1949 -1982.

Table five shows a very big increase in overseas investment in New 7-ealand since 1949; that is

an increase of $940,000,000 in thirty three years. The strongest investment impetus comes from

Australia (mean $39,000,000) and the United Kingdom (mean $357,000,000). fleiling are the

United States and Canada (mean $219,000,000) and the EEC (mean of $37,000,000).
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United Kingdom investment in New Zealand, was beaten by Australia as the lead investor by

197L.lt was at approximately this time that Britain expressed interest in being part of the

European rather than'Common wealth' markets. Since 1983, New Zealand and Australia have

formalised their economic relationship in a trade pact called - The Australia New Zealand,

Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA or CER as it is commonly

referred to). That CER is of growing significance to New T,ealand business is reflected in the

frequency with which it appears as a theme in business articles (cf. McPhee, New Zealand

Herald, May 21st, 1988, p.4, section 4, King, National Business Revlew, October 14th, 1988,

p.15, Wauchop, National Business Review, September 23rd 1988, section w. p.11 etc.). Some of

these New 7*aland reports detail impatience to speed the 'inevitable integration'. For example,

Wauchop reports that the 'manufacturers are kicking the gover',-ent for dragging its feet in

forming Closer Economic Relations (CER) with Australia.'The New Zealand public are also

iucreasingly favouring greater integration between the two economies - forty-four percent of

those polled in JuIy 1988 wanted a common market between the two courtries (New Zealand

Herald, July 28th, 1988, p.2, section 1). However it is possible to speculate that the Australians

(with their sights set on much larger markets than the still small New Tgaland one) are not as

enthusiastic about a trading union.

This section has shown that on both social and economic levels there are indications that

centralisation is occurring in the New Zealand corporate economy. Turnover is a particularly

strong indicator of this tendency but there are other indicators that could also be used to show

other aspects of this strong tendency and they have not been shown. This topic deserves a

whole text alone.
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w coNcl"us,troN

he fir-st part: of c;haptor one outlitred a brlef ,gvnerd histoly of New ?xalfrd wfrich specifical$

. higliigbtod economic developments importaot for tbe gto$tt of the corporata sedor. Ths last

,sootion of the cbapter focused on eolpirieat emnplca of tbg cclncpntration and eentralisation of

i$ew Zealand capital beupcen Lffi - 19th The eqpirisl qnimplas gi-ven show thc unrterlying

d1'namics of capttalist productlon (.see MarX CaDttaL voL 3 1@, pp3lfl-tB), of w&ich the key

elaractoristirs aro;

1) Thc crincentratim of capitd and the neapc otproduaion in a few baq&;

2) th€ centralisation of production and the labolufsree;

asd 3) the developmertt of the world market.

Chapter ti*'o nerd lools at how patterns of, concentration and contralisation reflest in and,:ar€

hslped by asyrnnootiic intcrlocks. The period of New Tnalffid.corporate interlockitg eovors half-

of tho rangt of a loqgwarr perioil hom 1966 to 1986 (twenty rather than the full loag urar/p of

forty years sce chapter four).

l

I
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CIUPTERTWO

STRATEGIES OF CENTRALISATION

INTRODUCTION

There are several forms which can be understood to help capital centralisation. These are what

Scott and Griff (1984, p.21) call 'strategies sf g'ansformation' and they add to (rather than

detract from) a Marxian description of centralisation and concentration, for they suggest some

of the "variety of processes through which economic units can be dlied" (op cit).Schematically

depicted these are as follows -

f igure 4: FoRtlS OR STRATEGIES 0F TRANSFORI.IATIOII

leveI of integration bitaterat strategy 
'|ruttitsteral 

strategy

A. personal retations personal union corm.rnity of interest
B. capitat participations liaison scheme hotding system
C. coalition of interests joint venture con$ine
D. fusion of interests nerger/takeover amalgamation

source: cf . Scott & Griff , '|.98/, p.21

The simplest union is the personal relatlon. When this union is betweeu two directors it is a

dyadic interlock - an equal relationship between two people sitting on a corporate board. A

communi$r of interests is another minimally organised loose knit relationship between several

companies. It may be informally based on a 'gentleman's (sic) agreement' or more formally

organised on strategies such as an agreed upon cartel or price fixing arrangements. The liaison

scheme is based on an interlock between directors which is supplemented by a 'small capital

participation' (Scott and Griff 1984, p.21) which solidifies the relationship. A holding slrtem

exists thro'gh a mutual corporate exchange of directors and shares. A joint venturc occurs

when two enterprises may join to set up a third subsidiary enterprise. In a combine several

enterprises get together and set up a jointly owned venture where there is a supportive

tendency to engage in preferential trading. Mergers occur when two enterprises frrse into one.

This is (usually) through a mutually beneficial arrangement whereby the joining process is
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precipitated by a large inter-organisational joint sharing holding. A takeover has the same final

effect but there exists a qualitative difference usually manifest in a battled resistance to the

'predato4t' party getting enougb shares on the share market to have control of the tictim'

company. An exceptional circumstance is a "white-knight-takeover" (Sommerville pers. com.

1988). In this instance a 'friendly' enterprise is sought to protect the company againsl i6s

predatory company. Both moves end in the formation of a subsidiary company with the

dominant shareholder in control. An amalgamation is a merger where several enterprises fuse

inls 2 singls enterprise.

Mergers or takeovers are the most commonly reported and written up forms of centralisation.

Stewart (1981) reports that in the fifteen years before 1974 there were only 484 mergers and

takeovers. These numbers have changed dramatically. According to Pickford (1983, p.1) the

New Z€aland economy has in "recent years'experienced a takeover wave of "unprecedented

masnitude.' He reports the number of takeovers as rising from forty seven in 7n7-78 to 192 in

1981-1982. And he predicts that by the turn of the century the private sector is likely to be

dominated by fifty to sixty large fums. PicKord's summation of trends has shown to be accurate.

Takeovers and mergers are flourishing in this period of recession where debt, gearing, low

liquid capital equigy and other like aspects make capitals weak. Further evidence of the results

of corporate weakness is provided by the rise in tlte number of receiverships occurring. The

New Zealand Herald reported (July 30th, 1988, p.1, section 4) that "receiverships were occurring

at twice the rate of last year with "every sign' the problem was worsening . . . In the first half of

this year there were 379 compared to 330 for all of 1987." By March 1989 the New Zealand

Gazette totalled 1130 receiverships occurring in the preceding year (reported in the New

Zealand Herald, April 14ttr, section 3, p.1). This figure represents .76 percent of the total

number of companies (147,158) registered in the 1988 New Zealand Yearbook.

Even the Cgmpany Reports are having to record losses sustained by more than one third of the

companiss registered on the stock exchange (cf. Ansley, Auckland Star, section A, p.1).

Although the most spectacular losses recorded come from the largest companiss (e.g. Renoufs
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$401 million loss) more than two thirds of the fifty smallest companies on the stock exchange

"were in the red; of the 20 smallest, three quarters, reported lossesn (Ansley, op cit).

Bankruptcies are also increasing at a staggering rate of forty-nine percent per annum (1987-

1988). For the year ending September 30, 1988, there were 1718 bankruptcies compared with

11218 in the previous year (IIew Zealand Herald, Novsmber l1th, 1988, p.1, section 3).

The following section deals with the mechanism of cenualisation that is less dramatically visible

than mergers and takeovers. The focus is on asymmetric or directional interlocking directorates.

Asymmetric refers to a relationship characterised by an imbalance of power where the

directional interests of the director flow only one way. The importance of asymmetric interlocls

is that they trace corporate power structures.

2.1 II{TERLOCKING DIRECTORSHIPS

Interlocking directorates occur (cf. Scott and Griff 1984, p.21) when one director is actively

based simultaneously, on two or more boards of directors. The interlock binds two enterprises

thro"qh one agent. These agent-directors are multiple directors. Not every interlock between

boards has the same degree of intensity. The most intense interlock is one in which a director is

an executive on two boards, this is a tight interlock. Typically this is a relationship between a

parent company and an operating subsidiary. A primary interlock is one in which an executive

director also operates on another board as a non executive director. An induced interlock is the

serendipitous result of nvo primary interlocks, for example; x is an executive on company A and

an outside director on company B and on company C;

A-->C.
J
B

a[i5 algans that companies B and C have an induced connection. If the connection is thougb an

outside director in A then the B and C connection is the same but less intense. A secondary

interlock has no primary relations and an outside director has two or more directorships,

forming a span A ----- B ----- C where there is an indirect connection between A and C.
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Strong or weak interlocking ties, and the difference that this means conceptually, were a major

concern of Granovetter (1973, 1982). Granovetter suggests that strong ties are personal

friendship connections generally formed in clustered subsystems, whereas weak ties are

acquaintances that form "bridging" or "boundary spanning.n Information will flow easily along a

strong tie rather than a weak one. Directional interest or strength assumes (cf. Bearden et al

L975) a primary relationship is involved. Supportive evidence of the directional nature of

primary interlocks (cf. Palmer 1983, Palmer et al 1985) suggests that primary rather than

secondary interlock are more likely to be reinstated after the director dies. But Scott and Griff

(198a, p.25) temper this by suggesting that ideally even knowing that the relationship is a

primary interlock is not enough and should be triangulated with evidence of other supporting

sources of strength. Such supportive evidence could be indications of capital flows (d. Ratcliffe

1980, Mintz and Schwartz 1985, 1986), information exchange (cf. Scott et al 1985, p5) or

substantial shareholding (cf. Lum and Murray 1988) rather than the number of interlocks that

occur on ary one board (cf. Mintz and Schwartz 1985). The nen section (which is based on a

paper written jointly with Robert Lum) consists of a depiction of directional interlocla in the

top thirty New Zealand companies over a twenty year period -Lgffi, Ln6 and 1,986. The basis of

the directional interlocks in this study are: primary or recently held primary interlocking,

substantial shareholding; and whether the non-executive sat on the board of the major

shareholder.

NEW ZEAI"AND'S IIYTERLOCKS ^AS A MEASTJRE OF CHANGING
CENTRALITY OVER A TWENTT YEAR PERIOD 1966.1986

The aim of tracing directional interlocks amongst the top thirty companies over a twenty year

period (1966 - 1986) is to trace corporate power structures and how this relates to aspects of the

outside economy. What can be hypothesized is that this downward haul toward crisis and

recession, h 1986 - 7, will be characterised by frenzied defensive interlocking because of

corporate insecurity. Ideally this method of tracing patterns of interlock at strategic intervals

should be taken back far beyond a twenty year period (at least to the turn of the cenfury as Scott

and Griff (1984, p.89) and Mizruchi (1982) have). The twenty year period was, unfortunately,

proscribed by limited sources of business registry data.

2.2
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Interlocks operate at their lowest level to transmit information. Information in this context is

likely to be that which relates to the operations of a given company. Those who control the flow

or are the recipients of information, are in a position of power because they can make faster

more informed strategic decisions. The earlier the information is received the more powerful

the holder is (cf. Lum and Murray 1988).

To show that 'information flows' at different speeds and levels needs further explanation, to do

this we distinguished three different measures - centrality, breadth and depth. Breadth measures

the immediate span of those contacts who have an interest in disseminating information, for

example;
oE

oc <------ ol -------' o,

I
o0

The breadth of company A is four. When the depth of company A is measured in the following

diagram only the vertical interlocks are counted;

oE

oc <------ jo -------r oB -------->oF

I
oD

The depth of company A is now two. When the centraliry of company A is measured both

breadth and depth measures are combined and the centrality of the company is five.

Using these empirical measures it can be shown that different constellations of centraliry, depth

and breadth suggest dilferent degrees of corporate integration. If all three measures are low

then this worrld suggest a low level of capitalist competition. As the market becomes more

competitive with new entrants tlen breadth and centrality should increase. Breadth is

encouraged by the need to merge to remain competitive, thus centrality increases but depth

remains low. As market saturation occurs then breadth and centrality continue to gather

momentum. The easiest way to achieve profits and an increased market share is to acquire

other companies or merge with existing ones. The ne)C stage is for investment companies to

emerge causing large shareholdings to be bought in existing companies which increases depth
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and centrality. Speculation by finance company investment and sharemarket activity then occurs.

Gearing develops, (this refers to debt being taken on that assumes a cumulative, vertical

borrowing pattern) to enable profits to multiply. Because of the large scale gearing and the

unavailability of large shareholdings, breadth is reduced. The final stage is when all three

measures collapse. StaFation occurs in the finance sector because investment in the productive

sector is not occurring and no corporate or individual bodies are tempted back into buying in

an unstable sharemarket (which has likely crashed) whilst operating in an unhealthy economy.

In brief the stages toward corporate crisis are as follows;

figure 5:
STAGES OF CORPORATE CEIITRALISATIO}I IJITHI}I A CYCLE

Stage 1:the beginning rhere corporate cornpetition is
[oH. Centratity, breadth and centratity 8re tow. Littte
i ntercorporate corpet i t i on.

Stage 2: estabtished corporate enterprises chattenged by
neH entrants. Breadth and centratity increase because of
need to merge to remain cotpetitive. Depth is stitt toy.

Stage 3: market saturation occurs breadth ard centratity
increase momentrm. lilergers and takeovers increase. Depth
is stitt [or.

Stage 4: eflErgence of investment corpanies xhereby depth
and centratity increase but stagnation follors the tack
of corporate corpetition.

Stage 5: gearing up to provide funds for specutation in
non productive /financiat narkets. Centratity ard depth
increase.

Stage 6: cottapse of centrality, depth and breadth.
Stagnation of investment sector. llo groHth in the
product i ve sector and ensuri ng unenpt oyrnent.

The following three periods, L966, L976 and 1986, are described in relation to these centrality,

depth and breadth measures and then they are compared in the conclusion.

2,3 THE UPTIJRN OF THE CYCLE- IN THE BEGINNING 1966

The pattern of interlocks in 1966, that follow, are scattered in an economy which was highly

protected and where competition was low.
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f;issre 6: oEFTlili EEIIT&ALTW'Am BBEADTII IEA€URES .i966

c9nFrv
Alsx llary€y
Dmlnion Brcilcries
Fletchenr
Catile Price Dslflrer
Ta$bn Fulp & Poper
ltzt
l|zrP
Soutt Brlti.sh
llet tab.y.s
Famlers ep-op
Hright Stephenson
lleu Zea.tard Bl'ereries
t,.G. t.
teu ?ogland RefinirE
ller Zealand Ref rl gerating
Flre Eledttotrticg
The Gotmfal llotor Eof,pqw
I S Patercon
The t{atloaal lnsrrFance CoEFdiy
Fhitips and ltpey
*instonee
The llttf€nal .llotttggge Agericy
lv€n thtkf'rp Do*
lji leons Port tand Cefitent
Genenal Fo0ds
Porter llotors
Tho taex Zeatald Frnners, Fertit.
United Eqpire Box
Sooth land Frozerit [eets
Th'c tlationql lnour€nc€ co
Do[gety and llZ Lsan
Southtahd Froz€h ile8ts

depttr
0
0
2
2
I
I
0
1
2
2
0
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

breadth
0
a
I
2
I
I
0
I
I
?
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
It
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0

olntratfty
0
0
5
2
I
I
0
I
2
3
0
4
0
0
0
rQ

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0

sourcei 79f6.T Eqrity lnve$tnents

Of the top thirty companios llsted Lere oaty thir,teen ars itrterloc.ked (forty-thgs tr€rcst).

Thesc aq4metric multiple directorates are depicfed in the follontng taUc" The directotc

involved in the relationship are dlso noted. - >r

Thirs piCttre of interloct$ is quita sparsa Contrality is foeused in threc maia corporatious - Nojr

Zaalaud Btewerieq Cable Frics Douner and Flet&ers. A[ three of tles€ companics wer€

producdvcty based enterprires There is little ovidence ;there of a+y depth sther tbaa in

Eletchors and that gqes only to a se-ccrnd companl
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tabte 6: CEIITRALITY 0F INTERLOCKED CORPORATIoNS AND THEIR DIRECTORS FRoll THE TOP THTRTY C0ilPA|IIES '1966

Dotlttlloll
BREI.'ERIES

CABLE PRICE

DOI.INER

I.'R I GHT

ST,EPHENSON

NZ REFINING

f 
"'*""'

TASI.IAII PULP

PAPER

r p thompson \
NZ REFRI6ERATITIG

source: 1966 Equity Investments
legend: The arror specifies the direction of the Iink

Doubte circtes indicate the end of a chain

The sparse interlocking would suggest that in a period of higth prosperity, semm'nicati6n

channels are not strategically imperative. There are no banks here; neither investment, trading

nor merchant banks. The productive sector is hrmly in control and dominates the interlocking

structure. When tle economy is largely a monopoly of an indigenous capitalist class

communications with the state (having lour man' permanently installed in an offrce in

lvsllington to lobby government ministers) is probably a great deal higher priority than any

likely corporate competition (cf. Respondent 9) or any need to establish inter-corporate co-

operation about the allocation of resources.

23.I FLETCHERS

Of those amongst the top thirty firms who did link the highest centrality (5) and depth (2) was

Fletchers (now known as FCL). FCL's breadth (2) was lower than New Zealand Breweries.
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FCL was the company started by the 'self-made' ScoEmatr - Sir James Fletcher, who :-'-'--,:-.''

arrived in New Zealand in 1m8, with twelve pormds in his pocket and a kit of tocls- i':r.: r

deception by omission (cf. Jesson 1980, pp.48) for the 'self-made-man' carx: i'.-or. r

moderately prosperous background in Scotland and in 19LL, be was happily able lo :::-r.,

moDey, in the form of Charlotte Cameron. When the First World War began in 191.i F-.e: irer

was no different from any other Dunedin builder hrt by 19L9, the year he floateC ;i:F::cher

Construction, he had become the owner of a company that had become a national corr,rtr,-'don

based enterprise. The business was by this stsge a family enterprise organised by (the htr:r Sir)

James and his three brothers - Bill, Andrew and Joha and their cousin Bill Smitb-

Jesson (1980, p.7) notes that the reason for Fletchers expansion was based on two feat,tres - an

economic climate that created opportunities for growth and development; and second" Fietcher

could be sufficiently opportunist to take advantage of these. Post World-War-One, construction

was an e4panding indrrstry developed around the prosperous growth of the farming sectllr. The

expanding growth of transport and communication, and electricity meant that national

production was for the first time a realistic possibility. Fletchers alignment with the l-abour

Party in 1935 and his friendship with Prlne Minister Fraser and later Prime Minister Nash

ensured that Sir James Fletcher was instrumental in organising the state housing progr2mme

and that Fletcher Construction was nominated for the job of constructing the state houses. In

1942 Sir James Fletcher was appointed Commissioner of Defence Construction which gave him

complete control (answerable only to the Prime Minister) over the entire construction industry.

Sir James as a civilian had more power than most politicians ever have. This power was added

to in 1943 when Sir James helped set up the Ministrv of Works and became its first

commissiellsr. This was a period *'hen'what was good for Fletchers had to be good for the New

Zealand State'or put another way "there was no visible distinction between the state and private

enterprise' (cf. Jesson L980, p.12).

In 1966 the managing director of Fletchers and the key interlocking director was the son of Sir

Jerrres - James C Fletcher. His brother John, was a "relative nonentity' (Jesson L980, p20) who

acted as the company secretary living in Christchurch. James C. Fletcher was on the NZI board
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and was the Fletcher link to South British [nsurance company, the board that was later takeu

over by NZI. Len Stevens, the link between Tasman Pulp and Paper and Fletchers, was a

personal friend of the first Sir James Fletcher and had joined the company in 1920 at its

formation as the company's solicitor. Stevens became a Fletchers director i\ L942, the deputy

chairperson in 1966 and the chairperson in 1968 a post he held until his death in L972 (pers.

com. Newman 1988). E. H. Rhodes, the heir to the Bycroft biscuit business, was also a friend of

Sir James Fletcher (pers. com. Jesson 1988). Rhodes became a Fletchers director in 1966 and

remained on the board until 1985.

232 NEWZEAI.ANDBRDIVERIES

The most important hub is New Zealand Breweries - centrality (4), depth (1) and breadth (4).

New Zealand Breweries had its genesis in one of the oldest breweries in the Colony - Campbell

and Brown's, which was set up in New Market within the five year period 1878 - 83 (cf. Stone

1973, p.155). The original entrepreneurs were two prominent ciry fathers - William Brown and

John Logan Campbell. ln 1842 they started their merchant business which included importing

wines and spirits and in 1878 - 83 they added a new brewery to their enterprises. In 1897 the

merger of Campbell and Brown and the Ehrenfield brothers took place. The company became

Campbell and Ehrenfields, and subsequently came into the hands of the Myers family tbrough

the family patriarch Arthur Myers, who went on to become the Mayor of Auckland.

In 1966 the New 7*aland Breweries network centred around the ubiquitous Sir Kenneth Myers.

By this time the Myers family were third generation brewery owners. In that year, Sir Kenneth

Myers was able to boast the highest nunber of top board connections in the couutry. He had

three top thirry board directorships - I.CJ. New Zealand Refrigerating and South British

Insurance and was also on boards outside the top thirty boards - Fibremakers (NZ), Guardian

Trust and AMP. R. P. Thompson was the other connection between New Zealand Breweries

and New 7:,aland Refining.

After 1966 New Zealand Breweries (in 1978 they adopted the Lion name having used the lion

emblem since 1967) went from success to success. ln 1r97L Sir Kenneth Myers and his son

Douglas were instrumental in merging Campbell and Ehrenfield with Lion Breweries and New
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7*aland Wines and Spirits. Later Lion bought Douglas Myers out of New Zealand Wines and

Spirits, and the $24 million they paid him was used to buy back nventy percent of Lion

Breweries. In 1988 the company called Lion-Nathan after avery successful merger with another

top merchant family of very long standing. Lion-Nathan are now ranked tenth in net profit

($57000'000), seventh in turnover ($1,122395,000), fifth in narket capitalisation

($1,264,910,000) and sfuth in share holders funds ($271,93,000) (cf. New zealand Heratd,

October 31st, 1988, p. 6, section 3).

233 OTHERCOMPANIES

At New Znaland Insurance (centrality (L), breadth (1), depth (1)) the outside directors are

David Steen (a sometime accountant for Hellabys) and Sir Clifford Plimmer (with his execurive

experience in Wright Stephensons).A. G. Wilson was the NZI link to NZFP and he was

domiciled in the NZ building whilst working as a professional accountant. The chairperson on

the board was A. U. Wells who was also a director at Hellabys.

Cable Price Downer (CPD) formed a bridge between New Zealand Forest Products (NZFP)

and the giant later swallowed up by Fletchers - Alex Harvey. CPD had a centrality of (2), depth

of (2) and width of (2). The owner-founder of the corporation was tle deputy chairperson A. F.

Downer. He was also on another major board at that time - New Zealand Forest Products.

CPD's other board couhection with the Alex Harvey board was Harry Rogerson who was a

foundation director of Cable Price, the holding company that merged Cables and AGM Price in

1951(pers. com. O'Hagan 1988).

It is interesting that although there were agriculturally related companiss amongst the top thirty

boards (Wright Stephensons and Dalgety and NZ Loans), only Wright Stephenson interlocked

through Sir Clifford Plimmer. Pastoral based companies were still at ttre centre of the economy

and were secure enough not to feel the need to be interlocked-
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2.4 THE DOWI{WARD SLIDE FROM TTIE HIGI{PONT OF

ACCT]MUI,ATION - 1976

ln L976 New Zealand was on the brink of great changes - beiog opened to the world money

markets and waking up to the idea that it was necessary to broaden the scope and diversify of

their agriculturally based economy. This need'for diversification was forcibly brougbt hone by

Britain's entry into the European Economic Common-market.

Following are the 1976 pattern of asymmetric interlocks.

figure 7: DEPTH, CENTRALTTY AllD BREADTH i|EASURES 1976
conpany depth breadth
Ftetchers 1 3
Tasman Pul.p & Paper 0 0
Her Zeatard Insurance I 1

ller Zealand Forest Products 0 0
South British 0 0
Hetlabys 2 2
l,larac 0 0
ller Zeatand Brereries 1 5
UEBOO
UDC Group HoLdings 0 0
llen Zeatard Fanoers Fertitizer 0 0
The National lnsurance 0 0
Odl, ins 0 0
ller Zeatand Hotor Corporation 0 0t.c.r, 0 0
ller Zeatand Steel 0 0
Haitaki 0 0
Alex llarvey 0 0
Associated croup Hotdings 0 0
Brierley lnvestmnts 0 0
Broadtands Doninion Group 0 0
Cabte Price Dorner 0 0
Canter Hott Harvey 0 0
Cerarrco 0 0
Dalgety 0 0
Dominion Breweries 0 0
Farrners Treding 0 0
Fettex 0 0
tfatties 0 0
lJinstones 0 0

centraI ity
3
0
I
0
0
5
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

source llBRr Guide to Corparative Perfonrnnce of llen Zeatard Conpanies, 1976.

There are ten companies with directional interlocks involved out of the possible thirty top

companies (thirty-three percent). They join in the following manner;
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Still active n 1976, in a generally very inactive scene, are the 1966 corporate giants Fletcbers and

New Zealand Breweries. The main hub in 1976 is still Fletchers (centrality of 3, breadth of 3

and depth of 1). The Fletcher links are still the ones that link the corporation to Marac, South

British and Tasman. John }forrocks, who joined the company in 1974, provides another link to

South British. New 7-eaJatd, Breweries is the other rival for ceutrality (centratity 3, depth 1 and

breadth 3). Sfu Kenneth Myers is still the central New Zealand Breweries link on both I.CJ.

and South British boards.

The most striking feature of the 1976 picture of directional interlocks is again its sparseness.

This is somewhat over stated because of the large number of 'professional directors' omitted

here.

2.4.1 PROFESSIONAL DIRJCTORS

The rise of the 'professional director' as an adjunct to the established corporate class in the

1970's is very interesting because they had largely disappeared again by the late 1980's. These

people usually came from the top ranks of the legal profession (e.g. Bell Gulty Weir has had a
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disproportionate number) or were accountants from top accounting firms (e.g. Coopers and

Lybrand). Typically they were employed first to handle a large account, sometimes for an

overseas company, and then reputation, contacts and directorships would follow. Following

Granovetter's (L973) distinction between strong (personal connections) and weak

(acquaintances) ties they would cross the boundaries of both as strongly connected business

acquaintances. Some of the more successful of these 'professionals' became full-time business

men, giving their directorship fees to the practice and retaining partnership links and the use of

their premises and staff.

Most of the professional directors (this information is from public records) n L976, including

Lyndsay Papps, Peter Stannard, Sir Clifford Plimmer, John Fair and John Horrocks, were at the

begiming of their professional directing careers. The exception to this was Sir Clifford Plimmer.

The point is that these professional directors we,re not included in the analysis because they

were mostly at the beginning of their career and were unlikely to have acquired large amounts

of shareholding in the companies they represented. Also the evidence sf sharsfiqlrling is very

difficult to gather in these earlier periods -1966 - 1976, for seldom (if ever) are director's

t6*"Ssldings disclosed in company reports and the Company's Office files do not include this

information.

Lyndsay Papps was the director of four top thirty companies in 1976 - Dalgetys, New Zealand

Motor Corporation, Odlins and UEB. He was (and is) based as a partner in the legat firm Bell

Gully Weir. Peter Stannard, originally in an executive role in British Petroleu'n, was on

Dominion Breweries, New Zealand Motor Corporation and Woolworths New Zealand. John

Horrocks, a lawyer and accountant, was prominent on Marac, New Zealand Rsfining, Fletchers

and South British. Sir Clifford Plimmer was originally connected with Wright Stephenson which

was taken over by Fletchers. ln 1976 Sir Clifford was on nine boards - Cable Price Downer,

D.R.G. (NZ), Dunlop (NZ), James Smith, McKechnie Brothers (NZ), New Zealand Breweries,

New Zealand Motor Bodies, The New 7*aland Farmers Fertilizer Company, and the UDC

grouP. Four of those companies were top companies in 1976 - New 7-.e,aland Fertilizer, New

7*aland Motor Bodies, Cable Price Downer and New Zealand Breweries. John Fair was, and
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still is, on the board of Ceramco. In 1966 he was also on the boards of Tasman and New

T.r-aland Refining.

2.42 HELLABYS

In 1976, Fredrick Reed Alan Hellaby was the link that connected Hellabys (centrality 3,

breadth 2 and depth 2) to New 7*alandsteel and NZI. He created a bridge between Hellabys,

NZI and New Zealand Steel. Hellabys is another old colonial family (cf. Personal Investor.

L987, p.50). In 1890, the Hellaby brothers, Richard and William opened a processing slaughter

house at Richmond Point. The plant was shifted to its present site in Otahuhu in the early

1900's. Sir Alan Hellaby became the managing director in 1955. At the time the company went

public Hellabys production was mainly centred on domestic and British markets. However

during Sir Alan's career there the meat export outlets were extended to the United States,

Europe and Asia.

Up until 1-976 the traditional industries were maturing in a heavily protected environment. The

companiss were run by their directors with little input from shareholders other than the major

ones. The founding families, usually the major shareholders, were beavily represented on these

boards (e.g. Fletchers, Myers and Hellabys) and they and their friends would be re-appointed to

the board unopposed. This was a static corporate world where everyone knew their place and

observed 'gentlemens'rules' of fair play.

Chaos came to this establishment structure during the period Ln6 - 1986 because by 1980 the

economy was in trouble. New Zealand's foreign debt was $49 million and the debt servicing as

a percentage of earnings was ten percent (cf. Rosenberg 1986, p.69). The 1980 current account

(as a percentage of the gross domestic product- GDP) was running at minus $2.4 million @oper

1987, appendix). Even established companies began to feel uneasy in this increasingly rapidly

changing economic environment. Vulnerable as never before, they became prey to predators or

merged with other companies to prevent takeovers.

A new phase of centrality emerged. The money market expanded and speculators and

entrepreneurs were able to make forays into asset rich and poorly managed old established
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businesses and hone them down, stripping their assets bare and making the entire staff

redundant or firing just those workers who were surplus to their needs. Financial, investment

and property companis5 like Brierley Investments, Equiticorp and Robert Jones Ltd. laid down

their roots in this interim period between 1976 and 1986.

2.43 BRIERLETS

Ron Brierle/s career trajectory parallels the changes in the wider economic enviro',ment.

Brierley began his corporate life by circulating a share broadsheet, New Zealand Stocks and

Shares, which advised investors what to buy. Through this rather transparent devise he was able

to persuade the public to invest in RA. Brierley Investments Ltd. which he incorporated in

March 1961 and issued the prospectus for on December 20th 1961. In this prospectus Brierley

was quite frank about his - 'corporate raiding' intentions (cf. Jesson 1987, p.165). Brierley

lnvestments' stated objectives were;

To take or acquire substantial holdings in certain pubtic colpanies, both in
AustraI ia and llen Zealard, rith a vier to uttimate participation in
management and the re-organisation ard inprovelnent of their finances. This
rilt particutarl.y appty to rdead, conpanies rhich have considerable assets
hJt lor earning capacity, due to poor manageflEnt. ]Jhere a controlIing
interest is obtained it is possibte to use assets to htter advantage or
else make a quick profit on their resale. The ideat situEtion is one in
rhich surptus assets can be sotd and the furds reinvested for the more
useful devetoFnent of an existing business.

lnvestnent in colpanies ard industries nhere it is betieved that
rationatisation and mergers are inevitable in the norma[ course of events.
There has atready been a stfong trerd in this direction in sorne industries
uhich have proved to be particutar-ty profitabl.e for investors.

A particutarty important function of R.A. Brierley Investments Ltd. Hitt be
participation in setected existing private conpanies. fhere are a gfeat many
quite successfut smatt to medim sized conponies rhich are unabte or
unHitting to expand because their orners are primarity concerned rith
conserving tiquidity for death duty p.rrposes . . . . Therefore the sotution
is a share exchange xith a progressive pr.rbtic conpany rhich is thus able to
acquire a good investment on favourabte terms.

(Skettern, Neu Zeatand tnvestor, January, 1987, p.17)

Brierleys had to wait nine years until 1970 before they were able to get a stock exshange tisting.

This was because the corporate establishment of the sixties and the early seventies, saw Brierley
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and his company as corporate usurpers and a threat to the status quo. This was of course quite

correct, although initially they had nothing to fear, for the 1962 Balance Sheet showed that

Brierley in the beginning began with an operating balance of thirty-two thousand, three

hundred and fifry-eight pounds, and in his first year of operation suffered a1950 pound loss.

In 1966 Brierley joined with Bob Jones (listed as the second wealthiest individual in New

7*aiand in L988 Personal Investor, p.38) and formed a company called Brierley-Jones

Investments. This did uot last. In 1966 Brierley bought Citizens and Graziers Life Assurance to

which he added Industrial Equity which became the centre of his Australian operations known

as IEP (Industrial Equity Pacffic). ln 1976 Brierlep bought AB Consolidated and immediately

closed the Christchurch factory. There were other buys at this stage but they were typically small

scale.

In 1980 Brierley Investments metaphorically'took ofP. Their share capital went from $8,364,000

in 1980 to $11.9,776,000 in 1985. Their assets in the same period went from $286,448,000 to

$1,718,786,000. The 1980's saw a change in strategy for the companies'raided'were now large

and important ones. By 1985 Brierleys had acquired major holdings in such major New 7-ealand

firms as Winstones (one hundred perceut), Dominion Breweries (forty-one percent), Bing

Harris (fifly-one percent), Cooks Wines (sixty-one percent), Whitcoulls (one hundred percent),

New Zealand News (forty percent), Odlins (one hundred percent), Ebos (twenty-seven

percent), Trans Ashburton (sixty-one percent), Andas Group (thirty-four percent), Quill

Humphries (seventy-six percent), Itnance Corporation of New Zealand (one hundred percent),

Suckling Industries (one hundred percent), Kidd Garrett Holdi"gs (sixty-nine percent),

Williamson Jeffery (fifry-six percent), Neil Holding (one hundred percent), DIC Stores (frfty-

five percent) and Morrison Holdingp (sxty-two percent). Brierleys were also diversiSing into

other areas such as communication and energy. They controlled communications networks such

as newspapers - New Z'e,aland News (forty percent) and radio - Hauraki Enterprises (fifty-three

percent), Radio Avon (twenty-seven percent), Capital City Radio (frfty-one percent) and Radio

i Holdings (twenty-five percent). They also had large shares in shipping companies - NZ

Maritime Holdings (thirry-four percent) and the Union Steam Ship Company (fifty percent).
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Brierleys controlled various energy sources, particularly gas - Welgur lleldings (fifty-four

percent), East Coast Gas Supply (forty percent) and Auckland Gas (nventy-five percent). Apart

from these New Zealand based companies they also had trventy major holdings in major

companies in Australia (Brierley Company Report, 1985, p.20).

Brierleys is the most successful example of pre-1986 'corporate raiding'but it is not the only one

(e.g. Ceranco and Chase are just some of the better knoqm ones). Brierleys is used as a case

study here to give an idea of scale. This scale has to be multiplied many times by other

investment companies to appreciate the dynamics of change in this period between ln6 - L986.

Mergers and takeovers, such as Brierleys, asslue an increase in the share of the market and

allow for economies of scale which can be achieved by dispossession of duplicated assets, in a

still expan.ling economy. The asymmetric placement of directors on boards increased. The

breadth of directorates increase to enable the dominant shareholder to feel secure thac their

directives are being adhered to, that the board allocates resources correctly and that only

machinations against their interests will be pre-empted. Also there is a rapid increase in the

depth of directorates. Depth increases because the other sectors, especially the traditional

productive oligarchies, are bought up as they are less and less able to resist the encroachments

or match the resources of the 'raiders'. For over this ten year period this 'raiding' sector has

managed to acquire vast amounts of capital through its 'restructuring' of the corporate

establishment. As the new companies are acquired then debt utilization (e.g. gearing) can take

place. One of the contributing features to the emergence of the investment sector also

contributes to its destruction. The circuit of capital is broken and the ease with which credit

disappears into areas other than production and labour, is a precursor to economic collapse.

2,5 THE DOWN TURN INTO RECESSION

The 1986 economy was going into a decline which spectacularly culminated with the share

market crash of October 19, L987. The following pattern of directional asymmetric interlocks in

1986 shows a pattern far from the sparse network of alignments of the old protected industrial

based alignments of 1966 -1976.
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Following are the 1986 results of a corporate 'raiding revolution'.

tAbIE 8: C€IITRALIIY OF IIIIERLOCKED CONPORATIOIIS AIID T'IEIR DIRECIORS TBd,I TIIE TOP TIIIRTY COI.IPAIIIES .1986

DO,ilItol| t5lU]
BREI.I€R IES

j dopett

p cot t ins

a harkins
i gunthorpe

ERIERLE

p col t ins
b hancox

/^'
\qtH^tr-t'ks Pastey

soufce: Buttte gitson Shsre Registry 1986.
legend: e. lhe afroH specifies the directlon of the llnk.

b. ['1I is the nrajor shareholder Hhere that sharehotding is thc relevant link
c. Doubte circles irdicate the errC of a ehain.

In the 1986 network FCL has temporarily disappeared and Lion has only one executive

chairperson (from Ceramco) on ils board. Because of the longevity of these two top powerful

companies and their role after the crash as successful corporate scavengers, doubt must be

thrown on the role of directional interlocks as simple indicators of power. Do these directional

interlocks describe power or in recesslon do the show defense strategies which are still a study

of the power but in negative relief? For there is a large jump of corporate activity in 1986 of the
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top &irty companis5 networking by interlocks in 1986 there are twenty with multiple directional

interlocks (sixty-seven percent). Another possibility is that this is a description of corporate

national power but these two top (FCL and Lion) companies are now interlocked with

companiss outside New Zealand as they drift further and further into the global rather than the

national market (pers. com. Stokman 1989). Therefore they would no louger be so active in the

power structure of the national corporate economy because they are putting ttreir resources to

work on a larger scale.

L986 was the last of the complete years of the spectacularly successful speculative raider -

Goodmans, Brierleys, Equiticorp (Feltex) and McConnell Dowell. The 'raiding' companies

included some who had originally been productively based and were, after the severe losses that

they had suffered in the sharemarket crash, once again speaking of getti"g back to their

productive roots.

2S.I MCCONNELL DOWELL

McConnell Dowell (centrality 5, depth 3 and breadth 3) t)'pined the back-to-production trend

in 1988 as their reported comments at the November Inter Pacific Equity (their new name)

AGM shows. Whilst explaining to anxious shareholders that the company had a total deficit of

$265 million, it was reported in the newspaper that chairperson Malcolm McConnell was'now a

born again builder," who said:

that having devoted 77 years to building up a successful company only to see it
go through a diversification which became inappropriate, it was a humbling
experience to ask support in changing the compan/s name back to that which
represents a successful heritage and for endorsement of the proposed "back to
basics" course (New Zealand Herald. November 16th, 1988, p. 1, section 3).

This deviation from the basics had come about in 1985 because the company had embarked

upon a "diversification programme into building products, property development and

investment activities leading to investment acquisitions (Dahya, Auckland Star, November 17,

1988, section A, p.l7). Just before the crash Inter Pacific Equity were "caught out trying to

reduce its exposure to the finance and insurance sectors" (op cit 1988, section A, p.17). This had

created a post-crash environment of immense debt and rapidly declining share values. Despite

this 'back-to-the-roots' commitment, the company is still intent on moving all its senior
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executives off shore. The shift of the head office to Sydney was described as necessary nbecause

Sydney was the centre of the group's prime market under Closer Economic Relations" (op cit

1988, section A, p.17).

The two previous family interlocking centres Lion and Fletchers are almost entirely absent in

1986. Perhaps because they had the capital strength not to need a host of defensive interlocks?

But this is deceptive because after the crash they swept away the debris at great financial gain

to themselves. 1988 has been the year when these two companies have made their greatest

acquisitions. Lion has merged with Nathans and reported an after tax profit of $44.4 million

(Fioo, Auckland Star, November 24th, 1988, section A, p.9). And Fletchers had bought $661

million dollars worth of assets from Brierleys alonE (Ile:UZealand-Herald, March 3rd 1988, p.1,

section 2).

2.52 BRIERLEY

Brierley Investments (centrality 6, depth 1 and breadth 6) in 1986-7 were at the peak of their

power. They had become the ubiquitous business presence:

In New 7*aland it would be hard to find zrn area of the economy not
influenced in some way by Brierley Investments - the company has
shareholdings in other compnniss with activities rangng from newspapers,
publishing printing and radio through to motor assembly, eneineering the
liquor trade, quarrying clothing and asparagus growing.

(Personal Investor, August, 1987, p.34)

In 1987 they r'anked top in net profit and turnover but in 1988 they were only top in ordinary

capital $8LZ800,000 (Daroux, New zealand Herald, october 31, 1988, p.6, section 3). Theirs

was the great hub of this directional map of power relations. Througb their three ftelding

companies IEL, (Industrial Equity Limited had eight subsidiaries and three investment

companies), BIL (Brierley Investments had 24 subsidiary compenies snd nins investment

companies) and IEP (Industrial Equity Pacific had one subsidiary and two investment

companies), they had control of forty seven substantial companies.
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The L987 crash forced Brierleys to act quickly on what had become an obvious cash liquidity

problem exacerbated by the build up of massive amount of interest repalments. This made

them vulnerable to takeover. As a published rumour in April 1988 pointed out, they could be

taken over by the Australian Conglomerate Bonds (cf. Den Auckland Star, April 5th, 1988,

section D, p.7).Large scale divestment, as the counter strategy to takeover, has entailed the sale

of a very large number of their assets. At the beginning of 1988 they still had $11 billion worth of

assets so there was room for divestment (O'Connor Grieve 1988(a), p.11). The total that they

have realised from the sale of such giants as Winstones, Petrocorp, CMI, Progressive, NZI and

the Auckland Star, is approximately $1..7 billiou.

From these divestments they have turned around a defrcit of $845 million in December 1987 to

where it will now be showing "positive" (Bennett, Sunday Star, July 17th, 1988, section D, p.1)

figures. Apart from the de-gearing of the batance sheet, the improved cash flow and the

elimination of the portfolio deficit other major developments in 1988 have been the focus on

opening new markets in the United Kingdom and America as "new profit sources" (op cit 1988,

section D, p.1) as they believe that for their continued survival it is necessary to broaden the

ninety-three Percent base of their New 7*aland shareholding. Brierley executive directors are

placed in overseas locations to ensure this diversification (e.g. Tony Beyer is now based in

lnndon (cf.-!tew Zealand Heratd, January 5th, 1988, p.4, section 3)). In October 1988 they had

seventeen major investments in the United States of America and oue subsidiary and eleven

major investments and one subsidiary in the United Kingdom. In Australia they had twelve

major investments, one associate company and six subsidiary companies (d. Dahya, Sundal'

Staf, October 31, 1.988, section A, p.9).

The share market and financial press evaluatiou of Brierley's performance suggests that the

starry eyed adulation that was there for them has gone flat. For example, O'Connor, Grieve and

Company (1988a, p.14) said, that they have no great expectation of BIL's performance and that

"short-term the stock is overpriced on an earnings basis" although they have greater long-term

expectations for the company - nwe are confident of management's abilig to offset inevitable

losses on the huge portfolio of 'expendables" with gains on larger sales."
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253 ELDERS RESOURCES NEWZEALAND FOREST PRODUCTS

Another of these widely interlocked compeniss, NZFP (depth 4, breadth 3 and centrality Z), is a

salutary tale of pre-sharemarket gearing and horrendously complex strategies designed to stave

off takeovers but embroiling the company in financial disaster. The asset laden but ineptly

nanaged New Zealand Forest Products had a net profit of $109,461,000 and ordinary capital of

$204,070 with assets of $1,044,302 making them a substantial pre-crash company. But in 1986

they were skirmishing with predator Fletcher Challenge in a battle which they won only to lose

the war in a reverse takeover to the transnational giant from Australia - Elder's Resources.

Origrnally their problem lay in a joint venture that they were committed to with Amcor

(Australia). Amcor had agreed to buy from Rada, (the company that the NZFP directors had

formed in 1.985 with $400 million to insulate them against takeover), twenty-four percent of their

NZFP shares. However, with Rada the directors had sired not a 'prodigal son" to look after its

tired and aged parent but an 'enfant terrible" (d. Berryrrran, Auckland Star. August 22,1988b,

section D, p.1.). Rada paid $5 a share for its NZFP shares and was severely out of pocket when

the Amcor joint-venrure bid was vetoed by the Commerce Commission. Rada then proceeded

to boost its NZF? holdings by further buying the eleven percent still held by Amcor and

anotheq nine percent in a public market battle with FCL. The cogeDt logic of this strategy is

very difficult to follow. At that stage NZFP had twenfy-seven percent of Rada and Rada had

forty-four percent of NZEP. But Rada had borrowed $900 million to pay for this purchase just

before the stock market crash in October, 1987. In January 1988 FCL sold its stakE in NZFP to

Elders Resources. As part of the rescue deal made to the failing company, Elders managed to

buy Rada out of its troubled over commitments and to guarantee some of its loa'ts. These

troubles were not insubstantial for Rada's loss was $488.9 million which is "believed to be the

largest ever reported by a listed New Zealand compan/ 0{ew Zeatand Herald, July 30th, 1988,

p.1, section 4).

In 1988 ERNZFP had made an interim profit of $78.6 million which was a twenty-eight percent

rise on its previous balance sheet profit. However, despite the large profit brought about by the

'new broom," the directors in the company have not come away from the experience with their

credibility untarnished in the corporate world. At the AGM the shareholders let loose a
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"simmering backlash of discontent" on Sir Russell Pettigrew who was the only one of the

directors seeking re-election to the board. There was a call from the floor for the resignation of

all the directors and Sir Russell's re-election was soundly defeated (Ihw-Zealand Herald,

September 2nd, 1988, p.1,, section 3.). Berryman in the Sunday Star (August22nd 1988, section

D' P.1) spoke of a secret government report that lifted the "lid on Rada's sorry tale of complex

deals, dummy companies' and he went on in another article to put the question: "corporate

mesh hides dubious share deals but did they break the law?' (Sundav Star, August 72nd,198,

section D, p.1).

25.4 THEGOODMAN.FIELDER.WATTIEGROT]P

The Goodman Group (centrality 9, depth 4 and breadth 3), until the share market crash, were

successfully able to combine their aggressive entrepreneurism with efficient food manufacturing

operations. These Nelson bakers, Peter and Patrick Goodman, were able to post a proFrt of

$107 million at their 1987 AGM. This was up two hundred and forty-eight percent on their 1986

profit. In 1986 they merged with the other New 7*aland food giant, Watties, becoming

Goodman Fielder Watties or GFW. The battle between them was particularly nasty (see

Delahunty 1986, pp. 1 - 15) with a lot of behind-the-back machinations. Through the help of

Brierleys and The New Zealand Dairy Board, GFW had been able to gain the controlling shares

in Watties at twenry-eight percent. Other major shareholders were NZFP, who had twenty-three

percent and the Dairy Board, which had trrelve percent. The connecting link between the boards

13fiaring from Watties was Cliff Lyon who came to the group in 1984 when he took over the

managing director role from John Haworth.

The Goodman Group's monopoly of the food industry has given the Commerce Commission a

note of concern that "there is clearly potential danger that such boards may not act

independently" (quoted in Delahunty 1986, p.9). Waitaki is one of those companies that GFW

has had serious share interest in. They now jointly control seventy-rwo percent of their shares

with FCL. Since the crash there have been very restrained doubts cast by the sharemarket

analysts on the direction of GFW. O'Connor Grieve and Company (1988a, p.18) have predicted

that in 1988-9 there will be a drop in sales of ten percent, as their agricultural interests were

adversely affected by cyclone Bola and they have had to write off large debts.
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2l.6 CARTERHOLT HARVEY

Carter Holt Harvey or CHH (breadth I depth 3 and centrality 4) is the other major pulp and

paper merchant that has come to prominence in the late seventies and the early eighties, since

Carters underwent mergers with Alex Harvey and Holts. Their directional interlocking is

through an ex-executive from Alex Harvefs - Sid Pasley. He is also the connecti"g link to New

7*aland Steel where he is chairperson, and he is also on Nathan's board. CHH's post-crash

good fortunes (e.g. a net profit of $91,369,000, turnover of $1,355,399,000 and shareholders

funds of $723,716,000, cf. Daroux, New Zealand Herald, October 31st, 1988, p.6, section 3) are

based on their very successful acquisitions outside New Zealand, in Chile. One of the problems

with CCH's Chilean investment, as noted by the sharemarket (O'Connor Grieve and Company

1988, pp. 52-54), is the possibility that a change of government might mean the nationalization

of these assets or that in the present world recession it will be 'severely hit" but these risks are

largely ounreighed by low "labour costs." They conclude that Chilean investment risks have been

"over-emphasised" and they recommend New Tnaland investors involvement in CCH.

z.SJ NEWZEAI,AND STEEL

New Zealand Steel illustrates the fate of State Owned Enterprises in New Zealand.In 1986 the

corporation New Zealand Steel was a national asset. Along with other State assets it was sold in

1988. The sale went two ways - twenty percent to Fisher and Paykel and eigbty percent to

Feltra4 which meant that it was bought by the merchant bank - Equiticorp. The sale was

approved at an extraordinary meeting called in June 1988. It was hailed as a great buy

particularly as a ntax benefit lure" (Aggktand_Slel October 6th, 1988, section Ao p.16). But

because Equiticorp was over geared and lacked cash liquidity its aim was to divest itself of New

7*alail' Steel at a profit, as quickly as possible. As it was unsuccessful at achieving fhi.c,

Equiticorp was irrevocably pushed into receivership (January 1989). Although there have been

public statemeuts issued since then to say that the provisional liquidation of Equiticorp'did not

involve New Zealand Steel' as "New Zealand Steel had no funding from Equiticorp and

operated with its own board and management" (Dykes, New Zealand Herald. January 29th,

1989, p.1, section 4), it did go into receivership and was eventually.
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Feltrax (centrality 1, breadth 1 and depth 1) was linked to New 7*,aland,Steel by John Ingram, a

one time executive director and still on the Feltrax board.

25.E THE OTHER COMPAI{IES IN THE TOP THIRTY

The other companiss within the top thirty which have not been describsd 1e this point have

some of their main characteristics summarised in brief in the following table. The information

included looks at their centrality, breadth and width measures plus a few of their latest (1983)

dstails about their market capitalisation, their shareholders funds and their assets.

tAbtc 9: A SUilI,IARY OF SOI,IE OF THE i{AJOR CHARACTERISTTCS OF THE REI,IAI}IING EIGHTEEII COfiPANIES

t-
lranf 

narln conpany
1986 1968(000) t

Brdth Depth Centr.ty turnover sharehotders assets
furds

771973
771973

294405
167582
74069

58186
224641

1 19395
t07886
1?4975
103740

5 Lion
(now Lion-llathans)

10 l.lagnun Corporation
11 Progressive 1

12 Cabte Price Dolner
13 llaitaki Inter.
15 Steel, ard Tube
18 l|air Asttey
19 Dominion Brexeries
20 u.E.B.
22 Fisher ard Payket
23 Colonial ltlotors
24 Owens 1

25 r.c.r
26 Ceranrco 1

27 llerrmans
28 Fernz
29 Southtand ileat

(nou ChalIenge tleats)
30 BNZ Finance

source: Xe! Zeatand Herald,

1127395
1029007

106300
631767
5336301

182335
414193
358400

305805
376925
293937
24240

1202232
12022232

812367
55531 0
178569

514586
394121

21?039
?21047
246107
262593

128?624235626 109883
section 3, p.6

The general inpression that is left of this period L976 - t98f is one of frenetic interlocking - a

period where mauy companies in the latter years of rhis period were painted red, so that the

blood letting of internecine corporate warfare, could pass unnoticed by the outside world. The

results of this fevered activity became most evident after the stock market crash in October,

1987 when these large companies had to go public about their cash tiquidity problems (e.g.

\[3iteki), bad debts (e.g. BNZ finance) and over geailng (e.g. Newme"* througb NzFp). The

difference between the three periods shows more decidedly in the comparative results.
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2.6 TIIE COMPARATIVE RESULTS

The measures of Breadth, Depth and Centrality did not come out e)actly as we predicted. For

the trend is not quite a smooth acceleration in the numbers of interlocks from 1966 to 1986 as

the following results show;

fisure 8: AGGREGATE BREADTH, DEPTH Alto CEI|TRALtTY VALUES 196-1986
1966 1976 19%

rank narE company Breadth Depth Centr.ty Brdth Depth Centr.ty Brdth Depth Centr.ty
of in 1986
fFletchers2253l3

uright Stephenson
TasmanPutp&Paperl 1 I

2Briertey616
3 !r.z.r. 1 1 I I 1 I4 rf,z.F.P. 1 I 1 - 3 4 7
5 llathans
6 Carter ltott Harvey 2 3 4
Tlrattie334
8 llinstones
9 lionCorporation 4 'l 4 2 1 2
10 llagnun Corporation
llProgressive 1 1 t
12 Cabl.e Price DoHner 2 2 2 -
l3 I'laitaki Inter.
14 Goodnan Group 3 4 9
l5Feltex t 1 1

16 Steet and Tube
17 lilcConnetl Doretl - - 3 3 5
18 ilair Astley
19 Dorninion Brereries
20 u.E.B.
21 N.Z Steet 1 I I
22 Fisher and Paykel
?5 Col.oniat llotors
240rens 1 4 6
25 I .C.I
26Ceranco I I 1

27 llermans
28 Fernz
29 Southland l,leat
50 B.ll.Z. Finance

tota I
ratio

legend 1 rank: The estimated position in retation to the other conpanies positions
2 ratio: The totat nwSer of corpanies (32) m.rttiptied by the totat

nurber of cunpanies minus one(31) then divided by the sun
of the depth/centratity,/breadth figure.

These results suggest that true to our prediction interlocking directorates are many in a

recession and with an eventual crisis as in 1987. However in 1976 there are fewer interlocks

than there were in 1966. This relates to the anomaly of 'professional' directors coming from the

'professions' mainly law and the accountancy. These ubiquitous directors, could not easily be

assigned a directional interest. The other problem with the results in relation to the original

11 8 15 7 3 7
90 124 6 141 330 141

25 26 45
40 38 22
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2.7

hypothesis is that depth of interlocking was not as common as anticipated. Although depth had

expanded by 1985 it had not shown the emount anticipated. This is not to say there is no

evidence that these companies were not heavily interlocked, but that the relationship was more

likely to be with subsidiaries outside the top thirty companies, or with companies outside the

country (e.g. Canada).

In total breadth is the figure that has increased the most. In 1965 it was fifty-rwo percent of the

1985 figure. The depth figure in 1966 was thirty-one percent of the 1986 figure and the 1966

centrality figure was thirty-three percent of the 1986 figure.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has looked at the changing power structure of the top firms through their

asymmetric board interlocks. The patterns of centrality reflect the vast changes that have

occurred in the wider economy over the twenty year period, 1966 - 1986, from prosperity and

limited corporate interaction to recession and frenzied corporate interaction. There were

however minsv deviations in the pattern of interlocks which left part of our hypothesis stranded

For example, we expected the progression toward dense interlocking in the 1980's to be

cumulative.It was not. In 1976 there were fewer directional interlock than there were in 1966.

This was due partly to the development of a trend toward non-directional 'professional

directing'. The other partially unfulhlled expectation was that depth would have increased

substantially at the end of the cycle. Depth did accelerate in 1986 but this was not as dramatic an

increase as e4pected. What the theories that follow do is to give competing reasons about nhy

this corporate concentration and centralization occurs.
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CIUPTERTHREE

A REVIEW OF NON.NEW ZEALAND NETWORK TIIEORIES

INTRODUCTION

This is the frst of three literature review chapters (including chapters three, four and five)

which provide the theoretical models that are tested by the empirical data from the New

7*aland corporate class fraction. The frst two literature reviews link as both deal with overseas

theories, whereas the theories found in the third literarure view are specifically New Zealand

corporate class fraction focused. The primary differentiating characteristic between the two

tlpes of overseas theory is that chapter three includes theorists who are arguing for or again51,

a static network theory which has its most obvious theoretical roots in the ideas of Max Weber

and the second type of theorist found in chapter four, is argulng for a dynamic system over-time

analysis, based in or against the ideas of Karl Marr

This chapter separation into static networks and dpamic circuits is a heuristic devise which

artificially polarizes the core of difference to emphasize the distinctiorq whereas in reality, there

are large areas of overlap in these predominantly static or dynamic analyses. The justification

for includi"g tiese two t1ryes of theory in a corporate class fraction review is that a corporate

study that uses only either one is impoverished for like the tandem bicycle both are necessary

parts of the whole. The social network analyses which follow have a long classical history but

according to Scott (1988, p.122) onlya short rigorous theoretical past.

3.1. NETWORKANALYSIS

A partial network study, (such as this New Zealand corporate study), abstracts a relation of a

particular type (here it is three types: capital relations, kinship relations and interlocking

directorships), from the whole complex set of capitalist relations. This partial network is then

examined from its regular underlying patterns, The term capital relations, (see Scott and Griff
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1984', p.l7) refers specifically to the links by shareholdings that join companies. Kinship

relations are those interconnections between directors joined by family connections (see Zeitlin

194), while interlocking directorships are social relations that are the result of two firms joined

by having one person on both of their boards (see Mariolis 1975).

To test how integrated the relations in aoy corporate network are, John Scott and Catherine

Griff (1984, p.11) identified as the central processes - RECIPROCITY, INSTITUTIONALISM

and REPRODUCTfON. If a relation has reciprocity there is an equally weigbted connection

(e.9. a mutual multiple directorship) in which both parties are getting acoess to the same

resource (e.g. information about the others company). With reciprocity there is no power

imbalance so a direction cannot be assigned the relationship. If there is a power imbalance (e.g.

a non-executive director representing a parent company) then there is an advantage that needs

to be noted. The institutionalization of relations refers to their intensity and duration (e.g. on

the death of a director is he replaced by another company member or does ttre connection

drop? (cf. Palmer 1983, pp.41-56)). Reproduction is about social relations as viewed over-'ime

so that the social network can be seen as repeating/or not repeating itself. The actions of agents

are recorded in the changing patterns of their social network and the possibility of their

structural transformation.

The first model looked at is the ubiquitous managerial model that can be found in dilferent

guises through out all western capitalist managerial schools, within universities.

32 THE MANAGERI^A.L MODEL

Apart from the neo-classical 'natural' market economics of Adam Smith (L976) and David

Ricardo (L957) a more direct source of inspiration to the managerial theorists comes from the

sociological pluralist tradition, traced back to Auguste Comte (1853), whereby modern capitalist

society is created in the multi-faceted image of industrialism. The model exists on the premise

that the logic of industrialism (cf. Kerr et al 1960) and rational technolog5r (cf. Galbraith 1967)

are seen as the core of our society. Economic power lies in the hands of a 'new managerial
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class', not the owners of capital, but the controllers of it - the members of the 'techno-structure'

(cf. Galbraith op cit).

One of the most detailed advocacies of this position came from Berle and Means in their 1932

work The Modern Corporation and Private Property . Their argument operates at two levels -

at the global level and the rnfra organisational level. At the global level they argued that the

development of the joint stock compary had signaled the end for concentrated corporate

ownership as the corporation (the dominant industrial unit) had become the property of a

multitude of shareholders. The larger the company the more 'likely is its ownership to be

diffnsed amotrg a multitude of individuals" (op. cit. 1932, p.53).

At the intra organtsational level in Berle and Means' original model managerial control was

interestingly centred not on executive ofhcers but on the board (cf. Mizruchi L982, pp.n - 28)

and defined as the 'power to select the directors" (Berle and Means 1968' p.66). Later

managerialists (Burnham 1941, Galbruth 1967, Bell 1973, Mace 1971) mistakenly took Berle

and Means to refer to the executive officers rather than the board, an interpretation that even

the two authors colluded with and finalty embraced (cf. Mizruchi 1982, p.?3). This standardised

mis-interpretation of Berle and Means' amorphous joint stock corporation controlled by

executives, developed to the point whereby the remaining large shareholders became impotent

at the intra orgatkational level because the board was subject to the machinations of

management who for pragmatic and power motivated reasons saw fit to keep the board igoorant

of the daily running of the company. Power was seen as centred in the daily decision-making of

management. Because of management's divorce from ownership this new managerial class

formed the 'new middle class', a status based on their power over capital rather than their

ownership of it. These managers (cf. Burnham 1941) were more likely to be good corporate

citizens (e.g. ou environmental issues) because they, unlike the capitalist class, were not driven

solely by the profit motive or tlre desire to placate a dispersed number of shareholders.

Managers were free to concentrate upon sales grofih, corporate relations, charity and cultural

concerns or interests likely to concern what one theorist called the 'soulil corporation" (Kaysen

tesT).
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Managerialism's focus on the idea of the 'new-middle-class'was essentially counter-marxist.

For Marx had suggested (see Capital L9'18a, vol. 3, p.266) that the concentration and

centralisation of capital brought with it its own internal contradiction in the social production of

capital. As wealth concentrates in fewer and fewer hands, classes polarne; the progressively

more alienated labouring class swells and the capitalist class diminishes in size as capital

volume expands. The contradiction lies in the tendency of the rate of profit to fall which is then

accompanied by the progressive alienation and identification by the working classes of the

source of their oppression: capitalist social relations.

Manageralists ridiculed the idea of class polarization and the development of working class

consciousness because workers (like the academic authors themselves) were thought to be

unable to recognize the source of their oppression because of the amorphous character of

corPorate ownership. Also the continued (and infinitely continuable) capitalist prosperity was

seen to satiate workers material needs and cement their loyalty to the status quo. Tensions

between workers and owners evaporate with the demise of entrepreneurial onmership. The

tension or conllict acknowledged by these theorists, is between the owners-board members and

the managers with the managers clear controlling winners. With the eradication of the profit

motive managers are free to run their firms in an egalitarian, environmentally sound and non-

coercive way (see Gordon 1945, and Qert and March 1956). Supportive findings on the

irrelevance of non-executive directors (faceless puppets to be manipulated and to rubber sr.mp

the decisions of the internal executives), were given weight by Mace (1971). His American study

was replicated in Britain by Pahl and Winkler (1974, p.lLI) who made the mistake of defrning

all interlocking directors as non-executives and then wrote that these directors were the easiest

to manipulate by executives because they knew least about the company and the more boards

they sat on the less time that they have to devote to any one company. These multiple directors

were controlled rather than the controllers of the allocation of corporate resources.

In summary, managerial theorists regard corporate interlocks as insigrificant because of the

passive role of non-executive directors. The role of the non-executive in the corporation is to

enhance the prestige of the company and to provide an environmental scan. (An environmental
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3.3

scan refers to the multiple director's intimate acquaintance with other directors and the

information that they bring to boards, from other boards across many sectors of the corporate

economy, often following the product from its beginning to the end.) Because of the counter

Marxist focus of this model, joint ventures, takeovers, mergers and other forms of corporatE

coordination are also largely ignored (see Kaysen 1957, Galbraith196T and Bell 1973).

The crucial points that this model stands or falls upon are who is making the final decisions in

the company. That is, whether it is management or the directors on the board who are deciding

policy. Who owns the company is also another major theoretical focus and can be gleaned from

the company reports which are now required to disclose director's shareholdings and major

share interests.

Following Scott (1985b, p.10) the logic of the managerial theory would suggest a very deuse

pattern of corporate interlocks of a short term and non renewable q?e. Interlocks would be

vertically or$ani5gd, not across sectors but within the range of the industry itself.

THE RESOURCE DEPENDENCE MODEL

The resource dependency model is closely identifiable with the managerial model in that

corporate power rests with the executives who are autonomous of ownership. But unlike the

managerial thesis this managerial autonomy is subject to some qualification for corporations :ue

constrained by their competitors - other big businesses (cf. Selznick 1966, Thompson 1967).

Power rests with the executives who control the resources but this is compromised by expedient

relations with competitors. Policy making is thought to be a compromise between conflicting

corporate interests.

Corporate power comes from the corporation's abiliry to control access to resources. The

centrality or positiou of a corporate enterprise is determined by the enterprise's control over

scarce resources (e.g. Galaskiewisz 1979). The most important resources being sought are (cf.

Scott L985, p.9) capital and trading advantages and information. The underlying assumption is

that the free market will regulate corporate enterprises who depend on each other for access to
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valued resources and must therefore be self regulatory to safeguard their successful inter-

dependence and survival.

Resource dependency, as an inter-organimlional perspective, was the first indication that

American sociology was aware of the external constraints on corporate behaviour. The theory is

largely a phenomenon of the late 1950's and the 1960's (see Thompson and McEwen 1958;

Levine and White 1960; Selznick 1966; Thompson 1967) althougb it has extended through to the

70's and the 80's (see Pfeffer 1972; Nlen L974,L978; Aldrich 1979; Burt tVIg afi, pganings

1e80).

Interlocks are thought to signify either a 'no competition' relation or a coalition for joint action

and the number of interlock between corporations suggests the strength of that relationship

(cf. Scott 1985b, p.9). Scott suggests that the links are seen as simple dyads, triads and

communities of interest but that they do not have sufficient strength to form an interest goup.

Interlocking networks are random, sparse and unsystematic. Other reviewers of resource

dependence literature susgest an opposite interpretation is given. Glasberg and Schwartz (1983,

p.314) argue that resource dependency theorists posit a ndense network of interacting

interdependent companies constantly jockeying for positional advantage vis-a-vis their

environment and each other." Logtg and a scanning of the literature, is on Glasberg and

Schwartz's side.

However on another point of debate, Scott's argument that there is an intended underlying

description of hierarchy present as, "at its extreme, the unregulated market relations are

controlled by the complete fusion of the companiss into hierarchically organised enterprise'

(Scott 1985b, p.9), would seem valid. [n contrast Glasberg and Schwartz (1983, p.314) suggesr

"there is no hierarchy of resources, (so) there can be no stable hierarchy of dominance in the

network." Glasberg and Schwartz (1983, p.31,4) suggest that resource dependency theorists see a

flexible, circular interchangeable exchange in which the lack of hierarchy and permanence in

social relations prevents a uuified stance on political or social policy. I would argue here with

Scott that the model generally has an underlying conception of a hierarchy of resources and

social relations'(cf. Galaskiewicz 1979). The very flexibility and multi-dimensionality of the
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3.4

directors relations could mean greater access and ease in mobilizing support for political and

social actions.

Scott (1985b, p.9) also argues that the models sees at the global level transnationals (large

international corporations or conglomerates) as having strategic control over capital and

technological resources which makes them altogether independent of local indigenous capital.

Transnationals may ceate alliances within their home economy but they have no need for their

foreign subsidiaries to interlock with indigenous firms because they are autonomous of local

banking and industrial capital.

TIIE KINECON MODEL

Family-control ot kinecon (Zeitlin et als's 1975 neologism) theory holds that family membership

(a counter-managerial argument) is a key variable in understanding the corporate class

fractional power base and their national (but sometimes international) networks of economic

inlluence and shareholding ownership (e.g. Lundberg 1937, Villarejo 1961, Bau'nier 1967 and

Burch t972), The "astonishing consensus" (Zeitlin 1975) that arose:rmongst social scientists in

support of the 'manageralists' conceptual distinction between control and ownership of the

modern corporation and the associated rise of the managerial class, was based on what 7*itln

et aI called 'pseudo-facts' (cf. Merton 1959). The whole thcory is premised on these pseudo-

facts, according to Zeitlin, because there was no substantial evidence proving the separation of

corporate ownership and control. In the work that Zeitlin et al (1975) did in Chile they sought

to provide corporate case histories that would show inter corporate share-holdingpatterns. The

problem lies with the managerial theses myopic focus on intra-corporate relations of ownership

and stakeholding rather than seeing the underlying reality of inter-corporate relations with

dispersed share portfolios still concentrating wealth into the hands of a few families. An inter-

corporate focus obviously exposed these kinship webs and the'controlling proprietary familiesn

(zeirlin L976, p.896).

Z.eitlro et al's studies on Chile Ons,1976) gave considerable empirical credibility to the family

control theory. They found evidence of extensive family networks based on easily manipulable
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mechanisms such as Trusts and Foundations. These family networks permeate what ostensibly

appear to be management-controlled corporations but which are controlling ownership stakes.

Zaitlin was not the only one to challenge the 'managerial orthodofy' of those writing

optimistically of the phenomena of 'post industrial capitalism' (e.g. Bell 1961) where

memorandum were to flow instead of blood, but Zeitlin was one of the few theorists to go back

to the family as a unit of capital accumulation. Another who felt that the analytical 'killing of the

famil/ was premature was Mizruchi (L98\p.23). He wrote of the important overlap between

family and bank control of corporate interests. Dye (19Sa) ako argued that families and

individuals still hold the largest ownership percentage of the Fortune 500 (19S1) over banks,

pension schemes, finance firms, insurance companies and even over foreigF ownership.

In summary, the logical form that multiple directorships would take in this model is for

executives (most often family members) to work from their base family firm and radiate

outwards from that point to other interest goups. The questions that this model would pose for

survey and secondary research would be to identify family connEctions particularly within

'interest groups' such as banking, and to see whether multiple direclors showed family links and

if so were these family links reinstated generationally?

3.5 TIIE CI,ASS COHESIVE MODEL

The fourth theoretical model - clsss cohesiort - illustrates best the sociological connection with

these models and Max Weber and the incompatibiliry that he noted between class and status

group (1921). Status groups are thought to be concerned with intangible prestige and honour

whereas class groups are in pursuit of material ends. The groups are defined by their

commitment to goals. The basis of power in this model is ultimately economig that is, it is

located within tte ownership and control of capitalist enterprise and locked into the logic of

capitalism. But this power is contested not just through economic concentration and

centralisation of capital relations but through other (e.g. social) relations. This focus is upon

aspects not directly attributable to economic aspects (i.e. those found in a definition of status)

which gives corporate status a plurality of causal factors. These aspects are largely
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encapsulated in what Bourdieu describes as the acquisition of political, symbolic and social

capital (cf. Bourdieu's 197'1, p.A\. The most successful mix of this acquired capital determines

the career trajectories of corporate class fraction members - those with the most go faster and

further.

The class cohesive model seeks to explain the viscous nature of the corporate class fraction and

its ability to reproduce this class-privileged access to resources. The cohering structures

identified and focused upon are such things as the education system, club membership and

goveruance of charitable and educational bodies. The formal and informal meetings of board

members are meetings of equals. The male directors have been to the same schools, frequent

the same clubs and marry within the same social group. Their choices are prescribed by their

class membership and socialisation.

The most successful people are usually the multiple directors or the 'inner circle' (d. Useem

198d Ratcliffe L987). The inner circle share values and articulate a class-wide perspective which

they e4pound upon within the arena of their own personal network and in lobby groups outside

their own circle. Paradoxically this class-wide perspective is sometimes expressed in a way that

does not imrnsfintsly seem consistent with business interests but expresses global interests, This

is because the inner circle have the reproduction of the entire class structure at heart rather

than just a specific part of it.

The separation of this inner circle from the others not so well integrated into this glass fraction

is the main structural feature of this model (cf. Useem 1984). These inner circle members are

the political and business brokers of the corporate network. Through these big linkers

information and opinions are disseminated and communicated then decisions are made and

power extended. The multiple directors are the opinion leaders pivotal to communication

between the most powerful corporations and the centre of political power - the state.

Theoretically the upper-social classes and the top corporate class fraction are not perfectly

symnetrical groupings. They could hypothetically be completely disjoint because the criteria for

one is ownership of production and for the other increments of prestige (e.g. a dame of the
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British Empire who has been given her status for aiding the poor). Although, dass cohesive

theorists (cf. Collins 1971, Karabel1972, Moore and Alba 1982, Useem l-984, 1986, Scott and

Griff 1984) argue that there is much overlap. The class cohesive model posits a mutually

reinforcing relationship between the upper class and the corporate class fraction by stressing the

inter-generational nature of corporate privilege. Knowing the extent and type of these

'privileges'is central to this research.

Glasberg and Schwartz (1983, pp.315 - 316) argue that the class cohesive model confronts the

managerialist idea that executives are not motivated by profit maximization. On the contrary,

they argue that Baran and Sweery (1966) pointed out that 'corporate leadership must seek

maximum profits in a context in which most large companies can successfully counter price

competition and other traditional competitive practices," Encroachments on the market shares

of another large company can jeopardize stabilized co-operative patterns between interested

parties. To prevent this from happening collective agreements are secured by executives on such

things as price fixing and other actions which allow the whole group of large companies to

collectively profit whilst passing the costs of this co-operation on to the consumer (which

includes the smaller business person).

Scott (1985b, p.5) has accented the role of interlocking directorates as informational link

necessary for cohesive class action. He also suggests that the personal networks of directors and

their formalised multiple corporate boards links are diffuse and extensive. This network

diversity parallels the scattered portfolios of the wealthy in capitalist society. These multiple ties

ensure that large companies have a collective inlslligeoce of their competitors strategies,

problems and intentions. The collective economig social political and culturd unity of the

corporate class fraction suggested by the class cohesive paradigm is not at all coatradictory to

the following finance centred models. What is at variance with these finance models is the class

cohesive model's suggestion that a symmetry and non hierarchical relationship exists between

all sectors of the corporate class fraction. Mutual deference and compromise ensure that all

parties can collectively profit from joint actions (cf. Glasberg and Schwartz1983, p. 316). This

model is premised on an uninterrupted flow of profit and a suspension of competition.
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3.6 THE FINANCE MODELS

These finance models break with the Weberian level of economics based at the level of

distribution. The most important collective contribution that the finance models make is that

they represent the first theoretical attack on the American, corporate, pluralist orthodory.

Although many of the finance theorists wrote as early as the turn of the century it was not until

the mid 1970's that their theories were absorbed and assimilated by sociologS/s theoretical core -

American academia.

The three finance modEls that follow are heuristically divided into finance capitaf bank control

and bank hegemony models. The unique differences between the models are subtle and

differently interpreted by different review theorists. For example, there exists some controv€rsy

even on the categorization of the models; for Scott (1985) does not acknowledge the bank

hegemony model and Mintz and Schwartz (198t merge the finance capital and the bank

control models.

The theoretical linkage between all three of the finance models is the work of Karl Man

Specifically, the finance-capital model can be traced back to Mart's original onitings in 1867

when he e4panded upoo the role of industrial capital (Capital vol. 2 L978a, p.50) and

merchants' capital (Capital, vol3 1978a, pp.32L - 337) n the circuit of money capital (Capital

1978a, pp.26 - 64) and in the Grundrisse (197d fi32),Industrial capital includes nevery branc.h

of industry nn on a capitalist basis' (1956, p.50) whilst merchant's capital; 'is the mediator

between production (industrial capital) and circulation (the consuming public) or between

exchange value and use value' (op cit L974, p.332). The appearance of the interaction between

the two forms of capital takes the following shape;

figure 9: PART 0F THE CIRCULATIoI{ 0F tloNEY

M (moneyl --> C (comnodity) ... p (production) ...,.. Cr---> l,l,

note: ... represent that the process of circulation is interrupted.
source: llarx, vot .?, 1978a, p.25

Money advances (through the merchant capitalist) to buy labour and commodities by the

capitalist. Production takes place. The result of which is commodities produced of higher value.
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Both commodities (C') and the money which is realised by their sale (M) has been added to by

labour power creating surplus value. Money can then be paid back to the merchant capitalist in

the form of interest on their loans. Dead labour power, via credit, is therefore used to acquire

value from living labour power. Industrial capital aod merchants capital have to be regarded, in

Mart's model, as analytically distinct although part of the whole spiral process of production, for

merchant's capital exists almost entirely within the relations of exchange.

3.6.1 THEFINANCE.CAPITALMODEL

Hilferding (L910, p.2?5) the doyen of finance capital theory defines it as; "An ever increasing

part of the capital of industry does not belong to the capitalists who use it. They are able to

dispose of capital only through the banks, which represent the owners. On the other side, the

banks have to invest an ever increasing part of their capitat in industry and in this wsy ftsy

become to a greater and greater extent industrial capitalists. I call bank capital, that is capital in

money form which is actually transformed in this way into industrial capita[ finance capital. So

far as its owners are concerned, it always retains the money form; it is invested by them in the

form of money capital. But in reality the greater part of the capital so invested with the banks is

transformed into industrial productive capital . . . capital at the disposition of the banks which is

used by the industrialists.'

To Hilferding finance-capital is the power centre of Mart's law of concentration and

centralisation and it is easily shown as such by for example; 'taking possession of six large Berlin

lanks (which) would mean taking possession of the most important spheres of large-scale

industry'' (t-910, p.368). The argument was that the most significant development facing

capitalis6 is this concentration of banking and industry lnto monopolies, caftels or o?s[r.

Hilferding (19L0, p.121) also speaks of finance companies putting directors on industrial

company boards. The interests of the banks in the corporations cause a desire to establish a

permanent supervision of the companies affairs, which is best done by the securing

representation on the board of directors."

Lenin (1917, p. 22L) added a focus upon the holding companies which "not only serves to

enormously increase the power of the monopolists; it also enables them to resort with impunity
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to all sorts of shady and dirty tricks to cheat the public, because formally the directors of the

"mother compan/ are not responsible for the .daughter company," which is supposed to be

'independeut" and thro'gh which they can 'pull off' anything. Other mechanisms that finance

capital has used to help the concentration and centralisation process are based on looser inter-

corporate shareholding credit and bank directors supervision on industrial boards. To Lenin

(L9I7, p.?-20) "Finance capital, concentrated into a few hands and exercising a virtual monopoly,

o€cts enormous and ever-increasing profits from the floating of companies, issue of stock, state

loans, etc. strengthening the domination of the financial oligarchy and levies tribute upon the

whole society for the benefit of the monopotists.,

These monopolies and cartels, introduced regulation and planning into the economy and

expanded the role of the state. Monopolistic forms of corporate organisation serve the interests

of the capitalist class but also hasten its eventual demise because the uni$ing pressure of

cartelization, unlike previous 'free competition' capitalism, coordinates the working class

interests politically, ideologically and economically,

L€nin's (L975, p.?-23) contribution to this theory was his major insights into how finance

capital operates at an international level; "Imperialism or the domination of finance capitat is

the highest stage of eapitalism in which this separation reaches vast proportions. The supremacy

of finance capital over all other forms of capital means the predominance of the rentier and the

financial oligarchy; it means that a small number of financially 'powerfuI" states stand out

amongst the rest." This theory shows that the singular track that corporate concentrations into

monopolies, trusts and cartels leads is to national cartelization which in turn goes on to the next

stage of capitalist development - Imperialism. Finance capital is not a stage of capitalism but a

prominent feature of Imperialism (cf. L*nn 1977, Luxemberg 1951 and Bukharin 197) which

is the final stage of monopoly capitalism and the inter-nationalization of capital. All the

contradictions of capitalism (e.g. the falling rate of profit) are temporarily relieved by exporting

to the capital markets of colonised nations and these problem accentuate because of colonial

markets dependence on the vagaries of the core economy.
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Scott (1985, pp.6 - 8) argues that frnance - capitalist theorists (e.g. Hilferding 1910; Rochester

1-936; Perlo 1957; Aaronvitch 19ti1) create a picture of fused banking and industry with "distinct

'empires' or 'spheres of influence"' which have "relatively autonomous corporate strategies

through the co-ordinated action of their constituent elements.' Collectively, they present a

model in which the expected pattern of interlocks should be Bank and Insurance Company

centred. These institutions are the pivotal organising structures around which there should be

clusters of non-financials. There is an expected correlation between interlocking and

indebtedness. This reflects moderate density because of the "relative sparsity of interlocks

between clusters and diques' (Scott 1985b, p.7). There is not expected to be any'strong-tie-

connections'with these interlocks although they are expected to be directional - from financial

to non financial corporations. The centre of the cluster is a bank or insurance company holding

multiple interlocks. Between these clusters of moderate density interlocks there are only sparse

connections. Multiple directors are the finance capitalists, who by definition hold at least one

directorship in a bank and a major industrial corporation. They locate within a corporation but

also play a role for finance capital as a whole. Finance-capitalists are a major focus of the

empirical section of this thesis.

Mintz and Schwartz (1985, pp.72-73), include Hilferding (1910) and Lenin (9rT in their bank

control model rather than in a separate finance capital model. They see the problems as the

theory "concentrates on the ongoing needs for capital. Extensive cash infusions are needed at

moments of crisis . . . power is used to develop strategic control over the borrowing firm . . . and

to dictate policies, that are in the long term consistent with the needs of financial institutions.'

The long-term logic of this suggests a (national) economy of strategically important, finance-

centred, corporations rather than dass-wide cohesion of the whole corporate class, capable of

subordinating its competitive tendencies in the common interest. This is difficult to get from a

rcading of Hilferding or Lenin, for example, in Hilferdingls closing paragraph (1910, p.370) he

speaks of the oligarchy not a finance capital oligarchy where "Finance @pital, in its maturity, is

the highest stage of the concentration of economic and political power in the hands of the

oligarchy. It is the climax of the dictatorship of the magnates of capital." The political (and

social) oligarchy utilise finance capital.
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This idea of autonomous but competing financial groups is held to be the hall mark of finance

capital theory separating it from the other two which follow; bank control and bank hegemony.

3.62 BANK CONTROL

The distinguishing characteristic of this model, is according to Scott (1985b, pp.6-9), that "banks

are the decision-making centres within empires of high finance" but "Banks are seen as having

an independent base of power because of the level of their shareholdings (especially in their

trust departments) and because of their ability to grant or withhold long and short term loans.n

The later part of this defined difference referring to the banks ability to withhold or grant

credit, run5 rhis model into the last model of this corporate network review - the bail

hegemony model.

The underlying logrc of the bank control model, is that capital is the major resource of the

capitalist system and because of the banks' control of it, the corporations are dependent upon

the banks' power. The more capital that the banks control the further up the bank power

hierarchy they are. Power is thought to be located in the varying types of leverage that banla

have - the ability to dictate cotporute poliq that serves their own interest and/or to assip or

accept board nominees (e.g. Fitch and Oppenheimer 1970, Mintz and Schwartz 1983) or the

control of stock-holding (Baum and Stiles 1965, Kotz 1978) or the threat of dumping stock and,

depressing stock pices to unmanageable levels (cf. Schwartz and Mintz 1985).

The theory of bank control represents a complete rebuttal of managerial theory because it

rejects the idea of managerial autonomy and instead replaces the idea with control by dominant

banks (cf. Glasberg and Schwartz 1983, p3L7).When the dominant banks decide upon a

common strategy for the maximisation of their profit (e.g. Rochester 1935; Menshikov 1969)

then it can effect the whole national economy. The asymmetry of the relationships between the

dominant banks and the rest of the corporate class fraction makes this a much stronger unity

than that conceptualized by the class cohesive model because coercion is at the basis of the

relationship (cf. Glasberg and Schwartz 1983, p.317).
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Within this bank control tradition, interests groups are identiliable by their intra-group cohesion

and their inter-group competition. The underlying assumption operationalised, is that, *major

financial institutions typically dominate these collectivities, a corporation cannot maintain ties to

more than one bank unless an alliance exists between the banks' (cf. Mintz and Schwartz 1985,

p.226). Interlocking directorates uue an important 6sghenis6 centralizing control (Mariolis

1975,p.42-S). Like the finance capital model bankers are found on non financial boards rather

than the other way around for 'Banks seek board representation on those compa'ies whose

affairs they wish to control, the interlock both expressing and effecting this control" (Scott

L985b, p.8). Interlocks are radiating neon lights showing the direction of power relations

between bank decision-makers out toward the non Frnancials at the periphery. This hierarchical

Power relationship is expected to be particularly pronounced when credit is scarce (d. Fitch and

Oppenheimer 1970; Kotz 198). Strong social ties are also seen as determining capital flows in

some part; if the links with major capitalists are strong then money will go to them rather than

to small home mortgagee loans (Ratcliffe L980, pp.553-570). Like the finance capital model the

interlock network patterns form cliques or clusters.

The bank control model depicts a relationship between a particular bank and an otherwise

unconnected corporation whereas the foltowing model - the bank hegemony model - is a much

larger scale of relationship, whereby, banks affect the allocation of resources to large sections

of the capitalist economy even those corporations that they have no direct relationship with (see

Schwartz and Mintz 1985, p.250).

3.63 BANKHEGEMOI{Y

For Mintz and Schwartz (L985, p.nq the distinguishing characteristic between the bank

hegemony and finance capital (or bank control as interpreted by them) is that finance capital

fractionatises this sector as competitors, whereas, the bank hegemony model provides evidence

to show that "the competitive tendencies arnong them are subordinate to structural slmrbiosis."

The strong underlying idea in the work of bank hegemonists (such as, Mizruchi 1982; Mokken

and Stokman 1978; Koenig L979; Glasberg 1981; Bearden 1987), is that, the financial sector is a

fragile and loosely coordinated system which only holds together sufficiently to allow financiers

to ultimately dominate corporate policy.
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Subsequently the bank hegemonists are sceptical over the significance that the other finance

models give to direct board representation" which they see as'epiphenomenal' (cf. Glasberg and

Schwartz 1983, p.31.8), maintained only throughout crisis periods. The loose relations identified

are characterised in ways similar to those identified by class cohesive theorists as strong-tie

relations. These are such status related aspects as the place where directors are educate4 their

club membership and the governance of foundations and trusts, etc. The resulting patterns of

co-ordination are laxer and more difficult to quantiS than those predicted by the bank control

theorists but the asymmetry of the relations predicted gives the hegemonic model more

predictive power than the class cohesive model. Hegemony, is an idea derived from the work of

Gram5si (1971, pp.2t0 - 276) but developed as a 'structural rather than an ideological

phenomenon" (in Schwartz and Mintz 1985, p.xii) which operates when 'the actions of one social

institution (or coordinated group of institutions) determine the viable options available to other

institutions and individuals. If such constraints regularly occur in a social system, the leadership

of the dominant structure exercises a non-interventionist leadership that allows for the

coordination of the various contained social formations without either overt coercion or

systematic ideological manipulation.n Power is located with those who make the conditions upon

the direction of capital flows rather than direct intervention upon decision making or leverage

through institutional stockholding. Funding therefore becomes the vehicle by which banls can

coerce' modi$ and coordinate the behaviour of non financials without directly interfering with

the dependent companies' decision-making process (cf. Ratcliffe 1980; 1987; Mintz and

Schwartz 1985).

The power of banks or the 'traces of power' (cf. Stokman and Mokken 1978) that credit-lines

higtlight become most visible when the corporate economy is under stress, which is likely to be

(but not always) in periods of recession. This is illustrated in the work of Glasberg

(1981;1982;1987) and her case studies of corporate crisis - Leasco, Grant and Chrysler

Corporations. She uses very rich statistical evidence to trace the patterns ofinterlocks before,

during and after corporate crisis. What she found was that the interlocks did not consistently

reflect patterns of centrality, nor do they show power relations between financials and non

financials. What they do show is the unified tracery of capital flows. This is a very important
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fiodi"g.The reason that these financial - non financial relations becomirg publid evident in

times of crisis is that banks are called in as 'trouble shooters' to restructure the company and

give legitimacy to reassure its creditors. However, this model sees no long-term commitment to

direct bank involvement, for unlike the bank control model they suggest parallel rather than

conflicting interests between financials and non financiats (cf. Glasberg and Schwartz lgg3,

ps18).

In this model, interlock are not the source of hegemony, they an essential component of a total

arsenal; a mecha''ism by which information flows about 'capital flow strategies" (Glasberg 1987,

p.L9). Corporate interlocks are the traces of power that reflect asyrnmetric relations between

financial and nou financial corporations. Interlocks give access to the information that makes

hegemonic coordination easier but they are not crucial to it for bank hegemony can operate

independently of interlocking directorates.

A close reading of the bank hegemony model and the finance capital model seems to point to

their linla, rather than their dis-similarities. There is a difference but it seems merely one of

emphasis, as can be seen in this passage from Lenin (1975, p.215) for clearly he was very aware

of the variety of levels that banks operate from not merely at the level of colporate power but as

coordinated units; "I have emphasised the reference to the "affiliated" banks because it is one of

the most important distinguishing features of modern capitalism. The big enterprises, and the

banl$ in particular, not only completely absorb the small ones, but also 'annet' them,

subordinate them, bring them into their "own" group or "concern" (to use the technical term) by

acquiring 'Sqldings" in their capital, by purchasing or exchanging shares, by a system of credis

etc.'llis approach to bank power would only seem to be more catholic than the bank hegemony

model.

The salient point needing to be operationalised from this perspective concerns the identification

of the relationship between financial and non financials and the looseness or tightness of the fit

between them. This can be done by looking at the multiple interlocks taking place amongsl

finance capitalists. But also by questions asked of the directors on the role of the banks during

periods of corporate normalcy and crisis.
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3.7 CONCLUSION

This network theoretical review has isolated the most signifrcant authors identifiable with this

type of theory when they wrote and the most important aspects of thefu writings on the

corporate econony. The unit of analysis that the perspective uses has been identified and the

theoretical base that it originates from is isolated. The central identifiable idea is the causal

basis of power for the corporation and the corporate class and the tlpe of network that they

could predict from that analysis. Schematically this is wbat has been outlined;

table 10: A co$lPARlsoll 0F THE SEVEH COftpETIIG IETHORK I|OELS

range of unit of theoretical basis of netrork focus of
dates of anatysis base poler questions
authors

the Berte & l{eans corporations pturatist
manageriat (1932) -

model, Andrers
( 1982)

the resource- Uittiamson corporation pturatist
dependence (196)-
modet Burt(1980)

the fami ly- Lurdberg kinecon tr{arxist
controt (1937) -
modeL Zeittin

( 1975)

the ctass- Useem ctass llarxist-
cohesive (1982) - ptural.ist
npdet Scott ard

Griff
( 1985 )

corporate/ hierarchy .ornership/control
irdividuaL big to .xho nakes decisions

snal t

corporste

oxnersh i p
ard control
of the neans
of production

ornership
and control
of the means
of production
& informtion

no .decisions on resource
centrat- ettocation by sector
isation .constraints on decisions

ctiques and .rrexpertrr contacts
clusters cf . identity of ruttipte
fani I ies directors

.fani ty continuity

relativety .inner circle rrernbership
dense .background variabtes-

education, parentrs
occup€t ion

the finance
capi taI
modet

the bank
controt
modets

the bank
hegemony
modet

Hi Lferding
( l9lo)-
Aaronovi tch
(1961 )

Sxeezy
(1939) -
Kotz
(1978)

Fitch &
Oppenheimer
( 1970)-
Schrartz &
Hintz (1985)

hegemony
of capitat
flovs from
banks

loose
ri th
ctusters cf.
banks

sector

banks

capitaI ism ]larxist

l,larxist cartels,/trusts
rnnopol i es
ouned by
capi tsI ists

l,larxist bank capital

.potiticat links and
voting

.tobby organisations

loose .types of muttipte
dominsted directors
by finance- ,tinks betreen irdustriel
capital - financial capital

ctiques and .nexpertn contacts
ctusters cf .identity of ruLtipte
banks directors

.banking intertocks

.the rote of the bank/
eorporation

.access to information by
bank board ner$ers

modified source: cf. Scott 1985b, pp.6-,l9
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Vfhat is arlso refered ro in the tabJE b-ut is not dpalt with in geat detail in rhe terd is:tho focus of

the questions tbat each perspcetive caus{rs. Ttese quootionr are included in tho qrrcstionnaires

(see appendix ts),

This tbegretieal co"ndusion bas deec'rfted the largely competing net*/ork:aoalpeu and ehourn

horp thece approacher wll bE tested against thc enpirical materlal prorided fron thc intervierws

of Nev T*;albod lcaplains of indus$. The ne,rt dqpter, chapter fourn is a review of dyaanaic

eycle-spiral-cirsuit tbeories of capitalisn wbich form another dimsnsion to the structural

ftaneYrurk is wtict network theory can be uganrised. I would argue that network afrabltt$

without a structural theory that has a dynamic to crylain ciange is unsound
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CHAPTER FOUR

CYCLES-CIRCUITS-LONG WAVES OF CAPITALISM

4 II{IR.ODUCTION

The weakness of network approaches used in isolation is that they become divorced from the

underlying economic structure that gives the corporate relations meaning. One way to remedy

rhis i5 ftg use of networks over time to see networks within a 'cycle-spiral-circuif of capital. This

look at the New 7*aland corporate capitalist class fraction takes the latter option which

combines both by looking at networks over time but defrning them within the dynamis pattern

of capitalist development. This chapter outlines and evaluates some of these 'dynamic

explanations' of capitalist change.

tAbtE 11: THE ESSEIITIAL HISTORY OF CYCLE-CIRCUIT-LOHG T,AVE THEORIES

turning points 1793 18?6 1848 1874 1894 1914 1940 1967 1987

ccr,rpETrTrvE cAprrALrsr,r 191?:9:l_:iil]lfl:l__---__-__,
periods

relative span of
business
cycIe
tr€nsformati ons

direction l"t l/tt r"t l/ttoflong ^ v ^ y ^ v ^ v
Iaves/\/\/\/\ / \t v \/ \
leading
industrial cotton rai ltays, steet, stearchip, motor-vehicles,
branch steam engine coat, steam notor gas, etectricity etectronics,

petro-chemical

leading Britain Britain Germany U.s.A. Japan
national Britain
capi ta t

CXPANSiON Of Ii{TERNATIONALISATION OF> INTER},IATIOIIALISII> IIITERI,IATIONALISATIO}I>
capital Co]$,tsITy cAptTAL oF iloNEy CAPITAL oF PRODUCTM-
circulation CAPITAL

modif ied sources: l4arshatt 1987 and l,landel, 1972
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Capitalism (already defrned in the introduction) refers to a historically specific set of social

relations in which the private ownership of production is held in the hands of a small capitalist

class to the exclusion of the wider mass of the working population. Capitalism has taken

different forms at different times in its historical development (begun around the late 18th

century.) As can be seen in the following table capitalism has experienced very different

manifest forms -competitive, imperialist, monopoly and late capitalism, but although the social

relations change, the relations to production do not. Table lt shows the essential features of

the circuitJong wave trajectory.

This very truncated look at the essential historical features of 'cycle-circuit-long wave' theory in

relationship to the development of capitalism shows that, although the tlpe of capitalism (i.e.

competitive, imperialist, monopoly or late capitalism), the leading industrial branch of

capitalism (i.e. steam engineering, steel manufacrure, gas, electricity or electronics) the leading

national centre (i.e. Britain, Germany or Japan) or the boundaries of capitalist circulation, may

alter or change, the underlying patterns of capitalist cycles and long waves have predictable

patterns. Why this happens is a matter of debate that occupies the theorists whose analyses I

will now describe.

Disagreement amougst these 'dlnremic' theorists centres not on the rotation of capitalism within

certain predictable patterns of endogenous or exogenous change, but rather on the origin,

duration and appearance of these capitalist waves aod what the links between them are. The

selection of theorists focused on here are Mar4 who wrote of 'spirals of capital' (vol. 1, 1983,

p.588)' Kondratieff (1928), Schumpeter (193), Freeman et al (198a) and Mandel (l92) who

wrote of long waves, and Keynes (1936) and Friedman and Schwartz (1963) who spoke of

business cycles. The views expressed here range from monetarist to Marxist theories of dpanic

capitalism but they are all linked by argurng with or for a tlpe of Marxist economics.

4.I TIIE MONETARIST II{TERPRETATION OF CAPITALISTWAVES

Monetarism is a theory that centres upon the supply and demand for money. It is described as

an 'equation of exchange', meaning that it is economics based at the descriptive level of
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exchange and the equilibrium achieved through consumers' outlay balancing consumers'income

(cf. Achinstein 1950, pp.25-26) with minimal interfereoce from outside sources.

Monetarism has its genesis in the neo classic economics of Adam Smith (1976), Jean Baptiste

Say (1821) and David Ricardo (L957). The main connecting thread between them is their

common attitude to the 'equilibrium of supply and demand, imposed on the market through

competition' (cf. Mattick 198I,p.22). For Smith the equilibrium principle regulates the'natural'

price system, (natural here meaning that price, like warts, are part of the 'divine plan' ordained

by the 'invisible hand'), which is rationally controlled through the competitive narket. The

mechanism allowing this to happen is created by self-interest between workers and employers,

and benpeen producers and the consumers. Say held that every supply $1ings forth an

equivalent demand. Production is therefore balanced by consumplloo. 6lftsrrgh Ricardo

concentrated on the process of capital accumulation, he shared the classical economists' belief

that the market economy was self-equilibrating and that supply would be met by an equivalent

demand. For him the final basis of economics was human nature; the division of labour, the

market and the accumulation of capital were determined by nature (cf. Mattick 1981, p.35).

Laissez-faire was the economic principle that passed for a nature-given order.

The other connecting thread between Classical Political Economy and Monetarism is the link

between class self-interest and ideology. This connection is described by Marx, as he explains

classical Political Economy which has, he writes, "investigated the real relations of production in

bourgeois society .. . and tlere seeks plausible e4planations of the most obtrusive phenomena,

for bourgeois daily use, but for the rest confines itself to systemising in a pedantic way, and

procleiming for everlasting truths, the trite ideas held by the self complacent bourgeoisie with

regard to their own world, to them the best of all possible worlds" (Capital vol. ! 1983, p.85).

Monetarism, as an extension of the idea of business cycles, was first developed by Ralph

Hawtrey (1931) in Curencl, and Credit. Hawtrey's notion of monetary equilibrium involved the

idea of consumer income (the total income of the community expressed in money), consumer

outlay (the total expendirures out of income) and cash balances (the differences betweeu

income and outlay of individual consumers and businesses over time). The balances take the
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form of bank deposits and currency and these two together form the total monetary suppty.

Equilibrium is possible where a balance exists between consumer outlay and income.

Equilibrium is disturbed by non-monetary factors which are artificially introduced into the

circulation process to stimulate the productive sector, e.g. new inventions, the discovery of

profitable areas for investment or a collective psychological change amongst businessmen (sic).

This precipitates a rush of the velociry of income in circulation meaning an imbalance in the

ratio of consumers' outlay to cash balance. The banking system is likely to react to this by

increasing the supply of money.

The Upward phase of the Cycte occurs when the banks pump out funds which increase

purchasing power through the extension of loans at low rates of interest. Hawtrey maintains

that 'banks exercise their control over the supply of credit primarily through the interest rates

on loans for customers engaged in the wholesale trades' (cf. Achinstein 1950, p.27). Wholesalers

are especially sensitive to fluctuations in the interest rate. When credit is cheap they increase

their orders with manufacturers and e4pand their inventories. The increased volume of

production parallels the expansign in customer outlay and income. Increased demand eventually

exfiausts industrial capacity. Price increases therefore augnent profits. Mounting profits

motivate further borrowing to finance further sales. "Thus the cumulative rise in prices is

srimulntsd not only by the rising volume of bank deposits but also by an increase in the velociry

of circulation" (Achinstein 1950, p,28). The whole process of circulation is s€en as based on

banking instabitity, for banks always lend more than they can afford to. During the expensi6aary

phase they have been pouring money into the demand for imports, increased wages, investmeot

in things other than banks. They counter these moves by raising interest rates, stricter

qualification for granting loans and generally bring to an end the period of prosperity.

For Hawtrey the period of contraction of the cycle is based on ttre reduction of bank loans-

Increased interest rates cumulatively affect the whole economy beginning with reduction in

merchandising orders and eventually affecting the whole productive sector. Prices decline and

profits dwindle. The foreclosure on existing loans and limig on new ones, means that there is

an increase in the banks cash liquidity. When non Eonetary aspects are linked to the credit cycle
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they can change the business cycle. To Hawtrey the cause of the business cycle can be found

sithin the ambit of banks who are responsible for the regulation of .t"6i1 1fu'6ugh their

manipulation of the balance between consumer income and outlay. Pigou ($a1) argued with

Hawtrey's mechanical notion of business cycleg suggesting instead that changes in expectations

of the business community were more likely to bring about cyclical movements: psychological

and non psychological aspects must join to effect economic change. Metder (L96) argued that

there was no statistical correlation between bank credit and fluctuations in income and

emplolment.

Later monetarists generally agree with Hafire/s basic theory and focus their attacks on

Keynesian economics (cf. Zarnowitz 1985, pp. 5a7-551). John Maynard Kelmes wrote his

magnum opus General Theorv of Emnloyment. Interest and Monev in 1936. For although

Keynes work was only incidentally concerned with the idea of business cycles, the theoretical

tools that he developed became the centre of business cycle debate. Keynes challenged a

prevailing orthodory that capital formation govents the rate of savings (e.g. Hayek 1933). He

argued that investment or capital formation governs income and not the other way around. The

full utilization of the capital goods industry and full employrnent stimulate the output of

consrrmer goods. The greater the propensity of society to consume the greater the stimulation

to increase primary investment. Crisis occurs because of 'doubts suddenly arising about the

reliability of the prospective yield" or because "current costs of production are thought to be

higherthan theywill be later on' (Keynes 1936, pp.32L -322).In other words change occurs

due to psychological factors associated with expectation. The downturn of the economy brings

about a decline in investment which has a multiplying effect, spreading like a malaise throrgh

the productive sector and depressing employment opportunity. Consumption decreases and

incomE falls. The duration of the depression depends on two parts;

1 "the length of life of durable assets in relation to the normal rate of growth
in a given epoch';

2 "the carrying costs of surplus stocks" (Keynes 19ffi,pp.321 - 322).

As capital stock and surplus stocks are consumed then the efficiency of capital begins to rise

stimulating further investment. "In short, the essence of the business cycle is to be found in the
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fluctuations in the scale of investment' (Achinstein 1950, p.67). The policy prescriptive outcome

of this theory was obviously to pump demand (particularly in periods of recession) and passively

wait for this to filter down to supply. This meant using fiscal and monetary manipulation to raise

spending and keep full employment.

Fiscal and monetary manipulation of the money supply is an anathema to Friedman and

Schwartz (1963) and other, monetarists for they hold true to the tradition of Smith (1976) and

his idea of the 'divine order of market forces'. The primary causal feature of business cycles is

the fluctuations in the supply of money. "sufficiently long periods of low but predominantly

positive monetary growth rates are likely to produce business slowdowns or recessions;

sufficiently long periods of negative monetary growth rates lead to depressions" (cf. Zarnowitz

L985, p.547).

An increase in the quantity of money available alters the prices, and subsequently the yield, on

assets and precipitates bank and public action to remedy the next over-supply for the

stimulation of the product markets reflects the increased costs of services and investments.

Consumers will over-extend themselves not noticing that rising prices are cutting their real

income. The greater spending will liquidate reserves of money. The higher prices rise, the less

rnoney in real terms there is at the base of the economy. Hrgh and low growth in both

"sns 'mption and investment reflect the changes in money supply.

In this way Friedman and Schwartz treat the money supply as autonomous or exogenous to the

workings of capitalism. The main threat of disturbance to monetary equilibrium lies with policy

creations of the institutions (banks but ultimately the state). Exogenous shocks to the business

cycle take the form of government fiscal and monetary policies. These policies may cause the

economic system to explode into inflation or cumulative deflation. Private investment is a

sfxlilizing inlluence on these oscillations but is hindered by the states further interfereace with

the natural rates of employrnent and output. It is the money supply that plays the key role in

major cycles, with policy-induced instabiliry being the exogenous factor that creates upturns and

downturns in the economy. Evidence of this is based on empirical observations (see Brr"'ner

and Meltzer, in J. Stein 1968). Ideally the money supply must rise at the same rate as output.
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The control of inflation by strict monitoring of the money supply (cutting demand), the curbing

of all state intervention and curbing state spending is also the theoretical base of supply-side

economics. Supply-siders (cf. Collins 1987) also add to the argument that direct stimulation of

the supply of goods is necessary. Stimulating demand most often takes the form of reducing

taxes (e.g. creating a flat tax rate).

Criticisms of monetarism rest upon its status as a dogma feted by reactionary governments,

their treasuries and their media in Britain America and Chile and the 'godfather'persona of

Milton Freidman (cf. Ham 1981, p.136). But more important is the criticism tbat Milton

Friedman has never proved that there is any necessary correlation between cbanges in the

money level and the price level (cf. Keegan (L984, p.222)). Cause and effect have never been

established. Keegan suggests that the more rapid growth of the money supply reflects deeper

seated monetary pressures. Therefore il the objective is to control inflation the control of the

money supply is not going to bring about the desired effect because the sole reliance on

monetary policy would lead to excessively high interest rates (as in New 7*aland in the late

1980's). The attack on the idea of the 'divine order of market forces'has always been a Marxist

focus (following).

WAVES OF EQUILIBRITJM- KOI{DRATIEFF THROUGH TO TTIE
NEO SCHTJMPETERIANS

Not very different in their general emphasis are the following capitalist equilibrium theorists.

The choice of theorists who share this direction range from Kondratieff (1984) to the neo-

$gfiumpeterians (198a). The common theme is that long waves are the regulators of capitalist

development.

KONDRATIEFF

Nikolai Kondratieff (1984) was not the originat'long wave' theorist although he is now closely

ideutified with the idea particularly with the popular business press. The idea was first noted in

the work of Harvey Clark in $7a (cf. Mandel L97\ p.ln) who reported the existence of " 'long

waves' in cyclical developments." Later (1913) van Geldren spoke of "spring tides" of rapid

4,2
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expansion and "ebb tides" of stagnation and depression, with each cycle lasting approximately

fiffy years (cf. Freeman 1984, p.v).

Although Kondratieff - like Marx - emphasised the discontinuity of production and the long

term ascendancy of fixed capital in long waves he also saw them as equalizing' He wrote that

"(t)he long cycles may be regarded as disturbances and restorations of the economic equilibrium

of a long period. Their basic cause is to be found in that mechanism for the accumulation and

diffrrsion of capital which is adequate for the creation of new basic productive forces"

(Kondratieff L984, p.104).

KondratiefPs prinrary indicator of long waves was commodity prices. He used commodity price

data from England, France and the U.SA. to test his hlpothesis that cycles longer than the

seven to eleven years (the duration nominated by his contemporaries) existed. He triangulated

the commodity price data with other available statistics on wages, foreign trade and production

etc.- (when these were available). From this material he was able to write that "long cycles exist

in the dynamics of the series we have examined" and that these long cycles are "international in

character ... yet that does not prevent one from entertaining the idea that in the dynamigs sf

the development of capitalism ... and in particular, during the fluctuations of the dpamics '

there may be peculiarities' (Kondratieff 1984, pp-62-63). This cautionary note signifred that the

character of the long wave is not entirely pre-determined by economic forces.

From this data Kondratieff was able to provide tentative evidence on the Presence of two and a

half long waves; stretching over a period of 121 years;

tabte '12: KONDRATIEFF'S LONG ITAVES

LONG I.JAVE DIRECTION OF CYCLE PERIOD
Rising rave tate 1780s to 1810-17

I
Dornrard rave 1810-17 to 1844'51

Rising rave

Dornxard rave

Rising rave

Donntard rave

cf. Kondratieff 1984,

DURATION OT CYCLE DURATION OF TIAVE

spprox. 23-27 years
llaxinrn of

€pprox. 41 years 68 Years

approx. 31 years
57 Years

approx. 26 years

approx. 29 years

1844-55

1870-75

1891-96

1914-20

P.62

to 1870-75 (2)

to 1890-96

to 1914-20

to

source:
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The basis of the rising wave of each cycle is the profound changes in the economic structure

through "changes in the technique ofproduction and exchange (which in their turn have been

preceded by significant technical inventions and discoveries) a change in the conditions of

monetary circulation and enlargement of the role played by new countries in global economic

life" (Kondratieff 1984, p.,tO). Mandel $n2, p.11a) summarizes KondratiefPs uprising wave

features more specifically as "1. the high illsnsity of savings activity; 2. A relatively cheap and

abundant supply of loan capital; 3. Its accumulation in the hands of powerful enterprises and

centres of finance; 4. A low level of commodity prices, stimulating savings activity and long-term

capital investment." Mandel then goes on to roundly criticize the weakness of this e4planation

because'all these phenomena occur, precisely in phases of under investment (e.g. between 1933

and 1938 in the U.SA.) without this teading to rapid technological renewal."

The duration of the up swing is limited by the rising interest rates on fixed assets and the rising

interest rates on capital borrowing. Capital funds deplete and prices rise. The upper turning

point is the result of over-investment compared with capital resources. As the demand-supply

ratio alters then the downward wave begins. These downward waves are characterised by long

depressions, occurring in drastic falls in demand in some sectors.

The immediate problem with KondratiefPs theory is that there is no reason for the downward

turning point to rise for he failed to point out "the actual turning point from contraction to

€Xpnnsi611tr (cf. Marshall 1987, p. 24). Another criticism from Freeman (1984, p.2) is that

althongh Kondratieff considered technological development important, he "under-estimated its

powerful inlluence . .. he over-estimated the role of price fluctuations and was unable to take

full account of fluctuations in industrial production and changes in productivity." Mandel (197\

p.11a) criticises Kondratieff for totally ignoring the strategic role of the rate of profit throughout

the whole process. The fuudamental flaw in Kondratieffs work according to Trotsky was his

idea of a smoothly transitional 'moving' capitalist equilibrium being determined by the internal

dynamics of capitalist forces;'One can reject in advance the attempts by Professor Kondratieff

to assign to the epochs, which he calls long cycles, the same strict rhythm'which is observed in

short cycles. This attempt is a clearly mistaken generalisation based on a formal analogy. The
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periodicity of short cycles is conditioned by the internal dynamics of capitalist forces, which

manifest whenever and wherever there is a market. As for those long (fifty year) intervals of the

capitalist curve, which Professor Kondratieff hastily proposes to call cycles, their character and

duration is determined not by the internal play of capitalist forces, but by the external conditions

in which capitalist development occurs' (cited by Day L976, p.71). Trotsky felt strongly that

superstructural (social and political) forces were the crucial dimensions of 'long cycles'.

SCHTTMPETER

In Schumpeter's (1934) multicyclical model of capitalism tlere are three different cycles

operating simultaneously. These movements carry the names of the theorists who pioneered

them - the Kitchin (3l/2 years) cycle, the Juglar (9 - 10 years) cycle and the Kondratieff (55

years) cycle. Schumpeter states that his theory of innovation does not hinge on the exact

relation berween these cycles, but he also said "it is possible to count off historically as well as

statistically, six Juglars to a Kondratieff and three Kitchins to a Juglar' (cf. Achinstein 1950:473).

These cycles were chosen "because the writer has found it useful in his own work and in

marshaling his facts' (Schumpeter 1934, p.170). Multi-cycle movements are the internal

regulators of capitalist development.

The unique contribution of the Schumpterian approach is that it is the only business 'cycle-

circuitJong wave' theory that looks at technological change and innovation, in itself, as the key

capitalist development (cf. Marshall L987, p.50). Ceutral to business cycles for Schumpeter are

the overlapping dimensions of invention, innovation and the role of the entrepreneur. Invention

is distinct from innovation. An invention does not necessarily cause innovation; new innovations

arise with no necessary invention. An invention has no external aspects, it is the internal

reafis6li6a of an experiment or design (cf. Schumpeter L99, p.9). Only when the inveution is set

into motion, within a conducive (business) environment does it become an innovation. An

innovation is 'technological change in the production of commodities already in use, the

opening up of new markets or of new sources of supply, Taylorization of work, improved

handling of material, the setting up of new business organisations such as department stores - in

short, any "doing things differently" in the realm of economic life - atl these are instances of
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what we shall refer to by the term Innovation." (Schumpeter 1939, p.84). Examples of the

difference between these two ideas are shown in the next figure by Freeman et al;

fisure 10: LIST OF INIIOVATIoHS AS REPORTED By JEHTES, SAiJI|ERS AilD STTLLERHAII

innovation
1941
1946
1934
1942 - 4
1913

p.68

i nvent i onjet engine 1928
baf.f. point pen 1904
radar
rockets

1925
1923 - 29

dieset locomotive 1895

modified source: Freeman et a[ 19&0,

The people who carry out the innovations are the other central component of the theory. These

are the entrepreneurs; "we have already seen that the entrepreneur may, but need Dot, be the

'inventor" of the good or process he introduces. Also, the entrepreneur may, but need not, be

the person who furnishes the capital. (Schumpeter 193, p.103). Applyr"g this process to

business cycles, Schrrmpeter argues, that it is a combination of these endogenous aspects -

(inventions) of technological innovations and frantic entrepreneurial energy ia lsalizing

inn6vntivs-potential, that creates movements in capitalism. Innovation breeds innovation until

inn6vnli6ns become generalised throughout the economy. This has a dampening impact on the

entrepreneurial psyche until the next time, when individual capitalists are once again recharged

and enter the competitive fray.

NEO.SCHUMPETERIANS

Schumpeter has his defenders and his followers who have added to and developed his theories.

Neo Schumpeterians - Freeman, Clark and Soete (1984, p. 64) argue that implicit in the

Schumpeterian or neo Schumpeterian argument is the possibility that "the more radical or

fundamental invention and innovations might precede, or induce, changes in both investment

behaviour and demand." Schumpeter is held to see innovation as a way for opening profitable

investment. But as Marshall (1987, p51) writes, "It is debatable whether gc,hrrmpeter saw

capitalists' quest for profit as an underlying motive for innovation. But he undoubtedly failed to

relate shifts in the pace and scale of innovatory activity to shifts in profitability or profit

expectations."
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The primary contribution of the neo Schumpeterians - Mensch (L979), van Dujin (1984),

Forrester (L976), Freeman, Clark and Soete (1984), Ray (1980) and Kleiknecht (198a) has been

their detailed examination of the empirical evidence surrounding $ave-cycles'. Gerhard Mensch

updated enlarged and statistically tested Schumpeter's theory without altering iS basic

commitment to innovation and entrepreneurism. He studied clusters of technological and

economic gfinnge over the past two centuries and identified from this material the 'basic

clusters' of innovations which were responsible for creating a new industry or market and

precipitating the expansionary phase of the cycle. Kuznets (1940) had written that Schumpeter

had failed to provide the empirical data to support the correlation befween intense innovatory

activity and the onset of the expansionary cycle. Mensch provides that missing material.

Van Dujin (l-984) worked on Mensch's clusters of basic innovations as the major triggering

mechani5p of long ecorlomic fluctuations. He began from Schumpeter's premise that there are

four phases of the business cycle: depression, recovery prosperity and recession. Each of these

phases of the cycle has a different effect on different aspects of the economy, as van Dujin

(I98a, p.?3) enlarged upon in the following table, for it was van Dujin's contribution to

Schumpeterian theory to present it as diffused wirhin the wider economy.

tAbIC 13: I,IACRO-ECONOI,IIC CHARACTERISTTCS OF TXE PHASES OF SCHUI,IPETERIAI{ LONG I.IAVES

characteristic depression recovery prosperity recession

gross national tittte or no increasing strong grorth decreasingproduct grorth groHth rates rates

investment excess increase in strong expansion scate-increasing
demand capacity; repl.scefiFnt capitat siock investment

rationatisation investmnt

consuner for a rhite plrchasing expansion of continued grovth
demand continued grorth porer seeks demand in al.t of ner sectors

at the expense neH outtets sectors
of saving

source: van Dujin 1984, p.23 (in Freen€n)

Van Dujin used Forrester's (L976) 'systems dynamics' model to show how leads and lags in

demand for, and supply of, fixed capital in the productive sector lead to excess accumulation of

plant. The depressive cycle is marked by the leveling of demand in the productive sector and

the dampeni"g of the pace and scale of development. Forrester combines masses of descriptive
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information from the consumer goods and the capital goods sector to provide evidence of

waves using computer simulations. Sufficient cause for these waves is provided by "the

movement of people between sectors, the long timespan to change the production capacity of

the capital sectors, the way that capital sectors provide their own input capital as a part of

production, the need to develop excess capacity to catch up on deferred demands, and the

psychological and speculative forces of expectations that can sluse over-expansion in the capital

sectors." Later neo Schumpeterians criticised Mensch's work. The grounds for the criticism were

that it was not the precise nature of the innovation which causes the upturn in the cycle but the

speed of its diffusion throughout the economy that triggered the expansion @ay 1980). Using

Mensch's highly subjective data there was no strong correlation between clusters of innovations

and the depression in the cycle. What is significant is the introduction of new tech"ological

processes or products with the potential to generate an interrelated 'new technological system'

(cf. Freeman et aI1984).

Theorists (e.g. Mattick 1981, Marshall 1987) have expressed a variety of reservations about

5sftumpeter's model to the sxtent of denying that it is theory at all but rather a non-analytical

description. Marshalf in reference to Schumpeter (L987, p.50) paraphrases Mar:Cs to say that

'Innovater innovate! is the Moses and prophets of Schumpeter's capitnlists'. Tte innovating

capitalist argument is distinctly subjective in construction rather than structural - the causal

chain sg entrepreneurial activity to capitalist development links to the entrepreneurial psyche.

Idealism is a notoriously weak means for constructing a structural argument. As Paul Mattick

points out Schumpeter's familiarig with Mart's ideas on the development of capitalism as tied

to the social forces of production, reduces the argument to a 'heroic theory of business

fluctuations, seeing in them (the entrepreneurs) the dynamic of the capitalist system ... (in

which entrepreneurs were) "the special mechanism that would transform the static to the

dpanic model. This mechanism he embodied in a type of person who, tormented or blessed by

creative unrest, breaks by self willed activity through the cycle of static equilibrium" (Mattick

1981, pp.26 - 27)- Mattick goes on to say that even if it was "only in his imagination that

Schumpeter's theory was relevant to the laws of capitalist development, fhis theory was
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nonetheless symptomatic of the profound uneasiness of bourgeois theoreticians about cyclical

fl uctuations and crisis."

Working within this subjective-idealist framework of exogenous aspects of capital dslgrmining

the creation of 'cycles and long waves' are those who prioritize the social or political dimgnsi6a

of cycles (e.g. Kalecki 1943, Phelps-Brown 1975, Batra 1985). Kalecki was the most significant of

these theorists in relation to this thesis, for he argued that the state regulates its way througb

economic fluctuations by responding to the demand lobbies coordinated by political groups.

State policy creation therefore is the result of competing class influences. The Marxist objection

to Kalecki's argument is that the presentation of a neutral state carefully balancing influence

that is only oscillated by the economic cycle (particularly the employment cyde) is wrong. For

the state may mediate with interest groups but power ultimately lies with the capitalist classes,

as the state is the organised power of one class for oppressing another (cf. Mara Communlst

Manifesto, 1977). Which is not to say simply that the state is merely the organising committee

for the bourgeoisie.

Marxist 'circuit-cycleJongwave' theory goes back to Marx, though it is more often located with

Trots\y's repeated refutations of Kondratieff during the 1920s (cf. Marshall 1987).

4.3 MARX'S TIIEORY OF CAPITALIST SPIRALS

If we go back to the simple productive circuit of capital described in chapter three (from

Capital vol. 2, 1978b, p. 50) in which Marx shows that money advances to buy labour and

commodities by the capitalist which are then added to by production, the result of which is

comnodities produced of higher value. Both commodities (C') and the money which is realised

by their sale (M') have been added to by labour power, creating surplus value.

figure 1l: THE CIRCUIT OF MONEY CAPITAL

M (money) --> C (conrpdity) ... P (production) ...C,---> l4t

nodified source: lilarx, Capital, vol. 2, 1978b, P.50.
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The circuit closes when the surplus value goes back to either the merchant capitalist in the form

of interest on their loans, or to the industrial capitalist if they are operating without credit.

(Money sometimes leaves the circuit in the form of taxes to the state but this is not significant

here). When this process proceeds smoothly and profits over and above interest repalments are

made, then accumulation occurs. Accnmulation of capital precipitates dt" sf,ange of process

from the "circular to the spiral form" (Capital, vol. 1 1983, p.58S). This section begins with

Mart's description of the spiral of capilalisl pledustion operating from, but over and above the

circuit of money-capital.

The spiral process of accumulation speeds up by "means of the joint stock compatr/ and the

"Easses of capital fused together overnight by centralisation" (Capital vol. 1 1983, p.588).

Economies of scale, made possible by the fusion created by centralisatioq transform the speed

and output of production. Revolutions in technology occur and more value is extracted from

labour whfut less input is necessary. So accumulation accelerates.

The downward spiral toward crisis occurs when the circuit of production and accumulation is

broken, when the commodity cannot realise as money for "the possibility of crisis Q lies solely

in the separation of sale from purchase' (Theories of Surplus Value, vol. 3, 1978, p.515). Crisis

is the aborted metamorphoses of the commodity - the slug locked in its pupa.

A crisis can arise at two stages; the first, is during the reconversion ofmoney into productive

capital \vf,sa rsalis2tion is blocked through a natural disaster, for example; and second, through

changes in the value of the elements of productive capital; "The value of the raw material

therefore rises; its volume decreases, in other words the proportions in which the money has to

be reconverted into the various components of capital in order to continue production on the

former scale, are upset. More must be expended on raw material, less remains for labour, and it

is not possible to absorb the same quantity of labour as before. First, this is physically

impossible because of the deficiency in raw material and secood, it is impossible because a

gleater portion of the value of the product has to convert into raw material thus leaving less to

convert into variable capital. Reproduction cannot be repeated on the same scale. A part of

fxed capital stands idle and a part of the workers is thrown out onto the streets. The rate of
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prolit falls because the value of constant capital has risen against that of variable capital and

less variable capital is employed. The fixed charges - interests, rent - which were based on the

anticipation of a constant rate of profit and exploitation of labour, remain the same and in part

cannot be paid. Hence crisis . . . .' (Theories of Surplus Value, vol. 3, 1978, pp.515-517).

The Tendency for the Rate of Protit to fal| $RPF) is central to Mart's theory for it points to

the coutradictory nature of the capitalist accumulation process: "the gradual growth of constant

capital in relation to variable capital must necessarily lead to a gradual fall of the general rate

of profit, so long as the rate of surplus value, or the intensity of erploitation of labour by capilal,

1s6ain the same. .. it is a--!aw of capitalist production that its development is attended by a

relative decrease of variable in relation to constant capital" (Capital, vol. 3 1978b,p.2L2).

In Capital vol.3 (1978b, pp.82 - 240), Manr argues that there are six counteracting tendencies

deployed to temporarily offset the dominant tendency of the TRPF. These are increasing the

exploitation of labour power through extending the working day, compulsion to operate more

machinery hiring cheap (e.g. chitd or female) labour; deprcssion of wages below the vatue of

labour-power because competition between capitalist to reduce unit costs means they have to

pass on costs in the reduction of wages; cheapening of constant capital (mechanization reduces

costs of production but activates the same value of labour power); rclative over-poputation as

mechanizatiou decreases through the need to c:reate a labour pool within branches of

production; foreign trade which permits expansioa of markets and access to raw materials and

lowers costs, through the more exploitative ratio of organic capital in industries because of the

cheap labour, plant and raw materials; and the increase of stock capital, that is, payments of

dividends not calculated within the average rate of proFrt. These tendencies all act to raise the

rate of profit because they increase e4ploitation or they are able to lower the organic

composition of capital. However, countervailing tendencies are subordinate to the dominant

tendency (TRPF) and can only manipulate within moving limits rather than be overcome.

As the contradictions of crisis increase over time they precipitate greater attacks on labour, the

destruction of weak capitalist enterprises and the concentration of capital into less hands. Even

though these periodic crises leave the working class progressively worse off, the cycles are not
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likely to end until the working dass are sufficiently aware of their ptight and start to remedy it.

This is the final breakdown of the spiral of capitalist production occurring when the working

class are sufficiently class conscious to want to replace the capitatist system.

The focus of counter-Marxist criticism on the TRPF has been long and acrirnonious. A so

called neo Ricardian school (including Sweezy 1970; Robinson 1967; Marshall 1987; etc) has

emerged, who base their critique on the logico-mathematical work of Piero Sraffa (1%0).

Marshall (1987, pp.52-3) summarizes their arguments against the TRPF as the following;

1 The lar reduces the determination of capitatist profits to changes in
productive technotogy (eguated rith changes in the organic cornposition of
capitat) negtecting the inftuence of class struggte on profits through the
determination of the rrage fate.

2 The tar assumes a certain kind of technicat change (tabour-saving) as the
sote motor force of expansionary accurutation, ignoring other forms of
technicat advance.

The IaH assunes that changes in the rtechnicel conposition, of capitat
(i.e. physicaI quantities of tabour and fixed capitat enptoyed) can be
equated rith changes in the rorganic cotposition, (ie the values of the
physicat coflponents).

The lar ignores the inherent effect of a changing organic composition of
capitat, c/v, o the rste of surplus value, s/v. t'larx assut€s a stable s/v
and a rising c/v in his presentation. But increases in the productivity of
labour inptied in a rising c./v trust invotve a rising s/v, 6n increasing
intensfty of exptoitation of labour rith the production of retative
surplus vatue, cancetting any dornrard influence onr of the rising c,/v.

5 The so catted rtar, is not a tendency at alt. The colrbination of tendency
(rising c./v) and counter tendency (rising s/v, cheapening of c and v
etements, etc.) might be turned on its head and catted the rlan of the
rising rate of profit, Hith the rising c/v auarded onty the status of a
counter tendency. (Marshail, 1987, pp.52 - 55)

From these arguments Marshall (1987, p.54) deduces that the Sraffian critique has "not only

demonstrated that there is no logical quantitative connection between Marxist value categories

and coucrete componcnts such as wages, prices and profits" (i.e. Marx has not fundanentally

attacked Smith/Ricardo's natural price) and also that "tle alleged quantitative relationships

between the value components themselves, including the effects of a rising organic composition

of capital upon the value formula for the rate of prolit are togically inconsistent." The wage rate
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is central to Sraffa, for it forms thc basis of his idea of class struggle as ttre "ultimate

determinant of the relative shares of protit and wages' (Harvey 1982, p.zl0).

As Yaffe (L97, points out in defence of Mart's theory of crisis and in a general rebuttal of neo

Ricardians: "The failure of the views that we have considered here lies in their inability to locate

the crisis at the level of capitalist production and show how the secular rise in prices including

money wages, the massive efiension of credit etc. the rising government expenditure are

necessary forms of appearance of capitalist production in its latest phase of capitalism in decline

.. . they do not relate to the production process of capitalism but remain transfixed to its

circulation process' (Yaffe 1975, p.11). In an important footnote Yaffe refers directly to the

centrality of the theory of TRPF, which was: 'the most important law of political economy . . . it

was this which distinguishes Marx, more than anything from his classical predecessors . .. it is

this law which must be central to any explanation of crisis. It is not a matter of 'combination' but

how and in what way the contradictions arise from the movement of capital" (Yaffe 1975, p.11).

Exclusive attention to technical change (i.e. Marshall criticism two 1987, p52) in the form of

labour saving devices is only the base line of Mart's attention. When he spoke in detail of the

struggle that people had against the machine, it was what Mandel described as a "brilliant

anticipation by Marx of the conditions which only developed much later, with the acceleration

of technical and scientific discovery and inventions after the onset of the second technological

revolution" (Mandel 1972,p.249) - the time where all scientific research and invention organises

to benefit capitalist development. As Carter and Williams point out it was not until the end of

fts ninstssnth century with the development of the chemical and the electrical industry that

innovation became directly inter-linked with scientific knowledge and a scientifie training

became indispensable for inventors (parapbrased from Mandel L972" p.Za9).

In answer to the accusation of the stability of surplus value, (i.e. Marshall 1987, p.52 criticism

four), and a rising organic composition of capital as the 'Law of rising profit' (i.e. Marshall

criticism five 1987, p.52) or a 'tautologS/: when the rate of profit is constant, the rate of profit

falls as capital per man falls (cf. Robinson 196Q, Roman Rosdolsky (L980, pp.398-411) quotes

Man< to point out the error of misunderstanding Mar:Cs interpretation in this way. '"The rate of
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profit falls althougb the rate of surplus value remains the same or rises, because the proportion

of variable capital to constant capital decreases with the development of the productive power of

labour. The rate of profit thus falls, not because labour becomes less productive, but because

he is more exploited, whether the absolute surplus rims g6ws or, when the state prevents this,

the relative surplus time grows, for capitalist production is inseparable from the falling relative

value of labour" (Theories of Surplus Value 1969 vol.Z, p.a39). It is obvious that Marx never

associated TRPF with a necessary constancy of surplus value for it is dependent on fluctuations

in the rise of constant and variable capital in the following way:

ffi ->organiccapital

source: cf. Itoh 7975, p.6.

A theorist who utilises the TRPF extensively and who, in the 1-960's when he began writing of

long waves, "stood on somewhat lonely ground in predicting the end of the long post-war boom"

(Freeman 1984, p.v) was Ernest Mandel.

4.4 MANDEL'S LONG. WAVES

1'fo9 nnique contribution to long wave theory made by Mandel in his work Late Capitalism

(1972) was his synthesis of the relevant capitalist dynamics described by Trotsky and Ma6 He

combined Mart's insights into the tendencies of capitalism to crisis with Trots$s lead in giving

ascendancy to the social and political forces affecting change. Mandel combines a description of

these crisis prone economic tendencies with an account of the social and political forces that

start them. In Iate Capitalism the exogenous and the endogenous forces of capitalism operate

in an inter-connected wav.

Mandel stresses Mart's rejection of a monocausal explanation of capitalist development which

must be seen as operating within a "combination of all these uneven tendencies of development

of the fundamental proportions of the capitalist mode of producrion" (Mandel L972, p.4Z). The

laws of development discovered by Marx are thought to lay bare the long-term results of

capitalist development (e.g. the increasing organic composition of capital, the increasing rate of

surplus value, the falling rate of profit), but they do not reveal the "exact and regular
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proportions between these tendencies of development" (Mandel 1972" p.a!. For it is the

interaction between the long-term tendencies and the short and medium term fluctuations

which makes it possible to reproduce the historical process of the development of the capitalist

mode of production.

Mandel argues that the relative inlluence of the two fundamental laws and the countervailing

tendencies will vary at any one point in the development of the productive forces. A delicate

balance occurs between the general laws and the counteracting tendencies with fluctuations

occurring within the short-term business cycle 'the entire capitalist industrial cycle thus appears

to be the consequence of accelerated capital accumulation, over-accumulation, decelerated

capital accrrmulation and under- investment. The rise, fatl and revitalization of the rate of proEt

both correspond to, and command, the successive movements of capital accrrmulation" (Mandel

7972, pp.109 -110). The long wave consists of a series of these short industrial cycles.

The end of the cycle is always the same - investment in technology producing more advanced

products than were previously available. A crucial conEibution of Mandefs is the importance

that he placed upon technological innovation as an accelerant or depressant of the turnover-

time of fixed capital. Related to this is his theory which gives a systematic subjugation of

science to business, a situation that he felt was only anticipated by Marx but now dominates all

sciences which 'have been pressed into the service of capital and in which invention becomes a

branch of business, and the application of science to direct production itself becomes a prospect

which determines and solicits it only Frnds its specific application in the phase of Late

Capitalism" (Mandel L972, p. 249).

Technological revolutions are incremental and intrinsic to the cyclical process of capitalism, for

the expansionary, capital accumulating, upturn of the cycle is dependent on new technology to

reconstitute the productive forces. Contractions caused by an excess of investment in fixed

capital become more prolonged and less easily corrected than in previous cycles for there are

techaical limi15 1e the advancement of this crisis-saving-technology.
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Long waves that are determined by the rise and fall of profit, g4! exogenous social and political

aspects are the following;
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LOIIG }'AVES

tAb[E 14: IIA}IDEL'S LOIIG I'AVES THROTJGIICI.JT CAPITALIST I{ISTORY

ORIGI}IS OF THE I,IOVEiIEIIT

1 1793-1825

1826-1847

2 1848-187J

1874- 1893

3 1894-1913

1914-1939

1940-1966

1957-

. stor artisan producd rnachinesi

. agricutture tagging behird industry,

. massive unenptoyment because of enctosure acts,.

. vigorous expansion of the rorld market (South America)

. duirdting profits made from conpetition rith
pre-capitatist prodrction in Engtand ard 9estern Europe;

. expansion of rorld market ecceterates.

. transition to nachine-made production toHers the
value of constant fixed capitatr.

. Constant circutating rises too but carnot keep pace rith
constant fixed;

. ltlassive extension of the rortd market fotl,oging
introduction of rait transport and groxing industriatization;

. Revotutions of '1848 hetped expard trade.

. l,lachine-made machines are generatised;

. comodities produced by machines no longer produce a
surptus profit;

. An increased organic coflposition of capit€t leads to
a dectine in the average rate of profit;
real rages rise;

. Export of capital to r8H materia[ only produces a gradual rise
in the rate of accurutation;

. Relative stagnation of the rortd rnrket.

Capitat investments in the colonies, the break through of
inperial,isn, the generatisation of monopolies, profiting from
the slow rise in the price of ral materiats permits a stor
rise in the rate of profit and rapid groxth of capital
accuru[ation,.

. Conbined Hith the second technologicat revotution (co[bustion
engine and etectricity),.

. Ptus the subsequent steep rise in productivity of tabour;

. Vigorous expansion of the rorld markets (Asia, Africa and Oceania).

The out break of rar- the destruction of rorld trade, the
regression of materiaI production, determine groring
difficutties in reatizing surptus vatue;

. Probtems reinforced by the Russian revotution ard reduction in
size of the xorld market.

. The reakening of the rorking ctass by event of fascism and the
rorld rar permitted a massive rise in the rate of profit;

. Accurutated capitaI firstty invested in armaments then the
third technotogicat revolution (etectronics and nuctear
poHer) cheapening constant capita[;

. Produced a long term rise in the rate of pnofit;

. lJorLd market shrinks through autarky, Hortd rar and the
extension of non capitatist atates (E€stern Europe, llorth
Vietnam ard Korea, Cuba, China);

. Extended by the intensification of the division of tabour in
core countries and the beginning of irdustriatisation in the
semi cotonies;

The stor absorption of the rirdustrial reserve arrry, in the
core countries acts as a block to the further rise in the rate
of surptus value despite increasing automation;

. The ctass struggte attacks the rate of profit;

. The intensification of internationat competition and the rorld
currency crisis Hork to getheri

. A stol doun in the expansion of rorld trade.
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nodified source: l'landel 1972, pp. 130-132

In the four long wave periods outlined, Mandel shows how the historical combinations of

surplus value and social and political forces, have worked together at the turning points of the

cycle. Mandel introduces the idea of 'surplus profits' (Mandel L972, p.27) which are profits

achieved above the average profit. It is the search for 'surplus profit' which fuels competition

generally but the realisation of it is usually centred on the monopolistic access to parts of

production such as cheap labour, cheap raw materials, advantages in the distribution network

and innovative machinery. The long waves in Britain from the end of the eighteenth century,

and continental Europe, Frfty years later were based on surplus profits arising from British

monopolistic access to manufacturing plant and their access to pre-capitalist regions for cheap

labour and raw materials. From the 6id-nineteenth century onward the advantage was held by

those who held colonial territories thus acquiring markets, cheap raw materials and labour.

Mandel considers the other two-thirds of this tripartite relation (beyond just the internal

mechanisms of economic competition for surplus profits) to be the external motivating aspects

of political and social forces "the emergence of a new expansionist long wave cannot be

considered endogenous (i.e. a more or less spontaneous mechanical autonomous) result of the

proceeding depressive long wave, whatever the latter's duration or gravity. Not the laws of

motion of capitalism but the results of class struggle of a whole historical period are deciding

ffoi5 tgrning point. What we assume here is a dialectic of the objective and subjective factors of

historical development, in which subjective factors are characterised by relative autonomy; that

is, they are not predetermined directly and unavoidably by what occurred previously in regard to

the basic trends of capital accumulation, the trends in transformation of technology, or the

impact of these trends on the process of labor organisation itself' (Mandel 1980, p. 49).

Mandel's insistence that long waves are the combination of all the contradictions of capit"lism,

using both exogenous and endogenous features, finds sympathy amongst nse fticardian

theorists. "For Mandel . . . class struggle cannot be seen as a mechanical outcome of conditions

in the preceding period. It is a response to material conditions as they are perceived through the

immediate frlter of human consciousness . .. (it is) the manifestation of contradictions in
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economic and social relations" (Marshall 1982, p. ,f6). This has been called a "false dualism'

because ntlere are no mechanics without consciousness for the TRPF operates through

conscious agents'(Bedggood pers. com. 1989).

That long waves incorporate the economic "laws of motion" of capitalism and the need to

incorporate the dimensions of the gl6ss strrrggle finds parallels in the work of David Gordon

(1978) although he sees 'the social conditions of accumulation' as part of endogenous

capitalism. Yaffe's (1975, p. 11) criticism of Mandel's eclectic use of all the contradictions of the

capitalist mode of production is more fundamental 'It is precisely how these contradictions are

understood and related to the fundamental contradictions of the accumulation process of capital

that is central for revolutionaries. Any overt stress on disproportionality, or under-

consumptionist views necessarily lead to a reformist stance. This is the siguilicance of 'the most

important law of political economy' the tendency of the rate of proht to fall" (Yaffe 1975, p. 11).

4.5 CONCLUSION OF DYNAMIC PATTERNS OF CAPITALIST
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Chapter four has dealt with a compering variety of theories that present capitalism in is
changlng dpamic patterns and how rhis macro-economic backdrop is likely to affect the

corporate capitalist class. Each theoretical paradigm presents an argument over what

constitutes the surface patterns of endogenous or exogenous cyclical capitalist change, but they

disagree on the origin, duration and appearance of these capitalist waves and w[31 1fos lints

between them are. This chapter's concluding table (table fifteen) gives a synopsis of the dynamic

theories of capitalism which have been discussed.

tabte 15: A sYltopsts 0F cycLE-sptRA[-tJAvE THEoRIES

TYPE OF
THEORY

CRISIS
ORIGIIIATES

SPECIAT
FEATURES

.concentration .fut ty
of capita( automated
.rising organic production
conposition of
capi ta I
.tabour theory
of value

TII.IITATIONS CYCLES LINKED AUTHOR
TO GROTJTH DATES

LARGELY EIIDOGENOUS CYCLE THEORIES
FaI t ing rate .corpetition
of profit .the unequat ratio

of constsnt to
variabte capitaI

.yes short-term Karl llarx
industrial cyctes l1U7-79,
7-10 years
.no tong term
capitatism self
destructing
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(tab[e 15: continued)
TYPE OF CRISIS
THEORY ORIGINATES

Long lJave .rising organic .enphasis on
(origin in conposition of ctass struggte
l.larxist capitat and the groHth
Fal,l,ing rate .concentration & of technol,ogy
of Profit) centratisation of

capi tat
.labour theory of
value

LI}ITTATIO}IS CYCLES LIiIKED
TO GROI{TH

.equal .yes-45-
coo$ination year cyctes
of att erding rith
counter- pot iticaL
acting struggle
tendencies

SPECIAL
TEATURES

AUTHOR

DATES

Trotsky
(1921) -
llandel.
(1984)

Irlayrard
Keynes
( 1936)

Aggregate .under consurption .correctives in . expectation . llo
demard govt, spending & that rate of

poticy on t€x, profit riLt
cheap rnney, sustain fu[[
credit & inter- elptoyrnent
est r8tes.

Cycl,icat .h.rsts of .business capitat .faith in . yes -
reat groHth innovation(ner investnrent-boom entrepreneur sim.lttaneous

products, neH rith readjustnent -iat abil,ity interacting
msrkets) contractions to overcoflE [ong, short &

crisis intermediate
Haves

LARGELY EXOGENq,JS CYCLE THEORIES
l,lonetary .sequential .market forces .anarchy of . No
Theory shocks.High determine prices market,/dis-

.nonetary groHth .minimat govt. proportionate
rates fol loHed intervention sectoriat
by tor rates contro[[ing rnney grorth

suppty ard non
marketabte services

modified source: ZarnoHitz 1985, pp. 517-518

Schlnpeter
(1939)
Fleeman
(1984)
Van Dujin
( 1984)

HaHtrey (1913)
Friednan &

SchHartz
(1e63)

In tims the range of the theoretical perspectives in this chapter covers a period of over l?i yearc

(from Man< 1867 to Marshall 1987). The scope of the theoretical range is aLnost as great.

Within the cycle-circuit-longwave they fall into two causal camps -endogenous and exogenous

explanations of capitalism.

Linking back to the centrality analysis of New Zraland's top companies (chapter two) allows the

TRPF to be applied within an appropriate context. For the sparse interlocking in 1966 andtyli

occurred within the period of a protected economy which meant that the lack of competition

provided a counteracting tendency to keep the TRPF at bay. When money flew from the

productive sector into the international money markets after the freeing up of regulations on

borrowing (1984) then there was a crisis in the creation of the New Zealand produced

commodity. Commodities were not created because labour was not being employed to create

value (thirteen percent unemployment in New 7*aland in January 1989). Inveshent was not in

New Zealand production because circulating capital (a part of constant capital) was being
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iovested io Urespoeulatlve Boney ruuket (e.g. througb mtx€hatt bartrr) r4thpf than id radable

'capital " at lea$t mtiable New Zsahnd €apitat. Thc conseque4p of rvihich is a eises in the

circuit of p.roduction fUs srlsis in the tate 1980's (at tbo bonoa of 6e lougwav6?) .fiorsed

deftnsirrc corporat€ strategies which iaeludo co-4lo6at! iatcr.lo-sks to as$ure comBanieo of

as€ess to eapital flows.
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CHAPTERFIVE

NEW ZEALAND LITERATURE REVIEW OF
CORPORATE CAPITALISM

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this fi.fth chapter is the description of tle reviews of New 7-ealand corporate

capitalism. The period the literature review covers is from the low point in capitalist

acc'mulation which is pin-pointable between L94O-194K', (cf. Mandel 1975, pp.130-132) to the

completed cycle in 1989. The parallels between the New Tx,aland literature and the economic

cycles are as striking here as they are in the already covered overseas literafure. New Zealand

in the late 1940s and early 1950s was characterised by a weakened working class response to

capitalism (e.g. the failure of the 1951 Waterfront Strike) due to the crrmulative affect of two

world wars and the destructive affects of fascism. The lack of any tlpe of New 7*alafi literature

on capitalist organisation reflects this experience for it is most notable by its absence.

Following the dearth of writing during this sally period changes occurred with the peaking of

accu'nulation in the 1960's which was when the study of organisational behaviour became na

basic element in the education of managers, administrators, supervisors, accountants and

professional stalf in both the private and public sectors. In New Zeatand universities, for

example, an estimated 2000 undergraduates per year take basic courses in which organi.sational

behaviour i5 fts main, or only discipline ... organisational behaviour was established as a

research based discipline in the late 1960's and early 1970's when most universities established

at least one relevant position" (Inkson 1.987, p.9).

IIow economic trends reflect in the literature on the New Zealand corporation aad the

corporate class fraction during this period is illustrated in this chapter. This is carried out by

categorizing the work as Managerialist, Elite, Corporatist or Marxist, which loosely connects
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5.1

these categories to some of those used and explained in chapters three and four, and explored

further in thE later chapters using the results of the research findingp. These categories capture

the theories with varying emounts of success but broadly serve to show how the theorists can be

grouped by their responses to the problem of corporate class organisation in New Zealand.

NEW ZEAI,AND'S MANAGERIAL TI{EORIES - 1973-1987

A New 7*aland sociological readi"g of the managerial thesis is given by Perry (1982, p.104) as

[sing "that shareholders are both too numerous and too scattered to exercise control of large

firms- The absence of any individual or group with a majority or even a substantial minority of

shares means that in practice the companies run themselves. The shareholders may own the

firm but the top management controls it." Also included in this description by Perry (1982,

p.102) is the anti-Marxist belief that managers are a nclass whose emergence to political pre-

smineags (was characterised by) their common emphasis on large scale organisation and state

initiatives. The resulting functional indispensability of managers was the basis of their class

rule."

The study of management, that is the men (sic) that fulfill managerial roles, is an important

part of the organisational behaviour studies implanted into the academic system in the 1960's

and early 1970's. Professor Inkson noted (1987, p.10) in a bibliographical paper (which is the

basis of this selection of managerial theorists) that sixty percent of the papers reviewed came

from university departments of Management and Administration.

A lead in this area of study was taken in the 1970's by industrial psychologists, particularly one

mzn - George Hines of Victoria University, Wellington and latterly of Massey University,

Palmerston North. Within a very short period of time Professor Hines had produced books on

organisalielal behaviour in New 7-natand tndustry Qn24, a reflexive (L972b) study of

managerial attitudes toward industrial psychologists (only seven percent of industrialists would

employ them), case studies on organisational behaviour (1973a), a research-based book on the

New Zealand Manager (1973b), an edited text on business and New 7*aland Society (L973c)
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and a journal article on achievement motivations, occupations and Iabour turnover in New

Zealand (1973d).

Common to traditional psychological writing for management (rather than about it) in the New

7*aland' literature, is the concentration on 'scientific techniques' which enable managers to

efiract more prolit from workers. In more recent times this has been 'modified' by more

'hl'manistic' worker aware schemes. Tlpical of this writing is that done on New Zealander

worker selection and 6aining (McCormick et al 19g5 and Taylor and McCormick 19g5) for

work in Antarctica. Other contributors to worker selection theories are Bull (1974),Inkson and

Dakin (1985), and Shouksmith (1973) who wrote a manual on how to conduct interviews.

Management training manuals have been written by editors who have collected appropriate

writings or written new work and completed follow up studies. These editors include Moore

(1978)' Dakin and Gough (1986), Brook et al (1983a, 1983b and 1984), Henshall (198a) and

Maxwell and Pringle (1986). Others have noted the "dilemma of control" (cf. Mclennan et al,

1987) whereby the problem of worker participation has been shown to produce profits but

managers are too authoritarian to let go. Job enrichment and theories of alienation are part of

the thrust of these mitit gs (see the v,rritings on the meat industry by Inkson and Simpson 1975,

Inlrson l9TIa,I977b and,Inkson and Cammock DSa). The largest proportion of New 7*aland

organisalieaal literature is on worker motivation, job design and workers' attifudes (cf. Inkson

1987, p.13). These motivational work include those of Hines (19Re) who showed that

performance was related to social satisfaction in the workplace. Technology as a determinant of

workers' attitudes (Inlson 1rgTlc) has also been focused on.

Cross-cultural studies of Maori, Pakeha and Pacific Islanders' work attitudes have been

completed by Pierce (1967, 1969 and 1970), Barnes and Jamison (1977), Nedd and Marsh

(1979), Nedd, Marsh and McDonald (i.980), Nedd, Marsh, McDonald and Miller (1978),

Graves and Graves (L977a, 1977b), and Anderson (1983). These ethnicity related ressarch

findings have concentrated (with the early exception of Pierce) on attitudinal issues about

Pacific Island workers rather than the New Zealand Maori, for "information on Maori work

behaviour is sparse' (Inkson 1987, p.18). This lack of research on the Maori is particularly
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noticeable in the study of managers, supervisors or directors, for the obvious class-related

reasor that Maoris are not there in sufticient n,mbers to be studied. This is true however of

other ethnic minorities other than Pakeha ones.

The lack of women in management could also be suggested as the reason for the paucity of New

Zealand organi5nlis.al literature on them (the only known exceptions are Place 19?9, 1981 and

Tnnta 1986). But tbe lack of numbers cannot be cleimed for the small quantity of organisational

uniting on women at the lower work levels because women have been at least forty-one percent

of the paid workforce since 1981.

The Lloyd-Prichard and Tabb (1966, p.31) findings were that although twenty-nine percent of

shares were owned by women they are the passive investors, who inherit rather than buy shares.

(Women did not get up at shareholders meetings and demand representation on boards until

the 1.980's). Place's work on women in management concentrated on their management styles

and suggested that their success or failure was due to an internal control style ofthe corporation

and the motivational attitudes of the women. The Zonta research is focused upon the one

percent of women who were on New Zealand public company boards. They write of

discrimination against v/omen by default or indiflerence as at least a partial reason that women

have failed to appear on boards.

The study of managers, management, directors and the board has focused most often on the

characteristics of the people and their career paths. A recent example of this is a Canterbury

management group (cf. Dakin et al L984) who studied the backgrounds, activities and the

career trajectories of one hundred and seventy-five chief executives of businesses emptoying

more than frfty people in the Canterbury area. They concluded their work with evaluations

about whether we ocan grow chief executives more effectively? (D8a, p.38)." TVo of the earliest

studies which emerged with a focus on director and managerial characteristics were the

somewhat contradictory findings reported in the work of Hines (1973b) and Fogelberg and

Greatorex (7975).
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The Hines (1973b) postal questionnaire study involvedz4zz New Zealand managers spreading

from middle management (7f4) through to manaeitrg directors (501). Hines set forth these

managers'personal characteristics, their attitudes to work and their ideologies.In the'relatively

classless society of New Tsaland, "Hines (1973b, pp.37-3S) suggests that fifty percent of the

managers thought high social status important and forty percent of them also saw social

distinctions in business as important, too. Most of the managers saw themselves as conservative.

Hines holds that the educational differences between the New 7*aland Labour force and the

New Zealand manager are not great - sixty-six percent of managers were without formal

qualifications compared with sevenry-three percent of the New Zealand workforce. Those most

Iikely to have a university qualification were those in large firms - eight percent in large firms as

compared with five percent - in small firms. Only ten percent of managers had a university

qualification in the Hines study (1973b) whereas in the Greatorex and Fogelberg (1971 writing

over seventy percent of their sample had a tertiary qualification. Greatorex and Fogelberg were

not wed to the thesis of 'New Zealand - the working man's paradise' in the same way that Hines

was, for they saw social-educational aspects as pafiially determining business success.

Professor Fogelberg and Laurent Qnq observed (in line with the managerial thesis although

not exclusive to it) that the larger the company the less likely the board members were to be

dominant shareholders and the more likely the company was to be controlled by'no specific

interest" (I97a, p.l.l). In 1980 Fogelberg wrote that "clearly, shareholders as a group do not

control their company. Most individual holdings are an infinitesimal proportion of the total

capital and as such the owrer cannot exert any influence upon either the board of directors or

management. In fact some would go as far as to say that provided he regularly receives his

dividend cheque the typical shareholder takes no interest at all in his company's affairs'

(Fogelberg 1980, p. 59).

This view of the determinant role of the executive, particularly the CEO, comes through

decidedly in the work of Inkson et al, in Theory I! the key to excellence in New Z*aland

Management, when theywrote (1986, pp. ?n - 2L) that the "cEo - the KEYHoLDER . .. holds

the key to the companfs fufure, and in doing so is the key to understanding the company's
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success." The research that such individualist conclusions were based on w.ui a 'series of

discussion groups of high achievers from the New Zealand business sector,.. (who) found a

consensus that various forms of protection in the socio-political environment depress

achievement-oriented behaviour, and that outstandirg achievement tends to be prrnishs6 rather

than rewarded" (Inkson 1987, pp. 14 - 15). Perry (1987, pp. 66 - 67) an academic criric,

interpreted the work differently, when he wrote that its basic finding was that'successful New

Zn'aland companis5 have distinctive organisational cultures, presided over by visionary and

enthusiastic leaders. Despite its Jonestown theory of management in which no particular

company is identified as exemplary but "rather its practices are identified as forming part of

what excellence means." Perry concludes that the most instructive aspect of the work is its

"(un)critical reception. We may have swapped old orthodoxies for new, but it is still the silences

in public life that speak volumes. The channels for (New 7*a[and) criticism are few and

sustained debate infrequent."

This does Dot account for the change in Perry's own stance for these less than gentle criticisms

are far from the soft assessment of the related managerial thesis that he gave in 1982 (a time

when recession was uot quite as biting into sociological consciousness?). In 1982 Perry (1,982,

p.104) wrote that "Managerial'control theory''had'embarrassing implications for the doctrine

of corporate legitimac/ because it challenges corporate ideas of proFrt ma,ximisation by

management and instead injects "the flourishing notions of 'corporate conscience' and more

recently the 'responsibility of business'."

The salient points requiring testing from this New Zealand managerial perspective are now

familiar as they are similar to those elpressed in the same overseas perspective. They centre on

fiodiog out who iu New Zealand companies are making the decisions within the corporation -

managers or directors, and subsequently how many of these directors or managers arc

shareholders (cf. Fogelberg and Laurent 1975, Inkson et al 1986 etc.), to see whether the

attitudes of corporate leaders are likely to be socially oriented rather than profit maximizing

(cf. Hines 1973b) and what the social characteristics of the 'corporate leaders' are (cf. Hines

L9T3b, Fogelberg and Greatorex 1975, Dakin et d 1984). In short there is no raising of new
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issues in the indigenous managerial literature but its largely unchallenged dominance in New

kaland still makes managerialist theory here quite different to its overseas counterpart. This

is still easily the most written from perspective within this subject area and outside a very few

critical academic responses it remains the orthodoxy here.

5.2 I{EW ZEAI"AND'S ELITE THEORTES, 1966 - 1984

This elite theoretical base is described by Perry (198| pp.106 - 108) as "oligopoly control

theor/' in which institutional investment and interlocking directorates are "linked to a

conception of (property-based) dass dqminalisn and the imagery which emerges is of a complex

system of formal inter-relationships which are recapitulated socially." The constituent parts of

this perspective are noted concentrations of investment, interlocking directorships, class

domination and social background reflections of elite power bases.

Sutch (1966, 1972, pp.l31- -132) is one of the earliest New Zealand writers to fit into this 'elite'

tradition, for it was he who identified New Zealand's problem as being a dependent ecotrony

which is trapped by transnational exploitation. For Sutch the solution was a patriotic one, the

control of New 7*aland by New Zealanders. Deducible from this position is ideological support

for the continuation of the'elite' sustained by'protected' capitalism.

After Sutch's death, his thesis of 'transnational control' gained support from Simpson (D8a).

Simpson is not an original researcher but one adept at symthesizing others'work. He identified

a New 7'ealand ruling business, political, professional and cultural elite. This pling class make a

mockery of the egalitarian idea of democracy which New Zealanders identi! as their own. The

core elite control the economy through a spider's web of interlocking directorates but are owned

by overseas capital; n... numerous other gxamples lead inescapably to the conclusion that New

Zealand business is overwheLningly owned by large transnational corporations. This is to state

a fact and not to be confused with the question of whether or Bot this is desirable which is

answerable only in the reahn of political philosophy. New Zealanders incontrovertibly do not

own their own business' (Simpson 1984, p.61) There are others (e.g. Hawke 1985, pp.27g4)
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who whilst not necessarily supporting the whole thesis speak of 'undoubtedly an increased

participation of foreign capital' in New Znaland particularly since 1940.

But this view is, according to Johnson (1980, p.1) 'dead wrong." For "New 7*alaltd is not a

'colony' dominated by the 'multinationals'. It is an advanced capitalist nation, ruled by a small

group of very rich local business families. This ruling class dominates the New Zealand state,

with the government prling in its interests, not those of the'multinationals'.n He also argues

that the overwheLning source of income for maintaining and expanding industry comes from

within New Zealand. He reasons that the owners of New Zealand's public companiss are first

"institutional investors, mainly insurancE comp4nies, and to a lesser extent the pension funds of

major companiss," second, 'other major public and private companiE5,s third, 'blocks held by

wealthy families or by private investment companies more or less openly linked to them," fourth,

"blocks held by nominees - banks, lawyers, sharebrokers - on behalf of a secret owner," The

picture clears to become corporate ownership being dominated by such indigenous family

onmership as the Winstone, Todd and Fisher and Paykel families. For 'institutional ownership'

masks family nerworks, for e;ample, those families that have close association with the top New

7*aland Insurance company - NZI - include the Hellabys, the Hortons, the Fishers, the Paykels,

the Goodfellows and the wilsons, all are prominent pubtic company owners.

The strategic inrportance of family'kinecon' wealth in New Zealand can also be noted in most

historical-family based studies. This is the case in Jesson's (1980) work on the Fletcher family

dyaasry. This book traces the famil/s corporate begrnnilgs and maps (synmetrically) all the

corPorate roads leading to it. Scott's Qn, description of the 'meatworks dynast/ of the

Hellaby family and their declining fortunes is another family centred business history.

Less clear is the kinecon connection in Russell Stone's (L973) Auckland-regional based work

depicting the 'merchant princes' of the colouial inner circle. Interestingly the writer sees his

historical research as 'value free' for "the historian today must see the contribution of the

limited circle to the later business collapse as synbolic rather than significanl. |.16 singls all-

embracing theory can account for the form of the boom and slump in that capital cit/ (Stone

1973,p.192).
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Steven (1978) does not so much speak of a family based capitalism but he is at home with the

idea of a 'ruling class' of directors, managers and capitalists in New 7*aland socieq'; "The New

7-ealatd' ruling class can now be divided into two main groups, whose members frequenttybut

not invariably coincide. The first own money capital and land, which generates incomes in the

form of dividends, interest, and rent. The second are directors and upper level managers of

corporations whose salaries are well above the value of such productive tasks as they might

from time to time perform. In the case of individual proprietors and many directors who have

sizeable shareholding the two groups coincide (Steven L978:LL4).'Steven importantly points out

that capitalists and directors are often, but not necessarily, overlapping groups.

A leading New Zealand financial journalist O'Brien (197f cited in Simpson 1984, p.68)

nrrmbered the ruling elite as a community of about three hundred people. O'Brien had three

categories similar to Johnson's, these were - the 'old families', the 'self made men' and the

'professional advisors' (principally lawyers and accountants who are specialists in tax and

company law). This was narrowed down to one hundred people by the time O'Brien $4rote a

further article n L976 "About 100 men control the decision making process in the bulk of New

7*aland industry commerce and finance. Control is througb a network of interlocking

directorships, professional activities and executive positions which add up to a formidable pool

of knowledge, contacts and power. The fact that these men owr only a small proportion of the

companis5 that they control, (in most cases) is irrelevant to their power. People unacquainted

with the real structure of business power in this country usuaUy academics . .. have fostered a

belief that ownership, and therefore control, of companies is widespread .. . The myth

overlooks the fact that the directors of the institutions and some of the executives are drawn

from the same one bundred or so who sit on the important company boards throughout the

country/' (O'Brien 1976: cited in Simpson 1984, p.68). In an anonymous report in the New

Zealand Listener in 1980 (July pp. 16 - 19 ) the core of ruling men had again been reduced this

time to "no Eore than a few dozen, whose influence in New Zeatand business is all-pervasive"

(cited in Simpson f98a, p.71).
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One of the first empirically based studies of the elite business class was Laurent's (1971)

university thesis entitled Interlockine Dir.ectorates in New zealand. In this work he uses a

sample of one hundred and sixty publicly listed companies to dEscribe how sixty-five percent of

his sample held more than one directorship and that five percent held twenty-one percent of

the entire directorships. Directors averaged Frfteen directorships each. Collusion rather than

competition between companies was suggested by the fact that nineteEn percent of the

interlocks were with supposed competitors, twenty-nine percent were with customers, twenty-

tlree percent with financial institutions and the directors interlocks were between those who

served and supplied the corporations. Seventy-six directors formed sixty-four percent of the

interlocks which was a "strong indicator of a power elite" (Laurent 1971, p.70).

In Professor Fogelberg's (1980, pp. 54 - 73) work, he showed that in the period L962 - I974,the

trend was one whereby "the large shareholders, who still represent only oue half of one percent

of all shareholders, have substantially increased the potential influence which they might

exercise in New 7*aland's largest firms." These large shareholders were commonly insurance

companies, investment companies and nominee companies, that is, instirutional investment.

Fogelberg pointed out that 'substantial growth" in institutional investment was occurring in New

7*aland. This is particularly true with insurance company investment. ln 1962 they had one

hundred and sixteen share holdings in the top New Zealand Companies (or twelve percent of

the total capital held). By 1974 this percentage had increased to +t9 (or twenty-seven percent of

the total capital held). Within the top forty- three companies (defined as survivors from those

registered n 1962 with shareholders funds of over $2,000,000) institutional investment grew

sevenfold between 1962 and, L97 4.

Michael Firth (1987, pp.n4 - 281) concluded from his comparative study of all New Zealand

listed public companies n L972 and 1984 that 'the practice of corporate interlocks via common

directors is widespread in New Zeafand." As with Australia (cf. Stening and Wai 198a) and

America (c.f. Allen 1974) there was a discernible correlation between company size (total

assets) and tle number of interlocks. His study shows that the average number of direct

company interlocks between firms was seven. From this he surmised that since the earlier studv
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of Laurent (1971) the extent of interlocking "appears to have increased over the last fourteen

years" (Firth 1987, p.280) and following Laurent's lead the reason given for the high level of

corporate interlocks "may be due to the desire of firms to collude with one another in various

aspects of their businesses. Such formal and informal collusive behaviour between firms

(although not usually publicly admitted) may be defended by managements on the basis of

making them more competitive in the international marketplace. New Zealand companies are

comparatively small in international terms and it is often argued that larger size units are

needed, to compete in export markets. One way of achieving larger size is through takeovers

and mergers...however, takeovers may not be possible (or deemed possible) because of the need

for Commerce Commission approval, or other reasons. In such cases the use of interlocks via

common directors may provide the avenue for collusive behaviour in (at least) e4porting

compeniss. This may partially explain the high level of interlocking in New Zealand' (Firth

1987, p.280)

Another financial journalist, McPhee (L984, pp.18-19) graphically presented a complex picture

of inter-company web strands undergoing rapid change (see table 16). Rapid takeovers of

companies are posited as the way that company directors have been able to overcome inflation

(running at an average ofeleven percent per year since the late 70's) and slowprofit growth; "It

is all a never ending game of stakes bought and sold and ladders put up or let down in a world

of change, good or bad."

Perry (1-982, p.107) suggests that the problem with rhis type of "oligopoly'' theory is that it

"focuses on (a) the significance assigned to interlock; (b) the active role bestowed upon

instirutional investors and the blurring of conspiracy and class as e4planatory principles . . . . the

holdiugs of insiders and financial institutions are combined, they are presumed to act in concert

and thus ownership and control are seen as fused within the ranks of the propertied rich.".
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Johnson's (1980) work is Perr/s prime example, because his examination of the top fi-fty

companis5 leads him to a presumption of concerted action by insiders and institutions leading to

an nunwarranted inferencen because it gives 'explicit intent of the parties" (Perry 1982, p.Ltrl).

Johnson's work is damned as 'conspiracy theort' which is a simplistic reading of it, for although

not soundly empiricallybased unlike Zeirlin's Gn, for example, it has a similar broad Marxisr

thrust and was written in a time in New 7*aJand corporate writing that was parched for any

critical corporate class fractionat analysis.

The methodological problems that this perspective leave us with are associated with the

signific.''ce that elite theorists give to corporate interlocks (in their case tle mistaken use of

symmetric ones). For interlocks amongst these theorists have been varyingly used to suggest

communication links, competence, control, coordination and conspiracy. The cru:r of the elite

focus, in contrast to managerial theory is the meaning glven to interlocks not so much at the

level of agent but as instruments of capitalism. This elite focus also includes a critical look at

structural blocks to mergers and takeovers, such as the Commerce Commission (cf. Firth 1987).

The balance between the individual and the system is the tension of this etite perspective. It

totters between instrumentalism in favour of national corporate families (d. Johnson 1980), or

indigenous ruling classes of approximately one hundred men (cf. O'Brien 1972) who are the

directors and upper level managers of corporations of the ruling class (cf. Steven 1978). And

New Zealand as the'victim of the transnationals (cf. Sutch 1972, Simpson 1984) also fits into the

'system' perspective.

The corporatist model, which follows, takes the argument firmly away from the individual

families, eutrepreneurs and ruling class and gives a defrnite rule to another actor, 'the state'.

5.3 NEW ZEALAND'S CORPOR.{TIST TTIEORIES 198I. - 1985

The key feature of the corporatist argument is that "the state is interpreted as not simply

facilitating or regulating industrial activity but rather assumes a directive and controlling role

over private business" (cf. Perry 1982, p.108). The state must underwrite, encourage and defend

large scale enterprise bEcause political leaders caillot afford to be identified with the sour smell
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of corporate coUapse, for corporate success and funds are too strategically bound into their own

political survival (i.e. employment opportunities, GNP etc).

Traditionally there has been a distinct continuum in corporatist writing from liberal to

authoritarian (cf. Panitch 1977). The distinguishing trait of 'liberal corporatism' is the high

degree of co-operation amongst administrators and organised interests operating within

constitutional democracies. These democracies are thought to give groups operative autonomy.

Fascist corporatism did not traditionally make this distinction.

New Zealand corporatist writing, unlike the European tradition" does not have a long history

although there were writers who 'prefigured' in the corporatist tradition - such as Westrate in

1959 (pp. 55-79). Typically, New Zealand corporatist theorising did not spin off centrifugally

into New 7*aland academia until quite a bit later (except for Westrate in 1959 as already

noted). Clark's writing n t979 (cited in Perry 1982, p.109) was the first noted consciously

corporatist presentation, although Rudman (L974) could marginally be included througb his

article on the role of Employer Associations, written with its assumptions of underlying

harmony and state neutrality. Other New 7*aland theorists who are broadly positioned within a

corporatist framework which at least, posit the state as an unstable structural bias, are Clark

(1979), Fougere (1981), Perry (1982, p.110, 1987, pp.tt{ta), Mulgan (1984), Vowles (1985)

and Pearson and Thorns (1983).

In 1981, Geoff Fougere wrote a paper called The last Fifty Years: Paradoxes of Import

substitution Industrialism and the remaking of the New 7*atand, State. In this paper Fougere

(1981, p.8) writes that'New Zealand history [ want to argue, has to be seen as an outcome of

the interplay of external and internal factors, of state as well as market or class; it can be

explained satisfactorily neither as the mechanistically determined outcome of external factors,

nor as ths uxfslding of internal and autonomons processes.n As Perry puts it, Fougere builds a

picture of the origins of "intersectoral conflict within the corporatist power bloc" (1987, p.119).

Fougere argues that the state policy of import substitution, initiatly sustainsd by state surplug

was very conducive to the development of corporatist structures but was ultimately self limiting,

For what was created was a tripartite power elite of large corporations, farming isterests and
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state technocrats and an increasing indebtedness to the TNC's for export manufacture and

finance. The declining economic significance of farmers was related to the state's progressively

sl3sftsning economic reliance upon farming export led growth. This slide in economic

significance reflects in the decline of farmer's political pow6r.

In response to the instrumentalist argument (identified with some elite thebry) which holds the

state to be an instrument of the bourgeoisie or the 'ruling class' (cf. Milliband 1976), Perr/s

(1982, p.110) corporatist argument was that "corporatism was best understood as a distinctive

system for the mediation of control, but that the locus of control cannot be unequivocally

assigned to something called'the state'. Flere the crucial point is that under modern conditions

the state is neither the private property of the most powerful interest group (or class fraction) in

our society, nor is it independent of that group's inlluence. Given the state's formally

independent status it may be guided by the interests of other groups, including its own

personnel, and may seek to enlarge its autonomy by playing the various interests off against one

another . . . . There is an'elective afEnity' between ssatralised bureaucracy and big business that

is independent of the perception of their personnel." Reflecting on this argument in 1987 (pp.

115) Perry felt it was lacking only in that 'an adequate account of state/capital relations in New

7*aland. would also have to include the role of Federated Farmers and the various producer

boards.'Federated Farmers is his ideal-qrpe for the corporatist model.

This attention to Federated Farmers was directed toward the work of Richard Mulgan in

Democraqv and Power in New Zealand (1984, p.107) which had the virtue of including this

Federated Farmers' focus. For it was Mulgan who recognised the common interests of the

farming class fraction vis-a-vis the state or any workers groups associated with them: "There is

little actual divergence of interest between the more wealthy and the less wealthy farmer .. .

whatever the farmer leaders may press for as being in their own interests will also affect the

interests of the rank and file." Perry (1987, p.118) criticises Mulgan because there and

elsewhere, he "blurs the distinction between farming as an occupation and the relations of

farmers to property. Not only does the latter form the crucial basis for a common interest

amqngst farmers (as represented by Federated Farmers) but it is also the reason for the density
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of their interconnections with the state." Mulgan is there seen as being out of his depth with

analytical discussion.

In his full blown critique of corporatist tendencies in the New Zealand context Perry (1987)

mal<es the point that instrumentalism and conspiracy theories could have been avoided in elite

work such as Simpson's (198a) if they had e:cended their analysis of interlocking directorates

into the study of quangos and the capital-state relationship, because what is needed is to "ask

why such interconnections developed and (less certainly) what functions do they serve." From

there he moves to develop the theme that the 'Think Bigl strategies (e.g. Petrocorp, the Liquid

Fuels Trust), developed by the National government between 1974 - 1984, were an attEmpt to

build-in-ties between large firms and the New Zealand state that were "not only compatible with

the participation of the TNC's but indeed to facilitate such developments." The state's

withdrawal from this form of TNC dependency in 1984 with the change of government suggests

the "outer limits of a corporatist approach to interest mediation in New Zealand's semi-

peripheral economy.' Corporatism is more limitlessly applicable to the situation of farmers and

their mediation with the state, although evidently "large firms, farming and organised labour are

all tightly linked ro the srate" (t987,p.122).

In David Pearson and David Thorn's book - Ectiose of Equalitv (1933) they argue that the

socio-political system in New Tnaland is corporatist and that these tendencies have increased

markedly since 1967 although there has always been continuous state intervention from the

beginning of its Pakeha settlement. This state intervention bas centred on the narrowly based

and recently developed industrial sector controlled by a handful of indigenous TNC's

(supplemented by several powerful overseas TNC's), the strategicalty important farming base

and the state struggle to re-align with the parts of the capitalist centre who are prepared to

accommodate it. Pearson and Thorns draw parallels between New Zealand corporatism and

that of Britain. This is, in Perrt's (L987, p.115) estimation an oversimplification and misses the

point, for corporatism in New Zealand has "both an unbroken and longer lineage than in

Britain. What is novel in New Zealand is the increasing importance of the large business firm

within the corporatist power bloc, and the problems of mediation that this gives rise to." Pearson
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and Thorns are also criticized by Perry because they "slide from the state/large firm relation to

the state/capital relation as if they were synon)'mous." Their problem in essence is confrrsing

'expansion of large corporations with the expansion of corporatism, and conflat(inq) corporatist

ideology witl corporatism as a pattern of interest intermediation" (Perry 1987, op ciQ.

In a weak corporatist argument, Vowles (1985, p.228) writes in Business and Labour: Major

Organked Interests in the Political Economy of New Zealand that, 'If corporatism is present to a

signilicant degree in New 7*aland, its evolution has been uneven." He goes on to say in a rather

hesitant way that at "various times governments have intervened to put their stamp on the

organisation of iuterests . . . Central organisations of the major organised interests participati"g

in this process experienced major new demands on their resoluces . .. There were now new

constraints on private lobbying ... the structures established could act as gatekeepers,

government being the major beneficiary of a filtering process.n What he does provide is an

excellent graphic history of the 'Big Seven' major organised interests in New Zealand in the

early 1980's (op cit, pp.218-219). This description omits the major interest lobby the New

Zealand' Business Roundtable, however. The NZBR does merit a brief mention in the text,

rather as an after thought. This is an entirely inappropriate lapse, as even in 1985 when the

chapter was published, the NZBR was a very significant political lobby group which had been in

existence since 1976.

The problems with this corporatist perspective can be listed in two ways here. First, by looking

at Panitch's (1977) citique noting the ways that it applies to the New Zealand theories, and

second, by looking to indigenous critics, who refer generally to bourgeois (i.e. corporatist)

theories of the state. Corporatist theories according to Panitch (L9TI, p.67)'lack a rigorous

theory of the state in advanced capitalist society, despite the large, important and even

determinant role that is assigned to the state in the corporatist framework." This is largely true

of all the New Zealand corporatist theorists although they have reached the level of at least

regarding it as a problematic entity - "The theory of corporatist control can plausibly be

interpreted as Burnham brought up to date, in which the question'who (or what) is the state'

replaces rwho (or what) are the managers?' as tle main conceptual problems' (Perry 19f32,
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p.109). But there is still little evidence of a rigorous or thorough state analysis in corporatist

theory compared to the Manist state analysis (cf. Bedggood l9t32,pp.?fr4 -213). For example

the question of the systematic bias of the state (cf. Panitch IVTT), is never properly addressed by

corporatists. Bedggood, in contrast, writes of a threefold'bias'of the New Zealand state which

operates repressively through the law to guarantee private property, economically lnlsrvsning in

the circuit of capital to counteract the tendency to crisis and ideologically to reinforce

commodity fetishism.

Second, "there is an assumptiou that the functional representation in economic decision making

of trade unions and business organizations takes place within tle framework of an equivalence

of power and inllueuce between the two' (Panitch 1977, p.67). This can be seen in the work on

interest groups of Vowles (198t and Pearson and Thorns (1933). The theory has as its basis the

idea of the 'social contract' that is entered into by free and equal partners which of course

ignores "the market economy, with its concentration of capital ownership and its distribution of

rewards in accordance with the marginal productivity of each of the contributors to the product,

naintain(ing) a massive inequality between owners and workers" (Macpherson 1973, pp.18G

18L). This underlying assumption of equality amongst interest groups found in corporatist

writing is serious for 'it may be that corporatism obscures as much about dilferent

configurations of power as the notion of pluralism has" (Martin 1925, p.56).

Thhd, Panitch (1977, p.8) criticizes "a tendency to ipore the high degree of instability that

marks corporatist structures within liberal democracies." For example, Perry (1987, p.116)

writes nfrom the outset, the trajectory of trade union development was closely tied to the

development of the state. And what an examination of that development reveals is how the

institutional forms served different functions as the balance of class forces changes .. .. it is a

system of intermediation that is at once capitalist and constitutive of working-class interesrs, a

defence against the economic order whose preservation it helps to secure.n Perry notes, only

workers'ambivalence to corporatist structures. Panitch (1977,p.ffi) would look at a conclusion

such as Perry's as an exirmple of this "tendency to ignore, or at least the inability to explain,n

instability as "largely a product of underlying social harmony, state neutrality vis-a-vis the
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groups' and the power equivatence between them. In the absence of underlying social harmony

between classes, and in the face of policy outputs which reflect capitalist class dominance vis-a-

vis the state and trade unions, the latter often had to opt out ofcorporatist structures, or at least

abstain from accommodative behaviour if theywere not to be repudiated by their rank and file.'

Another criticism of the corporatist argument is that it is premised on the continuous presence

of surplus accrrmulation for the state to distribute xalsngst interest groups. This would explain

why as a theory it has flourished in the 1920's (amongst fascist-corporatists) and the 1960's -

1970's for these times are both still within periods of affluence (see Mandel 1975, pp.130 - 132).

When there is an economic crisis there is little surplus for the state to mediate the distribution

of and there are fewer corporatist theorists around to document the change. Mediation of

'interest' and 'interest groups' is left to the capitalist class. This shows in this New Zealand

Times newspaper clip; "The government has turned to private financiers and economists for

help to push interest rates down as its bid to reduce the internal deFrcit proves a failure ....
Among those on the Douglas guest list for this week's meeting are ... Rouadtable executive

director Roger Kerr . . . and Fay Richwhite's Bill Bernie" (O'sullivan 1986, p.1). There is little

credible evidence that the state is giving similar attention to the views of labour interest groups

or that the State is present at corporate board meetings whilst the major corporations make

their nation alfecting decisions about offshore investment.

The idea of the state as a directive (Perry 1985, p.108), rather than a reactive, instnrment of the

corporate class fraction receives a negative response from Marxist theorists like those in the

Revolutionary Qe66 rnis[ League (1985, pp.3-7), because they hold that the state like every

other 'apparatus' is subject to; "both Q boom and slump (which are) regulated by the

movements of profitability, and the pattern of these movements are determined

by the internal logic of the capitalist system." Corporatism is accused here of a
form of 'state instrumentalism' in a 'capital logic' argument (see also Holloway
and Piciotto, 197 8, pp.1-32).

The strategic methodological points that the corporatist argument leaves this analysis with are;

who (or what) is the state and what are the limits of state action? Added to this (and

problematic to corporatist theory) is whether in New 7*aland's crisis economy the state is
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5.4

directive of business or whether the state is directed by it. Also there evolves a need to

correlate the relationship between the 'state' (i.e. quangos, etc..), other forms of government

funded research and development committees, large business participation and the involvement

of big business with'Think Big Type'enterprises.

NEW ZEAI"AND'S I\,IARXIST THEORIES 1978 . 1988

In Marxist theory (as already noted in chapter trvo) the corporate class fraction is continually

acting in response to the circuit of capital which becomes, in Mart's words (19&3, p.588) a

downward "spiral" when centralisation is added to the forces that concentrate accumulation.

Crisis is endemic to this spiral of production. These theories underlie the works of Jesson

(1987), Mason (1978/79), Bedggood and Macrae (7978n9), Bedggood (1980, 1982, 1988),

Pearce (1986) Roper (1987, 1988) and Martin (forthcoming).

Up until 1978 there was little New Zealand literature on the cyclical nature of capitalism. As

Martin (forthcoming:1) has noted "Much of what has been written on the crisis by NewZealand

Mandsts appears as a commentary in a variety of journals and newspapers, etc. By its very

nature, this 6xlsdal does not provide a concerted or systematic analysis of the crisis."

The orthodox work of Campbell and Hayvood (1978) on New 7*aland business cycles shows

the standard economic explanation of capitalist cycles typical of theories evocative of the

Marxist response; (see table 17). In their typically non Marxist model of the New Zealand

capitalist business cycles there is an underlying assumption of cycles fiodiog their oum 'level of

equilibrium'. The blame for the downturn of the inflation-ridden economy is on e:rternal

features (overseas markets and raw materials) sffssting trade and subsequently engorging the

deficit. If internal factors (wages) and external factors (markets and raw materials) are

somehow controlled (through intelligent forecasting?) then cyclical downturns could be avoided.

If forecasters knew when inllation is likely to occur then they could start remedial action to

prevent it happening for, although the capitalist cycle has its ups and downs this could be

insulated agains!.
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REDUCTION III

/
PROFIT EROSIOiI
(prices less
than unit costs in
domestic activity)

I
I

I
ll,rPoRTs

\ COI{TRACTION I}{ DOI,IESTIC
\ SPEIIDIIIG (initiatty pvt
\ conswption and experdit
\ ure then govt.)
\ effect on-exporters,
\ income
\ -monetary
\ base
\ ' expectations

PROFII EXPA}ISION

\

tabte '17: CAHPBELL AID ttAyr,tooo,s 1g7g ]lEH zEALAilD EustilEss cyclE

IT.IPROVED LEADING SECTORS I}I OVERSEAS ECO}IOIIES

I
v

INCREASED EXPORI PRICES (1-2 qtrs after leading O/S sectors)lr
I t BILANCE 0F PAYIIEIITS SURPIUS(I-2qrts sf ter

I increase in export
I prices)
I

leffect on-exporters'
dectine in export prices I income

| -nonetary
I base
v -confidence

EXPA}ISIO'I Iil DOiIESTIC PROFIT
Y

EXPAI'ISIOil ltl IIIPORTS (0.5 qrts after
increase in donestic spending)

I
\ BALAiICE 0F PAYIIE|ITS DEFICIT

\ (Zqrts prior to domestic peak activity)
\

uage and price increase (5-6 qrts
after increase in domestic activity)

source: Campbetl, ard Haprood 1978, p.38

This is a description of capitalism manifest at the surface, in a way which would be acceptable to

'nainsfisem sociolog/. For as Bedggood (1988, p.1) notes'Marxism has more in common with

Geolog;l than Sociology. Unlike Sociology, Geologr deals with deep structures not always

directly observable."

The first (known to this author) Marxist writer to go beyond the surface and look at the causes

of cycles of capital within New Zealand was Tony Ward (1978) in a paper called New 7-eeJand

at the End of the Long Boom. In this paper Ward uses a long run time series of per capita

Gross National Product (GI.[P) to argue that "Mandel dates the latest down-turn from 1966,

but ttt;s seems too early. The end of the super-boom n tyB seems the proper date to start the

new long-term downswing" (Ward L978, p.22). However, as Martin (forthcoming:2) notes,

using Ward's own data "not until 1976 did per capita GNP decline. This does not coincide with

Ward's identification of L973 as the beginning of the crisis." Martin continues that the problem
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with Ward's data is that "it is difficult to distinguish the so-called "long-term downswing" from a

characteristically cyclical recession because the series stops short.n Ward's problematic attempt

to empirically predict the phenomena of long-wave crisis when it had not yet occurred, is

overcome in the work of Pearce (1986) and Martin's own work.

The circuit model of New Tnaland capitalism is e4plicitly found in Bedggood and Macrae ?re

Development of Capitalkm in New Zealond: Toward a Marxist Analysis (1978/9), md

Bedggood's in Rich and Poor in New Zealand (1930). In these studies the internationalisation of

capital and of imperialism are used as the materialist frarnework for a history of class struggls in

New Zealand. They argue (following Marx) that the concentratiol 3nd 6sallalisation of capital

is the result of the circuit of capitalist production. Class exploitation is at the base of capital

circulation and accumulation operating in the following way

table 18: BEDGGOOD'S 1980 CIRCUIT OF CAPITAL

State tro.<fcr of labour and capital

' EEf Flow of value from productive working dass

E Valuc in the form of state revcnuc

. . . . Flow of vduc of labour powcr back to workiag dass
source: Bedggood 1980, p.61

Bedggood's (1980) argument is that in New 7*alaod, as in other capitalist countries in the

world, only productive labour creates value (althorrgh domestic labour indirectly does). This is

g'ansferred, in the form of surplus value, from the working class to the state and the capitalist

class. Social capital is "concentrated in larger capitals at the expense of the smaller capitals"

(Bedggood L980, p.64). Some of this is redistributed back to the working class as a social wage

(health care, old age pensions etc) and in other state and private services. The capitalist class
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(financiers, retailers and merchants) are the material winners in this relationship. "A few key

firms dominate the circuit of productive capital in New 7*aJan4 at the same time integrating

this circuit more completely with that of international capital and facilitating the flow of surplus

value abroad. It is this process which creates the 'control group' of no more than three hundred

directors and managers who make the decisions (along with the representatives of international

banks and firms) about the production of surplus value in New Zealand' (Bedggood 1980, p.68).

The amount of surplus value that capitalists reinvest in production and the amount redistributed

back to the working class in the form of a social wage, is relative to the total economic surplus

or deficit. Profits are only recycled back to the working class in times of expanding

acc 'mulation. In recession, or periods of declining profits, wages and services are cut.

The historical role of the comprador bourgeoisie, was to provide a link, or act as business

agents, for tbe British bourgeois, in the new cotony. The merchants and the financiers provided

the commodities and the credit for the settlers to buy goods and land. Accordi'g to Bedggood

and Macrae (1978/9, p.118) this comprador ctass were the local agents of 'foreign control' and

are a very under-estimated sector in the development of the capitalist structure that exists today.

They conclude by writing 'the grip of the finance bourgeoisie, both British rentier and local

comprador, on the labour process of the peasant producer, did not cease to tighten and

consolidate the now traditional pattern of semi-colonial specialisation in the international

division of labour. Though they replaced the landlord class in extracting surplus-value from

agriculture, their role was not to hold back the investment of capital in agriculture. They

accrrmulated rather than consumed the surplus value off the land, helping the circuit of capital

into agricultural production in the form of productive capital, providing money capital for

investment in the nascent branches of industrial capital in New 7*aland, and of course re-

circulating money capital into British and other international circuits' (Bedggood and Macrae

1978/9, p.118).

Althougb Rosenberg as a commonly identified 'left-keynesian' (Roper 1987,p.2) fits uneasily in

this section, he did write compatibly in the Maeic Souarc (1986) that "Capital has no mother

land. It is rootless and anti-patriotic. It will go where the 'security" is greatest, where it need
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make no contribution to society by taxation and where profits are most attractive . . . Not only

have New Zealand-based capitalists a free hand in monopolizing ownership resources, but also

fewer and fewer assets are available even to New Zealand-based capitalists. What is valuable on

the New Tx.aland scene is being sold to foreigners as quickly as they can see any money gfi in

asset stripping."

In Behind the Mirror Gtass. Bruce Jesson describes the growth of wealth and power in New

7*aland' in the nineteen eighties. The most interest:ng part of this Marxist ("my own preference

is for a line of thought that originates in Marxism" (Jesson 1987, p.69)) description also centres

on New Zealand's political and economic relationship with the international capitalist economy:

"the most severe limitation on a government is that its authority is limited to is national

territory whereas economic and social forces operate on a global scale. A country as tiny as

New Zealand has little inlluence on the world economy but is entirely at its mercy.'By Jesson's

(1987, p.102) reckoning New Zealand did not have a money market until 1962 "a global money

market started developing in the sixties with the growth of a Eurodollar market in London.

Eurodollars are United States dollars that are deposited in European banks, and are a form of

e{patriate money, uncontrolled and with their oqm interest rate structure ... Increasingly the

emphasis of banking became global. The profits in banking were made globallX with

international syndicates of banks putting together the vast sums of money involved. The growth

of this market became truly phenomenal with the rise in OPEC deposits after the oil shock . . .

Bankers toured the world - as the hucksters of international capitalism - looking for borrowers

' . . unable to restrain the international movements of capital, governments have given up trying

and discarded exchange controlsn (Jesson 1987, pp.105 - 106).The globalisation of the money

markets has however affected nations in an uneven way "In New T.ealand the process was

initially slower than in other countries, because of the undeveloped nature of the finance

industry here . . . deregulation took till 1984 - 85 in New Zealand, but it has been more thorough

than iu other economies, and the victory of global finance that much more complete" (Jesson

1987, p.107).
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Following Ward (1978), Pearce (1986) with the able help of Juriaan Bendien (presumably the

other half of the 'we' of the text), is the second New 7*aland, Marxist to accept the gauntlet

thrown dovm by Mandel to use empirical data to test Marxian laws (1962, p.18). He uses

reconstituted statistics on productive indices (particularly manufacturing) to argue tbe validity of

Mandel's (I97,'long-wave theoqt' and for the cogency of three basic Marxist laws of motioq:

the tendency of the organic composition of capital to rise and for profit to fall; the concentration

of capital in ever greater units; and the polarizing class struggle. The results "offer the most

accurate empirical representation of Mart's categories in the Anglo-Saxon literature to date"

(Pearce 1986, p.570). The statistical data on factory production berween 1920 and 1970 was able

to show 'emple reason for confidence in the Marxist labour theory of valuen (1986, p.570)

because Pearce had written that "the adequacy of the Marxian conception has been proved in a

confrontation with the data" (1986, p.158). The "remarkably tight 'fit' between theory and

history came as a surprisc" but served to demolish competing theories as his work "was

superior to that of its rivals" (Pearce 1986, p.563), these rivals being Keynesians - for whom

Pearce found statistics to prove that their correlation between state intervention and economic

growth was arbitrary.

Pearce also makes parallel connections between the economic crisis and the crisis in (New

T,f-alao'd?) Marxist thought and concludes "a substantive finding of our research is that the long

boom !g explicable in terms of Marxist theory, i.e. the relations between constant capital,

variable capital and surplus value. Reformist interpretations of the long boom are therefore

doubly mistaken: it was not a product of state management and it does not faktry Marxist

theory''(Pearce 1986, p.571). When speculating on the future of New Zealand Pearce has this to

sag "is another long boom of capitelisj development a real possibility inherent in the present? If
Marxist theory offers the most correct picture of the dynamics of capitalism - and we have good

empirical grounds for believing that it does - the answer has to be negative. For according to

this theory there can be no more generalised technological revolutions within a capitalist

framework" (Pearce L986, p.574). Although, as he notes, the preconditions for full automation

already exist, the uneven distribution of resources makes the possibiliry renote. Also if full

automation was realised this would make labour redundant and 'without a labour process, the
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production process creates no new value or surplus value . . . fully automated plants can return

profits only through a transfer of surplus-value generated in plants where productive labour is

still employed" (Pearce 1986, p.575).

Two Marxist theorists in the process of emerging are Shane Martin and Brian Roper. Martin's

Phd. thesis (op cit) is largely an extension of Pearce's (1985), in tha! it is based on the analysis

of existing data reconstituted, to test Marxist theory. Roper (1987, 1988) who is also writing a

Phd. thesis (forthcoming) on the New Zealand corporate sector based on secondary source

material (rather than, as this one is, based on primary data). Both use a Mandelian'long-wave'

frrmework to look at crisis in New Zealand "As Mandel has argued, this shift in macro

economic policy has been generated as a response to the prolonged and generalized economic

crisis of the world capitalist order which followed the collapse of the long boom of the post-war

years" (Roper 1988, p.29). The emphasis in Roper's work is on the documentation of the

concentration of capital and the centralization of corporate structures: "OBe of the most

remarkable features of the economic crisis in New Zealand has been the massive expansion,

from 1978 to 1987, of the largest New Zealand corporations in the context of an extremely weak

rate of aggregate capital accumulation ... investment corporations constitute x highsl

proportion of total market capitalization of the sharemarket in New Z*aland than anywhere else

in the world. They have been the centre of the transformation of the corporate structure of the

New Zealand economy in the 1980's" (Roper 1988, p30). Centrali"ation and concentration of

the capitalist class in "the most aggressive capitalist class offensives in New 7*atandhisto4/ are

lsing met by an active working class response (indicated by the highest number of strikes in

New Zealand's capitalist history). Both these young writers are bound to contribute to a

healthily developing dynamic Marxist critique of New 7-ealand capitalism.

The methodological inplications coming from New 7*alandMancists seek to unearth the deep

structures of concentration and centralization of corporate capital and the corporate capitalist

class in New Zealand (cf. Bedggood 1980, Roper 1988). The relative analytic significance of the

circuit of production (Bedggood and Macrae tg78/g,Bedggood 1.980) or the long wave (Pearce

1986, Roper 1987, 1988 or Martin forthcoming) as argued by the Canterburian-Mandelian
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school, is subject for debate. The emphasis on the finance capitalist class fraction and the world

economy (cf. Jesson 1987, Bedggood 1980) must be a central concern emanating from this

perspective and a concern for the future direction that New Zealand society is likely to take (cf.

Pearce 1986) is also important.

5.5 CONCLUSION

Predictably following the historical time sequence of the development of capital as set out in the

introduction (d. Marshall 19&7), these theories have reflected, in large part the progressive

patterns of capital. Those writers who began in the 1960's at the peak of the capitalist cycle

express much more optimism about the efficacy of capitalism than do those witing in the late

eighties - at the bottom of the cyclb. Graphically the progression and the related areas for

empirical investigation look the following;

tAble 19: A COI.IPARISON OF THE FqJR il@ELs oF THE ALLoCATIoTI oF REscURcEs
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Marxists are tbe noost negatire abott capitalisrn as a social and eeonorsris sy,stelr qnd theyhave

Xrolifetated,apd written more ald mor€ extemiiv€ly as naterial conditio$ decline. As

Bedggood (198Er pP) has udtten 'the ead,of thc post-war boom has brougbt about not a crisis

of Mitrndsm, as it is often claimed, but a crisis of bourgcois thougbt. Manist laws of notion

about contradicions reasserting thcnseLl s on the surfaee, b.e@ne operative agnii.lho long-

nra development of New 7*dandsociety; its boonu and busts, is non'once mffe r,ead offfrom

the Xrcrspective of the preseat,crisisn' (Bedgpod 1988, p.2).
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CIAPTER SIX

METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

Methodologically this thesis uses a quantitative and a qualitative mix (cf. Denzin 1970, Seiber

1973, Crothers 1978 and Murray D8a). This match assures'that the qualitative approach draws

attention to issues of validity, while the quantitative approach concentrates on reliabilit/

(Crothers 1978, p.165). The research leans toward the qualitative in relation to the data

collection and the quantitative in the data analysis. Qualitative data comes from interviews (cf.

Merton, Fiske and Kendall L956) and where the sample base was sufficiently large it has been

generalised from, most often to illustrate a particular viewpoint represented by the quantitative

analysis. The quantitative analysis is based on a survey and an as)4nmetrical study of

interlocking directors.

As the justification for using this type of positivist methodology has already been introduced as

the integration of dialectical rationalism and empirical facts (cf. Mandel 1968, p.18) and the

objectives have been described (see preface) what remains to cover in this chapter is the

description of the procedures used. This includes laytog out the unit of analysis (the top thirty

New Zealand corporations), the two types of research method used (network-survey and

centrality analysis), their sample bases and the interview schedule used.

The focus of this study of the New Zealand corporate class fraction and its relationship to the

capitalist economy is the 1986 top thirty firms. The criteria for the choice of non financials was

turnover (that is the monetary value of sales) as the Eost reliable measure of size. For financials

it was assets. The choice was based on that made by Scott (1985b, p.1t and we decided to

follow this decision both for the logic expressed and so that we could replicate their study as

exactly as possible.
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figure 12: THE TOP THIRTY ilEL, ZEALAilD FtRilS 1986

1. Ftetcher 2. Briertey j. Ner Zeatand Insurance
4. llee Zeatard Forest products 5. llathan 6. Carter
7. llattie g. Hinstone g. Lion corporation
lO-Magnun corporation 11. progressive 12. cabte price Downer
l3.uaitaki lnternstionaL 14. Goodnan-Fietder 15. Feltex
16.SteeL & Tube 17. ltcConnel,t Dorel.t ,|8. ltair Asttey
l9.Dqninion Breseries Z0.united Enpire Box zl . lter,r Zeal.and Steet
Z?.Fisher & Payket 2S.Colonial llotors 24. Owens
25.lrperiat Chemical, lndustry 26,Cerarro 27. Herrnrans
28.Fernz Z9.Southl,and lteat 30. Bank of Neu Zeatand Finance
note: Finms are categorized by their 1986 turnover figures

Turnover = Gross sates/ or the total value of receipts
for goods and services.

source: Buttle llilson Share Registry 1986

Using survey analysis and centrality analysis to look at the concentration of corporate units and

their networks is not without pitfalls. Scott (1985b, pp.1-3) writes of how work such as this car

misguidedly equate positions with power, resort uncritically to conspiracy theory and be

politically motivated. Political motivation is the only sin that I, in common with other social

researchers, (cf. Scott 1,985b, p.1) have knowingly committed.

The justification for this political motivation is that no work of any social scientist is 'value free',

as any history of ideas will show (see Kuhn 1970). The best that can be aimed for is that the

theorist is very explicit about the'facts' or the methodology that generates the facts. A 'fact' can

only be acceptable as a 'thing certainly knoum to have occurred or be truen (Oxford Dictionary

L964, p.el2'S if the reader has full understanding of how a fact is arrived at and can therefore

replicate it to test it themselves, or at least evaluate its legitimacy in relation to the sources and

Iogic provided. This is the motivation behind presenting this detailed methods chapter, to offer a

justification for the methods used and an explanation of how the results can be read and criri-

cized. I hope that this detailed methods section will enable others to efiend the work further.

6.1 THE SIJRVEY

Survey Analysis has a long chequered sociological history but is commonly regarded (see

Nachmias and Nach-ias 198L, p.nD as one of the most important data collection instruments

for researchers who want to gather information from and about peoplc. Survey instruments

(such as questionnaires and semi-structured interviews) were needed to 'flesh out' and identify

the 'people' nodes in the network. Nodes in network analysis do not need to be people, they c.n

be organisations (e.g. Lum and Murray 1987), generalized role categories (e.g. Burt and Lin
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L977), academic publications (e.g. Small 1974) etc. The problem faced was which instrument ro

choose as the most likely to successfully elicit information from the top corporate class fraction

about their economig social and political reality.

6.1.I RESEARCH AIMS

The network theoretical section focused on the director-agent and her or his interaction with

the corporation, so there exists a dual focus for the methodology - the organisation and the

agent. The instrument of research required tlerefore, is one that will allow the director to

describe their social, economic and political reality fluidly but with focus, whilst still allowing a

generalised statement to be made about the entire corporate class fraction.

The subjects studied were an 'elite' sample which presents a variety of unique constraints (d.

Dexter 1970; Daniels t967 and Zuckerman 1972). With the top corporate directors this usually

meant that I was seen as a'low caste'female stranger (cf. Daniels L967) who had to operate in

the territory of men who were very articulate, very busy, very critical, well educated and entirely

in control. This'elite' constraint meant that the research instrument had to be precise, clearly

presented and well prepared.

The logical choices available were participant observation, surveys and/or interviewing.

Participant observation was easily ruled out because of the secrecy surrounding these corporate

leaders and their strategies. They regarded their time and their informatioq rigbtly, as being

highly monetarily valuable and the idea of a social scientist trotting around behind them would

have been highly impracticable, even if the directors could have entertained the idea as a

possibility. Interviews were a more sensible solution as they could be slotted into a very busy day

(particularly with executives rather than either chairpersons or non executives).

Interviews allow people to give an in-depth asd fl6rrghtful response, interpretation or

understanding to questions posed to them. There is an added advantage in that this can be done

in surroundings that are familiar and comfortable to the interviewee. By itself, however, the

interview provides only qualitative information when what was also required was a collective

response. So a personally administered semi - structured survey was thought to best combine
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the required elements, for there are few other inter-active sociological situations where both

sets of people involved know their roles, feel quite comfortable with them, feel mutual

satisfaction at the end of the relationship and where the sociologist can be reasonably sure that

they are going to get the collective and individual data that they require.

6.12 THE SEMI-STRUCTURED SURVE"T

The decision on choice of survey is determined by two underlying dimensions of survey

technique - whether to have a standardised versus a non-standardised type and whether to have

a structured versus a non-structured suney. Standardisation refers to the presentation of a

survey ins[1 rrngpl which consists of a uniform vocabulary which c"n be understood by all

respondents. Our choice of questionnaire was an interesting case in point for it was non-

standardised in international terms as it had to be altered from its original international format.

This was because the ideas and the language were inappropriate and inaccessible to those in the

pilot study. Yet at the local level it was a standardised presentation to ".. respondents (who)

have similar personal characteristics" around Richardson et al's (L965, p.44) definition. The

survey language was standardised but probing permitted the clarification of answers where there

was doubt that the director had either not understood the question or had further insights to

add on the topic.

Related to standardisation is the schedule versus non-schedule problem. The schedule is the

physical manifestation of the questions, which can come in a variety of forms from lengthy

questionnaires to a small clipboard held by the researcher with a single sheet of paper

ssnteining only central probes. The researcher can also operate without any schedule at all,

lstfing the interview take its own direction. A questionnaire schedule was used in my interviews

(see Appendix B) but the sequence was not always strictly adhered to. Often something would

be said that covered a point raised on a later page of the questionnaire so the format was

abandoned. As I became more familiar with the questions, (which did not take more than four

to five interviews), I was able to easily slip amongst them. AII questions in the questionnaire

were attempted - where time and the compliance of the d.irector allowed. Many of the

questions were desig"ed to stimulate further discussion around the topic and were delibcrately

open ended. But even if the director wanted to expand on an area that was Dot in the
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questionnaire, for example, lrhat was it that motivated them to work fourteen hours a day, six

days a week', I freely let them expand upon the topic (when they had not laid down a time

constreint before we began). Over tirne I became skilled, or at least relatively fearless, at

probing and not being afraid to let a silence prompt a deeper, or more disnrbing omission.

AlarninglX it became diffrcult, and on one occasion embarrassing to catch mpelf in this

probing mode outside of the interview situation. For comparative strangers quite rigbtly object

to revealing intimacies that I began habitually to try to tap whether theywere my sample or not.

Specificity was rarely 
" 

proUt"-. For business people rrnliks other groups such as academics,

use language very directly to commuricate ideas for action rather than for the love of the ideas

or to impose their ruminations on others. Time and ideas to a business person generally equal

money. The flexible format of fxed and open questions encouraged people to be e4pansivc in

their responses. The semi-structured interview schedule I used was a systematig sequential

guestionnaire based on the work of Scott et d (1985) who identify themselves as a A Network

Studv on Inequalities in Social and Cultural Resources (see acknowledgments). The excellent

questionnaires supplied by the international team unfortunately required considerable

modification because they were designed as mail questionnaires, and also because a lot of the

language and the ideas were inappropriate for the New Zealand situation.

Q[enges were difficult because of the need to make the data comparable for international

replication. The structure of the questionnaire - interview covered the following areas:

I factuat characteristics about the corporation
2 appointmnt procedures to the board
5 the structure and content of board rcetings

comittees ar|d the a[tocation of dutles
5 their interpretation of the boardrs rote
6 participation in the board decision-making
7 the rote of the parent board (rhere appropriate)
8 the rote of the banks
9 professional organisations
10 selection of experts
11 attitudes
12 biographical detai [s
13 miscelteneous details (e.9. salary, nurter of

boards that the director is on)
[for executives ontyl
1/r rays of atlocating duties
lfor non-executives ontyl
15 inforrnation suppty to the board
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As can be seen there are thirteen sections in the main questionnaire - the chairpersons'

questionnaire. Section fourteen and fifteen were designed for executives and non-executives and

are shorter because information that would have been repetitive (e.g. on committee structures)

was omitted. But they also have additional questions related specifically to their roles (e.g. non-

executives are asked about the flow of information to them and executives asked how often they

thought that non-executives needed company information).

The questiounaire begins with a cover sheet explaining the intent of the research and an

assurarce of complete confidentiality. The opening statements required factual information (e.g.

time, place, questionnaire number etc.) which was usually completed before the interview

began. From sections one to five the organisational roles, duties and procedures are defined,

how appointnrents are made is laid out and the way that decisions arrived at is clarifred.

The next major optional section covered the role of the parent company and the bank. If neither

were considered appropriate to the director's company then they were not pursued. This lack of

perusal happened particularly with the discussion of the role of the bank. This abrupt dismissal

could have meant two possible things: that the banks were associated shamefully with their

trouble shooting role and therefore were rejected as a topic for discussion; or it could have been

related to my role as a social scientist who was vaguely connected with those who were held

contemptuously to believe in corporate-banking conspiracy theories. The better read (and

many were very well read) were therefore sensitive to a possible theoretical bank control 'trap'.

The next large questionnaire section related to organisational connections which covered the

range of possible professional organisxlisar that tho director andfor his or her company

belonged to, the content of the meetings that they held and their organisation's relationship to

the state. A small, but sometimes difficult, section asked the directors to name'e4perts'who

would give me the same information that they had given me. This was a crucial source of

5116v!alling contac[s and forms the basis on which this survey can claim to be a network

analysis. (The two -network analysis and surveys - are not synonymous although the latter can

generate material for the former.) The director mentioned would be sent a letter of

introduction and a request for an interview if they were directors within my random sample, or
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if they were finance directors, network specialists (e.g. New 7*aland, Business Roundtable

members) or women directors.

The ante penultimate section gauged the ideologies of the director about the role of the state,

social inequalig and New Zealand offshore investment. The five guestions asked were designed

to release a flood of information on key ideological areas. This largely worked. For the

questions were sufliciently openly phrased and within the immediate experience of the director

(except for the one on social inequality) for the director to have a lot to say on the subject. The

penultimate section looked at the director's biographical details (e.g. age, parents'occupations,

number of children, their education and their career paths). The small miscellaneous section at

the end included such things as the number of boards that the directors were on, their income

packages and any criticism that they might have of the questionnaire. It also included my own

evaluation of the interview and the director's responses.

The interviews were all (where agreed to, because two percent refused) recorded with a tape

recorder. Apart from the dangerous moment of deliberation when the respondent was asked

whether they minded being taped and even worse if they said no, the shared activity sf finrling

power points and positioning the recorder often provided a uniting task at the beginning of the

interview that put both parties at ease. Because this was an 'elite' interviewing group used to

dictaphoning messages to their secretaries and making statements to the press, the top directors

were not at all intimidated by the prospect of being taped. However, others had experienced

what they thought of as a bruised relationship with the frnancial press and were very wary about

being misquoted and irritated by something that was not quite under their control. In these

cases the expression that flitted across their faces when asked for their permission to tape

showed this ambivalence.

The adaptation of the questionnaire was found to be very effective in securing the information

required and it was able to capture the interest of the respondents. At the end of the interview

when the respondents were asked to add their own comments and criticisms only three (two

percent of all answers) complained about the length of what was a very extensive questionnaire

(thirty-one pages for the largest questionnaire for chairpersons). Their positive response was
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very pleasing considering that these people are professional 'complainers' - in that they are

constantly critically evaluating results and processes as part of their director role.

6.13 SAMPLING

The total catehment of the sample was limited by the constraint of having to operate within New

7-ealand. This was primarily a financial and time proscription for there were directors that I

needed to contact who were out of the country. I was able to catch ens whilst he was at a board

meeting in Auckland although he is primarily based in Sydney. Some of the directors spoke of

having homes in Sydney, London and New York. I can only surmise on this question (for I did

hear mention of a small number) that international flats would not be uncommon.

The primary location of the directors (i.e. where they were primarily domiciled and worked

from not their head offices necessarily) ranged from Auckland to Invercargill pithin the country

with one of the directors being based in Sydneg

figure 14: REGIONAL RESEARCH SIIES

AUCKLAND

IIEI L I NGTO}I
NELSON

HAST I IIGS

CHR I STCHURCH

INVERCARGI LL
slrALL sTH. ts. ToriN
SYDNEY

tota I

This distribution shows a strong bias toward Auckland directors due to both the researcher

being domiciled here and more sensibly, because Auckland has an urban population which is

twenty-five percent of all New Zealand's urban population. Auckland is commonly recognised

as the centre of New Zealand's commercial enterprise whilst Wellington is its political centre.

Within these regional locations there is also key areas. In Auckland it was Shortland Streel

more speci.tically a new twin tower block complex called Shortland Towers desigued to house

key corporate figures with in-house access to a very major law firm (i.e. Russell 1'4gvgagh). In

Wellington it was 'The Terrace' which held all the key Wellingtonian corporate ligures - within

walking distance of Parliament buildings.

62
32

3
I
5
I
2
1
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The sampling procedure in this study was complex because it includes two levels; a target

sample and an add-on 5ulsemple.

1. THE TARGET SAMPLE

The target 5ample was the three company directors (the executive, the chairperson and the non-

executive) from each of the top thirty companies (by turnover as described by the Buttle, Wilson

share registry material). This is a possible total of ninef directors. The target semple was

broken down into sub-components - a random and a saturated- sub-component (see table

twenty). The saturated part of the sample came from the chairpersons of the top thirty

companies. This meant that every chairperson on all these top boards was automatically

included. But the other two roles the non-executives and the executives, with their greater

numbers, allowed a random choice to be made of only one of each from each company. This

was done on a randon scale devised by Sina Greenwood (Auckland University Maths

Department, 1985). From this random choice one executive and one non-executive was chosen.

2. THE SUB-SAMPLE OF NETWORK SPECIALISTS

As the random executive chosen was often not the CEO (chief executive officer) I tried to add

on CEO's wherever possible. These CEO's were selected from the snoulball recommended

'experts' list. This choice was made both because of their strategic importance to the

corporation but also due to their NZBR connections. In total forty-six of these directors were

added on to the saturated sample of chairpersons and the random selection of non-executives

and executives becauise they had areas of 'expertise' (e.g. the director was a finance capitalist),

was a 'network specialist' (e.g. a New Zealand Business Roundtable member) or came from a

rare group (e.g. the director was a woman).

The high n 'mber (forty-one) of finance capitalists, that is, a director on a major bank board (d.

investment, merchant, insurance company or trading bank) and the board of one of the top

thirty companies (based on the definition of Soref (1980, p.67)) was a surprise. I did not orpect

this.

These two levels of sample broke down into the following components;
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fisure 15: THE THREE t'lAI[ DATA COLLECTI]|G sAilpLE CO4PONEITS

I. THE TARGET GROTJP

'semi structured interviers of the top co[pany chairpeople, non-executives and executives
(from eighty-six in totat: four peopLe rnentioned trice in the originat random design),.

1.1 chairpeopte Zz
1.2 non-executives 18
1.3 executives 21

This broke down into a saturatd sanple of chairpeopte (tlenty directors) and a randorn
setection of executives (tHenty one directors) and non-executives (eighteen difectors).

2. THE SUB-SAiIPLES OF IIETIORK SPECIALTSTS

' the semi structurd intervier of the 35 ]ler Zeatand Business Roundtabte rnenbers (past and
present )

nuber
1.1 pubtic cocpanies ?7
1.2 finance colpanies z
1.3 private conpanies 3
1.4 overseas companies 1

1.5 goverrment corporations z

- and/or sanptes of ronen, financiers and private firms

1.1 Homen
1.2 financiers
1.3 private firms

Access to the sample was reliant on snowballing contacts being established by letters of

introduction taken from the names forwarded by the sample. This formed a base of two

hundred and seventy directors who had been recommended to me by the sample as 'e4pert'

amengst top directors. This base of 270 possible directors was only the means by which

interviews were organised it was never the basis of selection. The total of interviews achieved

was one hundred and seven directors.

Schematically the overlapping sample looks like this;

tAbl.e 20: THE TOTAL SAI'IPLE FOR THE SURVEY oF DTREcToRs oF ToP coRPoRATIoIIs

5

41
9
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The target sample was eighty-six directors (not ninety) as there were four directors who were

on two boards. This means that seventy-one percent of the original sanple were covered whilst

the other twenty-six directors not interviewed because;

o fourteen could not be contacted;

o five arranged many meetings but always canceled at the last possible
moment;

o two refused to be interviewed;

o one died;

o tlree live permanently overseas.

6.I,4 ADMINISTRATIONOFINTERVIE1ryS

The questionnaires were administered in the form of in-depth interviews to one hundred and

five directors. These directors had been sent a letter that included the name of the director who

had recommended them to me. This can be seen in Appendix C. [The network of directors

recommended as 'experts whom I should talk to' was an interesting measure of popularity and

respect.] Ninety two directors were interviewed between June and December 1987 and the other

fifteen were intendewed between January and March 1988. Two other directors retuaed mail

questionnaires in that latter period.

The potential respondent was telephoned by the researcher to establish whether they would

agree to take part in the research.

Where the respondent was agreeable, a time and place for the interview was arranged. These

interviews were conducted in offices, homes, boardrooms, beach houses, hotels, company

apartments and clubs, in the proportions as follows;

o At the almost universally beautiful oflice suites of the directors (eighty-trvo
percent). Tte offices often had staggeringly beautiful, panorarnic views of
harbours and city scapes from the top executive suite of mirrored glass
skyscrapers. When I was out of Auckland stalng at seedy, affordable
boarding houses with emphysemic old men choking over their fags at
breakfast and a seventeen year old mother hysterical because she was
adopting out her four year son, I would leave the boarding house confident
that within the hour I would be somewhere spectacularly spacious, tasteful
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and comfortable. The art on the walls, for example, although it varied in
content (it was predominantly New 7*aland landscape (forty percent)
through to modern colour Freld (seventeen percent)) was uniformly
expensive and delightful to look at. The director's office was most likely to
be the place I would meet the director if he or she was an executive (eighty-
nine percent) but not so likely if they were non-executives (sixty-seven
percent) or a chairperson (sixfy-seven percent);

Chairpersons (twenty-two percent) were most likely to want to meet me at
their homes, from which most seemed to work. Ttese homes were as
beautifully presented as the offices, with their own original paintings and
panoramic harbour views;

In the wooden oaked boardrooms of the company (one of which had almost
an entire paneled wall that opened into a concealed bar) I met t\r'o directors
(two percent of all directors) one of whom was the chairperson and the
other was a chief executive who had flown in the corporate jet up to
Auckland for the interview and had a pilot waiting at the airport t6 tafts hirn
home;

At the beach house of an executive director, recently retired (two percent of
executives);

In hotels were two non-executives (rwo percent of non-executives) who had
flown to Auckland for board meetings;

In the companyls anartment. made available to visiting directors, including
these two chairpeople (seven percent of chairpersons);

The Auckland Club (four percent of chairpersons) where several
chairperson interviews were conducted.

The interviews were fascinating and edi$ing experiences for me, thougb I became very tired by

the end of the ten month period in which they took place. Because of the snowball system of

recommended interviews the momentum of the interviews built up gradually in June L987 |

only did two interviews but in October I completed twenty - two. The most interviews I ever

completed on one day was four: three of these were in Wellington between 9.00 a.m. - 1.30 p.m.

and then I flew back to Aucklaud to do the fourth interview originally scheduled for 5.00 p.m.,

later chenged to 730 p.m.My weariness was accentuated by a horrendous stonn in Wellington

which had seen me pacing the airport guest lounge for two and a half hours hoping that the

storm clouds would break sufficiently for me to fly to Auckland to keep the appointment.

Fortunately the director had flown that morning from the South Island for a board meeting in
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Auckland in the afternoon, so he was sympathetic to my delaying the interview two and a half

hours.

The length of the interviews varied immensely from thirty minutes to five hours. The two very

short interviews of thirty minutes just gave me time to recover my breath (one arrived at after

negotiating rush hour Auckland traffic, the other in the maze of an until then unknown city -

Wellington), there to be told succinctly that private firms organised differently, unlike the

bureaucratic public firms that my guestionnaire was aimed at. I was then given a few clues about

how they were different and then I was pleasantly shown the door via a small but most beautiful

colour-field art collection.

At the other extreme was an interview that took place over two periods of one and four hours. I

meet this director at his company apariment where he had given me an hour for the interview

before he was driven off by the company chauffeur who came to collect him for the board

meeting. He had been very helpful but had only answered a fraction of the questions I had to

put to him. So he promised ne another interview for which he flew up a day early especially to

see me. We then spent four hours, in which time I unfortunately ran out of tapes. So I furiously

wrote, as he wittily, patiently and carefully exptained corporate life to me. As it was one of the

earlier interviews it became a short Pygpaalion experience.

The directors had no trouble at all with their roles as interviewees. Many of them spoke to the

press, at AGM's, Gallery openings and so forth, so they were used to some degree of public

exposure and all were used to being in positions of oral command and control. Therefore the

interviews were viewed almost without exception as mutually satis$ing - them giving me

information and me listenirg iutrigued by what I heard. More than half (fifty-six percent) were

'extremely friend$: sharing lunches, drinks, teas and coffees with me. Not only did they share

my enthusiasm for my topic but some said that they would be happy to comment on tle draft of

my work and told me to keep in touch. Several told me to see them about a job when I had

finished my PH.D. So mutually successful were the interviews that a couple of these people

have agreed for their published interviews to be made available for a collection of (non-

confi dential) interviews.
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Another large percentage were 'helpful' (nventy-six percent), taking time and infinils patience

to explore the ideas that I needed responses to: making quite sure that I understood their point

of view. They willingly gave me the names of other people to talk to and were often very fra"k in

their evaluation of themselves and their peers.

The rest of the directors interviewed were either 'cool' (fifteen percent) or impatient' (wo

percent). These have become a blur to me now although I do distinctly remember a hot August

day in down town Auckland when a secretary bought in a drink to the director who drank it

without thanking her or offering any to me. Fortunately these were only a very small fraction of

the interviewed. These cool to impatient interviews occurred at the very beginning of the srudy

when it was likely that the corporate community was still weighing up my legitimacy and the

amount of interest that they were likely to get from the experience. I was also much less

confident with the material and more likely to convey that insecurify. The last two percent were

postal questionnaires.

6.15 OPERATIONALISATION,CODINGANDPROCESSING

Survey measurement with closed questions is not a problem (e.g. "When were you born?") for

coding and processing generally. This is at least true compared with the problems associated

with open questions. These open ended questions posed much greater difficulty throughout the

geding process (e.g. Is the present state of social inequality in New Zealand acceptable?)

requiring more decisions to be made about the appropriate categories that the responses frtted

into. The ratio of closed to open questions can be seen in the included questionnaires (see

Appendices B). The responses to open ended questions were classified on a scale that ranged

from positive to negative. For example, nAre you in favour of the allocation of tasks within the

board?" has its coding classification rangng from strongly in favour (4) --> in favour (3) -..->

indifferent (2) --> ageinst (1) ---> strongly against (a). This was included on the questionnaire

so it was possible to make an evaluation at the time of the interview about the appropriate

category of response.

Coding difficulties centred around the confidence that an appropriate category has been chosen

for the response. This is particularly problematic when an attitudinal question is asked (e.g. 'Do
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you think that the state should be more involved in decision-making than it is now?") because in

each case there is room for error in an instantaneous choice made at the time of the interview.

To combat this, where possible, the choice of coding category was checked against the typed

transcript of the interview and the annotated verbatim response written on the questionnaire at

the time, to make sure that the coded number chosen was the most closely appropriate. If a

response was impossible to decipher either from the tape or the questionnaire then it was put

into a'missingf category.

The analysis of quantitative data follow, a set, five stage seguence.

figure L6: THE FIVE STAGE PROGRAMME OF DATA ANALYSIS

1 The marginals of each variable are reported and described. Where an
underlying ordinal scale can be presumed, the categories are ordered in
terms of it, and the categories are grouped to form adequate sets of data in
each cell, although with the object of forming trichotomies where possible
(cf. Galtung 1967), so that any curvilinear relationships can be observed.

2 The independent variables are cross-tabulated with the other independent
variables and the dependent variables amongst themselves in order to
reduce the overall redundancy in the set of variables. Scales or indices are
formed where relevant.

The independent variables are run with the dependent variables in order to
test hypotheses about causal inlluences.

Three way tabulations are employed where relevant to ascertain the extent
to which two-way relationships can be'g;splaingd','suppressed'or'specified'
(cf. Davis 1967), and to examine the effect of intervening variables'.S
Multiple correlation analyses are run in order to speciS the emount of
variation in the dependent variables which can be explained by using a re[ of
independent variables simultaneously.

source: Crothers 1978, pp.180 - 181

There are a variety of statistical tools, most of which are part of the computer package

programme SPSSX, that were used in this five stage analysis programme. Within stage oue

describing marginal distributions, percentages were used. In stage two, where cross tabulations

were calculated, percentages, chi-squares and gammix were used. Percentages are calculated on

the base of tle categories of the independent variable.
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Chi-square, is "used to determine if a certain distribution differs from some predetermined

theoretical distribution" (Downie and Heath 1974, p.L89) and it is the statistical measure most

often used in this thesis. Chi-square is a test of the statistical significance of material that is

based on freguencies or can be reduced to frequencies. The range within which the data is

sufficiently significant is between the levels of .05 - .001. Which means the following;

figure 17: SIGIIIFICAIIT RAltcE FOR CHI-SQUARE

degree of .05 .OZ .01 .001

r 3.84t !:?Tfl 6.635 10.827
z 5.991 7.824 9.210 15.815
3 7.815 9.&37 11.545 16.28
4 9.488 11.668 13.277 18.465
5 11.070 13.388 15.086 20.517
6 12.592 15.033 16.812 22.457
7 14.067 16.622 18.475 24.322
8 15.507 18.168 20.090 26.125
9 16.919 19.679 21.ffi 27.877
l0 18.307 21.161 23.209 29.588
legerd: df: number of cases in totat ninus I
source: DoHnie and Heath 1974, Appendix D

For Chi-square to be used correctly the data must be drawn from a random survey. The

categories into which the data falls must be mutually exclusive and all the data used. If the'

proportion of cells sizes with frequencies fewer than five is over twenty percent then it is no

longer correct to interpret chi-square. In the work following where this could only be achieved

at the loss of other important information to give to the reader, this has been noted" and the

tables in which this occurs are listed here:

figuTe 22: TABLES TJITH CELL FREQUE}ICY oF LEss IHAil FIVE

table 24: THE }IUI,IBER OF BOARD I,IEETINGS BY sEcToR

tab|,e ?5: RECRUIT}IENT TO THE BoARD BY coRPoRATE sTATus
tAble 26: THE I.IOST DIFFICULT BoARD TAsKs BY coRPoRATE sTATUs
table 31: IITANAGERIAL ARGUI.IEIITS BY coRPoRATE sTATUs
table 28: OPERATIONAL DEcISIoTIs BY coRPoRATE sTATUs
tAble 45: RELTGIq.JS ADHEREI.ICE BY REGIoN

The chi square used is Pearson's except where another (such as Mantel-Haenszels or the

likelihood ratio) is noted in the telt.
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There are problems associated with this choice of chi square, as it gives little information on

the strength of a relationship between two variables (cf. Webb and Clements L972) and no

information on the direction of the relationship.

Because of these limitations on the appropriateness of Chi Square an 'auxiliary test' (cf. Winch

and Campbell 1969) was used. This test was gamma which is an ordinal level measure of

association. Gamma equals P - Q over P + Q. Values can vary between +1 or -1. It is an

intuitive interpretation, in that, it is the n r"'b€r of concordant pairs (P) minus the nrrmber of

discordant pairs (Q) divided by the total number of united pairs (P + Q) (cf. Nie et al L970,

p.228).It is a similar measure to Wilson's E, Pearson's correlation coefficient and the partid

regression coeffrcient of Somers. The problems associated with gamma are that i1 "ignores ties'

(Crothers 1978, p.182) and it tends to .over-estimate' the relationship because of its hlper-

sensitivity to small cell size. The test of signilicance for gamma varies with the sample size. At

the ninety-five percent confidence level the appropriate levels are as follows:

f igure 19: lllltlllUll SIZE OF SIGI|IFICAIIT GAllf,lAS (at .05 tevel)

sanple size minim.rn value of garma required

20

40

60

80

100

.74

.52

.43

.37

.33

source: Crothers 1977, p.14

As the sample size of the top thhty directors is over one hundred, .33 and over is the

appropriate size for the gamma measure. Gammas are given where the data is ordinal

The disadvantages of tabular analysis (e.g. the need to omit similar variables, inability to hold

completely constant and lack of completion point for analysis (cf. Silvey 1975, pp.108 - llil)) are

countered with the injection of some multivariate analysis. The type of multivariate classification

analysis used is discriminant analysis. This Multiple Classification Analysis "consists of the grand

mean of the dependent variable and a table of category means for each factor e4pressed as

deviations from the grand mean. The later are sometimes termed keatment effects. The
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category Eeins expressed as deviations convey the magnitude of the effects of each category

within a factor" (Andrews 1973). Deviation values are printed as unadjusted, adjusted for the

main effects of the other factors and adjusted for main effects of other factors and co-variates.

The measures of association are fust, a correlation ratio, the eta statistig which is associated

with the set of unadjusted category effects from each of the parts in the multiple classffication

table. The square of the eta shows the proportion of variance e4plained by a given factor (all

categories considered). The other measure is beta associated with the adjusted category effects

for each aspect - this is a standardised regression coefficient used in the multiple regression.

Multiple r appearing at the base of the analysis shows the variance of the dependent variable

accounting for all factors, covariates and factor by factor interactions (d. Nie et al 1983, pp.449-

4s0).

Research ethics were always assiduously adhered too. The need to observe the confidentiality

of the respondent was guaranteed and was always upper most in my mind. Any quotes that I

have included in this thesis or any other related publication have been carefully vetted in a way

that disguises the identity of the respondent. As this work is published as a thesis, these public

statements will guarantee a commiLment to the highest possible standards of accuracy and

confrdentiality.

Confidentiality was not the only constrainl oo ys1!6tim quoting of interviews. Other changes

were minor editing ones that involved removing the 'umsi in the interests of flowing language,

the repetitive statements and the unrelated asides to interruptions such as staff etc. Qualitative

data is used to enhance the validity of the measurement and to illustrate viewpoints.

6.2 CEI\ITRALI TY ANA,LYS I S

The problems of centrality analysis in relation to the transmission of information have

concerned social scieutists since L9uA (cf. Freeman L978/9, p.zL, beginning with the work of

Bavelas who "hypothesized a relationship between structural centrality and influence in group

processes.n Bavelas's experimental work with centrality and group efficiency in problem solving,

perceptions of leadership and personal satisfaction was helped by Leavitt (1949), Smith (1950)
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and Barrett (in Bavelas and Barrett 1951), at the Group Networks Laboratory at the M.I.T.

These first experimental studies of centrality in group problem solving were expanded by other

researchers looking at ceutrality as it affected the political integration of ethnic groups (Cohen

and Marriott 1958), urban development (Pitts 1965), the desip of organisations (Beauchamp

1965) and Mackenzie (1966), the diffrrsion of technologSr (Czepiel Dfi andinter-organisational

relations (Rodgers 1974).It is on this later inter-organisational centrality work that the analpis

in chapter two was based.

Theorists' interest in the problems of 'centrality analysis' does not mean there is any consensus

about its definition: "the idea of centrality is alive and well and is being mobilized in an ever

widening range of applications. Everyone agrees, it seems, that centrality is an important

structural attribute of social networks. All conceded that it is related to a high degree of other

important group properties and processes. But there the consensus ends. There is ns uaanimity

on exactly what centrality is or on its conceptual foundations, and there is very little agreement

on the proper procedure for its measurementn (Freeman 1978\9, p.Zl7).

Within this methodological and conceptual centrality flux we took an sxisting formula (Schwartz

and Mintz's 1985, pp.261 - 27) tested it and extensively modified it to come up with our own

centrality model. We wanted to use a model that would test whether centraliry interlocks could

reflect developments occurring in the wider economic strucfure.

62.I CHOOSINGACENTRALITYMODEL

We began, as stated, by using the Mintz and Schwartz (1985, pp. 26L-2:77) centrality model

which they had developed from the older models of Bonacich (1972) and Mariolis (1,975). The

rationale for their model is that it provides a more accurate estimate of a company's importance

in inter-corporate affairs because it takes into account the importance of the directors on the

board, the importance of the companies with which it ties and the degree of exchange with its

pzlrtners.

Mariolis developed the following centrality analysis of interlocking networks for the "Centrality

of a corporation depends on three features;
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7. The nunrber of firns nvith whic$ it is intErloeked;

2;, The number of interlEdfrE it mabtains with each of the firms to u/hich it ii
connected;

3. Tbo contraligy of the firns wirh rei6 itis interlo*ed.i'

(Mintz and $chwark 1995, p.263)

Mathenatically this i's e4prer*red as the follo.wfugi

1. ci -.9 ri,i " Ci
i*l

:

xhere

rij = the intensi.ty of the intertqck betreerl
calpor€tiqn i ard corporatlon j rlth c.i5 = Q

CJ = the eentratity of corpor€tion j, Erd
in ? nqnber of cor'porations.

l,h matjrix teiflIsi

z. Ac = RC,

h'ence (R - At )C = O

llhere zl is the targes.t eigenvatrc of R,
eqtration (1) ean be expressed as;

3. cr =*$ r;; cr.. 
Ai,l !

Mizr"ucbi and Bunting (19s1) made a{ustnrents to this for dircctio,uriliryby r"arying the htensify

of rhe interloclc between colporatioac.

rii = bii

rhere W
! =il_:_t!-"_lumber of interLoeks bet$eefl corpqrations i and corporation j;
!; =-tle rr{r-ber s,f directors on the board of'dotponation !, addj = th" nui$er of di,r.ectors 9n the board. of corioration J.

These centrality models wBre Eodifigd by Sciuartz and Mine to include refinr:meuk based

upon talculations of, hub, bridgq and peak analysis. Honever we felt the importane of the

tlirectisn of the eorporate relationstip to be so Eentral that we dealt with it differently from the

schnrartz and Mi-ntz rnodel with its lvliarrchi anttBuuting (19g1) adaptation-
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6.3 A I{EW MEASTJRE OF CENTRALITY

In the 1988 paper (Lum and Murray), from which the following is extracted, we stressed the

strength of the direction of information and the importance of the frm of origin. In the model

we devised we included the significance of the company of origin, which we defined as a position

of interest' from which a director was likely to act in a multiple directing role. A prinary

situation was defined as one of the following;

o an executive position;

o a substantial shareholding;

o a non executive shareholder who also sat on the board of the major share
holder.

We began by defining 'information' as that which belongs to the operations of a given company.

Of particular significance is information that could greatly affect the company, either internally

or externally. This has lalue' as it disrupts the present state of affairs of the company and the

earlier it is received the more empowered that company becomes to plan for possible

ggntingencies.

Examples of internally significant information include that which does not directly influence the

compant's business deali"gs but affects their internal structure; such things as strategic

planning, internal restructuring reallocation of assets and debt restructuring. E*ernally

information comes from the results of other corporate internal decisions made on rosf, things as

takeovers, mergers, new plant, product dumping etc.

To interpret the information in relation to another company a board requires a close

acquaintance with the company itself (e.g. optimally through an executive). As we are primarily

concerned with the flow of the decision making process our focus is the main 'interested'

carriers of information between companies (i.e. the directors that they have in common).

Before the measures are introduced, we need an idea of what it neans for information to'flou/.

We say it flows from one company A, to another B, if directors sympathetic to the affairs of B

are on the board of A to effect dirmlgence to B of A's affairs but not vice versa. This is a loyalty
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measure which we believe creates a bias in the direction that a director's information is likelv to

take.

63.1 CORPORATE BREADTH

The easy proximity of companies only once removed makes them more manipulatable. For their

information is most directly accessible. Breadth gives a measure of this for it is a count of the

number of compa"ies whose information flows directly to them and measures the immediate

influence and range of the information for the receiving company. For the case given in the

example, (in figure 20) the co{porate breadth for A,B,C,D is 0,1,1,1 respectively.

figure 20: CORPORATE BREADTH

l<=

(x <-- information ftors from y to x)

4.2 CORPORATE DEPTH

The effects of the actions from the receiving company on the sender company, may have a

'ripple'or'carry over' effect, the sender company can then influence other companies without

being involved with the final recipient of the information. Depth shows the pervasiveness that

decisions made at one company and likely to affect others with no direct board commonalties.

For the exarnple given the corporate depth would be for A"B,C,D or 0,!,2,3 respectively.

f igure 21 :CoRPORATE DEPTH

l<: B <=C
A

I

D

(x <-- y signifies information ftons from y to x)

632 CORPORATECENTRALITY

Centrality, io -y company, is determined by the nurrber of other companies whose activities

will eventually end up by being known to it. Even though the flow may be indirect, arduous and

convoluted. What is important is the existence of a network of loyal - biased directors that

enable such a percolation of information through the network. For example the situation

y signifi

B

I

D

es
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fofiowing (ftrue 22) would arsign so.rporate cenfrdity rllalues to A"B,Cpp of 1r3,0,a,0

respecfively;

figurc 22: 0ORPmAIE CEfITM[lrY

E<eA<5I r>C

i
D

(x <-- y signif{ee lnfsrup.tion ftors fren y to x)

The most trniottalt.neasu[e, u6od hone is corpomtc centrality. But ;this Ganaot be looked at in

isolation from mrporgte breadth or corporate depth an3more than an average can be looked at

without taowing the nUqbers that it comss from. T\o companies can barrc tho saf,c cenhality,

with a rels$\rclytarrgerbroadth in one'conpanyoffsotbya shallEurcr dopth in the other.

By naHqg a decislon about ufiieh direction infornatim flows (shovm by the arrow) we are

able tp F&P the Fafterls of centrality, b'readth and depth of the top oorporate interlocks. Ths

decisio-n about rvhieh uay the information flows is not arbitrary but rather based ulnn careftlly'

researched data obtaincd from company relnrtq from the oomparative weight of the directors

shareholding in any o.ne conpany and by talking to directors in the ffeld- If it was impooslble to

confirn an "inte.restcd link of a multiple dircctpr thon it was lett out. This happcned in thesc

GASOS;
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figUTE 23: MULTIPLE DIRECIORS NOI INCLUDED IN CENTRALITY A},|ALYSIS BECAUSE OF U}'IK}IOT.'II FACTORS

1966
C.S Turner - UEB

- General Foods
P llarshatt - NZ Refining

- ltZ Refrigerating

reason* 1976 reason
nks B Picot - South British oi
nks - NZFP oi
nks A l,lcLean - Fettex nks
nks - Cabte Price Dorner nks

JC Fair - Tasnen pd
- Ceramco pd

Ll,l Papps - Steet and Tube pd
- NZ llotors pd
- Dalgety pd
- Odlins pd
- UEB pd

PS Stannard - NZ lrlotors pd
- Dominion Breueries pd

RC Bradshar - t.C.l nks
- NZ Eregeries nks

C Ptirmer - llz Fanmrs pd
- llz l,lotors pd
- llZ Erereries pd
- Cabte Price Dorner pd

1986 reason
K Vautier - Progressive pd

- FcL pd
C llaiden - Fisher & Payket pd

- lJinstones pd
D Ctark - l4air Asttey tr- llZ Stee[ pd

- llZI Corp pd
G E Pearce- FCL pd

- Lion pd
H Caltun - Cable Price Downer pd

- Dominion Brer.reries pd
H Revelt - Cabte Price pd

- Dominion Brereries pd
IEO l,lcketlar -FCL oi

-Fernz oi
JC Fair - FCL pd

- Ceralrco pd
JT craham - Uaitaki nks

- lJattie nks
L Southrick- 8t'lZ Finance pd

-Carter Hott Harvey pd
L l.l Papps -NZ Forest Products pd

-Steel & Tube pd
- UEB pd

LtJ Bronn - Dominion Breweries pd
- Fettex pd

NT Geafy - IIZFP
- ilZ Steet

P Graytxfn- l,leHmans
- Cerarro

R l.,hite - BNZ Finance
- llsir Astley

G lait - Lion
- Orens

R PettigreH- BllZ Finance
- IZFP
- llatties

T Johnson - llBgnun
- IZI Corporation pd

i.l GoodfeLlon -Fernz
- [zI

tl lJi tson - Fernz pd
- FCL pd
- Progressive pd
- Fisher & Payket pd

ol
oi
pd
pd

N
pd
pd
pd
oi
oi
oi
pd

ot
ol

nunber of ambiguous
intertocks
no, intertocked directors
total nunber of
intertocked directors %

z0

35
577,

7

16
14i1

2

15
13u

key
reason * 1 pd = professional director

2 nks= no knorn source of information on the director
3 oi = operating independentl,y from a base not in the top thirty companies

The nunber of ambiguous interlocks was particularly noticeable in the 1986 data where there

was fifty-seven percent of the sample noted as being either a professional director (with an

insufficient number of shares to safely categorize them as having a vested interest), or operating
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from another company outside the top thirty or there was no available information from which

to categorize them.

6.5 CONCLUSION

In snmmary the problem formulation and the tools of the research are tabulated below:

tAb[E 21: COI.IPARISO}I OF THE RESEARCH DESIGII OF THE SURVEY A}IALYSIS A}ID CEIITRALTTY A}IALYSIS
1. THE SURVEY 2 CENTRALITY AIIALYSIS

characterist coatnent

research aims i revealing quantitative patterns
ii iltustrating Hith quatitative

descript ions
iii rel.iabitity and val.idity of data

cocparison of four overtapping groups: the
executives, the non executives, the chair-
persons and the Roundtabte rnernbers

a random selection of one chairperson, one
executive and one executive from each

firn and att menrbers of the Rourdtabte

standardisd questionnaire and non-schedute
tions

-structured intervieHs

etite interviering conditions

i corpany repofts
i i observation
iii magazines, nelspap€rs, books

i 2 or 3 dinensionat tablutar anatysis
i i rruttivariate anatysis
iii inclusion of quatitative data

i to shox the concentration ard
centraI isation of corporations;

ii to shou hoH patterns changed over time
hou this fits into the econonic cycte

ic intertocks creatd by executives,
Iarge sharehotders and non-executives rho sit
on major shareholder,s boards

i corpany reports
ii observation and intervietee corments
iii magazines, neuspapers, books

ratios catcutated on;
i breadth of intertocks
ii centratity of interlocks
iii depth of intertocks

generaI approach interviering in a variety of research sites tocating directionaI interlocks 1966 1986

sample types saturation, random and add on top thirty firns 1966, 1976 and 1986

sarpte size medium smaLl. possibte nuber - thirty corponations

societat context ileu Zeatard ller Zealand

sarpting units lleH Zeatard top thirty corporations ller Zealard top thirty corporations
invotved Hith luttipte directorate Iinks

sarpl, ing
strategy

setection Hithin
sarpl, in9 unit

intervieuing
type

interviering
approach

i ntervi eni ng
constraints

triangutat ion

ana lys i s
approach

resutts these rere fed back to the safiple/ SSRFC put into a

source: modified framepork crothers '1978, p.188
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[Jsiogu eonbinatioa of both of those proedures the thesis is abtc to, jrsfrfythat it bokfiiat:ttc

corlnrate class fractlon and the cor,porate mit hon an om-dne pe1$pgqtftrc aad a detailcd

aetwort psirspective. Bybreakrtrg the grocodures doun into their raallegt constifueit palts if is

hoped tbat this rosearcln can be exanined, replicrited aad added t6. qlhat follorls in the '-

imnpdiate dralrcrs is tte npsults of the research.

.Mt -
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CHAPTER SEWN

THE MANAGERIAL BASELINE

II{TR.ODUCTION

The 'Managerial thesis' (described in detail in chapters three and five) is the baseline from

which all other theories in this thesis deviate. The deviation is in varying degrees, from the most

closely (the Resource dependency) to the least closely (the Marxist finance) aligned models. In

the following chapter, the problems suggested by the overseas and the New Zealand variants of

the Managerial model are operationalissd through the New 7*aland, top thirty corporate data.

What immediately follows is a section that describes the board roles, its general composition

and the degree to which this corporate agency is changing. Then a look is taken at a theme

central to the Managerial thesis - the recruitment of board members. Who is it that is inviting

directors on to tle board? Or in other words, who has corporate control (d. Berle and Means

1932).Is this power in the hands of the non-profit maximizing executives (cf. Burnham 1941

etc.) or is it under the control of the chairpersons and the non-executive directors, who are

most likely to represent ownership iaterests. Whether chairpersons or non-executives rather

than executives embody ownership interests is discussed in the last sectioo of this chapter.

The next general section looks at decision-making by corporate status and provides more detail

on who is making the decisions and at what level- For if executives and management generally

are making all the Frnal decisions then that again is support for the Managerial thesis.

7.I THE DESCRIPTION OF TTIE NEW ZEAI,AND BOARI)

The New Zealand, corporate board, unlike its European counterpart, consists of only one

corporate body. The general meeting of shareholders (the AGM) elects the directors of public

corporations to the board separately either at a general meeting, or though a ballot or poll.

Appointment procedures are normally laid out in the Articles of Association (i.e. the company
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rules). These generally provide for a system of rotating retirement of at least one third of the

directors. The retiring director is then free to offer him or herself for re-election.

Althot'eh board appointments of directors at the AGM is generally conceded to be a formality,

there have beeu occasions when this has not been so. An exarnple of this occurred in 1976 when

chairperson and'family owner'- Alex Paterson was "caught with his proxies down" (Delahunty

1986, p.4). The overt cause of the break between the chairperson and the directors had been

organisational disagreements: Alex Paterson was in favour of a centralised management

strucrure whereas the Goodman brothers Pat and Peter and their co-conspirator le! Qrrnn

were not. Alex Paterson, who held most of the shares, went to the AGM unaware of the

organi52liqt of proxy votes against his re-election as chairperson. To his astonishment the

meeting stood him down. The conspirators were then able to buy enough shares to control the

cortrpany and stop him getting back into control. All three directors are now key players in one

of the top thirty companies - Goodman Fielder Watties.

Every public company must have at least two directors (eompanies Act 1955 s.180, the legal

dsfinition of the company is in AppendixA) although private companies are entitled to operate

with only one director (*5a). And unless the Articles of Association specifically prohibit it a

major shareholder can appoint an entire board (cf. Northey 1981, p.150).

7.I2 TITE CIIANGING BOARD SIZE

The board's size often reflects the ownership structure of the company;

*: Smaller companies which are owned by the proprietors c2n be driven in a
private way. Someone like Judge, or Newland or Hawkins can drive his own
corporation. It is in the nature of the size of the operation. As it gets larger
like NZFP or the BNZ then you have to have a different balance altogether.

(Respondent 88)

The following data shows the size of the New 7*aland public boards and how this has altered

over the twenty year period 1966-1986. This is material from tfuee discrete share registry

sources - Broadlands 1987, The National Business Review 1976 and the Equity Investment

Register 1966.
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tabte 22: SIZE OF BOARDS OF DIRECTORS, OF
PUSLIC CCT.IPANIES

ntmber of
board
nrernbers

I
?
3
4
5
6
7
8
I

10
l1
12
t3
11
15
16+

tota I
average
size

19%7 19762 19fs,1
n=1180 n=1616 n=1528

0.4
0.0
1.6

11.0
19.6
18.4
15.9
12.2
9.0
5.5
2.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

0.8 0.3
0.0 0.3
4.7 5.0
6.7 12.9
15.0 25.7
18.2 21.1
16.6 11.6
17.0 10.2
9.1 7.6
5.9 5.6
3.2 1.3
1.2 0.3
0.4 0.3
0.4
0.4
0.8

100.0 100.0
76

| 00.0
6

source: Lun and l{urray 1988

Boards are shown here as having an average size of six in 1986 and 1966, but having a larger

board average (seven members) in the intervening period n 7976. This is hard to relate to the

information that came from chapter two. In 1986, in what is characterised as a more finance-

entrePreneurial recession bound economy these boards were the same size as the 1966 boards,

when the economywas at its peak. Why the boards became slightly bigger nL976 is a mptery.

Maybe the answer is that during recession and in the period building up to the peak of

accumulation, boards feel the defensive ueed to be hone down to strategic fighting units

whereas after a period of prosperity they can be morE relaxed and expansive.

The necessary uumber of board meetings is set in the Articles of Association. In the following

cross-tabulation the number of board meetings that the sample had is ruu against the sector that

the company comes from. For it could be suggested that if there is a neq high powered, less

formal finance sector which dominates the corporate economy in the recession then there is

likely to be fewer board meetings held.
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tAbte ?3: THE IIUMBER OF BOARD MEETI}IGS BY sEcToR

board
lEet i ngs

trelve

<than
tHeIve

cotum
tota I

:::::T::
14
82?

sector
product i ve other roHtotaI

41
741

14
?5L

55
100r

23
747

4
57r

missing cases: 52
chi square significance .4
garrna .3

The statistical significance of chi square cannot be assumed here because there is more than

twenty percent of the cells with a frequency of less than five. The percentages however show

that the investment sector (eighty-two percent) was more committed to a larger nu-ber of

nssrings per year than the productive sector (seventy-four percent) or the other sectors (fifty-

seven percent).

Both board meetings and board numbers seem to have little correlation with the recession or

peaks within the economic cycle.

7.13 THE NE\ry ZEALAND CORPORATE DIRECTOR

A 'director' is defined (s- 2) in the New Z,ealand Companies Act (1955), as any person

occupying the position of director, by whatever name he or she may be called. If the director

acts in ways, other than voting (e.g. as an executive), then they are both a director and an

employee. The role of the director is to act as the agent of the company by casting his or her

vote to decide in what way the company will act. They are not personally liable for the

transactions that they enter into although this is subject to limitations, such as evidence of

negligence. Directors expect to act in the interests of the whole company, with the authority

vested in them by the Articles of Association.

The authority of the director is largely dependent on the provisions set out in the Articles of

Association which usually convey power in very general terms (cf. Northey 1981, p.156) atthough

the law has changed recently to allow the company to have all the powers of a natural person

(cf. Sommerville pers com. 1988). The principle of agency is applied to the actions of directors.

3
18X

3
43'(

8
26I

7
131

3t
562

17
312
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In court rulings they are concerned with whether what the director did is within the scope of

their actual authority, or it is within his or her normal authority or ostensible authority. The

total powers of the company divide between the directors and the sharehotders in a general

meeting. It depends on the circumstances and the terms of the ArticlEs of Association whether

the directors or the shareholders of the general meeting are empowered to act for the company.

However, shareholders, particularly small shareholders can be deliberately stopped from having

their say when the meeting becomes "unnecessarily protracted' (Fry, Sunday Star, October 3,

1988, section D, p.1).

Ineligibility for nom.ination for public board directorship centres upon a person being an un-

discharged bankrupt or having a conviction for fraud (under s.189). A director may be removed

from their role before their term of office expires. They can be removed by ordinary resolution

(s.187) at a specially held 'removal meeting' organised by the company. Notice can then be

served on the director, who can retaliate by bringing an action against the company for wrongful

dismissal.

There is no statutory age limit on directors but the Macarthur Report (Commerce Clearing

House, 1982, p.12) recommends seventy-two years of age as an appropriate retiring age for

public company directors and their subsidiaries' members. Accepting the inevitability of

retirement was a problem experienced by directors in a lately more performance evaluated

corporate zrrena;

*: The next most difficult thing is to shake off practices and procedures of the
past and to take an entirely new approach because boards in New 7*aland
have not been accustomed to that happening. The change from a controlled
regulated environment to an unregulated one is difticult for boards to
entirely shift their way of thinking and to persuade management to do the
same - that is the current difficulty. To change your whole approach is a
difficult thing to do. Easy for the young bright guys, fellows in their twenties,
they are not bowed down by traditions and practices of the past . . . I guess
the next most difficult task is to decide whether you should get off the board
and let some one younger get there. Again you have got Articles which say
retiring ages of seventy-two and some of them are seventy. Well I think that
directors have got to accept the fact that these days they have to be prepared
to go - before they are not performing.

It is difficult to get board individuals to accept that they cannot automatically
go on to seventy-two if they aren't performing.
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Most Articles say seventy-two. Some people are pretty bright at seventy-two
- look at Ronald Regan!.. It is a difficult thing for directors individually to
accept that they are passed it and it is time that they went. It's hard. I am
sixty seven - rising sixty eight and I have gone off one or two boards because
J think I have had a certain length of time as chairman and it's time to have
someone else with other ideas. I went off the Company Z chairmanship for
that reason.

(Respondent 18)

The company register, located in the companies registered office must hold the details of the

compant's name and those of the directors and must also be available for public scrutiny (d.

Northey 1981, pp.170 - L71\. These are generally disappointing documents which contain only

minimal information.

The roles that characterize directors on New 7*aland boards are described by the New

Z'eaJand lnstitute of Directors (1982) in their handbook on guidelines for directors and in

Northey's text on company law (1981). The following description of these New Zealand defined

corporate roles, is based on these two sources.

THE CHAIRPERSON is appointed by the board to preside over it within the
restraints of the Articles of Association, Apart from chairing meetings and
organising the agenda, the chairperson is the corporation's leading
representative and expects to present the collective view of the board to the
outside world. Whilst chairing the meetings the chairperson is expected to
control the behaviour of board members and to make sure that all directors
have a say. They are expected to guide the discussion toward cousensus and
sum up at the end of the meeting so the directors know what they are voting
on. The chairperson has a key role in determining the board's composition and
it's committees. She or he has the authority to make decisions between the
meetings of the board. The chairperson is sometimes called the chief orecutive
(i.e. CEO) when they double as chairperson and executive. This is not
uncommon (there were thirty percent of the top thirty boards who combined
these roles).

The title of CHIEF EXECUTM OFFICER is a trans-Pacific import, and is
sometimes used synonymously with managing director although this is only
appropriate when the CEO is on the board with a leading role. The CEO has
not traditionally been a board member, although this has recently changed in
most soctors (except in banking). THE MANAGING DIRECTOR is the top
executive director and is responsible for the daily operations of the company.
The managing director is responsible to the board, of which she is a member,
for carrying out the board's p$icy.

EXECUTM DIRECTORS are board members who carry out daily
operations in the corporation and board duties. Executives can be
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remunerated separately for these extra board obligations. The stated criterion
for an executive board appointment is the recognizable capacity to contribute
to the board's proper function. Executive directors should give informed and
understandable reports to the board of how board policies are being carried
out.

NON-E)GCUTMS are directors who sit on the board without being
executives within the firm. Their legal duties like executive directors are to act
in the bona fide interests of the whole company. These directors should have
no contractual relationship with the company and not be under the influence
of any major shareholders.

The role of the non-executive directors is seen to centre around their
independent contribution to the collective decision-making processes. This
independence has four distinctive characteristics;

1 the width of experience that non-executives usually have broadens the
board's perspective when they are devising strategyl

they must take responsibiliry for monitoring management's performance and
the financial results of the company, whether a formal audit committec
exists;

they must ensure that the board has adequate systems to safeguard the
interests of the company where there is a conllict of interest between the
oompany and the directors;

they must take responsibility for the appointment of new board members
and the remuneration of directors.

SPECIAL DIRECTORS are defined in the companies Articles of Association.
These roles are usually occupied by overseas directors of local companiss.
They do not have any of the rights and powers of a normal director and can
therefore not attend board meetings. However, if the local or special director
has claimed that title publicly then they may have trouble divorcing themselves
from the liability of the company if the company gets into trouble.

An ALTERNATE DIRECTOR does the duties of a director, usually
associated with attending board meetings, by the temporary absence of the
director that they represent. An alternate is commonly appointed to replace a
director of a holding company on their subsidiary boards. Althougb the legal
authority for the appointment of the alternate director is derived from the
Articles of Association and not from statute, the definition of the term
alternative director is in s.455 (1) of the 1943 tS4anieg Act. The Articles lay
out the powers of the alternate director and whether she or he is entitled to
remuneration.

Every company must have a COMPANY SECRETARY (s. 181 Companies Act,
1955). Their contribution to the board is to show the board how to comply
with the details of company legislation and the Articles of Association. The
secretary can take action for the company where the act authorizes anything
can be done by a director or the secretary. Details on the secretary are
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required to be kept by the company at its registercd office. The register must
include the secretar/s names, former names and their residential addresses.
The secretary as an agent of the company is liable to incur penalties under the
Act. The scope of his or her authority is defined by the Articles of Association
and when they act within the scope of these autlorities they are protected from
personal liability.

The secretarial functions of the company secretary include ensuring
compliance with statutory obligations and matters relating to board meetings;
such as gning notice of meetings and preparing the agenda, the keeping of
minutes of board meetings and preparing the agenda, the keeping of minutes
at board meetings and the filing of documents into the boards register.

7.I.4 RECRUITMENTTOTHEBOARD

How these directors are recruited to the board is an issue central to the managerial thesis. For

if recruitment is by the non owning executives then this goes some way to substantiate the

managerial thesis. (A separate issue dealt with at the end of this chapter is whether in fact they

are non-owning executives). The table following is broken down into four parts. Part one shows

whether the directors think that the chairperson coordinates the search for the new directors,

Part two shows whether the complete board is seen as making the choice, part three relates to

whether it is the major shareholder who makes the choice and part four relates to whether the

CEO coordinates director recruitment.

tAb[E 24: R,ECRUITI,IE}IT TO THE BOARD BY CORPORATE STATUS
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The small cell size makes the chi squares unreadable and the gemmas are also too small to be

significant. The percentages show that the directors are quite clear about who is recruitirg

directors on to the board. The percentages show that the chairperson rather than any executive

person is doing the coordinating of the search for new members. (Althougb tie executives

themselves think that the CEO h iustrumental in coordinating the search for board members).

Chairpersons are not always executives and they are most likely to represent large shareholding

interests (whether these interests are their own is looked at the end of this chapter). These

percentages are not therefore supportive of the managerial thesis. Aoyway corporate status

rather than ownership may be the 'red herring' that this director describes;

*: If the major shareholders are represented on the board then it meiurs
everything to do with the election of directors, but not in the sense of
AGM's. In the sense of the selection of new directors when vacancies
become available. Obviously the most influential directors on any board are
the ones that represent the most sizable shareholders. In normal
circ'mstances the bigger the shareholding the bigger their influence.

GM: Right and you have twenty-five percent of this company?

*: WithAngus.

GM: Which makes you . . .

*: Relatively influential .. yes.

The largest shareholder (or ovmer) or representative of that shareholder is described as the

most influential person in choosing who is going on to the boar4 irrespective of any board role.

That the table denies this major shareholders influence on the board is at variance with other

conversations that I had with directors and their descriptions of their relationships with their

subsidiaryboards, as this explanation from averytop corporate director suggests;

*: I would have most of the say in board rooms. It's embarrassing because no
one ever challenges me. I like a good argument and I don't get it much. I
only get it from my own people.

GM: Isn't that dfis danger of the situation that you are being right at the top?

*: It's not just that - I think the older directors they don't do their homework.
An issue will arise and they will be planning 1s sqmsthing. And I will say "I
don't agree with that I don't think that we should be doing that at all." They
wil all sort of look and stop. Then I say 'if you'd looked at this or that' and
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then suddenly they are no longer willing to try and argue with you because
they perceive that you are too clever, you have done your homework and
ttrat you've come from Company X. They think that you are so good. But
they don't put the effort in.

Every now and then you have one that wants to argue with you and it's quite
good. He might say'I don't agree with you at all" and then it's great we are
going to have an argument about this, now we are going to have a great
debate. I might even be wrong but half the time I don't get tested well
enough to find out whether I am wrong or right. For most of the board it is
all too hard. They don't do enough work. That is why I said that fifty percent
of the directors are incompetent, they don't put the effort in, they don't care,
they are not responsible.

I think that the director standard in New 7*aland, is in a pretty poor state of
affairs. But it is getting better. It is changing dramatically. It is no longer
when someone retires at siffy-five that his colleagues would see that he got a
few board seats amongst the team.

(Respondent 53)

The following grouped data (there is no statistical measurement otier than percentages) shows

another central theme of the managerial thesis, the different statuses' attitudes to the

maximization of profit. This was encapsulated within the reponses to the question "What do you

see as the most difficult tasks of the board?"
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Unlike the managerial prediction of the non-profit maximizing executive the percentages show

that ma:rimizing profit is a higher priority for executives (ten percent) than (chairpersons and

non-executives six percent). Although chairpersons and non-executives (ten percent) are more

concerned with organising their finances than executives (eight percent) and getting the right

strategy in an economically'hostile'climate (thirty-two percent chairpersons and non-executives

compared to twenty-six percent executives).

This following quote is from a chairperson, part of the six percent of chairpersons and non-

executives who considered hiring and firing of the CEO as amongst the most difficult tasks of

the board.

*: The frst most difficult task is to choose the right CEO because that choice
can make or break a company. Really if you get a brilliant guy, then the
company runs brilliantly for the board but if you get a chap who doesn't run
it and runs it down. The difference is really so tremendous between a good
guy and a poor guy. It is the most difficult thing to choose the right man you
cannot do it by just looking at him.

I guess the next most difficult thing is to pluck up the courage to fre the
CEO when he is not performing which always falls on the chairman's
shoulders but that is a difficult thing for a board to do. You put faith in a
chap and go along with him.

GM: Have you had to do that very often?

*: Yes I have had to do it a few tims5.

(Respondent 18)

DECISION.MAKING . THE CHAIRPERSON'S OR E)(ECUTTVE'S

PREROGATTVE?

The focus of this section is still decision-making and who is making the decisions, but it also

develops to reveal at what level these decisions are being made and at what tims, s66pared with

the economic clirnate in which the decisions are formed. The significance of whom makes the

decisions, where and at what time, signals who holds corporate power. For decision-making

"involves intervention in events in the world, thus producing definite outcomes ... . Power as

transformative capacity can then be taken to refer to agent's capabilities of reaching such

outcomes" (Giddens 1979, p.88). At the level of structure, rather than at the particular level of

7.2
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agent's decision-making practices, this can be seen as a study of corporate power relations and

1lE 6sdirrm whereby common class interests are expressed (cf. Poulantzas 1976).

An example of a tlpe of decision-making power structure that flows downward in a very small

holding company, in which the executives hold the largest individual share holdings, is given in

the following quote. This quote also shows the dynamic nature of the decision-making changes

that are occurring;

*: We are unusual as to who has the say, because of the nature of the
chairman, Sam. It would be fifty-fifry - the CEO, myself and Sam, that make
the decisions. I would be seeking someone that had a more logical fit into
the working basis because he has to have the executive role. So Sam is quite
huppy to go along with it. We are a little bit different to the norm. I think
that the chairman would have more slightly more say than the CEO. Sam is
an executive chairman but in actual fact his executive role in Company z
investments is negligible.

GM: Why is that?

*: Because he is now busy overseas doing other things with other arms of our
group. So if you take Company z the parent company and all its New
7s'aJand operations, Sam's input into that would be less than five percent as

the organisation here has got mature, he's moved out and moved into
Australia and as that one has got mature, he's moved more and more out of
that. So he's strictly a chairman of Company z. But he's an executive
chairman of Company x and he's an executive of Company y which is the
infant of the group - its our international arm. And that's how Sam's role is
really. Once upon a time he was an executive of Company z and gradually he
went from executive to executive chairman to just strict chairman. He was
always chairman at the same time but his emphasis was strictly executive.
Atrd it shifted as the group has grown as people have matured under it and
experience has come in. Sam's need to be here day-to-day, week-by-week,
even more than a day a month has just receded because he hasn't needed to
because there is an organisational structure and an abiliry. There is so muci
experience being passed through now that Sam has moved and he's moved
to the frontiers of our organisation. And that is where he is right now. I have
just been on the phone 1e him for an hour this morning (7.00-3.00 am). He is
in America (where we are basing some major moves) where we have got the
youngest team of the lot. Very new. And his input and experience there is
essential. Whereas at the moment we could make major decisions in New
Zealand without having to involve Sam. (Respondent 53)

In the following section, decision-making divides into three parts, with three distinct levels

distinguished; first, those decisions taken at the identification stage (e.g. policy objectives) when

the issue that the decision is to be taken around is recognized and a diagposis is applied;
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second,, the operational decisions made (e.g. production related) and third, the long-term

decisions are given-

This fust in-depth look at the patterns of decision-making, operates at the level of identifying

what the companis5 objectives, policy, how to allocate the profits and the value given to

productivity. The question asked the directors was who was it that was making these decisionq

was it management or the board? Then the directors were asked, at what level where these

decisions being made: in the preparatory stages or at the level of final decisions making? The

managerial hypothesh tested here operates at two levels, the first is that managers-executives

must be making these strategic corporate decisions and that executives rather than chairpersons

or non-executives will veriS this. The acceptance of the null hypothesis will mean that all the

directors have a consensus of views on who makes the decisions.

table 25: PARTICIPATIO}'I IN THE BOARD,S DECISION I'IAKING (percentaged)

identification phase
drafting Hhere pol.icy

board poticy attocation objectives
status ptan of.profits

gol ng
pr* fin* pr fin pr fin

chai rperson
hish - W 22 95 11 89
medium 32 10 12 - 56 11
lor 68 10 37 5 33

value of
product i vi ty

pr fin

22 91
506
28

27 100 47 87 36 79
33-27132921
37-27-36

non- execut i ve
high 20 80
meditrn 20 20
lor 50

execut i ve
high 9 79 ?6 87 15 71 ?2
medium - 12 3'l 6 35 23 ?8
low9?913650650
no cases 58 68 69 69 67 68 &
chi sq. .2 .7 .9 .5 .3 .4 .3garma .3 .0 .0 .4 .1 .2 .2
legend: *pr= preparation of decision-nnking

*f in= f inaI decision-making

The chi squares are all insignificant. The null hypothesis therefore must be accepted. There is

therefore no significant relationship between corporate status and decisions of identification

that the directors are making. This applies equally to decisions made at the level of preparation

and that of final decision making. Percentages here, show that throughout the questions, the

79
12
9

65
.?
.3
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board is seen as being more involved with the final decisions and managemeng 3s lsing more

likely to be highly involved with the preparing and organising of the material necessary for the

final decisions to be made. For example, in the allocation of the profits, the board is not

considered to be higbly involved in preparation (e.g. chairpersons' predominantly medium level

of involvement in the preparation forty-two percent, non-executive predominantly low

involvement in preparation forty percent and executive predominantly low involvement forty-

three percent). In the final decision-making involving the allocation of the profits all three

statuses see high active involvement for the board (e.g. chairperson ninety-five percent, non-

executive one hundred percent and executive fewer but still at a high eighty-nine percent level).

The same pattern continues for the other three responses about the general policy objectives,

the annual drafting of the policy plan and the decisions regarding the real value of objectives

regardiug productivity and profits per share.

The next set of operational based questions on decision-making used the same question about

the degree of management vis-a-vis board participation in decision making but the topics were

different. They included such issues as strategy, corporate reorganisation, financial matters,

personnel, purchasing, production, markets and saleq research and development, legal matters,

acquisitions, automation, industrial relations, government ministers and local body relations.

Directors were again asked to differentiate at what level the decisions were being made by

board or management and at which level - at the level of preparation or at the level of frnal

decision making.

The sa"re hypothesis again applies, that corporate status will affect the attitude of the director

about who he or she thinks are making the decisions and at what level.
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table 27: oPERATIoi{AL DECISIoNS By STAIUS Iil THE CO,tpANy (percentaged)

operation€l decisions
financ- Person- purchas- product market research tega[ acquis- automat- indus. govt.

iat ne[ ing -ion ,/sates & dev. tions ion relat. minis.
pr. fin. pr. fin pr. fin. pr. fin. pr. fin pr. fin pr fin pr. fin pr. fin. pr. fin pr. fin

chai rperson
high 18
medium 47
lor 35

non- execut i ve
high 29 87 7 64 20 100 I j3
medium 14 7 29 29 27 - 27 27
lor,t 57 7 64 7 53 - 67 20

status
in strat- reorgan-
company egy isation*pr.*fin. pr.fin.

execut i ve
high 16
nediun 28
[or 56

#cases 63
chi .3
garrma .1

legend: *pr. = decision made in prepsration,-
*fin.= decision made that is final

94 676 1888 1353 613 -19 62E - 35 -6't12 94 6 35 655 13146 5524 5312 1333 6- 15t9 1744 635 393353 - 6 24 1924 1917- 11 - 29 - 73 13 88 88 88 63 78 28 94 29 61 6 35 688 41 75 24 69 39

- 7 7 7 - 33 - 40 13 5320 93 - 33 - 47 33 53
15 Z0 35 67 40 27 27 27 27 3333 7 20 ZO 2027 27 27
87 73 60 36 60 40 T3 33 50 1347 - 80 47 8027 40 20

T3 6 53 19 80 3 37 6 38 6 28 3 31 t3 50
21 16 30 47 10 9 20 6 6 619 9 9 3ZO6 7817 34 t088 43 88568853 8E41 8350
65 63 61 64 62 6? 50 63 63 63 62 6t 65 62 62
.3 .1 .3 .5 .2 .3 .? .7 .02 .1 .06 .t .7 .03 .6.5 .4 .3 .0 .4 .3 .3 .0 .5 .1 .1 .2 .0 .2 .1

t7 5035 & 3 40 331 16 42
24 23?3 7 10 20 317 19 29
59 27 42 10 87 40 93 52 65 29

62 63 63 64 61 62 61 61 62 64
.4 .4 .2 .5 .6 .9 .3 .3 .4 .7
.1 .2 .1 .4 .0 .0 .4 .3 ,0 .0

The chi squares (.3, .3, .1, .3, .5, .2, .3, .?, .7, ,02,.1, .6, .I, .7, .03, .6, .4, .4, .2,.5, ,6, .9, .3, .3,.4, .7,

.4, .6, .6,3) show that with two exceptions (who makes decisions on purchasing .02 and who

makes the decisions on research and development .03) there was strong accord umsngst

directors about who was making the operational decisions. In total therefore, the null

hypothesis must be accepted with those two exceptions noted) for directors thought similsly

about who is making the decisions.

Strategy (at ninety-four percent high final decisions by chairpersons, eighty-seven percent high

final decisions by non-executives and seventy-three percent high final decision by executives) is

seen as the board's final decision area. This board preoccupation with decisions on strategy

comes tbrough decidedly as in this quote;

*: Strategy - that is freguently these days.

GM: Has that changsdr

*: Yes, because once upon a time you could just go along with having your
strategy determined by the type of company that you are and by the fact that
the ecouomic situation was stable and exchange rates were fixed, and
interest rates were fured and you knew exactly what you were doing and you
determined your strateg5r once a year. Now with everything being volatile,
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changlng so much - particularly in the last three ye:us, we are discussing
strategy frequently and 6elling for information frequently.

(Respondent 18)

The board is also preoccupied by financial decisions (eighty-eight percent high finat decision by

chairpersons, one hundred percent high fisal decision by aon-executives and eighty percent high

final decision by executives) and decisions about reorganisation (sevenry-six percent high nnal

decisions for chairpersons, siKy-four percent higb final decisions for non-executives and fifty-

three percent high filal decision by executives). This was expressed by a finance sector director;

*: We are about making money. We think that business is about making
money. If it is a yacht race then the only place that we can operate in is first,
and the only place in business is winning and that's a different generational
attitude. We are terribly 'mused by the way which despite our total self
interest from a commercial respect, we end up working our butts off making
better bricks and better bras and thiog, because the system, for us to make
a buck, forces us to get up early in the morning and work late, trying to do a
better job. That's the wonder of the market economy in that inducements
only ueed to be self interest, and the outcomes are collectively useful.

(Respondent 14)

Compatible with a preoccupation with strategy and finances or profit is the other major area of

board final decision-making -acquisitions (high board participation in find 6""b16a-6eking by

chairpersons ninety-four percent, h;gh board participation in final decision-maki'g noted by

non-executives ninety-three percent and high board frnal decision-making noted by executives

eighty-four percent).

An area which boards ars not much concerned with, in relation to their decision-making at any

level is research and development. The neglect in this area is istsss5ting considering what

Schumpeter and the neo.Schumpeterians (chapter four) said about innovation being the way out

of recession, for fhis importance has passed the New 7*alandboard room bn (only thirty-five

percent of chairpersons made final decisions about it, forty percent of non-executives made final

decisions on it and thirty percent of executives did). This is how one director saw this lack of

interest in research and development in New Zealand;

But here ttre amount of research that goes into anything in New Zealand is
so small. Far lower than anything else. Even Fletcher Challenge research is
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small. The only research that Brierley does is research into the companies that
he going to take over and he does that very well. It is excellent. He has very
good men that do it. But it is Frnancial research we don't want. That's not
necessary. Except for his individual case - he needs it. What we need is all sorts
of research that is why the DSIR should be expanded so that they can use it for
pure research, which means that you get a number of people that are doing
things just for the hell of it and hope that something comes out of it.

The Americans, the Japanese do it enormously .. . The companies do it
themselves . . . . they spent an enormous ,mount of money on research - it's
really stealing other peoples ideas- but they call it research. There's nothing
wrong with that. Because what they do is they produce some queer sort of
thing give it to someone and say see what you can make of that. But we have a
peculiar thing here in New Tp,aland.I remember talking to John Y about it
years ago, I worked for him, and he said "Don't come to me with all your
bloody ideas its got too work! Put it all on one piece of paper." The guys that
think up all the ideas are not necessarily those that can make them work. What
you've got to do is to have a whole bunch of guys and set up a separate unit
which will make the ideas work. This is where we can use universities ...
There is absolutely no research going on in this country of any measure and so
you get little ideas like those little guys in Christchurch who dree*ed up this
link programme. That is now very much a part of the whole Unisis system,
which as you know is a mixture of Boroue&s and Spelly Rand, but the new
technologSl and software that they are using and developed is all based on a
couple of ideas that a couple of little fellows did and couldn't get any money
for until they handed it over to a very large American concern and then they
lost it for ever. These things are being published all the time.

The people everyday of the year are inventing things. We are a most inventive
bunch. They are forty weeks behind with their work at the patent ofEce. I did a
report for the government on a whole bunch of thi"gs. I suggested to the
secretary of Justice at the time 'Ifyou get your pateat register up to date. It's
costs you millions. It must be very valuable. The price of that will enable you to
put in some computers and employ a hell of a lot more scientilic and legal staff
to investigate these patents and things and get the dam things registered. In
addition to which you need to publish them. So people can latch on and
support them".

(Respondent 94)

Decisions made about relations with government ministers (high final board decision making by

chairpersons was forty-four percent, high final board decision making by non-executives was

fifty-three Percent and high final board decision making by executives was forty-two percent)

were no longer regarded highly by the board. This is how one chairperson saw the chansing

nature of the corporate relationship with the government;
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'f. Relations with government ministers - occasionally t think. We try to get
ahead without to much interference or being mixed up with government.
After all it is supposed to be a rrser pays government.

Has that changed?

Yes - quite a bit. Under the old dap of Muldoonism and import licensi.g
and regulations controlled licenses - it was then particularly important to
have good relations with government ministers and government
departments, and local government and so on. But now that government is
deliberately empowering business to go ahead and do there own thing. I
agree with that. Companies on their own feet in the big hard world. So
relations with government ministers and government departments is
occasionally.

(Respondent 18)

GM:

What the boards do not express interest in is those aspects of decision making that fall on

management as the day-to-day caretakers' of the frrm;

No we don't get involved in management meetings we leave that to
management. We don't get involved with staff relations if we can avoid it.

(Respondent 14)

Generally, the percentages sbow, that at the level of specific decision-making top New 7*aland

directors are oot overly involved with operational decision-making, particularly not with

preparatory decisions. The directors, particularly chairpersons and non-executives, score very

low on the making of fundamental decisions about the day-to-day running of the corporation -

in such areas as purchasing (low involvement in finat decision making - chai'persons erghty-

eight percent, non-executives seventy-tlree percent and executives fi$-six percent) and

production (chairperson low involvement sixty-three percent, non-executive medirrm

involvement sixty-seven percent and executives fifty-three percent low involvement). It would

seem to be that tlese 'internal working' decisions are most likely to be made outside the board

room by management or managemeut/directors, such as the chief executive.

The situation is complicated by some inter-changeable role statuses. For example, following is a

quote from a'working' chairperson (also one of the largest shareholders) who is very actively

involved with dt decisions, even those associated with the internal workings of the companlS
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*: (Decisions are) not formal. What would happen is the chairman would
discuss with the chief executive and they would come up with a
recommendation and he would just informally sound the other directors out.
Most business is very informal.

GM: Who makes the final decision?

*: The board makes the final decision formally in the legal sense. But they act
on the advice of the chairman and the CEO u"less there is a fight going on
in the board. The board is just like any other place where people come
together but some people spend more time on the job than others. The
chairman and the CEO are more involved. They think about the company
more often. The other directors only turn up a day, a month at the most.
They spend another day a month reading papers. A few days a month would
be a high input for most outside directors. It would be a rare companywhere
an outside director ever got involved in trading. In fact it wouldn't be
appreciated if you dropped in on the business and wanted to look around,
they would wonder what the hell was going on. So he's expected to go away
and have his say from time to time. Here we have six board meetings and
they are over in half a day. So it's not exactly a huge time input.

(Respondent L4)

In total the board seems to be active in those areas where corporate power is most crucially

located - strategy, financial decisions, reorganisation and acquisitions. There the board is very

active but it is not active in the internal workings of the company.

High board activity is also in evidence in the long-term decision-makirg by corporate status

data, following. The hypothesis that the following table operates from is that corporate status

will show different patterns of involvement in long-term decisions that are being made, both at

the level of preparation and in the final decisions being made.

tabte 28: LoNG TERI{ DEctSt0}l I{AKING (PERCE}|TAGED)
co-operation major hotdings major dismissaI of
rith other in other investments large nrrnber of
company colpanies elptoyees

*prep. *finat prep. final, prep. finat prep. final,
chai rperson
high 18 95 38 95 29 loo 20 94mediur 47 - 50 - 53 - 27 61or35513518-53
non-execut ive
high ZO 80 27 9j 33 93 13 80mediun 40 13 40 7 27 7 27 7lox40733-40-6013
executive
high 24 T3 31 94 29 88 13 68
mediurn 39 '15 28 - 29 6 58 16[or. 36 12 41 6 42 6 58 16

no. cases 33 33 32 32 32 31 31 31chisquare .4 4 4 4 4 3 .4 5gamnas .04 .4 .2 .05 .1 .6 .06 .5
legend: * prep. = preparatory decisions* final = finat decisions
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Again the significance of chi square (that is, .4,4,4,4,4,3,.4,5) shows that there is no strong

relationship between corporate status and decision-making. The null hypothesis must be

accepted.

Percentages show that long-term decisions are seen by all three statuses, to be very much in the

hands of the board - chairpersons in particular think that final decisions rest with them. Not so,

however, is the preparation of these decisions. Most of the 'spade' work is done by nanagement

rather than the board. Far reaching decisions about whether to co-operate with other

companies is shown by the percentages to be a very central issue (e.g. ninety-five percent

chairpersons, eighfy percent non-executives and seven$r-three percent executives) though not as

high as whether the company would want to have a major holding (i.e. takeover) in another

company (e.g, chairpersons ninety-five percent, non-executives ninety-three percent and

executives nine,ty-f6u1 percent) or making another type of major investment (e.g. chairpersons

one hundred percent, non-executives ninety-three percent and executives eighty-eigbt percent).

Dismissal of large numbers of employees - very much a current problem - was also a concern

for the board particularly the chairpersons ninety-four percent (eighty percent for uon-

executives and sixty-eight percent for executives).

This evidence lays bare the managerial idea of "fuuctional indispensability of managers as the

basis of their class rule" (Perry 1982, p. 102). Here is evidence that all directors (over half of

whom are executive directors) see the board as the arbiter of most decisions, particularly non-

operational ones, but most importantly that the board is most concerned with the final

decision-making process.

7.3 TIME AS A FACTOR IN DECISION-MAKING

Most orthodox social science (cf. Heller et al. 1988, p.27) unitten on decision-making does not

take into account aspects of 'time', that is, economic cycles of crisis and prosperity. But time in

decision making is crucial, according to Ramsey Qyn), who has pointed out in his work, that

the traces of 'fluctuations of acceptance and rejection of participative practices as a function of

economic conditions and managerial strength. Under conditions of managerial weakness and
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economic stringency, including periods of war, there is an upsurge of interest in these decision

practices but when management feels strong and the economy expands, joint consultative

schemes guickly collapse.' Emery (967) is another theorist who argues that participatory

decision-making is used during economic depression and quickly abandoned in periods of

economic growth.

Whilst the survey could not test responses to crisis as this would have required a longitudi"al

study and rhis foss anyway already been addressed in a different way in the ceutrality analysis,

what it could do was look at decisions made before and after a perceived crisis - the share

market crash of 19th of October 1987. The hlpothesis tested here is that the time decisions are

made will inlluence the content of the decision.

tabte 29: BEFoRE AND AFTER THE CRASH oPERATIONAL DECISIOIIS (percentaged)

before the crash
strat- reorgan- financ- research lega[ acquis- sutoflEt- indus. govt. govt. loca[
egy isation iat & dev. tions ion retat. minis. depart. bodies*pr.rfin. pr. fin. pr. fin. pr. fin pr fin pr. fin pr. fin. pr. fin pr. fin pr. fin pr. fin

high 1882 462 11 83 228 647'tZ 898 31 235 1237 222 -17
medium 31 12 ?9 30 48 t0 12 32 30 33 53 5 t5 ?0 10 27 24 ?9 14 32 17 21
[or{ 51 6 67 I 38 6 % 40f420 35 677 498737 63338446 8362
after the crash
hish 21 82 14 & 36 ,|00 23 58 33
medium 29 12 29 21 29 - 25
tor 51 6 57'14 36 - n4242
no.cases 63 65 63 61 & 62 62 62 65
totaI
chi sq. .9 .4 .1 .6 .1 .2 .01 .05 .01gamna .03 .06 .2 .09 .2 1 .Z .Z .5
legend: *pr. = decision made in preparation;*fin.= decision made that is final,

35
24
41

&
.1
.5

83 51
823
825

65 65

.1 .03

.6 .5

100 7
-15
-77

6666

.3 .6
1.3

341 1945 627 5
11 2'l 21 25 13 30 15
85 38 60 30 81 43 80

6161626l 626361
.( .os .0L_.-02 .03 .z .oo
.3 .? .41 .6 .3 .4 .3

I

21
21
57

61

.2

.4

Eight of these before and after the crash calculations had significant chi squares (these were

those associated with research and development .0L and .05, legal affairs .01, acquisitions .03,

decisions about government ministers .01 and .02" government departments .03 and local

bodies.00). In those cases the null hypothesis was rejected. It is interesting that di.fferences in

the timing of decisions is noted in the areas of most post-crash tension, such as acquisitions

(percentages show a high frfty-four percent high concern after the crash compared with a low

twelve percent high before the crash).
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However, this is only twenty-seven percent of all the decisions made, showing a significant

difference in the way that they made decisions before and after the October 1987 share-market

crash. This is not a substantial result but one that would presumably become more pronounced

over-time with a continuing recession. Cycles of economic misfortune must be an idea that took

longer than the four months after the crash to adjust to. For as the quote following suggests

there was a mellow buoyancy about the shallow effect of business cycles in the immediate

period just before and after the share-market crash;

*: What the market was saying was that there were a lot of bunnies that
hopped into the market last year and they wouldn't know an A from a bull's
foot. They would have put their money on a blind dog. That's all that said
last year. Every share market about once every ten years goes through an
excess of that type, and all the bunnies climb in and feed on each other's
frenzy till they all fall of a cliff. That happeued last year and it really doesn't
tell you anything about share-markets. It tells you that any market once it
turns into a casino is going to come to a sticky end. It's an irrelevant bubble
that happens from time-to-time. I have been through two to three in my
thirty years of business and they are interesting psychologically but they have
very little to do with more investment.

GM: Then you are not predicting a Wall Street-type crash?

*: No there will always be crashes on the share-market but the Wall Street
crash was caused by the government. Not Wall Street. The depression of the
thirties was not caused by business it was caused by the government which
stailed interfering with markets in the twenties. They set up a big reserve
system which was the government trying to fiddle around with the money
supply. They stuffed it because they didn't know what they were doing.
Typical government intenention. They caused the Great Depression.

(Respondent L4; August 1987)

7,4 OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL

After general decision making questions had been asked, more specific answers were sort.

These were designed to test whether the different corporate statuses agreed on the role of the

board in creating policy rather than the implementation of it (1., (see the following table)) and

the degree of board supervision over management (2). The hypothesis is that corporate status is

going to affect the way that directors (representing both ownership interests and rnanagement)

perceive their roles and the role of management. If there was severe disagreement between the

statuses on the role of the board this would lend some credence to the managerial thesis. For

example if the manager-executives said that the board was merely a rubber slamp for
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management's policy this could constitute some positive proof toward supporting the

managerial thesis. The results were as follows;

tabl,e 30: THE I,IANAGERIAL ARGU}IEIITS BY STATUS Til THE CORPORATIOTI

12
extent board concerned rith the degree of supervision
policy rather than manageriat that board has over
irplenentation? managenent?

chairperson &
non-executive

high

none

both 5
14'{

301?5t10t17

1

37"
19

""'-;--"-'
10%TI

cotum 36 42 31 40total 462 547" 442 562
chi square .09 .20ganna .14 .28

Unfortunately the small cell sizes makes the first of these two tables unreadable for tests of

significance (chi squares are .09 and .?-0 respectively). The percentages show that the directors

saw the board's role as being to c:ury out policy rather than concern to see policy implemented

by management (chairpersons' and non-executives' eiglty-three percent high concern and

executives' sirty percent high concern). The degree of board supervision that the board had

over management was felt to be higher by the executive board members and reasonably thin by

the non-executives (chairpersons and non-executives thirty-two percent high and executives

forty-three percent high). Here is an example of how directors bpically responded to those

questions on managerial versus board control;

GM: To what extent is the board concerned with policy rather than the carrying
out of the policy by management?

*: Wholly concerned with setting or establisbing potiry which it then requires
the CEO to carry out but it's not the board's job to carry it out. It is the
CEO with his executives. But it is the board's policy to monitor that it is
carried out.

GM: Does the board ever accept policy initiatives from management?

*: Well it is a cross fertilization. The initiative of management and the initiative
of the board, and they hear outside advisors like merchant banl6, bankers
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and share brokers, financial advisors. So that all sorts of practice can be
added to it.

GM: What degree of supervision does the board give to the way that management
carries out its task?

i: It varies in different companies. It is a developing thing. These days the
board is becoming more involved in supervision. These are tough times.
Whereas once upon a time you just left them to carry on and gave them a
pat on the back when it turned out all right. Now boards want to get involved
more they want to be closer to the action without gni"g into management.
They are more strict in supervision.

(Respondent 18)

In total the percentages show that the board is largely concerned with the creation of poliry and

still considers that it has a'watch dog'role over management.

What is shown immediately following is whether there is a relationship between corporate

status and the amount of shareholding that a director has within the company.

table 31: SHAREHOLDIilG BY STATUS

corporate status
percentage of
shares orned

in corpany
none

under 1,6 | 3? I SO I dZ
- 9.99/. | 80U 1 71 | 76L

> 10u

chairperson & | |
non executive I executivel rortotal

---t----------l
rl6le8X1117 lltz

122 | 147.
t1
13't,

colum 40 42 82
total 49% 517 '100X

missing cases:25
chi square significance .5
gama .02

The chi square of .5 shows that there is no sigpificant relationship between the director's

corporate stahrs and the amount of shares they own in their primary company. The null

hlpothesis must therefore be accepted. This high chi square indicates that both executives and

non-executives have similar ownership patterns of shares in their owu company. This is

damning evidence against the managerial model which suggested that executives were not
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involved in ownership of the company. The percentages show that there was higher e:cecutive

(fourteen percent) share ownership over ten percent than there was non-executive (trrelve

percent).

This is important because ss this chairperson's quote makes clear, ownership over-rides

corporate status when decisions are being made.

GM: Whywere you chosen as Chairperson?

*: Oh..

GM: No modesty.

*: No the truth of the matter is that I probably said "I want to be the
Chairman!" and since I had the shares they couldn't argue with me.

GM: So no one nominated you.

*: No it doesn't go like that - you have a chat to the directors on the matter and
you agree on it. Normally when it comes to the formal businesses of the
board then the last chairman nominates the new one and the CEO would
second it.

(Respondent 18)

There is also a definite mood in this period of recession for directors to be asked to

demonstrate their faith in the company by taking out a big shareholding. This was e4pressed by

this executive director;

*: I believe that every director should have a signifrcant stake in the company in
which he is a director. To ask a person to be a director, pay them $20,000 a
year and say all they have to do is to have 500 shares- in my view is crininal.
I believe if someone has got to be a director of a company then they have to
have enough interest in that company to say look OK you are going to have
to buy 20,000 shares. They will say'Christ - whywould I want to do that?'So
OK unless you want to get that involved don't bother. And I believe the
same with senior executives. Because there are people out there investing
their money on the basis that those people are directors or executives of the
company. (Respondent 101)

Manager-executive directors also have a large income stake in the company which again

confounds the managerial theorists' idea of the non-profit maximizing motivation of

management. Executive income is determined in a rather arbitrary fashion" as there is no

standardised or fixed income scalg except when the executive is also a board member and then

he or she gets that part of their income which is fixed by the AGM for all directors at a fixed

rate. (The income paid to board membs;5 lang€S from approximately $10,00G$150,000 pa. per
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board). Executive income varies across sector, status and corporate profitability. When I asked

one respondent how it was calculated, he said;

r: Income that executives get is normally part of the costs of production
derived from the income that the company earns. It is a charge against the
income derived by the company before profit is struck. Sometimes executive
remuneration can have two components; one, a basic salary and secondly,
it's related to the profits, on the basis that a percentage of the profits are
shared e.g. an executive is employed at $60,000 

^ 
year but if the profit is

above a certain level he (the employer) shares the profit as a bonus. That
becomes part of the expenses sf nrnning the business. If income is tied to
bonuses then it comes directly from company profit.

It can vary widely depending on the circumstances. There is no general
guideline. To make a bonus meaningful for example it maybe given for
achieving a given target of ten percent over the expected results and will be a
twenty percent increase in salary. It is purely a matter of getting somethirg
within the resources of the company and of providing sufficient incentive to
the executivs.

(Respondent 7)

This suggests that although the pattern of managerial income is diffuse and maybe 'struck'

before profit is calculated it is ultimately tied to the 'resources of the company'. Profit in a New

7*aland. comp:rny, like those researched overseas (Larner 1970, Cox and Shauger 7973 and

Smythe et al 1975, Useem 1984), would seem to be the bottom line in dslgl6ining the size of

executives'sdary. To calculate a directors'income package provision needs to be made [o cover

the value ofsuch considerations as perks associated with free travel, expense accounts, cars, etc.

On'inside' corporate advice, I estimated that a realistic range would be between under $100,000

to $200,000 plus. But I was told while interviewing that this range was 'too conservative'

(Respondent 66: 1,0.11.1987) and that it should have started and finished much higher. This is

evidently so for a Wellington business consultant, Mr. Anthony Smith, is quoted as saying; "As

many as 30 top private sector executives are earning more than $1 million a year - and more

than 50 earn about $500,000 ... but we are talking about the top people in organisations like

Brierlefs and Fletcher Challenge" (New Tnaland Press Association, New Zealand Herald,

March 25th, 1989, p.72).

The hypothesis on which the following table is based is tbat corporate status will determine the

emount of income earned.
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tabte 32: INCCI,IE PACKAGE SY STATUS l]l THE CO|'IPANY
corPorate status di rectorrs

tncofl€
chairperson &

non-executive
executive ror total

15
't%

32
422

30
39z

77
100x

under
$1 00,000

31 00,000-
3200,000

over
$200,000

tl
347

4
9t

14
41,

18
407

7
22u

23
517

32
cotum total 112

cases: 7
missing cases: 26 not given, 2
chi square significant st .00

refused, 2 retired.

The null hypothesis is rejected. The chi square of .00 shows that there is a strong relationship

between corporate status and the nmount of income that directors earn. The executives earn the

big money from income not the non-executives. The percentages show that thirty-nine percent

of all executives earned over $200,000 yeafly which puts their earnings further ahead of those of

other directors. Thirty nine percent of all directors earn over $200,000 which is approximately

$176,984 more than the average New Zealander. The average income of New Zealanders in

November 1986 was $23,016 (NZYB, 1988, p.344).

With the general downturn in company profits directors are now experiencing new resistance to

their requests for annual income increases, as this director noted;

*: Shareholders are funny, they seem to feel that the increase in directors fees
should not be allowed. That happened at Company Y at the AGM last
Friday. I was chairing it and we put a motion thro'rgh to increase the
directors fees from $100,000 to $110,000, a ten percent increase that was in
line with what had happened for the other previous senior executives. And
we had one more director too and that has to be divided between x number
of directors, there was a few rrrmbles and comments and statements 'Should
we be doing it?" It went through altight but they aren't keen, specially if they
are not getting an increase. If the profit hasn't increased.

(Respondent 18)

Executives have the large salaries and they also have the largest percentage of the number of

shares owned. This large commitment to ownership must cement their loyalties toward the

profit motive at least as much il not more so than the other board members.

45
582
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7,5 CONCLUSION

The managerial model as the baseline for a theoretical understanding of wbat is happening in

the New ZaaJand comp:rny has proved problematic. The evidence has shown that large New

7*aland enterprises do not have total autonomy from their shareholders, indeed thirteen

percent of the top thirty corporations are controlled by their directors who own more than ten

percent of the company. Owning over ten percent is well within a generous estimate of minority

shareholding control. Eighty-nine percent of the companies have directors, including executive

directors, who have some shareholding in their company.

Bottomore (1989, p.5) makes the useful distinction between iudicial or legal ownership, which

gives the appearance, in the case of the joint stock mmpany of diverse oumership and economic

ownership of the company. Economic ownership can be based on control of as little as five

percent of the legal ownership (cf. Bearden 1987, p. 4t]). This helps e;4plain how economic

ownership may actually be concentrating nationally or internationally whilst still giving the

appearance of diverse ownership.

Even at the level of control it is wrong to say that "the board of directors, it is held, has little or

no say in the management of a large company, the outside directors being passive and subject to

manipulation by the insiders who actually run the firm' (cf. Scott 1985, p.10) because the data

shows that the directors, both executive and non-executive, think that the board has much

control of decision-making both at the identification stage, the operational stage and at the

stage of long-term decision making. This is particularly true at the stage of the final decision

rather than at the preparatory stage.

Although these director decision-makers look to internal sources within the company to base

these decision on the board is not the rubber slamp of the executive or the 'token' sir or woman'

These directors are not just'Iigureheads they are effective (figuratively perhaps rather than

literally) decision-makers who are sometimes large and even dominant shareholders. They have

an independent opinion to offer the board and a reputation that is dependent upon their not

lsing seen to collude with the dominant shareholders or the executive.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE RESOURCE DEPENDENCY MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The centrality of the company within the corporate network, is determined according to

Resource dependenry theorists (see Williamson 1975, Aldrich 1979, Pe'nings 1980,) by

individual corporate control and competitioo over a 'set of resources that actors mobilize

through their existing social relations" (Galaskiewicz 1979, p.15L). These 'scarce resources'

include credit, information, capital and raw material.

Mobilization of resources occurs through the companies organising inter-dependent links to

prevent competition inhibiting profit maximization. For the Resource dependency theorists

argue (conshtent with neo-classical economists) that the unregulated market relations are

'controlled by the complete fusion of the companieso (cf. Scott 1985b, p.9) into a naturally

controlled market. The theory is also consistent with the Managerialist theorists who argue that

it is the executives who carry out the corporate interlocks and that they act autonomously of

ownership (but not of other corporations (cf. Pfeffer 1974) this is the point where Resource

dependency theory challenges Managerial theory). The decisions of directors and managers

"push and pull the system in different directions, thus preventing the accomplishment of a

unified stance vis-a-vis social or political policy" (Glasberg and Schwartz 1983, p.312). This, is in

other words, a continuation of the corporate pluralist debate which speculates on low levels of

centralisation and sparse corporate interlock clustering. The replacement of broken board

interlocks takes place were the break has been through death or retirement but not where there

is a conllict of interest (cf. Scott 1.985b, p.10).

From thh theoretical base there are three 6ain 5s1s of ideas to operationalise. The first is to

find out who the non-executive directors are establishing links with, are they intra-
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organisational, that is, internal to the company (intrinsic to the theories of the Managerial

model) or are they inter-organisational links that will help them facilitate inter-dependent

resource allocation. Pluralism is the second concept to operationalise. Can competing, diverse

groups of directors make class-wide decisions on their objectives, their operational needs and

their long-term goals? Jn this conte:d, decisions that directors'make are tested against the sector

from which their compeniss come from. This should hiehligbt one source of class

fractionali.sation (if it exists). The sector that directors' companies come from has been broken

down into three groups; the finance sector (e.g. investment banks, trading banks, merchant

banks etc.), the productive sector (e.g. those which make commodities) and all the others (e.g.

the distributive sector and the service sector). Where this breadth makes the cell sizes

unreadable the number of sectors have been reduced.

Pluralism is also the justification for a test of social as well as strictly corporate decisions. The

diversiry of these directors' views on religion, the role of the state, the validity of offshore

investment, social inequality and their voting preferences are tested by region. The regional

dassification is based on the location of the head quarters of the directors' company. These

were orisinally divided into the main urban centres Auckland" Wellington, Christchurch and all

the others. However, the small cell frequency sizes meant that tbese tables with this e:rpanse of

description were unreadable for significa"ce. Therefore, in all cases they were reduced to

Auckland and the'others'.

The third idea to test is that the pattern of interlocks will reveal a'natural hierarcht' created by

market forces. To do rhis flfi6 density of interlocks by multiple director status is looked at. Does

one sector have more multiple directors, and therefore greater advantage in the marketplace

than another or is corporate hierarchy not sectorally based but related to other factors?

8.1 THE CONTACTS TI{AT DIRECTORS ARE LIKELY TO HAVE

From the results of the directors' interviews (following table 33) its shown that the contacts that

directors are likely to make in relation to their decision-making (within a time span of one year)

are most often people external to the company. The internal contact which is the exception to
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this is the internal auditor (seventy six percent frequent contact from chairpersons and sisy

percent contact from non-executives). The question asked of the chairperson and non-executive

directors was about the frequency of their contact with the following sources.

tabl,e 53: PEOPLE DIRECTORS LIKELY TO COIITACT III RELATIO}I TO THEIR UORK (percentaged)

contacts
enptoyees
orn directors
union detegates
nanagers/di rectors
of other co.s

other business
relations

internal auditor
externat auditor
minor sharehotders
major sharehotder
p€rent co|Ipany
interest groups
potiticat contacts
externaI advisors
bank

frequently occasionatty atmost never never
chair. non exec. chair. non exec. chair.non exec. chair. non exec. gamra chi no- cases

35 14 30 27 22 14 r4 45 .4 .1 42
43 45 11 35 24 10 19 10 .1 .3 42
13 - 22 26 17 26 48 47 .1.3 42

53

38
76
21
't5

54
24
52
t1
20
30

29 23 47 12 12

37 43 37 14 15
6093095
20 50 60 21 15
22 40 39 20 17
363636927
37574795
333028917
-11325137
58 55 21

9?0333529

12

5
5
7

2_5

9
9

17
25
t5

12 .3

10 .1
5.3
5.0

22 .1
-.5
10 .0
22 .3
32 .2
21 .2
29 .1

.t 12

.9 38

.3 42

.9 34

.9 39

.2 23

.z 41

.4 41

.1 38

.04 38

.? 38

The second most frequent contact that top non-executive directors are likely to make is with the

major shareholder (Frfty-four percent chairperson and thirty-six percent non-executive, contact).

There was an insignificant chi square (.2) showing that there was little total difference in the

contact that the two statuses had with the maior shareholder.

Management or directors from other companies was also a frequent basis for contact (fifly-

three percent chairpersons and twenty-nine percent non-executive contact), as were external

advisers (fifty-eigbt percent non-executive and twenty percent chairperson contact, with the only

significant chi square of .0a) and the companiss own directors (forty-three percent chairperson

and forty-five percent non-executive, frequent contact).

A cautionary note, against the above evidence of inter-corporate contact througb interlocks

created by non-executive directors, is made by this director;

*: All you get out of a director, if you expect to pay a man $10,000 a year and get more
out of him than to attend the meeting for one day a month and give you his off the
cuff judgments - then you are dreaming; he is not going to tell you anything useful
coqtrary to his own businesses because he's a professional aud secondly, he is not
going to put a great effort into your problems because he's only there once a month
at the outside and he's being paid $10,000 a year. How much would that buy of
anyone's attention? What he is there for is to stop management from making foolish
mistakes. The degree of his interest is limited to helping you stop making mistakes
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that he knows are a silly thing to do. Judging whether you are doing your job and if
you are not; trying to replace the CEO. Really those are the only things 1[ai he does.
He turns up to use his judgment in those respects. He doesn't give much else to the
company, you wouldn't expect him ts . . . .

I think that the outside directors are under a big obligation now, this i. ,0"
time when the outside directors matter. You know - "Is this bid from
Brierleys fair or not?" Most directors wouldn't have a clue, so i1 is important
that the outside directors are independent, so they get some professional
advice and negotiate with Brierley to see that the outside shareholders are
not being screwed. Generally you look to the outside directors as
representing the average shareholder not formally but implicitly. I would say
that I would regard Andrew X as an important touch stone of how you
would behave relative to a minor shareholder. If I thought that there was
some conflict between my interests and that I would ask Andrew \lt/hat do
you think?" Or Graeme Y. That's their sort of contribution.

That's what you see them being there for they are quite clearly not on our
1sam, i.n the sense, that they do not own any shares in common with us. They
are there in their own right. They are independent. They are strong minded
people and they are not going to take nonsense. They have their own
reputation and abilities and they are an asset for that reason. For they
reassure outsiders that this is notjust a little club ofinsiders.

GM: They give legitimacy to the company?

*: Yes they give legitimacy. If I was an investor tws things are very important. One is
that the CEO owns a lot of shares and is therefore committed to making money. And
two that tlere are other directors on the board who are there to make sure that he is
not the only one to make money. There is also a atmosphere of sitting dovm with the
board and discussing where the economy is going. What areas are strong and weak.
There is definitely ussful input. That is about the most useful thing that I get from
those board meetings is the input from those outside directors about how they see

the economy. How they see trade. Where they see thinp going. It is that sort of thing
that you probably had in the old daln, when you sat around in the pub and discussed
business.

(Respondent 14)

The contact with banks (thitty percent, frequent contact by chairpersons) and the insurance

companis5 (thitty percent frequent contact by chairpersons) is worthy of note here. (This bank-

corporate contact will be developed more fully in chapter twelve.)

The range of possible gtoup contact that is external to the company and external to the

business communiry, includes 1fis rrnisq (forty-eight percetrt chairperson and forty-seven percent

non-executive, never contacted) and interest groups (fifty-two percent chairperson and thirty-

three non-executive percent frequent contact). The lack of contact with the unions is not
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surprising but the strong contact with lobby-interest groups is. Interest-lobby goups are such as

the anti apartheid group HART (Halt All Racist Tours) who are a very active anti-racist group

who have successfully englneered an FCL extra-ordinary meeting to make FCL's shareholders

consider "in line with international opposition to the South African apartheid regime, and

support of repeated calls from that countq/s black majority, FCL hereby agrees to immediately

cut all trading links and other economic ties which the company and its subsidiaries have with

South Africa' (FCL Notice 16.1.1989). Other external to the market and the compatry groups

are advisors (such as academics), business relations, non-executives in particular have frequent

(frfty-eight percent) inter-action with them.

8.2 DECISION MAKING BY SECTOR

Although there are other variables to use (such as region following) sector would seem to the

most rigorous to test the Resource dependency idea that disparate corporate groups make very

different decisions arising from their diverse interests and locations in the economy. In the

following tables which look at the different information that comes to the board as the basis for

decision-making by sector, the hypothesis is that sector location will affect decision-making.

That is, directors in the productive sector are not likely to discuss either the saas things or give

the sr-e weight to information as other directors not in their sector.

tabte 34: IIIFORHATIoN DISCUSSED AT BoARD LEVEL BY SECTOR (percentaged)

sector rnrket debtors creditors ""nl# 
tlili."r, 

restruct acquisi sovt. govt.
dvtgnts lists tists contacts 'ing -tions ministers dpts

fi nance
m.rch 76 42 46 67 90 67 69 37
some 19 21 12 ?8 10 ?5 19 54
none437426-8118

productive
[ruch
some
none

others
mrch
some
none

no. cases
chi square
ganna

4?
42
17

24
61
15

30
79

80
.3
.0

73 45 62 39
24 54 29 19
32911

61 64 80 54
?727-36
99209
99 91 9',1 86
.2 .09 .3 .8
.4 .'l .0 .0

84 48 47 56
15 17 13 26
-354018

54 27 27 67
36 27 27 11
9454522

95899066
.1 .7 .6 .6
.l .0 .0 .1
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Amongst the various information items discussed at board level there are tro significanl 6[i

square measures (,L,J,.6,.6,2,.09,3,.8,3) between the three sectors. The closest to a rejection of

the chi square is the topic of restructuring which registers a chi sguare of .09, which is still not

signifrcant at the -05 level. It is therefore necessary to accept the null hypothesis in all cases.

There is no signifrcant relationship between a directors' sector and the type of information that

directors are required to discuss at board meetings.

The percentages show that in a recession" restructuring is h;gh on the corporate agenda and

often discussed with the finance sector (sixty-seven percent) and the others (sixry-four percent)

ratler than the productive sector (forty-frve percent). Of all the companies that have survived

the crisis, those who are in the productive sector have survived best (e.g. Fletcher Challenge,

Fernz etc. see chapter thirteeo) but they have also been the sector most vulnerable to corporate

asset strippers and takeovers before this period.

The long-term decisions, tlat are seen in the table following involve those that deal with co-

operation with other companies, major holdings in other companies and major investments.

The question asked referred to the amount of involvement the board rather than management,

has in preparatory and the final decision-making. These decisions have been cross-tabulated by

sector to see if there exists a sectorial diversity in long-term degisistl-6aking.

table 35: lollc TER|I DEClSlotl l.lAKlNG BY SECToR

decision areas

co-operation major hotdings
rith other in other

sector cofipany colpanies
*prep. *finat prep. finat

finance
hish 3't 82 27 8?
nrediurn 31 6 47 6
tor 37 4 27 12

productive
high 15
medium 46
tor 38

other
high 50
medium 50
Ior

no. cases 61
chi sguare .'l

tegend: * prep. =* final =

83 80 100
1620:

63 59 62
.8 .1 .?

preparatory decisions
finat decisions

maJor
investrpnts

prep. final

27 87
476
276

28 92
335
382

80 '100

59 61
.1 .9

8? 31 97
736

'10 33 2
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Directors are not taking different approaches to decision -making, whatever their sector,

according to the strength of the relationships on decisioss made in inter-corporate matters as

depicted here. Acceptance of the null hypothesis is collectively necessary. This is not supportive

of Resource dependency theory.

The last data used to finally establish this point, is again by sector, testing the weight that

directors say they give to different interest groups. The hlpothesis is that the sector the director

comes from will inlluence the amount of weight that they give to one interest group rather than

another.

tabte 36: HOtl l,tUCH UEIGHT DO YOU cM TO TNTERESTED PARTIES BY SECTOR PERCENTAGED

govt. govt. tocal supptiers customers banks insurance financiers
ministers depart. bodies conpanies

f i nance
mrch
sofile
none

productive
mrch
sofl|e
none

other
m.rch
sofl|e
none

no. cases
chi square

At last there is one significant chi square (.05) relating to the variable which lools at the

directors' relationship with government ministers. None of the other relationships are

significantly ffiereut (chi squares of .6,.3,.2,.08,.7,.4,.8). Generally the acceptance of the null

hypothesis is therefore necessary because directors are not giving dis-similar rankings, in their

response, to who they see as interested parties.

The percentages show, in the one significant result relating to the sectorial response to

government pini5[sss, that the 'others' (forty-four percent) were 'much' and the productive

sector was somewhat concerned (sixty-two percent) with their contacts with government

pinisters. This compared with tle finance sector who were quite strongly not concerned by

57356
24 40 50
t9 25 44

621
39 37
56 42

17 tl
44 50
39 39

21
63
't6

17
58
21

22
67
11

69
.8

62767?613
54 54 29 5? 47
391912240

12 33 14 44 22
75 56 56 44 67
1211-1,|11
72 76 79 75 70
.3 .? .08 .7 .4

86
62 60
30 34

41 12
44 75
11 12

75 T3
.05 .5
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relation with the state (thirty-nine percent). This concern with state'relations

through policy creation concerned this chief executive from the productive sector;

The new industrial poficy, for the new industrial legislation, that it uqry

important to us becaut" o.tt industry has probably g.ot.the.w.or{ industrial
relations record up to the last few years, ol any particular pdP*ry. We are

able to have a rnujor input into thisiew industrial relations legislation that is

now causing a few problems.

Just recently we brought forward the case that the level of dollar and the

major fluctriations in olur dollar, virtq_ally mt_qe -any 
production operation for

"d1r.t 
from New Zealand an impossibitity. We have made-a very.strong plea

ro government to change that. Unfortunately in that package that has just

come out there is nothing - so it was a waste of time.

(Respondent 89)

This state-productive sector contact may have been a 'waste of time' because the

director was from the agricultural sector who do not seem to be high on the priority

list for action by this fourth labour government.

8.3 VIEWS OF THE CORPORATE CI,ASS

Looking at the ideological thought patterns of the top corporate class fraction, tests

the pluralist Resource dependency assumption (cf. Glasberg and Schwartz (1983, p.

314) that there exists such a diverse set of ideologies amongst this class fraction that

a unified stance on any social or political issue would be too problematic for them to

organise. The range of directors' ideologies examined crosses their religious

commitment, their response to such issues as the role of the state (should it be more

or less committed to interventionist social and economic policy) and their voting

choices. Here the variables are cross-tabulated by the directors' region to see if

diversity exists on this basis.

E3.l RELIGION

Religion is not an enthusiasm shared by many directors for there were a high

number (n = 33 or forty-seven percent) of 'non believers'amongst them. This sets

them apart from the rest of the New Zealand population where there are few non-

believers (only eighteen percent noted in the New Zealand Yearbook 1987-88,

p.163).

\
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Of the fifty-three percbnt of directors who did believe in some religion or were prepared to

declare what it was, the distributions were as follows. The Resource dependency based

hlpothesis, is that, there will be regional diversity of religious belief.

tabte 37: RELIGIotS ADHERENCE BY REGtotl (Percentaged)

reI igion

church of
engtand

cathot ic

jerish

deats direct

region
Auckl.and I att others roH total

coturn
tota t

z
5%

41
100x

t ievers)

14
673,

15
75X

29
712

8
19r

2
5%

5

21t
3

15

1

5y.
1

5%:

1

57
1

5%

21
51%

20
19%

inctude non bemissing cases: 66 (does not
chi square signif icance:.9

Unfortunately, the small cell frequency sizes makes this table usreadable for significance and

the cross-tabulation cannot be reduced any further to make the cell sizes larger than having

frequencies greater than five. So this table can only be read by tbe percentages which show that

the protestant taiths (e.g. Church of England, Presbyterian...) dominate the corporate

directors' religion (seventy-one percent of all directors who profess a religion). When this was

broken down by corporate status it showed that non-executives had the highsst commitment to

protestantism (ninety percent of all non-executive directors) but the other two status gloups

showed similar high protestant leanings (sixty-one percent for executives and sixty-seven percent

for chairpersons). This common religious adherence to protestantism is not supportive of a

diverse ideology amongst directors.

832 ROLEOFTHESTATE

The first ideologlr table relates to a general question that the directors answered on whether

they thought that the state should be more or less involved with decision-making than it now is.

This invited strong responses which were mainly negative (thirty-nine percent) arguments for a

reduced role of the state. Typical of this sort of directors response was the following;
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*: I think ttrat governments know 6ething at all.I think that they should hav_e nothing to

do with it. They have screwed New 7*ierrd up for the last thirty years. New Zealand

would be a rich and prosperous place, we wouldn't have any poor people ifit-wasn't for

government. They have iooe it. Now all they are doi'g is recopising 
" 

qft9 bit how

iuch they have icrewed up and are backing off a tiny bit. But there is a hell of a lot

more to go. The gou".o-"ot still spends forty percent of the national income. And if it
is bad as I say it ii - you wouldn't wlnt it to run a Mift Bar and of course no one would

trust it to run a Milk Bar, would theY?

(Respondent 14)

The hypothesis used in support of the Resource dependency theory is that ideologSr is going to

vary amongst directors based on the region that they come from-

table 38: PRESENT LEVEL OF STATE TNVOLVEI.IENT IN DECISION-IiIAKIIIG BY REGION

( GRCIJPED )

regi
lAucktand I

t-----'--'l-I 11 I

lslul
t---------1-'|12 Il34zl
t---------l'112 I131'(l
t---------t'

35
45,6

on
att others roH totaI

30
3fa

24
31X

23
302

77
1002

ideotogy

tess state invotvement

nore state invotvement
(e,9. deregutate labour)

the status quo to
severe reservations

cotum totat
missing cases 30
chi square signif icance

19
45r

12
29r

11

267

42
512

.4

The relationship between the views that directors have on the role of the state and the region

that they come from is not significant (chi square .4). Acceptance of the null hypothesis is

therefore necessary. On such an important issue as the role of the state there is no sipifrcant

difference in the opinions of directors throughout the country. The Resource dependency idea

that directors are going to be heterogeneous in their ideologies must ttrerefore be subject to

doubt.

When the ideologies regarding the state were cross-tabulated with the director's age (table 39)

a slightly stronger support for absolutely no state intervention came from the oldest directors

who were possibly responding with recent memories of ex-Prime Minister Robert Muldoon's

interventionist policies and personality -
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t. I wouldn't want Muldoon on a board - he would be ac/ful. ... Political

sources, we try to keep away from them . . . In this deregUlated 
-economy

politicians they don'f want lobbying the same. That sort 6f thing that

happened for thirty to forty years is out.

(Respondent 18)

tAbIC 39: PRESEXT LEVEL OF STAIE T}IVOLVEIIE}IT TII DECISIOII-IIAKIIIG BY AGE

(GROJPED)

ideotogy

less state involvement

more state involvement
(e.9. deregutate tabour)

the status $Jo to
severe reservstions

30-59 60-E9 roH tot€[

colum total
missing cases 50
chi square significance .7

16
38U

14
402

50
39/

23
302

24
31r

14
33r

9
26/

't2
287

12
uz
35 Tl
45/ 100x

42
54r

Older directors were more likely to express social concerns about the present government's non

interventionist policies.

Regionally, defined (as in table 38) the directors that supported the present state status quo to

a very much stronger state interventionist role (&irly perceDt) expressed their reservations

usually in terms of the social situation of people or tle speed with which change has occurred.

For example;

*: I do think that it (Labour Government policy) h very positive. I do think
(however) that it has gone too fast without sufficient sensitivity to people.

'ihose are the criticismi that I have but the basic thrust I see is as a positive

thing. It could have been done better. Well it could have been more sensitive

to some of the people. But I am in constant ad-iration of their abitty to
convince weryboalthat they should take home less money and still re-elect

them. I think that there are a number of factors; the traditional labour support

(and here I am talking about an area that I don't know a lot about) of the

labour party does not know what else to do. They have no place to go Tq th-e

labour party have 6€,1tainly brought in the conservative business man. I don't

know oi -y bu"io"r. man in this country that doesn't support Roger Douglas.

(Respondent 106)

A very small minority of directors, (included in the thirty percent but only one percent of the

entire sample) felt odremely strongly about the low level of the states present intervention in

social and economic matters.
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*: I think that the state has a very important role to play particularly in a small-

remote economy like New Z*iand. Oenerally I think the board is in favour of

a relarively frel market operating. In terms of our philosophy of faving
internationally competitive 

-busineJses I think that a free market is in our

interests. ffu"i"g ."id thut there is no such thing as a free market in terms of

our internationJ trade. It is all very well to be the most efficient farmers but if
you can't sell your output to the most attractive markets because of tariff and

quota restrictions then wbat's the point?

Hugh Fletcher is very clearly of the view that the theories are great but the

pruiti"" is ridiculous. fnat ii is wrong to expose all New 7*aland businesses

to international competition without having New Zealand businesses with

the access to the markets that they need.

(Respondent 79)

Agreeing with the initial premise - that there should be more state intervention bur for

specifically rigbt wing ends were a sligbtly larger percentage of the directors (thirty-one

percent). The politically conservative ends that they envisaged included 5usf, things as state

intervention for disarming the labour movement to bring them into line with the other

deregulated parts of the economy. As in the following response;

*: I am not unsympathetic or uncaring about the individual but some people

will not be able io have the same;oU ttrat they have always had because the

only way that you could keep them in that job was t9 protect their corner.

And some people will not get the same return for jobs that they got in the

past because they have goithem through protection and monopoly uniols.

ite greatest resiriction to change nowis the industrial structure and the

monJpoly situation that you have got there resisting change. Some-of.the

problemi of finance and people going off shore and all those sorts of things

Le nothi'g to do with finance. Which you :'e writing of as a bogy - bankers

and all thoie bad things. They are not bad at all they arejust another s:lnce-

in tle economy. It is tn" ioa*ttiut relations situation that is not capable of
chaneing because of the way that it structured. That is one of the factors. . . .

I think there is a proper tol" for the state it is a much smaller role. Quite

clearly it is going 
-thii 

way, world wide. It is a very much smaller role tlan
has been givin iigenerally, in the developed world in the last 30-40 post war

period. Wl"r" the state has burgeooed out and there was a genuine belief

that we could do things better collectively. You have seen the results which

have been very inadequate. Disastrous.

(Respondent 50)

What do directors think that the state should do in Economic Matten2 The percentages in the

following table show that when the directors answered 
-his guestion twenty-four perc€nt of them

expressed the opinion that the state should have no role in the economics of the country

sligbtly more (thirty-five percent) said that the state did have some role in furthering the

interests of business (as in C.E.R.). The largest percentage (forty-two percent) oqressed the
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directors, doubts about the present policy of leaving market forces to control the economy' The

Resource dependency hypothesis again, was that regional variance would affect the range of

responses from directors.

tsbte 40: THE ROIE OF THE STATE I[ ECOilO{IC fI TTERS 8Y REGlOill (P€rcentaged)

tand
on
atl others roH total

17
?42

25
35r

30
4?t

72
100r

ideotogy

the stete has
no rote in the economy

role of state to
suPPort business (e.9.
c.E.R. )

genera[ doubts about
market forces

colum total

missing cases 35
chi square significance
garma .0

10
3t

6
19X

t6
50%

lAuck

l'.';l3t--"I'
l----Irl5
l----

7
17X

19
471

l4
352

32
417

40
561

.03

In this more specific ideological question the relationship between the variables was significant

(.03). Therefore the null hypothesis in this instance is rejected. This gives some support to the

Resource dependency theorY.

Here the percentages show the Auckland directors are the most conservative on the issue of the

state and its economic Potiry, with thirty-one percent of their number holdi"g that the state has

no role in economic Eatters. Although at the other end of the scale Auckland directors expross

the most fears about the unregUlated market economy (fifty percent). The pattern of expressed

uneire was articulated in ways similar to the quote following by a director who made the

COnnections between market forces, a free economy, and extremes of poverty;

*: well I suppose that is one of my basic concerns - when you free up qe

".ooo-y 
frie they are, especially the -ooey market, you are likely to get the

extremes of weith and poverty. And that does hurt my social colscience,

having been brought up in a lifi time of virtual equal equality. And 1e havg

only Jeen these elrtremes in recent times. I suppose if one was in the real

wealthy category then you wouldn't be talking like this but not being in that

basis I tnint-that this is one of my real concerns. As far as New 7*alaad
today, you are always going to have a percentage of people that are going to

have-difficulty in being abli to look after themselves and earn enougb money

to be able have a rooioverhead, cloth themselves and feed themselves'

(Respondent 89)
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When thi< ideological measure was correlated by age, the biggest percentage of directors givitlg

the most conservative responss was the younger directors (twenty-seven percent). In contrast'

older directors (frfty percent) expressed their fears about uqbridled market forceg as follows;

*: What both Chile and New Zealand suffer from is monetarist theory. That is

the chicago school. what we are suffering here, and chile has moved

away from,-is a gteat deal of nonsense. I think it has been an awful mistake

here in New Zcaland. At avful cost. The world banh tlree to four years

ago, said tlat over emphasis on monetary policy and loose control of fiscal

piticy teaas to, in thJ first place, to over high interest rates, and in the

presint situation with a floating cu1'enclr to an over rated currency . . .

What you really have got to have is harmonisation of policy. This is what we

don't have here. You have got to have harmony between your monetary

and fiscal poticy. If you have got tight money control and a loose fiscal

policy you iava got tie recipe for disaster, we have that tight money an-9

ioose fiscal policy - we've got disaster. We had that here in 1985 and it's still

a greal parf of our problem .. . Roger Douglas says h9 is not a nonetarist

Uut inaeea he is. It i" thir Miltoo Friid-an's policies - they have got a 1rcint,

but I don't think you can let the monetary situation get out of hand ...
There is a philosophy out there. I tend to be of the Keynesian school.

(Respondent 97)

The cross-tabulation of directors' age and their views on the states role in economic matters

follows;

tabl,e 41: ROLE OF THE STATE lll ECOtlO,llc I{ATTERS BY AGE (percentaged)

ideotogy

the state has
no rote in the econorY

rote of state to
support business (e.9.
c.E.R. )

generat doubts about
market forces

coturn total

missing cases 35
chi square significance
gama .2

ror total30-59 60-E9

17
?41

25
352

30
4?t

6
191

l0
31/

16
50r

age

I

I

I

I

I

t.

1t
274

14
tsz

15
37A

3?
442

40
56z

72
't001

There was little equivocation about the role of business moving their corporate interests and

perhapsstayingoffshore.Thequestioothedirectors'qrereaskedwas'whatdidtheythinkabout

the new corporate moves offshore?" The hypothesis in the following table tests whether the
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region that the director lives in will have a strong relationship to the ideology that she or he

espouses.

tabte 42: THE EVALUATIOI OF OFFSIIORE lllVESTtlEllT BY REGlOll (Percentaged)

region
ideotogy

exceltent-profits cqe
back to ller Zeatard

necesssry

re do it but have grave
doubts as to national
benef i ts

cot|f|n total

missing cases: 44
chi square signif icance:

Aucktard Ett others ros total

36
57r

19
30t

8
15;

63
100r

14
542

z?
597

t1
427

8
22X

I
4t

7
9A

26
4174

37
5%

.08

Acceptance of the null hypothesis, is again necessary, in this ideology question (chi square .08).

Here tle region makEs little difference to the directors' opinion about whether corporations

should move offshore or not. Whilst the porcetrtages show the strongest thrust is for the

directors'support of offshore investment (fifty-seven percent) and specifically highest support

coming from non-Auckland resident directors (fiffy-nine percent).

Thirty percent of the directors thougbt that our unstable economic climate nade this offshore

corporate investment trend a necessity. A very small thirteen percent said that their firm was

going to develop offshore, or was already there, but they had reservations about the national

advantages of these moves. This CEO's comment expresses the general senti'nent of this

perspective;

*: We are living in a world were there arc no restrictions on eittrer offshore

investment liitner ssming in or going out) except for 1-few statutory

requirement. tlt" O.e.C. i-ptoue-"nts and so on. I would say that the

goiernment's objectives are clearly to allow for most economic decisions to

6e taken by a company whether they are here or not, in other words, it does

not attempt to get in the way of those. I feel basically happyltth that except

I am a litile doubtful at times about the capital flows out of this country -

offshore. Whether that's any grrarantee of a positive cash flow return that is

bringng any benefit bac-k to New Zealand?

(Respondent 85)
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Only a very few directors thought that corporate expenditure and offshore development was

going to be disastrous for the New Zealand economy. This point was made enphatically by this

much older director from a family based corporation in the productive sector;

*: What those guys (from treasury) d6a'1 lsalise is that what they are

recommending - lift the lid - you know, totally no protection, that sort of
rhing. We have only got to get a couple of container ships come here loaded

with fridges and washing machines, into the port and they have all got to find a
home. Our production - you would have sirg eight, twelve hundred, thirteen,
fourteen hundred workers wi1[ aslhing to do' Then multiply that up with all
the supporting staff. Multiply that again pith all the sub-contractors, we use

and people who make our different components and cartons and . . .

We've made more money out of importing micro wave ovens and video tape

recorders and stuff like that from Japan than we have made out of our
manufacturing, for the last few years. But we can easily turn around and just as

easily bring in n qsatainer load of fridges and washers. We have got good

contacts. We could bring them in from Japan. They take the duty off and you

know we'll will bring them in and we will have (some). I suppose we will
employ sales, distribution, service and spare parts staff - cut our staff from
nearly three thousand to about, possibly six hundred. We would make more
money. We could pay back half thE capital to the shareholders because we

wouldn't need all the investment in components or machinery. We wouldn't
need to spend money on research and development. All those boys out of
university that we take every year, they will be going somewhere else.

(Respondent 102)

As the following table shows however there was little difference in tle directors'response 1s this

question whatever age they were;

table 43: THE EVALUATION OF OFFSHORE INVES'TMENT BY AGE
(percentaged)

50-59
89e

160 -89 roH totalideotogy

excet tent-prof its come
back to iletr Zeatand

necessary

re do it hlt have grave
doubts as to nationaI
benefi ts

coturn totat

missing cases: 44
chi square significance: .9
garma .0

?2
58r

14
562

35
571

19
30u

8
132

65
100r

11

297
I

32r

5
13?

3
122

2'
402

38
60r
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833 SOCIAL INEQUALITY IN NEWZEALAND

The directors' answer to the question about the acceptability of the present state of social

inequality in New 7*alando were in most cases more abbreviated - usually a yes or no response'

perhaps, this is because as the director that I interviewed in his beach house at Pauanui sai4

there is "Not much social inequality at Pauanui" (Respondent 91). (Pauanui is a very recently

developed 's€lect' sea-side resort.) Directors of top corporations are simply not exposed, in

their daily living in the suburbs of Remuera, Khandallah or Fendalton, to social inequity,

therefore the idea o[ poverty must have an abstract - mythical quality about it' That is not to say

that many directors did not express concern about social inequality (sixty-four percent of the

directors expressed a concerned need for a safety ne! through to worries about social

polarization threatening social stability) just that they had little to say because poverty was

outside their direct experience.

Acceptance of the null hypothesis (chi square .21) is again necessary for this ideology

(specifrcally that relating to social inequality) does not have a sipificant relationship to region'

The percentages in the table show considerably less aggressive laissez-faire attitudes than the

previous ideology tables, for only just over one third of the directors deny that social inequality

in New Zealand is a reality or presume it to be an inevitability. This would probably link them

closer to most otler New Zealand social groups on this question' Non-Auckland directors

would seem to be more liberal on the issue of inequality, as forty-two percent of them saw social

percentaged)

I ror total
I-l
l24
| 35?6

-l
120| zer

-l
l24
| 35x

-l
68

100u

tabte 44: INEOUALITY I}I NET.I ZEALA}ID BY REGION (

reg i on
ideotogy lAucktard I al,t others

tl
sociaI inequal,ity does l--'------ l"-"-"---
not exist in Ner Zeal.and | 13 | 11

or it is inevitabte | 467. | 277
| --------- l-------'---

youneedassfetynet | 8 I 1?| 2v/. I 3ox
t--------' t'----------

sociatinequatityis | 7 | 17
unacceptabtelZSzl42z

l--------- l-'--"----'28 40
colrrn totat 417. 597
missing cases: 39
chi square significance: .21
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inequality as unacceptable whereas of the Auckland directors only twenty-frve percent saw social

inequality in that waY.

When this q/pe of ideology was cross-tabulated with age the older directors were shown to be

more aware of the problems of class polarization in New 7*alafi than the younger directors'

table45:I}IEQUALITYt||llE||zgALA}|DBY^GE(percentaged)

ro|{ total30-59 60-89ideotogy

social inequatitY does
not exist in [eH Zeatand
or it is inevitabte

you need a safetY net

sociat inequatity is
unacceptabte

colurr totaI
missing cases: 39
chi square significance: '41
ganma: .2

16
427,

8
271

24
35U

l0
262

l0
33?

?0
297"

24
352

58
100u

1?
32x,

12
407.

38
551

30
447

Greater age often gave the director a paternal attitude to social inequality - poverty was

considered an inevitability in the context of fixtures within a divine order, whereas the yo"nger

directors were more likely to express concern about social inequality as a threat to their own

class reproduction, and class polarization as a threat to the continuity of their privilege' The

responsibility for this class polarization was put squarely onto the shoulders of the new (lately

demising) fast-buck entrepreneurial merchant-bankers who were felt to be without social

consciences. This is an example of this type of concern expressed by a young male director;

{'. I feel concerned about (social inequality) I think that in the last three'four

years there has been a huge wealth creation that has been based on very

iittle added value. And this has tended to concentrate the benefits in the

hands of a few people who have done very little other tlan speculate and

grow wealthy. fitir las accentuated social inequality and in fact created a

new class of citizens. At the same ti"'e the economic pressure on

government restructuring has created a difficult emplolment situation and I
cannot see that, that is goiog to get any better so we are aev slsting to $et
large urban concentritions of people and within those urban areas,

coiceutrations of under privileged disidvantaged groups' some of whid T"
ethnically based. Which again ifeet is a bad thing. . . . This is because of the

move toward the creation of fast bucks in a highly inflationary - speculative

environment, \ilhere there is little real value creation.

(Respondent 85)
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E3.4 VOTING

Theorists writing on New Zealand's political economy in the late eighties note the amorphous

grip of 'free market politics' reflected in 'Rogernomics' or 'Caygillnomics' (economic policies

nr-ed after the two Ministers of Finance; Roger Douglas and David Caygll, respectively). For

example, Jesson (1987, p.119) hypothesized that free-market-political infiltration has occurred

'through important sectors of society: the finance industry the business commerce and

economics courses in the universities, and business journalism.. .' (1987, p.1-19). Until this

thesis, however, there has been no empirical testing of the voting patterns of this influential

corporate sector.

What Jesson suggests is not quite what emerges. The pattern of top directors' voting shows

some infiltration by Rogernomic-type thinking but still no domination, for the corporate vote is

still a vote for tradition, which in New Zealand means a vote for the National Party. Although

confusion was often expressed by the directors, about which party represented their interests.

Directors, like the following one quoted, often expressed difficulty identifying the difference

between the two leading parties- the National and Labour parties;

*: I was in Auckland and I didn't really like the candidate so I didn't vote for him. J

don't agree with the labour party policies so I won't vote for them. I mean the

Democratic pafty is a pain in the arse. What am I really voting for? I probably would
have voted National if I was in Australia . . . I think both parties here are so parallel it
doesn't matter. This present Labour government has shown more evidence of being

rigbt wing than anything else under the sun! I am just waiting for the day when they

change back and say "Hey! we haven't changed our spots at all."

(Respondent 23)

The following table (table 46), showing voting by region, displays this vote for National by

default - the party that used to be ideutifiable with concern for private enterprise and therefore

directors' interests. The hypothesis is that regional variation will result in a diversity of voting

patterns.
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table 46: VOTES I-AST (1984 and 1987) ELECTION BY REGION

votes

nat i ona I

Iabour

Aucktand ror totat
lon
etl others

23
727

26
701

I
?8X

reg

49
711

20
292

1l
301

coturn 37
totst 54X

nissing cases: 55 ptus 2 directors
ard I denocrat from

chi square signif icance:.8

69
1001

uho refused to €narer
ontsidt Aucklard.

32
46X

A chi square measurement of .8 shows a very definite need to accept the null hypothesis that

an insigrrificant relationship exists between the directors'vote and the rogion that they came

from. Directors everywhere in New Zealand lre voting in similar proportions. The percentages

show that only twenry-nine percent are voting for labour - the new party of free market policies.

Amongst the missing cases (thirty-five percent) two percent of the total sample were non-voters

who were other than New Zealand citizens. They were AmErican or Australian 'trouble-

shooting'executives who are pafl of a mobile iuternational network. (They said that they had

arrived in New 7*aland through contacts established in international joint ventures.) Other

directors refused to give me an answer on who they voted for because they told me it was none

of my business (tvro percent). Other non-voters gave me their reason for not voting because

even though they approved of Labour's performance and policies they were the constituents of

'known radicals' (who incidentally were women candidates) on social issues such as

homosexuality or a specific economic issue such as death duties, as happened with this director;

No I didn't (vote labour) for a specific reason. I think that the most crirninal thing that
happens in New 7*aland is Estate duties and Gift duties. I reckon that that is oininally
wrong. National came out just before the election and said that they would abolish it. I
went and asked Roger Douglas if he would and he said "Not yet'. So I said 'Bugger you,
I am not going to vote for you". Simple as that. So it was a silly little personal thing but I
reckon that if I work hard and pay my taxes, and I have got $L00 thousand and I want to
give it to my mother to buy a better house, I don't see why I have to give the
government forty percent tax over and above $27000. To me that's criminal. I might
give it to you. I have paid my taxes earning it - why can't I give it to you? Why cannot I
say - here is a $1,0fi),000. I think that you should have this. . . .

(Respondent 53)
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t35 ATTITTIDES TOWARD ROGERNOMICS

After measuring the directors' reaction to the questions on the state and social inequality or

some of their direct responses to Roger Douglas's economic stance, I was able to subjectively

estimate how I thougbt the director stood in relation to 'Rogernomics'' The responses range

from hostility to enthusiasm and the wish that Rogernomics would could go further in their de'

regulation of the state. The results of this subjective esrimate have been cross-tabulated with

the directors, region of origin. The hypothesis is that the region will establish a strong

relationship with attitudes and the varying results will reflect this difference. The hypothesis is

that directors throughout the country will be radically divided on the issue of 'Rogernomics''

table 47: ROGERNOMICS BY REGION (GROUPED)

regl on
AucktandI al.t othersI

t--------'--l517l
117 I tez I

l-----------l12ielzefil2lrl

ideotogy

hosti Ie

caut i ous

enthusiasm

coutd go further

19

_..::t..-
6

142

43
50u

------'----l
20 1462 I-----------l
7l
16A I-----------l
43
507.

roH total

15
't57,

21
242

39
45?

13
15U

&
100%colrnn total

nissing cases: 21

chi square signif icance:
garma:.05

The chi square measure for the directors' attitudo to'Rogernomics'and their regional base, was

not at all significant (.8). Directors are therefore thinking alike in their attitude to the economics

of Roger Douglas - on a regional basis at least. The percentages decidedly show the uniformity

of the response by region. By this subjective estimate most of the directors (sixty percent) are

supportive (to a varying degree) of Rogernomics although as the last table on voting showed,

this did not persuade them sufficiently to go and vote labour'

The percentages in the cross-tabulation show that each category has very slight regional

differences but none goes beyond seven percentage points. When the cross-tabulation was done

by sector it was shown that the directors most 'supportive' of Rogernomics ceme from the

.8

I

I
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'financial' sector. An expression of this finance sector enthusiasm for Rogernomics is given in

this director's quote;

*: I think that Rogernomics has been good. But I think that with the total govemment
spending including Welfare, they have to be careful to deregulate the labour market.

I think that they will have to do that. I may be not as right wing as a lot of people are

because I believe there is a very important place for unions and they have done a

good job and they must always exist. But you must have a situation where neither
side can have a totatly d6sliaxting role in my view. Ard I think that if we are not
careful then this country will have the problems that Australia has. That they have

inherited from the UI( I think that this country could be in a similar situation. From
a business point of view I think that it all depends what side of the fence that you are

on. Whether you are manufacturing or not. I can see the governments point of view

everyoDe that talks to them is involved in self interest. So it is pretty hard from their
point of view. But on balance I think they are doing a dam good job and I think that
what they did had to be done.

(Respondent 101:22.1.1988)

Whereas the extreme ambivalence that the productive sector feels about Rogernomics is

articulated by this chairperson;

*: Well I think you look out this inner city window here and you see a lot of action. You
have three cranes aud all those buildings going up. These are not going to add one

ounce of productivity to New Zealand. Look around all those businessos around
Penrose and Christchurch and Dunedin. There is not a scarick of new machinery or
building going on and then you hear as I did at Company Z this nqlning you hear

about the farming community which provides erghty percent of New Zeafand's money

if you like and you say isn't this wonderful in the last three years what have we
produced? We have a non job makirg environment. 'We're closing down a saw mill,
we are closing down a paper mill. We are doing that because if we build a new saw

mill - one, it doesn't really fit into the new tylre of complex, two, we know if we try
and build a saw mill, it's going to cost twice what we estimate now, three, our
productivity is going to be no good and four, we cannot sell the dam" timber. So we

are not going to commit ninety million dollars for that. And I think that is the saddest

thing'

I give Rogernomics eight out of ten for theory and two out of ten for application.
That's what's evil. My friends tell me that the financiers are saying'Oh this is the best

that's ever happened, it's tremendous" I say'No, what do you really mean, you mean

that the country is now better off?" Oh no, no, no we have a believable economy". I
say "We haven't got a currenc/. I don't know what tie money market is. Foreip
exchange deals with probably 2 billion dollars a day? You're talking in 7000 billion
dollars turnover. Now that is many many times the gross national product of New
Zealand, what are they turning over that for. Because they are - because they are

speculating on the currency. Little guys in green hats are working at it- which
produces absolutely nothing.
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*: It screws up the exporters 1s nine points of a decimal. No manufacturer is

going to order new machinery if he doesn't know that the interest rate is
going to be stable, if he doesn't know that the exchange rate is going to be

stable. You can order machinery now at say sixty-two cents United States by

tls rims that you get it here it can be down to forty cents so you have a fifty
perceut automatic over-run in your machinery costs. Then you find that the
interest rate is not nineteea percent but twenty-eight percent. I don't know

who can do business like that? So we are off to a more stable environnent,
thet've opened up the economy thefve opened up the exchange rates so that
we can send money out of the country so we are doing that. We can actually

now commit New Zealand for offshore expansion and this is the sort of thing

that I find difficult. I mean it's great for us. I think it's wonderful. I just don't
thinlr it's smart for the country. And I say to people, why do you think that

wE have had monetary controls on? Because we cannot damn well afford to
spend our money offshore. I have been in business for - God knoun- thirty
odd years say, in s ssaningful way - we have always had monetary controls -
that's purely because we cannot afford not to.

(Respondent 23)

8.4 TI{E DENSITY CORPORATE INIERLOCKS WITTIIN SECTORS

As Scott (1985, p.9) suggests the Resource dependency model at its 'extreme' argues that nthe

unregulated market relations are controlled by the complete fusion of the companies into a

hierarchically organised enterprise. In this sense, interlocking directorates are midway between

market and hierarchy (Williamson 1975; Aldrich 1979; Pennings 1980; Burt 1980)." There exists

therefore a 'natural order' of non hierarchical corporate relations, a ndense network of

interacting, interdependent companies constantly jockeyrng for positional advantage vis-a-vis

their environment and therefore vis-a-vis each other" (Glasberg and Schwartz 1983, p31a).

What I test here is whether sector is a basis for a pluralistic 'natural' order which has no

corporate dominance or hierarchy. This is done througb interlocking directorates and sector for

it is hypothesized that if a 'natural' dis-order is going to be present in the market then sector

will be as good a test as any other to prove this. The underlying idea suggested here is that if

one sector is more heavily interlocked than the other then this wiU give them a hierarchical

advantage in the marketplace. To reject the null hlpothesis one sector should have more

multiple directors than another.
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tabte 48:

ruttiPte
di rector

colurr totaI

THE SECTON OF ruLTIPLE DIRECTORS

corporste status
f inarre Productive rofl total

2t
74r

42
76/

12
t00l

T7
7%

21
217

98
l00x

yes

no 8
?6r

13
24r

31
34

55 '12

562 14
.04 (tiketihood ratio)chi square signif icarre:

missing observations: 9

The data suggests that there is a relationship benveen sector and multiple director status'

Rejection of the null hypothesis is therefore necessary indicating no support for the Resource

dependency theory. There is some varia.nce in the way that the sectors are engaging in multiple

directorships.

Directors (such as the one following) who were concerned with sociologists'weaving conspiracy

theories were keen to argue in support of an underlying Resource dependency theory where

directors were competitors and incapable of acting in unison because of inter-organisational

ggr6traintg;

*: Well I have never had any director tell me anything about his own business' But what

you do obtain is you could say \ly'ell Peter how is lslailing going? If you were a

retailer you wouldn't Presume to ask him but if you were a manufacturer you rnigbt

say "Lyall (whose the iirector of company z) how 5 trading? And ygu ggt that sort of

feedback. or you might ask him how you've read in the-paper th$ h9'1iust had a big

court case -o yo,t--" interested in the bactgro'rndtut you'd ask F-.F" t*"
things if you meit him in the club. Which none of us belo"g !o an)'w.ay b-ut if we meet

him socially you'd say the sane thing<. It provides the social occasion I guess where

you would catcl up with people bui it's not the sort of nonseirse that I have seen

*ritt"o by Academics. ThJ idea that they get some company like Fletcher Challenge

and they draw a graph to all the directors as if there is some sort of network' You

may as well drawf,nJs to every human being in the world and saywe are all related!

(ResPondent 14)

There was however other conversational evidence to challenge the Resource dependency theory

that interlocks exist between competitors in a natural orderl

*: The conllict of interest on boards with professional directors is a moral

conllict. There has to be. I have been in situations where things have been

said purposely because information had to be got to others'

(Respondent 10L)
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8.5 CONCLUSION

This chapter based upon ideas arising from Resource dependency theory has shown that

directors as a whole are not pushing and pulling the system in a way that would prevent them

having a unifred stance on political or social policies. Tte evidence to test this was based on

responses grven by directors on their decision-making the views of the sample against the

independent variables and the density of interlocks (tabb 'A)- by the sector and the regions that

the directors came from.

The statistical measures on information discussed at the board meetings show that on almost

all issues directors have a remarkably similar perception of political and social reality based on

commonly asked for informational sources. (Information to the board is organised around the

directors perceived need, as gauged by management and their direct requests).

In the views expressed on the role of the New Zealand state, the development of offshore

investment, social inequality in New Zealand and voting there is a similar insigrrificant

difference in the responses of these directors. This does not support a theory that directors hold

a diversity of views by region or sector. A plurality of ideologies ensuring some form of

,,representative democraqf (cf. Bell 1968) is very optimistic if this evidence of a classwide

ideology (cf. Useem 1984) is considered.

The test of the density of interlocks showed that there is evidence of hierarchy of enterprises

based on sector. This is admittedly a weak test of the argument but in small measure it shows

that there is some sector variance. From here the jump to sayrng that symmetric interlock

represent anything other than a communications network is of course presumptive. But what is

not explored in depth here (but is in chapter twelve) is the dominant role of banks and finance

capitalist interlocks in the top corporate network. Whereas in this Resource dependency stance,

banks and finance capital receive no special sigpificance in corporate inter-organisational

relations in later more critical American analyses they do (e.g. Mintz and Schwartz 1985)'

Resource dependency w:ls on the right track in its detection of inter-organisational constraints

on directors'choices but it was too timidly tied to a pluralist base. The evidence here shows that
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this was wrong. This enphasis was targely srneCed by latcr i{merican theorlsts v&o uscd the

rdea 'of rnterorgianisatiooa! corporate consh,atnts but abandoned the vesliges of pluralism. The

ne# eliapter ul.hieh looks at the fanib as the unit of coqporate analfib fu thc begimiag of tbe

thqorodcal attaehs on thc premlises of theMa!4elial ttesis:
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CHAPTER NINE

THE KINECON.CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The family or .kinecon, (cf. Zeitlin 19?4) model is one of the key foci of this thesis' There are

primarily two reasons for this. Reason number one, is that the family as a key link in the

corporate network is still a controversial unit of analysis both in the international (cf' Zeitlin

1984, Mizruchi 1982), and in the local corporate debate (cf. Johnson 1980) and thus deserves

attention. Second, this concern would seem particularly apt in work such as this that presents a

peripheral (rather than core) picture of what is happening to corporate capitalism' For New

Tnaiand,sposition is uuique as its small population has sheltered a cosseted capitalist class in a

protected welfare state economy, up until the late 1970's. Because of these two reasons' this

section ou the famrly has been kept distinct from the model which it is often identified with (cf'

Scott 1985, pp.8 - 9) - the'bank control'model (see chapter three)' Although this separation is

more heuristic than real as the section on frnance capitalists and family connections shows'

The kinecon theorists would expect to see the family at the centre of network clusters or cligues'

The multiple directors, in this theory are the entrepreneurial capitalists with executive

positions in their base companies from which they radiate interlocks to other members of the

interest group. This follows tjseem's (1934) idea of the 'inner circle'but the links would be

kinship and class. Using this theory, the survey also asked who the directors saw as'expert' or

inlluential, thus identifying a part of their contact network.Intergenerational continuity can be

seen by asking "Have your children gone into the business?" There is also some secondary

source material here that details their family histories.
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9.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW ZEAI"AND CORPORATE FAMILIES

New Zealand has a small group of "very rich local business families' (cf' Johnson 1980) who are

held to 'dominate the New Tx,aland State, with the government ruling in its interests" (cf'

Johnson op cit 1980). Their members are listed in descending order of their 1988 wealth (cf'

Personal Investor , pp. 67 - 83). This description of the top twenty-two New Zealand corporate

families includes the main means by which they acquired their wealth.

The general criteria for inclusion into the Personal Investor's 'Rich List' is "calculated

conservatively using publicly available information such as land and house valuations' but does

not include off shore holdings in most cases" (op cit 1988' p37)'

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TOP NEU ZEALAND CORPORATE FAI'IILIES
ethnic origin teading figures

enterpr i se est. min. i{ealth
John Todd

tabte 49:
fami Ly

Todd

But t and

Turners

caughey

GoodfeI low

Stevenson

Abet

F i sher

Ba i gent

Gibbons

llitl.iams

Kerr i dge

Nathan

Kt i sser

Levenes

Tat tey

Skegg

Tse

oit & mining magnates

cheese processons

food auctioneers

chants & inporters

prirnry produce exPort

quarry oHners

snack food msnufacture

whiterare nanufacture

samti t Iers

motor vehictes & Parts

lardorners & farmers

$650 mi t l, ion I 1870

$140 mittion

$80 nitl.ion i;;;
1884

;;:-
370 mittion

$70 mittion

$60 mittion
19203'60 mittion

350 mi[lion

a;
1908

$50 mil,tion

1 920's

ir Jack Butland
tuo sons

Engtish Graham Turner

trish Sir Harcourt Caughey

Bruce Goodfel lon

lJittiam Stevenson

trat i an

Stephen Fisher

Engt ish Henry Baigent

Austratian Gibbons

om & Richard
i Ll,iams

Pakeha Robert Kenridge

Pakeha LaHrence llathan

Hans Ktisser

Russ i an David Levenes

Ch i nese

Sir Ctifford skeggs

Jack Tse

creek

Angus

ItlcLaugh I in

23 orisinat
ssionaiy fami I'Y

theatre oHners

paint merchants

iaI fishers

conmercia[ fishers

i rporters/exporters

$45 mi ttion
$45 mi tLion

$40 mittion

340 mitLion

t40 mittion

$30 mitLion 1956

1 930's$50 miltion

Iandtords

l,|erchants & manufac.

$25 nitLion

$25 miLtion 1910

929Bui tders $20 mittion

coI lectors $20 mittion

Papageorgiou

sket Ierup

Angus

llcLaug t i n
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These top New Zealand families are very wealthy by local standards. Although some families

are wealthier than those listed in the Personal Investor, (1988, pp. 36 - 63) as the top individual

wealthiest New Zealanders (eg John Spencer $475 million), most top families fdl within the

same wealth range as the people listed (ie that is between $475 million and $20 million

estimated minimum wealth). Methodologically, the distinctions used to define individual as

opposed to family wealth is unclear (Personal Investor, 1988, p37)' For example, Maurice

Paykel, is listed as a very wealthy individual whilst his (now dead) partner, Woolf Frsher is listed

as part of a family. Although it would be hard to list a dead person as a wealthy individual it

would not be difficult to list Maurice paykel and his'Fisher and Paykel' executive, son, Gary, as

part of a family.

What the (less than perfect data) on the wealthiest families shows, is that the rich families come

predominantly from the productive sector (fifty percent) and that these families dynasties

sometimes have lasted over five generations, with thirty-two percent of them being from families

established before the turn of the century, and only eighteen percent established since the

second world war - that is within the last forty years. These families are of European extraction

and they are patriarchically organised with dominant males having leading roles' (Although

patriarchy is not always publicly notable when the family is no longer a dominant corporate

actor visible in the New Zealandbusiness communiry).

9.1.1 NTTJLTIPLE DIRECTORS AS FAMILY MEMBERS

To get more accurate data on the composition of the New Zealand corporate family the variable

of family membership (or not) was run independently against the variables of multiple director

status, finance capitalist status, 'expert'status and inner circle membership' The criteria applied

for single family membership was having twenty-five Percent and over of the compant's shares'

for two or more families it was the same total - together owning more than twenty-Eve percent'

A family aud enterprise was when a single family owned over five percent and operating with

dominant institutional holdings maybe having control through their hold over proxy votes (e.g'

FCL).
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Multiple direction refers to directors who operate on more than one corporate board (see

chapter two). A subsidiary board is one which has fifty percent or more ownership by the

dominant company. To find out more about the mmposition of the family and whether they

have multiple directors on their boards, the top director's family/non family ownership was

cross tabulated with whether the director was a multiple director. The results were as follows;

tabte 50: FAt'llLY CONTROL 8Y IIULTIPLE DIRECTOR

m,rttipte director not truttiPle director roH total

15
15?

32
33'A

singte famity

famities ard
enterpri se

no fami ty

21
212

chi square significance .14
no cases: 98

This was not a significant result (chi square .14) suggesting that there is no apparent difference

between multiple and non- multiple directors, and the amount of family control that they have'

Multiple directors are spread through all types of corporate control' The percentages show a

higher number of multiple directors (eighteen percent) coming from single farnily owned firms'

than for non-multiple directors (five percent). This is slight support for the kinecon concept (cf'

Zeitlin 1974). The largest percentage of both multiple (fifty-three percent) and non-multiple

directors (forry-eight Percent) come from non-family enterprises showing that multiple directors

are slightly less likely to be in a family related enterprises than non-multiple directors'

g.I2 FINANCE CAPITALISTS AS FAMILYMEMBERS

Finance capital is defined as a relationship between industrial and financial capital, (see chapter

three). Following this inter-relationship a finance capitalist is a director who is on tle board of

a major financial (a bank or insurance company) and also is on a major New 7*alatd

corporation (cf. Soref 1980, p.Zl). SorePs definition is a catholic definition but worth replicating'

The definition of strategic control (not just family control) is broken into four parts; family

ownership of over twenty-five psrcent, a constellatiOn of interests, a dominant interest of over

14
18X

1

57

22
29X

t0
48:t

41
531

10
48r

51
52%

98
100,E

T7
7971
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five percent and an overseas parent. with over forty percent. These are the results of the cross

tabulation of strategic control on the board by finance capitalist status;

tabte 51: sTRATEGIC COIITROL Otl THE BOARD BY FltlAllcE CAPITALIST STATUS (percentaged)

finance capitatist non financc caPitalist
strategic control
famity ornershiP

a constettation
of interests

overseas Parent

a dominant
i nterest
interest 107

1002

chi sguare significant at .8
missing cases 0

ffiis iasigrificant result (chi square .8) shows that there is no difference between the kinship

membership of finance capitalists and other directors. This means that finance capitalists - "the

supra-corporate units in which monopoly capital h organised" (Carroll 1986, p'43) are

interspersed within kinship networks. New Zealand's "capitalists and the companies that ftey

control are united into Frnancial groups by virtue of financial, institutional, familial' service' and

informational ties' (Caroll 1986, p.43) as they are in Canada and other developed capit"list

states.

9.13 EXPERTS AS FAMILYMEMBERS

By identi$ing 'elperts' from within their own corPorate net\Pork the directors reveal their

contacts amongst their peers. To assume straight forwardly that these peers are their most

esteemed and respected colleagues has to be considered within the context of motives for

identifying a colleague to be interviewed by a social scientist. The motive may have been

revenge! But from appearances, however, it would appear not, for most of the directors seemed

to act from a genuine motive to help and inform. The'e:qpert' named for me to interview was to

be someone who would be in a position such as the nominating directors' a person who could

answer similar sorts of questions. The following directors emerged as the top 'expert's by the

frequency of their nominations.

6
7T

11

13r

ror total

17
162

24
227,

10
9%

56
52%

t1
267

15
20?

3
7Z

7
1'tz

2?
527"

34
521

42
392

65
60z
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tAbTC 52: THE TOP TEII SCORTilG OIRECTORS REFERRED IO BY THETR PEERS AS IEXPERT'

HU.H FLET.HE* 
tt*"nil I or responses ' il.!"*"

l,llltAll tlILsoN 14 2.3 17'5-

lloRilAll GEARY 15 z-2 16'3
ALAN HAUKIIs 13 2.2 lq'l
PETER GRAYBURI{ 12 2.0 15.0

PAUL COLLllls 12 2-0 15 '0
IYNDSAY PAPPS 11 'I.8 13.8

Rolt TRoTTER 11 l-8 l3'q
DOTGLAS I{YERS 9 1.5 11'5
PEIER STANES g 1.5 11.3

cases: from a setection of 80 vatid cases nhere directors rere free to nominate as

manY directors as theY wanted to'

Two of the top ten 'expert' directors (twenty percent) are from corporate dpasties - Hugh

Fletcher and Douglas Myers (from the enduringly powerful FCL and Lion'Nathan companies

respectively)'Their'expert'statusamongsttheirpeerswouldsuggestthatthesemenhavehad

social, cultural or symbolic capital as well as economic capital (cf. Bourdieu 197)'

Douglas Myers is the forty-eight year old, fourth generation member of "an Auckland founding

family'' (Personal Investor, 1988, p'zlo)' He has an estimated minimum personal fortune of $210

million. Myers arrived on the business scene "with a formidable academic background - King's

College Auckland, Cambridge University and Harvard Business School' (op cit 1988, p'40)' The

family background has already been sketched in chapter two but suffice to say here in relation to

Myer's social capital, that he is a very active member of the Business Roundtable where'he has

publicly expressed strong views on the competitiveness of New 7-eaiand Industries and the

influence of trade unions' (Personaf fnvesf, 1988, p.40). Myer's symbolic capital is being

added to by his $6 million sponsorship of three yachts for Peter Blake the round-the-world

yachts-person.

Hugh Fletcher is listed in the 1988 FCL Company report as their top director shareholder'

owning L,g42,?68shares to the approximate value of $971,13. So although he does not have the

accounted for wealth that Douglas Myers has, he still has a very large amount of economic

capital. He became the managing director of FCL when he was thirty-three years old and the

head of the company when he was forty. "Fletcher admits that his filst step on the corporate

ladder was due to nepotism. "I think that it is inarguable that if I had not been my father's son I

would not have been a chief executive in my early thirties'" (IVong, New Zealand Herald, 1988,

May 14th, sectiou 2, p. 1). He was also educated at Kingls school, then King's College and went
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on to get a B.Sc in Mathematics and an M.Com. with first class honors at Auckland University'

In 1970 he received a Harkness scholarship and went to Stanford University, where he

completed a master's degree in business administration' "Fletcher's story is one of privilege' He

is the third generation to assume a lofty position in the business community and his family is one

of the handful in this country that come close to the term 'old mone/' (Woo& New Zealand

Herald, 1988, May 14th, section 2,p.I).

9.I.4 THE INNER CIRCLE AS FAMILY MEMBERS

The inner circle has been defined by Useem as comprising 'both top officers of large firms and

directors of several other large corporations operating in diverse environments' Though defined

by their corporate position, the members of the inner circle constitute a distinct' semi-

autonomous network, one that transcends company, regional, sectorial, and other politically

divisive lines within the corporate communit/' (Useem 1984' p'3)'

The inner circle are located by a classwide principle ia which framework they are "primarily

determined by [a] position in a set of inter-related, quasi-autonomous networks encompassing

virtually all large corporations" (Useem 1984, p.14)' Ideologically the inner circle are

particularly interesting because they tend to be able to differentiate between "what is rational

from the perspective of the individual firm [is often] irrational from t]e perspective of the

economic interests of business as a whole" (Useen 1984, p.15). Hugh Fletcher gives a partial

spmple of this type of classwide logic in this extract from a New Zealand Herald interview that

he gave but the bottom line is still economics;

It is difficutt to deline the social conscience of business . . . I don't think that Fletcher

Challenge or any other company has been elected by the public to make social trade

offs in business iecisions. Corporations don't have that mandate and they venture into

rough waters when they take on that role .. . The reality is that any business does not

have the discretion to ;engage in contrary behaviour" that is to make decisions based

on anything ottrer than economic considerations ... You might not like to.close a

factory you migbt not like to do some of the tax thingp but if that's what society has

ugr."d'-" the iules of the gam6 then you are very lini-ted in doing other than play to

the rules of the game . . . Oie of the basic things in business is that you camot-have an

inflated 
"go 

*iyou cannot over estimat" yo* own importance. We run the business

not on what we believe the economic policy should be but on what we estimate it will

be (Wong New Zealand Herald, May 14th, 1988, section 2,p'1)'
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IJseem, like many of his contemporary corporate theorists, argues that family capitalism has

been usurped by managerial capitalism and then by institutional capitalism. The peak of the

transition from family capitalism was at the turn of the century' Like Zeitlin (D7a) and

Mizruchi (1982), howevet, I think that the family througb to institutional capitalist trajectory'

has not been so neat or complete. This incompleteness becomes particularly apparent when

moving away from the capitalist core countries to a peripheral nation state such as New

7*aland.This is what the following crosstabulated data of family ownership by inner circle

membership shows.

tAbTC 55: FAI,IILY OI.II{ERSHIP AIID CONTROL BY THE IN}IER CIRCLE

80
752

chi squared significance .9
missing cases 0
Garma: - . 01

ves I
inner circte I------l

4l
157 I------1el33r I------l
11 I52r I------l
27
252

For althougb there was no sipilicant relationship between the corporate family and the inner

circle (chi square .9) this does show that the family enterprises are more or less evenly inter-

spersed with inner circle members. This gives some support for the theories of Tnitln (1974),

Mizruchi (1932) and Johnson (1980), who suggest that in an analysis of class and corporate

power, the family as a unit of analysis, cannot be igpored. The percentages show, however' that

the biggest number of inner circle directors are not overtly connected to families (fifty-one

percent) which would suggest the future trend of corporate development in New 7*'ala'0ld'

NEW ZEAI,AND'S CORPORATE FAMILY'S REI"ATIONSHIP TO

WORLD CAPITALIST TRENDS

The relationship between the top directors' family status and world capitalist trends is drawn rn

two ways here. First, the 1988 top director survey has been compared with data collected in the

single famitY

farni ties and
enterpri se

no fami ty

no
inner circte roH total

16
15'6

35
34%

55
51:A

107
100%

12
152

?7
34,

41
51?

92
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U.SA. in the 1930,s (cf. Gordon 1945) to try to locate it historicaly in relation to the capitalist

core and second, it has been recoded sligbtly to compare it to more recent world wide data (cf'

Grou 1978) to show its recent comparative situation'

The picture of family oumership drawn from the survey of top New Zealand directors' shows

that family membership is still strong in large corporations. When this data is compared with

U.SA. data from the 1930's (the time still being described by Marshall (1987' p'99) as

competitive/imperialist capitalism) then there are distinct similarities' As can be seen in the

following table (table 54). Here famity ownership and control in top New 7*aland corporations

(defined by the home base of the director), was divided into different q/pes of ownership and

control. These categories are, whether it was a single family (with over forty percent ownership)'

two or more families (with over twenty-five percent owaership) or a fanily and an enterprise

(with under five percent family ownershiP) and lastly no family input at all' This was compared

to the fifty year old U.SA. data to locate it historically'

tabte 54:FAlrtILY ollNERsHtP AllD coNTRoL IN ToP U's'A'(1937-9) AND NEU ZEALAND (1988)

coRPoRATIolls (Percentaged)

singte famity

tro or more
fami I ies

fami [y and
enterprise

no fami [y

source: Gordon (1945) pp. 40'1 catcutated from lenporary.llationat Economic Cotflnittee data'

note: 1 (Gordon o"t"l i[. cstegory for rno famity'' !rytd:: three cases rhere
another enterpiise hol'ds the controtting block'

2 The Gordon data Has reproduced from Scott (1985a, P'66)
5 For llurray a singte famity Has over 401 orrnershiP, tHo or rpre famities over

252 and under 5Z xas a fami ty and enterprise'

There is some differencc shown in this U.SA- (1937-9) and New 7*aland (1987-8) data' The

fiffy year gap bef'ween the data collection, shows that time does effect even peripheral capitalist

states but not as fast as it does the uation states at the core. The New Zealand' 1987 - 1988

corporations have only half the number of single family controlled and owned enterprises that

the Americans had n :lg37 (rwenty-eight percent, u.sA. single families, in 1937 - 9 and

fourteen percent New Zealand 1987- 88).

Gordon
u.s.A. 1937-9

2E

23

5

37

Nurray
Ner Zealand 1987 - 88

14

t8

14

53
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A New z*a2and example of the single family enterprise is New Tnaland's wealthiest family -

the Todds, and their Todd corporation. This corporation is a holding compatry for their many

enterprises which until recently included Todd Motors, which it has sold' to the Japanese firm'

Mitsubushi for between $100 - 200 million (Eersonal Investor, 1988, p'67)' Todds now control

twelve percent of Maui, the largest gas freld in the world, and twenty-five percent of the Kapuni

gas freld-

The second type of family enterprise, where there are two or more families connected' is also

common to both groups (nrrenty+hree percent in the u.sA. in the 1930's, and eighteen percent

in New znalandin 198? - 1988). TherE is a small five percent difference favoring the united

States data. A possibly controversial New Zealand example of this combination of families is the

Hawkins and Bayldon family combination. Alan Hawkins was listed (cf' Personal Investor'

1988, p.43) as the seventh richest individual in New z'ealand with a personal wealth of $110

million amassed through investment banking. He built this banking empire with the help of a

friend John Bayldon, who he met whilst working in the finance comPany called Marac' He later

joined Bayldon in a move to a television hire firm called Transvision Holdings where at

considerable risk they took over a joint holding of forty percent. The toll of excessive risk taking

told on John Bayldon who died in 1980 whilst in his early forties' But the link between Hawkins

and the Bayldon family'has been maintained through a private company (Richardson Camway)

that administers their joint interests" (Personal Investor, 1988, p'aQ' Hawkins is now far from

being the seventh richest man in New Zealand as he has become another of the casualties of the

sharemarket crash. His holding company Equiticorp International went into receivership in

January 1989.

Reacting slowly to the tide of world capitalism and the world trend toward diverse investment'

New Zealand in L987-88 has more family and enterprise q?e owDerships and control situations

than tlere were in America in 1939 (ning pslgsnt greater). Fletchers (already described in'

chapter two), is an excellent example of this type of ownership and control as practiced by the

two Fletchers on ttre FCL board - Sir James and Hugh Fletcher. They are the part-controllers

of major trusts (e.g. the Employees Unit Trust) and are large individual share oumers' (They
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have $235,043131 worth of shares which is approximately twenty-one percent of the total

number of ordinary shares worth fifty cents (FCL Company Report, 1988, pp. 67 - 68)'

However, there are more top New Zealand corporations with no traceable family comp'onent

(Frfty-three percent) than there were in the U.SA. in the 1930's (thirty-seven Percent)' L'D'

Nathans Ltd. and the now defunct Nathan family input into this compan], is a good example of

this trend showing the pattern of transition from famity to entrepreneurial capitalism' As

Lawrence Nathan said in !916"9o public and you get obligatory retirement at 65; go public and

it doesn t take long for family influence to dissipate" (op cit 1988: 78). Nathans became a public

company in 1960 and twenty eight years later the family involvement in the board has

completely gone -Ioday the family empire is controlled by the captains of industry and David

Nathan features more prominently in yachting than business circles' (op cit 1988, p' 78)'

The main point emphasised in thiq comparative data is that family oumership differences,

separatedbyfiftyyears'arenotsi8nifigantlygreaterintheNewT*a]andofthelatel9S0'sthan

they were in the u.sA. in the 1930's. Here is an example of how a non New 7*aland director

evaluated the differences between the New 7*alandand the American board structures in 1988;

*: In an ideal board, members should be representing the major stakeholdgr;

which are *t 3*t shareholders. My concept of the corporation 5 a bjt

different from what exists here. I thinli that Niw 7*alandwill eventually catch

up. But a-corporation is an institution that exists for shareholders, the

emPloYees and the 3P6s1rrniqr.

(Respondent 106)

The American corporate ideology, is apparently, more expansive than the family-

entrepreneurial corporate centred culture found in New Zealand' New T,rlaland companies are

structured on major shareholding lines (which includes large family ovmership) and this is

reflected in their management philosophies and the board structures. There is inter-

generational corporate continuity here, it is expressed in results showing that thirty seven

percent of the directors interviewed said that they had cbildren who had followed them into

business (though not necessarily their own business).
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More recent comparative material shows with greater accuracy the full extent of New Zealand's

anachronistic farnily position in a developing world capitalist framework.

tabte 55: STRATEGIC CONTRoL AllD OtltlERsHtP OF tl.Z.(1988) FIRI'IS

COI,IPARED TO THE IORLD'S LARGEST lloN-FlllANCtALS (1978) (PerceYrtased)

IJORLD'S LARGEST

ltz lloll-FlilAllcIALs

majority fami ty o*nership
a constettation of interests
a dorninant interest
overseas pafent
no dorninant interest

1988
19
10
&

1978
5

52
15

7-
-28

source: 1978 figures adapted frcm Scott (1985a, p.205) taken from Grou (1983, P.45)
legend: for Grou the minority cut off ras 5?

for lilurray the najority famity ornership ras 25%+

for Murray a dominant interest ras 57+

Methodologi"ally this analysis would have beeu added to by a comparison of the 1988 world's

largest companies (rather than just non-financials companies). However, there was no such

known source for this information, so these 1978 figures (cf. Scott 1985a, p.205) have to suffice.

(Presumably more recent figures would have further accentuated the family-control differences

between New Zealand and the rest of the world.) Fourteen psrcent is the difference between

strategic family corporate control in New 7*,aland (nineteen percent of the top corporations)

and the rest of the world (five percent of the top corporations). This high proportion of family

enterprises reinforces the earlier point about inter-generational continuity and consolidates the

longevity findings evideut from the Personal Investor data and the thirty-seven percent figure

for children following their top New Zealand director fathers, into business.

Grou's work (1983, quoted in Scott 1985a, p.2}q states that between 1965-1978 the number of

family controlled enterprises declined from thirty-nine percent to twenty percent. This trend will

confinue to happen in New 7*,aland, further diminishing the number of 'ostensively' owned

family firms. Ostensively because there are a variety of ways (e.g. Family Trusts, |r[6minee

Companigs etc.) in which ownership can be hidden. For as Johnson (1980, p.1) states "Naturally,

New Zealand's leading capitalists prefer to hide the extent of their wealth and power,

pretending to be 'ordinary New Zealanders' in a generally 'egalitarian' society. They certainly

aren't about to announce to the labour movement that they really run things." Families, as

represented in the New Zealand corporate network and found in the rest of the corporate
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world, can still be counted as strategic units when examining corporate power. Indeed Scott

(19S5a, p.206) claims that the corporate family is one of the four strategjcally important groups

that dominate the world economy. The other three groups are the multinationals that control

through a constellation of interests; a significant number of British, German and French state

owned enterprises; and a group of Britis\ French and Japanese aligued enterprises (i.e.

operating within a national web of interconnected interests).

9.3 CONCLUSION

The family has been shown to be a very important part of the top New Zealand corporate

network. In contrast to the core capitalist world but predictable in relation to New Zealand's

small size and the nature of capitalist devetopment, New 7*aland still has a large nunber of

overt family members owning large shareholdings in large corporations and there is still a large

emount of inter-generational continuity. The characteristics of the family members from

publicly available data shows that the families are concentrated in the productive sector, they

have an estimated 6inim'rm wealth that ranges from between $650 million to $20 million, tley

are not 'fly-by-nighters'as the example of the Williams family that can trace its roots back to the

orighal missionaries who established a large wine industry, shows. The wealthy families are of

European extraction with one Asian exception, (perhaps showing future trends) and invariably

have a prominent male front-person who is the family patriarch.

Multiple directors are equally interspersed amongst family and non family organised companies.

rnner circle members and finance capitalists are also interspersed among;st family and non-

fanily companies, in similar proportions. Hugh Fletcher and Douglas Myers were used as case

studies (u"iog public, not suvey data) to ascertain the characteristics of the 'family dynasty

members'who were viewed as'experts'by their peers.

The Managerialist thesis of family capitalism as anachronistic is wrong. This incorrectness

operates at two levels, at the level of appearances and below the surface level. At the level of

appearances, within the New Zealand capitalist periphery there is a great number of

identifiable family u.its operating in top capitalist circles. So the Managerial thesis is a'core-
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ecltrid arguuo[t at the liflrel of aFpcar,ances.At the deeper strrlctural lerr,el it ean be S6E tbet

as the snake whp she& ie ckh is still a cmke so the fmil-y that cftaneec its portfoEo froln a

concenbated famitf interest to !ra[y (oaybe smaller) fa.nrly interes]s is no lsss corPortf9ly

powerful or analydcall- y interestingl The evideace for that ccn be tcen in the slareholdiug per

directors' ovfitr aonlrany (ehapten ssven). ThE rnllecdis'n of the e*ire pordolio of any one

directot's shrircs would bc harder to accuftitely tdond$ and reseer&, whlcb aay erylain this

dismissal by Managerial theorists.

Thematerial founil in the ne$ two ehaptera (chapters tcn and eleveQ follm but €trcodsSi5

kinecon modsl There the test is still on the social sbuctures of the corporatc enrircnrlent but

the particular omBhasis, is on the cohering natrue of thc corllorete agcnt md the statc5

reslroctivelp
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CHAPTERTEN

THE COHESIVE CORPORATE CI,ASS FRACTION

10 INTRODUCTION

The class cohesive perspective on the corporate class 'fraction' (examined througbout this

chapter) begins by acknowledging its incompleteness in relation to the capitalist class as a

whole. The corporate class fraction is seen as only one part of the total capitalist class which

would include other owners of the means of production such as large landowners. Class

cohesive theorists seek to emphasise the overlap (cf. Moore and Alba 1982) between the

differEnt capitalist class fractions (e.g. landowners, financiers, property speculators etc.).

Structurally rooted in Weberian theories of stratification, as a theoretical perspective it pivots on

the isolation of aspects within the cohering corporate class as a whole. For although this

cory)orate theory is based on the economic and legal relations of production (d. Wright 1978,

1979, 1980) there are other bases identified for the allocation of scarce resources, such as the

symbolic, the cultural, the social aspects of class membership (cf. Bourdieu L9m. Mar:ists

unitiog wirhin this perspective of a cohesion of agents operating a "class struggle from above"

(cf. Miliband 1987) stress the importance of factors which ensure class reproduction (e.g.

education). Evidence of class reproduction is seen as an important explanation as to why this

arrmslisxlly small 'orgauised minority' (cf. Bottomore 1989 pp. 1 - 18) can maintain its

dominant economic, political and cultural, rule.

The New Zealandresearch (see chapter five) on the New 7*aland'business elite' has described

top business as'relatively closed'(Fogelberg and Greatorex(L979, pp. 15-37))"descend(ents)

from the nineteenth century oligarchy' (Bedggood 1980, p. 6t, 'elitist' (Simpson 1984' p. 81),

'caste-likE' (Jesson L987, p. 24) or our 'old boy network' (Venables 1988, p. 35). There exists

therefore, a hard core of New Zealand corporate class fraction theorists who have a varying

commitment to what loosely could be described as a class cohesive or Manist analysis rather
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than to the more orthodox theoretical conception of New T.ealand as a 'comparatively

egalitarian social structure' (Easton 1980, p. Zi).

On the other hand there are many, such as the following quoted director, who would argue that

a greater degree of egalitarianism in New Zealand's corporate class structure is appearing.

Many of the directors interviewed said that there is no longer a corporate 'old boys qindrome';

t: The board, are much more aware today of cash flows, foreign currency,

(since deregulation), culrency movements that affect the company, ud
capital expenditurg repairs, maintenance and they are continually reviewing
margins. They are much more literate in terms of finance. Yes! yes! The

board today in comparison with when I first came on, has a much greater
emphasis ou tle financial side of operations and the improvement of our

financial results. The old boys network is no longer applicable. I think that

boards today realise that you have got to have the expertise, the know how,

to be able to sit down at the board table and provide an overview of
company operations.

(Respondent 89)

Who is right? The directors who say corporate privilege is part of our protected past or the

class cohesive theorists (cf. Useem L984 Scott and Griff 1985) who argue that corporate classes

pivot on inter-generational wealth and privilege and express doubt as to the reality of social

mobility into or out of this top corporate class fraction?

To test who is correct, the questions to be operationalised here are first those related to

whether social mobility into and out of this tsp corporate class is possible, and if it is, on what

basis, and second, whether this is attributable to chaages t";thin economic cycles. The social and

demographic variables (ethniciry, gender, class origin and education) are, where possible,

cross-tabulated by age to higblight changing patterns. This data is summarized in the form of a

multi-variate table which looks simultaneously at the 'inner circle' variable in relation to other

variables of class, politics and symbolic honours. This chapter is centred on descriptions of the

top directors' key demographic and social characteristics.
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10.1 DEMOGRAPTTY

Demography refers to the statistical characteristics of the corporate class fraction. The variables

looked at here are the directors' age, their gender and their ethnicity.

10.1.1 AGE

The median age of New Zealand's top directors is trfty-nine years. This is also the span of

difference between directors birth dates from 19fi) to 1953 which means that the youngest

director was thirty-five years of age and the oldest was eighty-eight years old. The following

table was based on an hypothesis that the directors' ages would determine their corporate

stafus.

tabte 56: AGE BY CORP0RATE STATUS (GROUPED)

chai rperson I non-executive executlve rou totat

57
53v,

50
46'1

107
l00ucotrrrn totat

chi sguare significance .000
missing observations 0

Age and corporate status are shown here to form one of the most significant relationships in

this thesis. The null hlpothesis is nnilaterally rejected. Most chairpersons are old - that is in the

sixty years plus age group (eighty-two percent). The same is true for non-e:recutives although

rhis is not quite so pronounced, as there are not so many in this sixty plus group (sixty-five

percent). The 'young executives are presumably those still aspiring to higb board status with

twenty-one percent of their number in the oldest age-group with the majority still in the

youngest thirty to fifty-nine age group (seventy-nine percent).

Coincidentally the time of the directors' appointment to the board again ranges over the same

period of fifty three years, from 1984 to 1987. The median time for appointment to a board as a

director was seven years ago, in 1982.

30 - 59 years

60 - 89 years

8
35,1

5
18%

44
792

23
822

12
212

56
522

28 23
262 Ar

15
652
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10.12 ETHNICITY

AII the top New 7*aland directors inteniewed looked pakeha (that is European) and none of

them identified themselves as anything other than that. This suggests that of the 410,130 non-

Pakeha people in New Zealand (NZYB 1987-88, p.167) none of them are likely to have a top

corporate directorship as shown by the results of my survey. I have however noticed one name,

on one top board, that could be Maori. I interviewed no one from a Polynesian or Asian s.tnig

minority; the only'ethnid minority notable in the sample was a Scot.

This absence of Polpesians in top business positions was never raised by the directors as being

problematic, unlike the absence of women on boards. This was most probably because there

were few polpesian shareholders at Annual General Meetings to question this pakeha

corporate hegemony. Polynesians, unlike some women, are located almost entirely in the New

7-eaiand,working classes (see Macpherson 197, pp- 99-112).

10.13 GENDER

Top directors are unashamedly male. They work, breathe and think in a male world- This

androcentric world is leavened only by their female secretaries and a very few top women in

mnnagement. Of those interviewed only five were women. None of these women were part of

the 'random' sample of the top thirty company directors, although one woman was a potential

candidate for the sample as she was on a couple of the top thirty boards. This absence of women

on New Zealand's top corporate boards supports another New Zealand study that shows women

to be just under two percent of all public company directors whilst being fifty percent of the

shareholders (Zonta 1986, p. 1).

The cause of this female scarcity on high ranking boards is not attitudind, (this reasoning would

represent an idealist causal argument), but these attitudes interestingly reflect the social

structures and as such are important. Only one older director came up with the old chestnut that

women are not on boards because they have to have babies. This was a valid observation in the

sense that there were no creche facilities available for women or men directors. Not only were

there no such provisions but even amoDgst the women directors interviewed there seemed to be

no expectation that childcare was a corporate responsibility;
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*: Child care? Certainly there is a very tolerant attitude. Our public relations

and marketing manager, Christine, has a little girl of five and she comes in

665f nigh6 after school and plays around. Which you wouldn't find in most

comPanies.

(Respondent 43)

Privately paid housekeepers are thought to be essential to a woman director (Respondent 44).

This means that women in management and lower in tle corporate hierarchy could be

handicapped by the considerable cost that this entails. None of the directors acknowledged that

the stress that corporate women are exposed to may be (at least partially) attributable to their

dual domestic and corporate roles (documented by Martorella 1988).

The most usual response to the question of why there are not more women on boards was a

structural one - women were not getting these top jobs because they were not qualified for

tlem (twenty-four percent of all answers). No director suggested any symPathy or

understanding of sexist socialization through the family, the education system or the workplace.

That these privileged male directors failed to recoguise (or at least comment on) sexism as a

barrier to female recruitment is not surprising as the problem is not one that has been

commonly identified even amongst the academics writing in the area. Dr. Helen Place (1981,

p.UO) was still using blame-the-victim theory in 1981, when she wrote in her account of women

in management, tlat it is the New Zealand woman's responsibility to'make more effort" to get

these qualifications than they'have in the past.'

Some directors said that they had 'no objection in principle' (nineteen percent) to seeing a

womrn on the board, but (like this male executive director) they see the dominance of major

shareholders and the 'old boy network' as likely to keep women out of board rooms for some

time,;

*: I was at an A.G.M. and a woman came up to me afterwards and said "When
r- I going to see a woman up there on the board?' I would say that women

truly at board level is a long way off because of the dominance of the

principal shareholders on boards and because of the (old boy) network also.

It's different in the States because it is at a different point in the evolution.
Women have not made it if the vast numbers, but selectively they have made

quite significant inroads into corporate management with reasonable
representation on major boards. So it is different. Aguin you get to this
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philosophy when you evaluate the evolution of the corporate form. As long

as . . . the corporation is viewed to exist principally for the shareholders and

the subgroup the major shareholders then I don't see women making any

progress. That is the first thing that must go. Which it will. Once that you

accept that the corporation exisg for more than the shareholders, for them,

the employees and the community then the role of women in the broader

sense is the responsibility of management.

They originally came in, in America in the third way through the community,

so that, accelerated their presence on major boards.65 time went by they

became -61s influential in management ranks and that opened it up to
them. Then when the influential shareholders took on a broader perspective

then that offered them the third entree.

But until those things are accepted as what the corporation really is ' then

women will be blocked. It will probably happen in the next ten years if New

Zealand corporations continue to be successful'

(Respondent 106)

Three percent of the directors suggested that other board members, (not themselves), would be

uncomfortable with women on the board.

Amo"gst tie women I spoke to, were those who said that the traditional'old boys'recruitment

procedures were endangered by the new'entrepreneurism'of the 1980's. These women said that

what was now in existence was a different set of rules with a different social contact network and

a dillerent value system. They acknowledged that they themselves had benefited from the

traditional contact network through their husbands' club membership;

*: We have been unusual because our husbands belong to the Northern Club

. . . and so we know most of those people socially and personally . . - and it
has been a huge strength to Company X that we have had these contacts . . .

The old boy network, as it is spoken of is difficult to overcome even though
its now not the traditional old boy network - the Northern Club, the

Auckland Club, whatever, it will be there rmongst the new breed in their
thirties, who have largely shared their experiences and their failures and

their busiuess deals together. And of course if you can work one favour off
another or one contra off another you can go to where you are going to get

the favour or get the contra in return. And il it is a male, which it usually is'

its going to take a long time to overcome.

(Respondent 43)

With one exception, the women were major shareholders in their company. They were either

the spouse of the original owners (forty percent) or they had come into the company at its
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inceptiou by providing a large proportion of the corporate capital (forty percent) or they were

universally recognised as outstanding professional contributors, in academig corporate and

government related areas (twenty percent).

The income packages of the women interviewed wers at either ends of the scale. Forty percent

of them earned less than $100,000 (as board members) and the rest (sixty percent) were in the

largest category which included all the dLectors who earned over $200,000 ayear.

LO.z SOCIALBACKGROI.]ND

This 'social' section lools at the directors' class background, that is the directors' father's

relationship to the means of production and other less directly related factors such as their

educational background.

1O'.1 CLASS ORJGIN

There is high continuity between the class position of top directors and the class position of

their fathers. The biggest percentage of directors' fathers (thirty-four percent) owned or were

top directors in major companies. When &ese origins are compared with the New 7*aland

occupational averages in 1966 (the time when most of these fathers are likely to have been at

the height of their emplolment), the comparison is stark.

tabte 57: THE CLASS ORIGIN 0F ToP DIRECI0RS- FATHER'S R0tE

IIURRAY SAI.IPLE 1988
frequency Percentage

professionat ard adninistrative 29 31
directors &/or orners of large co.s 31 31
tandtords or fanners
smalt business peopte
tradespeople and labourers
others

total

cases: 91
missing cases: 16
sources: The NeH Zeatand Yearbook 1966, pp. 957-959 labour force figures

The occupational distribution of the fathers of the present corporate class fraction is like a

mirror image of the total New Zealand population: two percent of 'ordinart' New Zealanders'

father's were the owners and directors of major New Zealand companies whereas within the

7
15
9
0

I
16
10

0

}IZ LABdJR FORCE (1966)
percentsge

3
2
3
3
36
53

't00
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sample, the directors' fathers are thirty-four percent of the large scale capitalist owners or

controllers of major companig5. fn reverse, where the directors' fathers ale scarce, at the blue

collar level (teu percent), the general population is at its most plentiful (thirty-six percent).

Chairpersons' are most likely to have fathers who are owners or directors of large corporations

(thirty-six percent compared with twenty-two percent of non-executives and thirty-Wo percent

of executives). The fathers of chairpersons' wer€ also more likely to be professionals or

administrators (thirty-two percent gsmpared with Wenty-seven percent of non-e:recutives and

thirty percent of executives).

The class origin of New Zealand directors is higher than that of directors from Japan (1960)'

Britain (1952) and the United States (1952). This international comparison of the class origin of

directors can be seen clearly in the table following where the comparative figures from Scott

(1985a, p.250) are used. That the New Zealand figures relate to 1988, more than thirty-six years

after the British or American figures, makes them even more significant. For the figures should

reflect capitalist development from 'entrepreneurial or family' capitalism to'late capitalism'.

Iogcally the 1950's figures should reflect more class cohesion and the early bias toward the

'family frm' and the later suweyed firms should reflect dispersed share ownership and greater

social mobility. This is true for Japan but not for New 7*aland. The fact, that in New Zealand,

class continuify is still so high in 1988, suggests a bachpardness in relation to the world wide

trend. If un-class biased access to top directorships is the aim of a meritocratic society then New

7*aland is a long way behind its own flattering egalitarian self-image.

tabte 58: SOCIAL BACKGRCIJND OF BUSIIIESS LEADERS lll ERITAlll, U.S.A., JAPAN AND NZ 1952'1988

occupation of fathers

executive, director or orner of
large business

percentages of countries directors
BRTTAI}I AI.IERICA JAPAII IIEI.I ZEALAND
1952 1952 1960 1988

professionaI ard adninistrati ve
smatt business men
tandlord or farmer
other

source: scott 1985a, p. 250
[Scott's sources are llannari <1974r,

32
26
19

5
18

3t ?2 34
16 21.5 31

18 2',1.5 16
9248

26 11 10

copeman (1955) and lfarner and Abeggten (1955)l
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As already noted (in the kinecon chapter), this table again shows that inter-generational

continuity amongst the corporate class is alive and well. This is reinforced by another question

the directors who had children (sixty-nine percent had three children) were asked about what

careers their cbildren had pursued thirty-seven percent of them (from si*y-trro valid cases) had

children who followed them into business.

The directors' mothers also showed high status origins with twenty-two percent being in

professional or administrative positions. That these women were in a high status rather than in a

high class position (e.g. owning a large corporation) like their male counter-parts, reflects sexist

ownership patterns in New 7*aland society.

table 59: THE CLASS ORIGIN OF DIRECTORS . I'IOTHER,S ROLE

IIURRAY SAI.IPLE 1988

frequency Percentage

professionat ard adninistrative 19 2?
directors &/or orners of targe co.s t 1

}IEIJ ZEALA}IO FEMALE

LABCUR FORCE (1966)
frequency Percentage

tandlords or farmers
smatt business peopte
tradespeopte or tabourers

11
45
910

85378
49878
74594
73439

%4952 56
--976751 40

5
z
3
3

mother (or registered unerptoyed) 54 61

tota I 100 ' 24149& 87

missing cases: 19
tegendi * based on the grand totat of erptoyed in the 1966 llZ Yearbook, pp.957'9,59-

- not activety ingaged romen in the paid rorkforce llZ Yearbook, 1966, p.955.

The large proportion of full-time mothers not in the paid worKorce (si:Cy'one percent of

directors' mothers compared with forty percent of the 1965 national workforce) would suggest

either that directors' mothers have more conservative attitudes to womens' place being in the

home, or more obviously it may just express their lack of financial, social or intellectual need' to

leave it.

1022 EDUCATION

Education systems within a capitalist social structure, are co--only seen as mechanisms

reproducing an occupational or class, order (cf. Useem and Karabel 1986' pp'184-200).

6ssngst the top New Zealand directors there is definite support for this position because the

directors in the sample came from Qargely) elite educational backgrounds and have received a

considerably higher level of education than the general New Zealand population have.
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The schools that the sarnple went to, dMde into four categories' These categories are elite

public, elite private, private and public. The elite public school defines one in an expensive real

estate area, with high state school prestige, (e.g. Auckland Boy's Granmar)' The prestige is

based upon a reputation for scholarship and discipline. The school therefore is known as

'desirable'. An elite private school refers to a protestant, privately funded school (e'g' Kingls

College), which is reputedly 'desirable' to aery desirable'. A non'elite private school is

popularly perceived as a low grade school and is typically catholic (e'g' Marist) or a public

state co-educational school (e.g. Northcote College). The co-educational state school and the

private catholic schools vie for low status'

The table thar follows was based on the hlpothesis that patterns 6f 5slssling (as the basis of

recruitment to top director status) have changed in the mercurial, Frnance dominated business

world of the 1980's. A cross-tabulation of schooling by age should therefore show that there is a

strong relationship between schooling and age. Young directors should be at public and nou

elite private schools if the supposedly new entrepreneurial age means that directors do not still

come disproportionately from the traditional 'old bop' schools'

table 60: sEcoNDARY scHool BY AGE (grouped)

school

private elite

private

p.lbtic

pubtic etite

roH total

26
277.

1l
11X

21
22%

39
40%

97
100u

30-59
years

60-89
years

8
't6z

18
39 7

7
14?,

4
9X

13
25?

I
171,

23
452

16
357

51
53X

cases 97
chi square significance .03
ganma:.3

There is a significaot relationship between age and the school that the directors went to (chi

square .03 and gamma ,3). which means that the null hypothesis must be rejected' The younger

directors came from public elite education (forty-five percent of the youngest thirty to fifty-nine

46
47X
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year olds) whilst the older directors are most likd to be found with a private elite education

(thirty-nine percent). This means that the patterns of schooling amongst the corporate elite are

changing and more recruitnent from elite private to elite public educational institutions is

happening over-time.

The percentages show that this corporate class fraction enjoyed an elite education. Directors

predominantly went to either elite public schools (forty percent) or to private elite schools

(twenty-seven percent) only eleven percent went to a private (rather than a private elite) sc.hool.

This could reflect the protestant prejudice against Catholics (because most private non-elite

education is administered by Catholic clerics) !6ing more pronounced than that against

ordinary state school recruits. Here is a quote from a director who suffered thh religious

prejudice;

*. f1's emazing to think about it now but I had been accepted for another position
with a very welcome increase in salary but the appointment was cancelled

when the employer discovered that the college I attended was Catholic rather
than Anglican, as he had thought. That attitude used to be quite widespread

and included alarge number of companies inAustralia and New 7*aland.

(Respondent 79)

Twenty-two percent of the sample went to public schools which supports Sweeqt's (1956)

fiodiog that the corporate class 'cream ofP the bright working-dass youth and mobilize them

into the ranks of fts nrling classes (in America primarily througb the sports scholarships). This

also serves too defuse working class leadership and mute working dass articulate opposition.

The upward mobility of a few bright working class students was not regarded as any indication

of widespread social mobilify, however. As in this case they are the exceptions that prove the

rule.

That more of the younger age-group of directors came from humble schooling (nrenty frve

percent of the thirty to fifty-nine year olds) compared with the older directors (seventeen

percent of the sixty to eighry-nine year olds) may be a tenporary reflection of the exceptional

characteristics of a time in the economic cycle where there was a large release of finance capilal

from the world market and individual speculation was ranpant. Most financial 'whiz kids' (to
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name only a few were directors such as Rod Petricovich, Bruce Judge, Harry Speakman and

Alan Hawkins) who were showered with idolatry and fame in the speculative financial boom of

the middle nine,gssa-sigftties, have since plummeted into the disgrace of receiverships, bad

debts, liquidations, or are now being pursued by serious fraud allegations. At their peak the

public press noted the humble origins and working class educations (e.g. Personal Investor,

1988, pp. 43 - 63) of these men, further fueling the common belief that the 'rags to riches' career

path is alive and well in New Zealand.

Hines's (1973b) study of the New 7*alandmanager suggests that managers were educated on a

par with the rest of the New Zealand workforce. The results of this study and the work of

Fogelberg and Greatorex (1979) do not support this. For both studies the findings are that New

Zealafi, corporate executives are significantly better educated than their peers. Seventy-five

percent of the Murray 1988, top director sample, had a tertiary qualifrcation. The type of

tertiary education that the directors had was predominantly one connected with commerce - a

Bachelor of Commerce or Master of Commerce (thirty percent), and was usually gained at a

New Zealand Uuiversity (seventy-two percent). When FCA or ACA's gained by

correspondence or through technical colleges were added to the university degrees - fifty-three

percent of the sample had a tertiary accountancy credential. This points to the corporate class

fraction being highly educated in the skills and language of capitalism; accountancy, Managerial

theory commercial law etc. Other related disciplines are Law (eleven percent of all top

directors with tertiary qualilications) and Engineering (seven percent).

These vital statistics of the New Tnaland corporate class fraction show considerable coherence

on the basis ofgender, ethni6ily, class background, and education, but is there any evidence of

any inner dynamic such as an inner circle. If there is this could be used to fully confound a

pluralist argument. The following section looks at this.

10.3 TI{E CLASS COHESIYE INNER CIRCLE

The 'inner circle' has been deFrned (chapter ergbt) as (Jseem's (P8a, p.3) concept that a

particularly sipificant 'fraction of the corporate class fraction' act as the corporate classes'
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strategic core. Empirically, the inner circle are those directors who act as officers of large

firms and directors of several other top companies. The inner circle is seen as operaring in the

class-wide iqterests of the whole corporate class fraction, and as such it is often representative

and active in shaping corporate political action. Political action does not emanate from the inner

circle but from organisations within it (a point tested in chapter eleven). These inner-cirde

members are directors who are at the 'corporate-public interface' for they hold strategic class

links to the state, non profit organisations and the public.

Internecine competition for markets, resources and profits may mark some jealous divisions

between sectors, or old and new wealth, or entrepreneurial and 'professional' directors but

accordi'g to tlseem, at the very top 'there is now a far stronger imperative to act together"

(Useem 1984, p. 6). In this argument the inner circle share with the upper class generally what

Bourdieu (L977,p.2a2) calledcultural capital - personal sryle, education credentials andvalues;

social capital the family based social contact network and econontic capital privately owned

assets.

Using the criteria outlined by Useem (1984, p. 3) the New 7*aland corporate 'inner circle' are

executive officers and directors of several other large firms, which eliminates the few womsn

directors and any members of a polynesian ethnic minority. Therefore the New 7*aland.

corporate'inner circle' is premised on its members being male and white.

In the following multivariatg a"alysis membership of the inner circle is coded so that a director

is a member (1) or not a member (2). This is the dependent variable against which the

appropriate variables to test within a class cohesive theory are those lst2ting to social, political,

cultural and economic capital. These can be translated into testable variables such as father's

occupation, voting, education and honours. Honour refers to such things 65 knight-hoods,

ladyships, Right Honorable or Queen's Counsel, status. The multi-variate analysis tests whether

ittner-circle membership and these independent variables are significantly correlated.
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tabte 61:

*t***

*tt*t***t*ttf

grand rnan = 23% rho are

variabte & category

cIass origin
1 professional &

adni ni st rat i ve
2 executive ardlor

directors of [arge
corporat i ons

3 smalt business person
4 [andLord / farner
5 btue cottar

vot i ng
1 nationat
2 [about'
3 dernocratic

educat i on
1 private etite
2 private
3 pubtic
4 prbtic eLite

honours
1 knight or tady 9
2 other (e.9. Rt. Hon.) 3
3 none 49

mrttipte R squared
ruttipLe R

26 .01
t5 .17
7 .O?
9 -.12

.20

-.06
-.09
-.06

.10

THE

**
HOI{OGE}IEITY OF THE INNER CIRCLE

t t ruttipte ctassification anatysis * * * r * * * * *
menbership of the inner circte or not;

BY father's occupation;
vote;
secondary schoot;
honours.

t*r*it**t** t t *l!t*t*t* *

inner circte menhrs
adjusted for

unadjusted irdependents
n dev,n eta dev'n beta

2',1 -.04 -.05

.03

.13

.13
- .13

-.03
.11

-.28

-.oz
-.10
- .13

.11

- .13
-.33

.04

t8
9

t6
35

44 -.02
16 .08
1 -.23

-.12
-.23

.04

-20

.17.13

.24.20

.18 .23

.14

.38

The grand mean shows that twenty-three percent of the sample ate inner circle members. The

other four variables relate in a varying positive or negative relationship to this mean. Althougb

the multiple R at .38 shows that the total relationship is significant, the multiple r squared (.1.4)

shows that there is uot a great deal of variance in the relationships described. This is not very

strong support for the class cohesive thesis and suggests that there must be other variables other

than the status related ones tested here that may more strongly affect this relationship.

The unadjusted derrn in relation to thefatlrcfs occupation shows that an inner circle member is

most likely to be the child of an executive or director of a large company (.01), a small business

person (.17), or a landlord or farmer (.02). At .20 in both the total eta and beta measure this is a
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barely adequate relationship. When this is adjusted for the other independent variables,

directors'fathers who were executives (-03) and landlords (.13) inaease and small business

persons' fathers decrease (.1i)).

In regard tovoting,the only positive response was toward the Labour vote (.08) which was small

but increased in strength when it was adjusted to the other independent variables (.11). Inner

circle members are tlerefore more likely to be labour voters than their colleagues. Again the

BETA (.17) was a strengthened measure from the ETA (.tl)'

With scltoolirrg only one category has a positive affect in relationship to the inner circle variable

and that is the those who went to 'public elite' schools (.10). When this was adjusted for the

other independent variables then it was still the only positive beta measure (.11). It had

increased by .01". Tte general impression that this leaves is that inner circle members are

primarily ex pupils of elite public schools.

Slmbolic &on oun,ln a form such as those received from the Queen's honours list at New Year,

are not shared amongst the inner circle. The only positive response to honours was to those

having none (.04) which remained the same when it was adjusted to the independent variables.

The BETA (23) was a considerable increase over the slidnal ETA measure (.18). As being an

executive (ie being younger than the rest of the sample) was a condition of this inner circle

status this is probably the explanation why there are so few hohours amongst the inner circle for

only four percent of all the executives held honours. Executives are potential honorables.

The picture that this multi-variate analysis builds of directors in the inner circle, is of directors

whose fathers are of the capitalist class (small business people, executives or dtectors of large

companies or landlord farmers), they went to public elite schools, they voted labour (i.e. were

most aware of class-wide politics) and they are not publicly bonoured - yet. This image of the

New Zealand inner circle is compatible with the extensive picture that Useem (1984) builds up

of the American inner circle; 'The inner circle is rooted ia the classwide economic and social

relationships among large corporations and their executiveq not in the exclusivity of the nations
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6rst families, though it is true thet a traceable genealogt is ssnretimes usefrtl in assrrriag

influence'within the innor cir.clo' (Usecn f98a, p. UQ.

10.4 eoNcLuSION

Empirical information hes been provided in this chaptcr to test theotiies rrrhich deecribe the top

New Zealand corpofate class fraction as 'rolatirrely cloaed', nelitist', 'caste-liket, 'oligar.chiial' and

an'old boy uetwor,lC, The data provides support for these theories; b.ased on the elidenco

presented here of ethnic, gonder, edueatlonal and elass homogeneity, There fu sqatl eddence of

rcat gpEal mobiliry (primruily through education), but this is more than there was ir tho pre-

1984 days of ths protected economy. The had cutting edge of the NeUr V.eel€rlrd ccouony in

recession ud the ascesdancy sf the finance sector within the corporate cla$ has chaqged the

ruperficlal rather than the -basic patterns of inter-generational privilege. The 'old hotrr corporate

aetworle aXrpears in differeat guises but with fte same sc.hool tie (rather than dress). How this

affects the tsp directsrrs politieal action arntt their associationsn is the subjcct of the nErIt c,haBter

- chapter eleren.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN THE TOP CORPORATIONS AND
THE STATE

11 IT.ITRODUCTION

There are several perspectives which place varying emphasis on the role of ttre state aud its

formal and informal links with the corporations, the corporate actors and their business

associations. These theorists are primarily corporatists, marxists or what Burris (1987, pp.732'

743) calls 'corporate liberals'. The differences between tlese 'state perspectives' relate to how

large a role that they are willing to give to the state, and whether it is a directive or a reactive

role: tbat is, whether it is the state or the corporate class who direct the relationship or whether

it is a mixture of both.

Corporatists argue that there exists a plurality of autonomous, competing but equal groups who

enjoy reciprocal relations with the state. Corporate lobby groups are merely one of these

interest-lobby groups (cf. Panitch 1977). These equally empowered negotiators operate at the

level of national decision making, where they defuse their antagonisms by being incorporated or

act in collusion with the state, which is subsequently strengthened in power and legitimacy.

There is a static quality to this interpretation of these corporate lobby-state interactions, with

the state being directive over business interests (Perry 1982, p.108).

Marxists in contrast see a 'control group' of key local corporate actors who make decisions

along with representatives of international capital. The state operates economically to

counteract the tendency to crisis, it acts repressively through the law to guarantee private

property and ideologically to reinforce commodity fetishism (cf. Bedggood 1980, p.20\. This is

the state in a reactive role to the demands of capital and hence the corporate actors who
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facilitate it. The state is uot neutral but operates as the site of an uoeven class struggle within

the logic of a capitalist system.

Buris (op cit) calls the third group of theorists 'corporate liberals' because they define the

degree of corporate liberality by the corporations proximity to the central power base (which

can be the state) or the length of their establishment. He includes in this category such theorists

as fjseem (1984) and his'inner circle tiesis', Baron and Sweezy (1!)66) and their core-periphery

distinction, Frieden (1980) and his domestic and multi-national distinction. Burris, himself falls

within this corporate liberal grouping as he uses his results to show that corporate political

behaviour is affected by rhe amount of regulation that the industry experiences from the state. If

there is a large degree of dependence on state goodwill for regulations conducive to profit

making (e.g. with Airlines, Banks, Finance Houses, Insurance Broking .. .) then those

corporations are likely to be bi-partisan against their natural business inclination to be

conservative which less depeudent corporations (e.g. oil, chemicals . . .) are fully at liberty to be.

The state, in this model, like the first model, is directive rather than reactive.

These different perspectives are seen in relation to the data that comes from the suwey and

other secondary source data. The top directors in the sample belonged to a range of twenty-

three associations which 'iaterface' with the state on matters of their dass fractional interests'

The most ubiquitous, in print and subsequently the best known, is the New Zealand Business

Roundtable, which had fifty-three of the directors in the sample as Past or present members.

The least commonly joined was the New Zealand Fertilizer Association which had only one of

the top thirty directors as a member. The 'big four' are the Chamber of Commercd, the

Employers Federation, the Manufacturers Association and the New Zealand Business

Roundtable. They had members representing thirty-oine, forty-three, twenty-three and fifty

perc€nt (respectively) of the sample. An over-view of the c.haracteristics of these big four

associations is as follows:
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The operationalisation of the theories begins by looking at the existence of plurality amongst

equals existing amongst the top corporate lobbies or whether there exists a hierarchy of group

power. This will be done by looking at the number of directors' who actively participate in these

lobbies, by looking at the topics that they have on the agenda, at whether these agendas aim to

change state actions, how they perceive the role of their lobby group and its relationship with

the state and other lobbies which they may be involved with. Special focus will be given to the

New Zealand Business Roundtable (NZBR) and its involvement with the state, for this is the

lobby which has the most links with the state, not just is formal links throrrgh such things as

their members key roles in State owned enterprises (see above) but allegedly informal ones as

well. Quotes have been given on whether the state is reactive or proactive in its relationship to

the business community. Lastly the liberality of the corporations can be tested in a multi-variate

tabulation looking at membership of the NZBR by sector, father's occupation, ideology relating

to the state and vote.

1.1.I. THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

The fust of the 'big four' corporate lobby groups to be looked at is the Chamber of Commerce.

New Zealand has a national Chamber of Commerce body, which has thirty-nine chambers and

a falling, though still substantial, membership of nine thousand business persons (Vowles 1985'

p. 2I7). This national body is affiliated to similar overseas Chamber of Commerce networks,

which together form an international body. These international connections were regarded by

the directors sa.mpled as the Chambers' major strength (fourteen percent). Forty-eight Percent

of the sample were members of the Chamber of Commerce and had some involvement, with

what others unkindly called the 'Chamber of Comics'. But only eighteen percent were greatly

involved with this association.

As topics of interest at Chamber of Commerce meetinp, the director members recalled

discussions of uatioual and regional domestic affairs affecting small business (three percent of

responses) or medium-sized firms (nine percent of responses). The Chambers' major concern

was seen to be the cost of exporting (nineteen percent of responses) io ao economy that has a
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fls3fing dollar and a high industrial wage structure (si:rteen percent)' Welfare regulations

(thirteen percent ofresponses) and general financial matters (twenty-two percent of responses)

such as the government's monetary and fiscal policies were also other important areas of

concern. (Eighteen percent of responses were desipated other)'

The directors, general perception of the chamber of commerce was not impressive; fiffy'four

percent of the sample' saw it as a poor lobby group'

One very committed chamber of Commerce director-member, who held a very prominent

position in the organisation said that he saw the chamber of commerce's access to

government as good. He commented authoritatively that;

The chamber of commerce has good reciprocal relations with both sides of

the House. They will go and sit down and tdk with the President' Happens

once a Year - if not more.

(Respondent 9)

This once or m6re a year contact, cannqt, however, be classed as an intinate cOnnection with

the state. After finishing the interviewing I was left with the impression that the respondents

saw the Chamber of Commerce as something that management" farther down the line' could

take or leave, it wils up to them. But for the top directors, the Chamber of Commerce was not

addressing their big business interests and it did not have a powerful interactive relationship

with the state, either formally or informally. The major responses from the directors on the

Chamber of Commerce was that it was.ineffective' (thirty percent of the responses), had lost its

inlluence (nine percent of the responses) and what remained was an'old bop' club (nro percent

of the responses).

ILz TI{E EMPLOYERS FEDERATION

The New Zealand Employers Federation with its four provinciat associations and

approximately tbirty employer groups (vowles 1985, p.218), was held in much higher esteem by

the top directors. Of those who were members of the organisation; sixty percent had some

involvement, whilst thirty percent were greatly involved. These top directors saw it as much
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more effective than the Chamber of Commerce (thirry-one percent) and they would be guided

by some of the reports they issued to members (fifteen percent of the directors). The Employers

Federation was seetr as being particularly effective in maintaining (tow) salary aud wage levels

(twenty-three percent). Many of the directors still saw the Employers Federation as effective

farther down the line (twenty-three percent), at the subsidiary level or they delegated

responsibility of attending meetings to management (twenty-three percent) so they had little

informatiou about its activities.

The topics of interest that the directors suggest are discussed at Employers Federation meeti'gs

were domestic, as they referred to the immediate problem of getting employers a bigger

percentageofthecorporateprofitsandresources.Thislals5lftl6rrghsuchthingsastheaward

structure (the choice of eighteen percent), or through employm.ent related issues such as equal

rights legislation; or more correctly not equal rights legislation (for forty-four percent). Less

directly they were concerned with trade organisation activities (three percent), legal issues

(eight percent) and their relationship with the government (thirteen percent). (The other

fourteen percent ofissues ofinterest were coded as'other').

The Employers Federation was rated by erghg percent of the directors who commented, as

beiog a very good to a good lobby on the state. Seventy-five percent of the directors who

responded thought that Employers Federation was at the 'interface' of employment issues

between business, employers and the state. They also felt that both sides of the government

were synpathetic to the employers'cause.

Although there was steady support and respect for this employers lobby group, it excited no

strong feelings of either enthusiasm or antagonism. The general level of sem'nitment, gauged

subjectively, was one of pedestrian respect, again for 'the bop lower down the line' doing a good

job. This quote illustrates this perspective;

GM: What contacts do you have with organisations other than the Roundtable?

*: Nothing really - Chamber of Commerce, Manufacturers Federation,
Employers Federation .... all those various institutions, we don't get

involved in. But again take our subsidiary Company X, they are members of
various ones; Manufacturers Federation" Employers Association. Company
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Y are members of the Ptastic Industry Association. They will be a member

of all sorts of different building sector Associations and they will be a
member of the Chamber of Commerce. So all of our companies that we

own, like Company Z, companies in the Farming industries, they are

members of all the various farming Federations, Federated Farmers and

things like that. But we ourselves are not really linked with anything. We

only got linked with the Business Roundtable. That is the only thing that we

have the time for outside of our own business.

(Respondent 53)

11.3 THE MANTJFACTTJRERS ASSOCTATION

The Manufacturers Association, liks the Employers Federation, holds to a mixture of

(domestic) functional and (national) territorial objectives (cf. Vowles 1985, p.2L7) and both

perspectives are given equal weight at their meetings. The manufacturers' interests are covered

across a wide area with over two thousand, four hundred firms, involved in the organisation.

The degree of involvement in the Manufacturers Association by directors who were members

was great (noted by forty-four percent of the directors) which shows their enthusiasm and thirty

three percent of the directors thought that it was a very good forum for the exchange of

appropriately related ideas. Overall, forty-nine percent of the directors answered that they

thougbt that the Manufacturers Association was a very good lobby group, with an equally mixed

number sa)ang that it was good (twenty-eight percent) and poor lobby (nventy-eight perceut).

When I asked the directors involved with the Manufacturers Association what topics were of

concern to them it became clear that they were more domestically related than Vowles had

shown. Manufacturers' Association members concerns were tariff reviews (twenty-two percent

of the responses), conditions affecting Closer Economic Relations with Australia (eleven

percent of the responses), government help in the form of subsidies . . . etc. (thirty-three percent

of the responses) and general trade concerns (thirty-three percent of responses). The

manufacturers generally expressed concern about being forced into a too narrow productive

base by the economic policies of the present labour government. These points are encapsulated

in a public statement made to the New Zealand Herald by the ex-President of the

Manufacturers Association (197A-7L and 1981-83) - Sir Laurence Stevens;
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We are right to re-structure and to stop doing some of the things that we were
doing, but at the moment I an fearful we migbt be going too far in the other
direction. New Zealand needed an envirott-ent where positive encouragement

was given to companies reasonably competitive by international standards and

particularly those with export potential. Such companies would provide jobs

and supplement other sources of foreip exchange earningp. A home base was

an integral part of a sound export performance and a reelistic look should be

taken at border protection - a level of protection that would allow that base to
be maintained .. . nI am not lalking about undue protection, we do not want a

return to that. But we need an environment where industry decisions are not
measured solely in terms of the imported landed goods.' Where they were

measured in those terms, an assumption was being made that the exchange

rate accurately reflected relative costs of production. But it is now accepted

world wide that exchange rates tend to reflect international movements of
capital rather than production costs. No manufacturer can adjust his costs as

quickly as the exchange rate can move . . . I do not think that the advisors to
government are aware of the harm they are doing in pursing this economic

purity theory . . . (Sir Laurence Stevens, 'rn the New Zealand Herald' August

4th, 1988, p3, section 3)

The directors perceive that this association represents the interests ofthe productive sector and

that the productive sector has a diminished relationship with the state;

*: I think that the government or the state could not possibly know what is
going on down in the valley unless they listen to people like the Manufacturers
and Employers and the Chamber of Commerce. Otherwise they have to listen
to the Roundtable.I'm not certain that they are good for them.

(Respondent 19)

Manufacturers and the Employers are losing their access to ttre state in favour of the interests

represented by the NZBR which is no longer synonymous with the interests of the productive

sector.

IL.4 THE NEW ZEAI,AND BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE

11.4.I THE ORIGIN OFTHE NZBR

Interest in forming the NZBR began n 1976. This came from a small informal group of seven

senior productive sector executives, who wanted to do something about the state of industrial

relations and wage policies structures in the highly regulated government of the ex-Prime

Minister, Sir Robert Muldoon. This is the history of the NZBR as told by a director who was an

original member;
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*: Tbey called a meeting with business and the trade unions - right at the very

beginning. And they used Ron Trotter as the chairman. tt had only just got

uodet t"iy and a minister was invited. Atrd it was based in Auckland, and

6inisters were invited and attended from time to time. It has probably been

more effective since it's been in Wellington because of the easy access to
government.

It was started by Ken Jarvis who was then the managing director of
Winstones. He was exasperated by what was happening on the industrial

relations scene. There was seven; Jim Fletcher, Ron Trotter (Fletchers),

George Pearce (Feltex), Alan Mackney (Forest Products), Allen Hellaby

and Ray Wattie.

Industrial relations were at a very low ebb. Employers generally weren't

looking good. Employers' associations generally had no support from the

CEO's, they were not participants. . . . it was our fault that they didn't meet'

The setting up of the Roundtable was an indication by the senior executives

of their wanting to be specifically behind the Employers Federation. The

Employers Association had to continue because they deal with all the huge

volume of detail. It was really the general wage orders that would come out

and you would find that companies would start to break the award by some

trick and then that would lead to more pressure and we w€re just leading to

a breakdown. It was probably the worst days of regulation that created the

atmosphere.. unions Lad to wait for a yeal for a hearing. (Thit created

tension) because I remember things were beginning to nove into the frst
stages of inflation - prices were moving very rapidly.

The unions were dropping behind and suffering badly for it and at the same

time suffering f.om tliir industrial actions. People were doing things behind

the regulations. Roundtable was a response to the sudden change happening.

But ii has become in the last five years a very much bigger forum or
visionary organisation. It's in danger of now going beyond its role. Well they

represent just the biggest businesses and that creates problems for the

smaller businesses. That creates jealousy.

I personally felt that we didn't need to be labelled in this way' a rather

special upper crust way . . . I'd rather be some one who could still speak to

the peopie. But you know there was a purpose in the Roundtable and that

was why I was involved with it to begin with. The purpose was sound. I am

not quite so sure now. Making their very strong representations to
government these are going to draw fire from the unions which will become

more divisive. I would prefer to see them all together building an umbrella.

Like the Chamber of Commerce.

A lot of them are aggressive people who take conlidence in being part of
that select little group.

(Respondent 9)

Two very important points emerge from this director's quote. The frst is that, in the beginning'

the agenda of the original members was a local issue oriented one - which centred upon the

employment problems of this sector and on to giving support to the Employers Federation. The
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second point, is the productive base of the original membership. These two things have changed

dramatically in twelve years: the NTBR's membership has increasingly become finance or

investment bank based and its advocacy is class-wide politics rather than just a specihc

corporate interest lobby on the state. The specific class interests are only dealt with indirectly

within the scope of the wider issues of continued legitimation and reproduction of the whole

class and indeed, the whole capitalist system.

The reasons for the changing agenda was not the new personnel, but this must have helped, for

the new executive officer could bring about change more in keeping with large corporate

interests and a particular type of philosophy, as the following quote shows;

*: Basically they (the NZBR) had just picked up in a pretty ad hoc kind of way

a few things that had interested them. They had a project on export

incentives, ior example, and they had had one on electricity pricing and

about the time that I got involved they had been doing some work on the

Commerce Act. There was no connecting theme to it, so what we tried to do

was to give the work progfamme more of a medium term focus. The

determining criteria are really what are the major things that matter in the

economy aL any point in time and basically we have been concerned to take a

general overview on the appropriate balance of general economic policies.

By that I mean that one should always be concentrating on the whole rather

than the parts as a first proposition. What matters is whether the general

economic framework that the government is pursui"g is in good shape. So

we have wanted to periodically undertake a stock taking there and refocus

ourselves to where we see the key weaknesses to give attention to.

(Responden! executive)

The changing emphasis in the agenda relates to the second point which is the shifting

membership. This is a manufacturer-director's evaluation sf thg gfuanging NZBR's membership

sEucfure;

*: (The NZBR) has been hijacked by the high fliers - the paper shufflers. All
the manufacturers have gone with the exception of Richard Carter. Only the

Merchant bankers and the insurance people left ... A self perpetuating

thing - very much an 'old boy network' - you have to be invited. select

company. People like Bob Jones would turn it down because they are

independent souls.

(Respondent 19)

Empirically the membership figures of the NZBR shsu/ this trend having moved from the

productive sector to a very increased finance sector membership;
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tabte 63: THE llEt'f ZEALAIID

rnenbershi P

Productive sector
finance sector
execut i ve

totaI

tegend:
RESPONDEIITS

NBR

RCIJNDTABLE

HERALD

1.
NEII ZEALAND SUNDAY TII'IES

BUSIIIESS ROL}{DTABLE I'IE}IBERSHIP: 1976'1987

RESPOII st'llDAY RESPOII-

.DE}IT NBR }IZ8R HERALD TII'IES DE}IT }IBR

1976 1985 p ieao il;-i9s6 Jan-1987 Aug 1987 Jutv 7

71727?52416
o 't -4 8 8 I
o0dt112

respondents infornation from survev.- Illlll: P't?|[;tt*liffiI=l'ii i'ilil,":il i' ili: i Gq. !;xli!1 :"1:?4.;,,i' I 3ll' f;l 
- "'Lrclllle, rrrs Forrvrrqi eYr" --- '-- ' 15, lggg, p.6.

Brook, 
- 
P@, _lull^.- r-rrrcrnialil,llii"li "ffi -:! ^'*i l-ld:::i i " I

Retations PaPer; Reform, APrit 1986.

ffi86, p.6, sect, p.6, section
= Cot I ins,

= o'sultivan, The ller Zeatand Sundav Times' January 18 1987' p'14'

This table shows a decreasing NZBR membership generally but particularly the loss of the

disaffected executive directors from the productive sector' Although the finance sector

membership has not numerically increased since November 1986, the relative increase has been

notable, for in November 1986 financiers were twenty-three percent of the NZBR membership

but by August 1987 they were thirty-wo Percent of the total number'

LI.42 A CONTEMPORARY DESCRIPTION OF THE NZBR

The directors, stroBg fsslings about the NZBR have already been noted (not to meution the

feelingS of workers, trade union members and people who are their more obvious opponents)'

The NZBR is not seen even by its own class members in a neutral way' Everyone who

commented on it either loved it or hated it. The directors were asked to describe the NZBR

which they did in the proportions outlined in the table following;

tabte64:THEDEscRIPTIot{oFTHEEUst}|EssRd.JNDTABLEbyPEERS

Percentages
forun for big business .""""' ?4

strong on rhetoric and
lor on facts. ..""""' 14

top directors frustrated Hith the
smaltness of the Charnber of Cotmerce,
the EnptoYers Federation and the
i.nui""tul"ts Association......"" " "' 8

big business doing right bY big
br"rtiness '"""' 38

lain contiaence in setect company ""' 5

a potarizing inftuence betHeen
Ui6-t*rsi"ess and the g.rbl'ic. "" 11

tota I

cases: 67
missing cases: 40

100
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Criticism of the NZBR was the directors' biggest response (sixty-eight percent) to a question

asking them to describe the NZBR; either directed at the NZBR as only doing right by big

business or questioning their credibility, or saying that their influence was a negative, socially

polarizing force. This response stands as an indictment of the stated aims of the NZBR

described by their chairperson Sir Ron Trotter in the preface to the NZBR's 1986 booklet: M

7rnland. Lahour Market Reform: a submission in resnonse to the Green Paoer "Industrial

Relations a Framework for Review."

The NZBR is an organisation of chief executives of major business firms

who meet to discuss and develop points of view on matters of common

interest, and particularly public policy issues. Members represent most of
the large business interests in New 7*aJand and are drawn from all parts of
the business community. The objectives of the New Zealand Business

Roundtable are to contribute to the overall development of New ZeaJand

and to promote the interests of all New Zealanders concerned with

achieving a more prosperous economy and fair society.

(Sir Ron Trotter, 1986, preface)

11.43 THE AGENDA OF THE NZBR

The agenda of the NZBR will show whether this group are the class-wide politicians that

Trotter (above) and Useem (1984) suggest that Business Roundtable members are. This will

show whether they focus on the issues which affect the continuance of the whole capitalist

system, whilst it so successfully functions in their interests, or is their range more specifically

tied to directly increasing the market share of their members?

The directors perceived the interests of the NZBR to be the following;

tabte 65: IOPICS OF INTEREST TO THE NZER by PEER PERCEPTIoI{

percentages
atl goverrment policy 27
all goverrrnent services 9
sociat retfare 9
comrnications 4
accident coflpensation Iegislation 11
industriat relations . 14
hunan retations 5
corporatisation 18

totat 
_T66-

missing cases: 91
cases: t6
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This peer perception of the NZBR as being primarily oriented toward altering government

policy (rwenty-seven percent of the responses) is supportive of Useem's (198a, p'74) hypothesis

that the class-wide politics which are the raison d'etre of these associations are "substantially

under the influence" of inner circle members. For the existence of the American Business

Roundtable is based upon a collectively shared response to government policies and was the

,,major impetus for the rise of the Business Roundtable. Dating from 193' the Roundtable bas

enlisted the chief executives of the 196 largest corporations to carry the holy war to

washington." An expression of a similar broad economic focus was explained to me;

*:ourpreoccupationiswiththegeneralpolicyenvironmentbecausewhatthe

stories 
"f 

Jd;, i;;gKong -iro fotril teli you i1 that countries that have

nsrhing g"id;r il; havJhad tne wit to manage their-affairs in a successful

way. They hive run sound economic policies, on;s that New Zealand policies

are much closer to now than they have been in the past. so our preoccupation

is with that kind of broad fra-"*ork. It is not doini the entrepreneuri"l .ttrg
and saying that in a given economic environment these ut" the kinds qf things

that are gd; i;1iti"g up alt oue' the place' -That's 
were the individual

companies are looking for the opportunities but in some cases they wont be

the new businesses of the future. lae chssic story of most economies is that a

whole lot "[i"u 
.,""ri"n takes ptace in small firms. These may well be big

firms ten t" tir""ty years down tG track but that is not where they start.

Sothechancesarewe,re|ikelytoseethattoo.Anumberofthelarge
companiesinNewT*a|and,areamongstthosewhoaremostconsciousofthe
pressures at the moment. what the e"nvironment is sipaling to them is that

they haueo,i il ,h; .tch, kind of organisarion or are not in the right areas of

business. rllv -igr,t iot expand, tnJi -iglt even nced to contract and let the

resoluces that they use get taken up elsewhere'

(Respondent:108, expert respondent not in the sample)

A close reading of the NZBR literature (e.g. New Zealand Labour Market Reform (l-986)'

Fiscal strategy: the next Stages (1987a), Better Value for Money (19S7b) and-ErgeiOm in

Emplo],nent (19S7c)) shows their ambit to be wide spread, fully reaching into the lives of most

New Zealanders. The topics that these works feature are the entire remodelling of social policy

expenditure including the restructuring of the welfare system (including most benefits)'

restructuring health, restructuring education and scientific research' restructuring the Accident

Compensation system, and restructuring other government departnents; Justice and Police'

Statistics, Defence, Environment, Foreip. Affairs. The restructure of public sector pay
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structures, state debt servicing practices, state quangos and the fiscal policy, also must take

place. Briefly a few of fts highlights of their written work are given below in as near a verbatirn

way as possible. (The sources are stated above)'

11.4.3. 1 INDUSTRIAL REI.A'TIONS

AWARDS

The National Award System must go. A centralised system of award fting is inadequate

because the award structure cannot take into account the variety of information that is relevant

to the optimal employment package in individual hrms. By failing in this respect' awards will

result in remuneration levels which both exceed rates at which some of the present unemployed

would be willing to work and fall short of those necessary to reward skill and responsibility'

Awards cannot accommodate well structured incentive arrangements and are not conducive to

positiveemployeerelationsandflexibleco-operationatthefirmlevel.

Proposed instead, is a decentralized labour market with contracting agreements with bargaining

structures which closely reflect the interests of specific firms aud their employees' Certain craft

unions may continue but these must be organisations in which there is genuine competition for

places, where competition alone can regulate entry into the profession' A renewable labour

coDtract systems will replace awards and wage rounds as in the United States of America where

they have contracts of up to six years'

UNIONS

The present form of unions is dysfunctional. They promote dispute by demarcation' and the

multiplicity of unions leads to relativity squabbles which reduce productivity and the ability to

pay better wages The basis of union inadequacy is the New 7*alatd method of regulation'

Registration and protection have harmed the interests of both workers and uuions for it has

sheltered them from competition and sapped their adaptiveness and vitdity' Unions have

concerned themselves largely with wage fluing and disputes'
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The recommended changes are for freedom from registration and membership size will be

decided by the members' Statutory minimum requiroments will consist of the democratic

conduct of affairs, the answer-abitity of offrcers and tbe accountabitty of funds'

C ON C I LATI ON AND ARBIT RATI O N

The present system of arbitration will go. Industrial relations will involve a simple system of

renewable contracts. The parties themselves will negotiate their own contracts with legal or

other aid c-hosen at their convenience. participants determine the type of mediarion' The costs

are private with no role played by the state. The present Arbitration Court will go' Labour

disputes are to be heard in a District Court'

STNKES AND LOCKOWS

Parties will have the rigbt to negotiate terms and conditions under which they may not strike

and the circumstances under which they can strike but secondary boycotts would generally be

precluded. Parties affected by the strike should be able to recover damages througb the

common law, that is, as property infringements. Common law would take precedence over

labour law.

POTryERS OF THE MINISTER OF L/IBOUR

The role of the Minister of Labour should be considerably reduced 1s limited public interest

matters, the provision of economic information and an informal advisory function if required'

TI.4.3.2 FISCAL STRATEGY

STRATEGY

The emphasis is on the reduction of goverument spending in areas that are not cost effective

and improvement in the management of public sector resources is the priority goal' The cause

of the present fiscal problent affecting the New Zealand economic performance is the 6scal

deficit; the size and quality of government expenditule; and the design of the tax system' The

causes of the current fiscal problems are - social expenditure; government subsidies to industry;

the .Think Big, projects; debt servicing; and labour intensive government services'
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NZBR's recommended solution is for a reduction of two percentage points per ann 'm (as a

6inimrrm goal) in the current deficit until it reaches zero. There should be close scrutiny of all

.sheltered, government progtammes. Government interference needs justification in the form of

answers to guestions about the level form, method of delivery, financing and targeting of many

existing progranmes. The tax system warrants change in the form of the reduction of high

personal til( rates, the integration of business and personal tax, and the treatment of foreign

income.

specially recommended NZBR actions arg for the Rationalisation of Government

Administration- This suggested action takes the form of the reduction of parliamentary running

costs, the need to reduce the Inland Revenue's costs by simplifying personal income tax and

reduci.gthescopeandlinancingoftheForeignAffairsMinistry.Defenceshouldhavestrict

cash limits to their expenditure, the Ministry of the Environment should not expand as planned'

(as there is no need for a parliamentaly Commissioner in this area)' the Justice and the Police

Departments should cut down on the high levels of imprisonment and put private enterprise

into the management of prisons and have private policing expand in to commercial securities

services. The end wilt be brought about of the proliferation of industry specilic departments or

government agencies e.g. enersr' tourism and publicity' and quangos' such as the film

commission. The NZBR also strongly recommends the establishment of a few commercially

oriented state owned enterprises or to analgamate all such policy and advice regulation bodies'

into a single Department of Commerce' NZBR advocates further urge a reduction in the

number of State Owned Enterprises and suggest that public sector enterprise is sacrificing

living standards by maintaining the present extent of state ownership' Also they recommend a

reduction in the role of the Labour Department in indusrial relations. The key to this will be

the reform of labour relations laws and related policies which need to remove the government

from the industrial relations arena. The basis for funding scientiJic research must be

commercial.

DEBT RESERWCING

The NZBR recommendations for improved management of the internal and external debt are

the following; to establish a corporate-treasury function which will handle or contract out in
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part, or in whole, this specialised debt re-servicing task and to progressively improve

governments external risk exposure and the structure of its notional balance sheet.

L7.4.3.3 SOCIAL POLICY EXPENDITURE

The NZBR rationale for cutting the funding of the Welfare State is that the present social policy

has funded a welfare programme in which mortdity rates have increased; criminal offending has

increased; differences in health, education and housing have persisted in amongst different

socio-economic groups; increased tax transfers have led to poverty traps; and social security

arrangements have created dis-incentives to re/join the workforce.

The NZBR recommends in the area of. HEALTH that there is an increased need for private

insurance. Hospitals should be contracting out their service-supply needs' Greater access to

medical training is necessary. Students must pay for their own tuition. There should also be

greater use of para medical services and the poor should be targeted for health help. NZBR

advocate that people pay a minimum amount to the government annually for prescribed

pharmaceuticals and that partial charges for laboratory services, abolishing the practise nurse

subsidy and reducing the child dentistry subsidies to the level paid for General Practitioners

services to children, be introduced.

ACCIDENT COMPENSATION, the NZBR suggests, has created a greater number of accidents

than the previous fault-based insurance system. A review of the no-fault legislation is called for

and the restoration of elements from the old negligence and liability scheme reinstated.

In EDUCATION the NZBR suggest that there is a correlation between the education taught

and unemployment. The right skiils are not being taught. An objection is made to the erosion of

the examination system and the introduction of 'fringe' subjects into the curricula. The NZBR

suggest that there is no necessary correlation between free universal education and state

education. Funding intervention from parents should occur with the best schools getting the

best pupils. Competitive education is needed.

At the tertiary level there is no justification for government funding. A trens Tasman private

university is under consideration by the NZBR. NZBR advocates cost related fees for courses.
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Private business courses should be taught. Student finances are to be ssanged through private

lsnns from commercial banks, part-time earnings, family support and scholarships. Overseas

students are commercial investments for the university.

The scaling down of SOCUL WELFARE in such areas as Superannuation is necessary. The

present poliry is inefficient and more than the country can afford. Old age is a foreseeable

contingency so why should the state guarantee incomes post retirement? The Dornestic Puryoses

Beneftt creates a strong dis-incentives for family responsibility and the NZBR advocate stricter

enforcement of maintenance obligations. With the Unemptoyment Beneft the objective should

be the eradication of involuntary unemployment. Forms of unemployment assistance are

contributing to the unemployment problem. The limits to eligibility should include the removal

of the eligibility of school leavers; the minimum age reduced to eighteen years; a reduction in

rate of benefit to the young; the unskilled or those without dependents; and an increase in the

stand-down period. Generally there is a stroDg recommendation made by the NZBR for private

insurance.

Family Assistutce should not be the liability of single tax payers or couples without nhildreu.

Help should be targeted only to the needy. The fust priority h the removal of the universal

family benefit. The second step will be to reduce the Excessive aspects of the present 'family

support' package. There is also a strong need to reduce fiscal outlays within the Housing

Corporation. The need for any help tied to housing is seen as debatable. lmproved access to

housing has already been brought about by the new tenansy law, the abolition of the first home

mortgage ta:< rebate, the home ownership scheme, help with building and by making the housing

corporation lending income related.

1]..4.3.4 STATE QUANGOS

Many of the existing Quangos should be re-examined on their viability. This includes the The

Secuities Commission as this in particular has shown an inability to understand key economic

issues. A review of the Securities Act and the commissions functions could integrate it with the

Reserve bank under the new business law responsibilities of the Departnnent of Justice. The

New Zealand Ports Attthoity and the |l/aterfront Comrnission should be abolished and the Nep
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Zealand Plaruing Council disbanded. The list of quangos that should go, or be scaled down, is

extensive and includes the Pest Destruction Council, Energt and Minerals Advisory Committee,

Atcohol liEtor Advisory Council, the tJrban Transport Council, and the The Zealand flm

Commissiort.

These measures, advocated by the NZBR in articles written between 1986 to 1987, have been

acted upon in the following wa)6

tabte 66:

are€

IndustriaI
Retations

Fiscal
Strategy

THE STATE'S RESPO}ISE TO IIIITIATIVES TRO,I THE

reconrnendat i on

I arards mJst go
2 decentratized unions
3 deregutated unions
4 demise of arbitration courts

5 attening terms of strikes

1 reduce goverrment sociat sperding

2 reduce subsidies to industry
3 reduce tabour intensive industries

4 taxation- reduced high income taxes
5 reduce Foreign Affairs l,linistry
6 do aray xith Conservation l'linistry
7 further reduction of SOE's

ltzRE BY 1989

act i on

[o- stil.l. in ptace brut under attack
Yes-started Hith the ilissan plant
Yes-votuntary unioni sm

Yes-Labour Court & Arbitration Com.

reptaced Arbi tration Court
Yes-Labour Relations Act 1987 timits

strikes
Yes- cuts rrade in a[[ sectors

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
lto
Yes - the airtines, forestry etc.

Yes

Yes

Yes-scheduted to go
No
Yes

date

1988
1987

1987

1987
1986-
1989
1986
1985-
1988
1987
1985

1987-
1989
1987-
1989
1988-
1969

1987-
1989

1988

1987-
't989

1988

1987

1987

8 reduced role of the Labour DePsrtment

Social 1 reduced heatth care ' privatisation
Expendi ture

2 reduced accident corpensation Yes
5 reduced educational services Yes

4 reduced superanmration for the elderty llo
5 reduced access to unenptoyment benefit les
6 reduced famity support benefits llo

State 1 re-examined as practicabte'securities com..Urder revier
Quangos

2 re-examined as practicabte-Ports Authority Yes-abotished
3 re-examined as practicabte-

tlaterf ront Cormi ssi on
6 disband- NZ Planning Councit
5 disband- Pest Destruction Board
6 disband- the Fitm Cocmission No

7 disband- the Atcohot Advisory Board llo
8 disband- the Urban lransport Council Yes

sources: NZYB 1988, 1987, 1986.

Although it is impossible to argue that the govemment only made these ch"'ges because of the

NZBR initiatives, their moves are all consistent with the NZBR's monetarist theoretical

position. There is a high correlation between the state's actions (sixry-seven percent of the
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NZBR initiatives have been positively acted upon) and the NZBR's suggested actions for the

state to take.

II.4.4 NZBR'S REI,ATIONS WITH THE STATE

The formal and informal relations between the state and the NZBR are strong. A very high

seventy-three percent of those who responded to the question (tnitty percent of all the

directors) about the NZBR's links with the state, saw the NZBR as a very good lobby, acting

very successfutly io tle interests of big business upon the state. Only a small six percent of the

directors saw the NZBR as a poor lobby.

The directors were asked to describe the NZBR's relationship with government ministers;

twenty-six percent thought that the NZBR 'had the ear' (so to speak), of government ministers.

Some five percent of the directors even went as far as to say that the NZBR was an 'old boys

club' that included politicians. Others mentioned that there was a lot of informal contact

between ministers and NZBR members (this was twenty-six percent of the directors). Others

mentioned that the executive had easy access to Treasury (ten percent of the directors) as an

executive member was a former employee there. Others said that the NZBR pressured

government who then pressured Feasury (ten percent of the directors). As one reporter noted

"When Manurewa MP Rogcr Douglas wore the finance mantle his relationship with the

Roundtable was rumoured to be so close you couldn't slide a treasury paper between them"

(Managh 1989, Sunda! Star. section A, p.11, February 12th).

Five percent of the directors said that it was because of the high quality research that the NZBR

produced that it was able to be such an important influence on govemment ministers and act as

an influence on their thinking, Five percent of the rest, of the sample, thought that Douglas and

Lange were too shrewd to be overly in-fluenced by the NZBR and a further five percent thought

that the NZBR had only got governynent's 'ear' when their policies were consistent with the

government's interesls. In the very recent past there have been public cracks in the tigbt state-

NZBR relationship. The most public declamations made against this closeness are implied in

reported statements of the Prime-Minister, although his occasional outbursts are tempered as

the quote following suggests;
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*: The Prime N[inis[s1, Mr. Lange yesterday sp€nt 40 minutes happily Jousti"g
with the knights of the Business Roundtable" only a week after saying that he

would not be seen on the sa"'e bus as some of them

(Armstrong New Zealand Hemld,hne2\198f,,p.?A, section 1).

This ambivalence may reflect a prosaic realization that there are Eore qworkers'than'knights'

when it comes to choices to be made at the polling booth (d. Payrter, National Business Review.

June Z)th, p. 8). This new distanci'g is not necessarily true of David Caygll, the new finance

minister. But the point is made by Roget Kerr, the chief e:recutive of NZRB who perceptively

noted the philosophy and the policy enactment are larger than irdividual politicians Vhat

matters I don't think is any particular individual. What matters is where policy generally gets

taken. The concern has been to maintain constructive relationships with dl politicians who are

part of the process' (Managh, 1989, 12th February, op cit.).

There was evidence that came tbrough in the interviews that I had with directors that they were

no longer being reactive to the state's decisions. On the conEary, they were making decisions of

national importance and then tslling the state;

Before the deregulated economy we were always up and down to Wellington

. . . When we made our deal with Country Z.lwentto the Prime-minister and

the Minister of Finance after the deal had been made but before it went to
press.

(Respondent 27)

For these New Zealand based companies with NZBR nembers are often involved in

international operations as large overseas transnational compeniss.

Other evidence of the NZBR's influence upon the state and the state's ministers, is their

predominance amongst those who are heading the newly created State Owned Enterprises. As

the New TaatandPublic Service, broadsheet distributed to union members in November (Public

Service Association 1985, p.4) said "Althougb the Corporation's Boards (haue) a slightly

different emphasis in its composition in order to reflect the differences in the nature of change
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tablE 57: STATE CORPORATIONS AND THE ROTJNDTABLE LIIII(
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that will flow out of the corporatisation exercise, there is a common thread. This is that many of

the larger businesses that have formed the Business Roundtable have senior office holders on

one or more of the corporations." They produced a graphic illustration of this inter-relationship.

This illustration of the hter-relationship between the new state owned enterprises and the

NZBR shows the cross-directorships that link the state and the top corporate class fraction

together. The fear expressed by the unions in the article is that the NZBR ideology commits the

NZRB directors, who they conceive to be the SOE's "motor force for the boards' to the

'dismantling of public enterprises" (Public Service Association 1986, p.4).

The formal corporate associations that lobby the state have been shown to be hierarchically

organised, with the NZBR at the top by peer assessment of their power and effectiveness as a

state lobby and the Chamber of Commerce at the bottom. This would not support the pluralist

idea of equal lobbying competitors gaining access to the neutral state. The NZBR and the other

associations have degrees of power commensurate with their access to the mobilisation of

scarce resources (mainly capital and labour). The state and the corporations in the following

quote are portrayed as rivals with the state largely being the looser.

*: Government are trying to run thittgs. Government and big business are

generally in many ways rivals. But today with the gowth of TNC businesses

it is very difEcult for governments to control anything.

GM: So who is making the decisions is it governments that are reactive or big

business?

*: It depends where it starts. This row that we have got brewing with Mr.
Douglas's tax reform is a typical one where he sees with the freedon that he

has given New Zealand to transmit money bacl<ward and forward, he now

sees that its threatening to his own taxing system.

GM: It would have seemed quite obvious.

*: Of course it is obvious in hindsight but he was only thinking of freeing up the

system. But then of course human beinp beiug what they are say well what

the . . . and there are other ta:r havens throughout the world. The Americans

found this out long ago, setting up businesses in Jamaica and the Bahamas

and all these other places around the world. Broadbank set up a business in
the Cook Islands, General Finance set one up there many ye:us ago and a

number of other people have done it. Now inevitably governments see this as

a threat. Now the ultimate thing is that they have to do it and see what

happens and it is possible and I would say probable - like Glaxo many long
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years ago formed in Palmerston North as a little milk powder company and

now it is a worldwide empire, based in London. This is what happens if the

taxation policy becomes too burdensome, after all what they are trying to do

is make money for shareholders. And shareholders if they are not getting

sssngh money they will sell their shares and doqm the prices go and with s9

many of management and boards having a large share-holding in their

organizations they are looking after themselves as well. So they will move.

To a certain extent the government has to take note of what theywill do to.

(Respondeut 94)

Finally in this chapter I would like to test in a multi-variate analysis Burris's (1987) 'corporate-

liberals' thesis. Burris suggests that the degree of liberality that a corporation has is not based

upon distinctions such as their distance from the core (cf. Baran and Sweezy 1966), or their

inner circle membership (cf. Useem 1984), or domestic and multinational firms (cf. Frieden

1980) but upon theh dependence upon the patronage of the state'

The dependent variable in the following multi-variate analysis testing this theory is membership

of the New 7-eatand Roundtable. The four independent variables run against this dependent

variable to simultaneously test their relationship to the dependent variable arc sector, ideologl,

innercircle membenhip and strategic control. The first, the sector that the director comes from

(only the finance and the productive are run here) is significant in relation to Burris's thesis, for

the directors from the finance sector are largely independent of the state (since the 1984

deregulation of the financial market), whereas the relatively depressed productive sector are

rn:Inerable and needy. To be consistent with Burris's thesis, therefore, the productive sector

should have a stronger relationship with the NZBR and their 'class-wide' politics because of

their dependent relationship with the state. They should be more liberal ideologically than the

finance sector, therefore, they should have a stronger beta measure. The finance sector which

flourished immediately after deregulation should have a less positive relatiouship to the NZBR,

and a greater commitment to the ideology of market forces and a strong beta measure.

Ideotogt refers to ideas of the directors in reference to the question about the role of the state.

The variable divides in to a scale of three responses; from illiberal through to liberal attitudes

on the role of the state. This is one gauge of the directors' ideological stance.
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The inner circle variable is the already defined Useem (1984) test of an executive officer in a

top company and operating on three top companies within a diverse envhonment. Lastly the

domestic and multi-national firm theory (cf. Frieden 1980 and Baran and Sweezy 1966) is tested

by the strategic control variable. They argue that core firms are relatively immune to the

competitive pressures of the market and are therefore more focused on long-term stability. A

stance that makes them more open to liberal ideolog5r. This variable is broken down into two

groups strategic control those wresting with non-overseas parent and overseas parent

companigS.

tabte 68: TESTING THE CoRP0RATE LIBERAL THEORIES

t * t * | * t t * m.rl,tipteCtAssification anatySiS * * '. * t * * * *

menbership of the lleu Zealard Business Rourdtable
BY sector

ideotogy
inner ci rcte melSershiP

* * * * * r * r r a r * r r r * * * *"jtltigl"*"ln:t3t* * * *. r * r

grand mean = the seventy percent rho are not IIZBR menrbers
adjusted for

unadjusted indePendents
variabte & category n dev'n eta dev'n beta

2 productive 42 -.03

ideotogy on state invotvenent
1 less invotvement 27 .01
2 the status quo 14 .16
3 present poticy 25 -.10

Hrong

sector
I finance

inner circle
lno
2 yes

24 .05

51 .07
15 -.2s

.tl.09

.16.21

.?5

.06
-.04

.02

.11
-.09

.06
-.21

.27

strategic controI
1 other than ovefseas 60 -.01 -.01

parent
2 overseas parent 6 .14 .11

.09

muttipte R squared
muLtipte R

The grand mean is seventy percent of the sample who are not members of the NZBR. The

multiple R squared of .11 suggests that the independent variables do not have a strong

uncontrolled relationship with the dependent variable - not being a member of the NZBR.

.07

.'11

.34
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When the relationship is more controlled by the dependent variables then the measure

strengthens into a Multiple r of .3.

The sector measure shows weakty that thc non-NZBR members are more likely to be found in

the finance sector (.05 more uncontrolled and.06 more controlled) than in the productive sector

(-.03 more unconholled and -.(X more controlled). The NZBR members therefore are less

likely to be in the independent (since 1984) finance sector and more likely to have come from

the productive sector. This support Burris's idea that the less dependent the company the more

liberal it is.likely to be. For the productive sector (the most dependent and demoralised of all

sectors in the recession) is shown here as less likely to be a non-N7RR member and therefore

more likely to be part of the NZBR. A group who Useem suggests (within the North American

Business Roundtable, at least) have class-wide politics rather than immediate self-interests, to

push. The next ideology measure shows this to be consistent with the weak relationship

discovered here.

Ideologt has a barely siguificant relationship with non-NZBR membership generally (.21 more

uncontrolled and .16 Eore controlled). The non-NZBR directors were more likely to be more

ideologically conservative than other directors - favouring less state intervention (.01 more

uncontrolled and .02 more controlled) and the status quo (.16 controlled and .11 uncontrolled)

The non-NZBR were less likely to agree that the present state policy of non intervention was in

any way wrong (-.10 more uncontrolled and -.09 more controlled). NZBR members where

therefore more tiberal than their fellow directors. Non-NZBR members are more likely not to

be members of.the inner circle (.07 nore uncontrolled and .06 more controlled) than the NZBR

members are. There is more support for this relationship generally (.Tl more uncontrolled

y,,slftsning to .25 more controlled) than any of the others although it is still not an outstandingly

strong relationshiF. But when it is separated from the multivariate analysis altogether and just

run i$ a cross-tabulation then the relationship looks more significant;
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tabte 59: llEtl ZEALAND

inner circle
mefl5er

yes

colum total

chi square signif icance:
ni ssing observations: 15

BUSIT{ESS ROUNDTABLE 8Y THE IX}IER CIRCLE

lrler Zeatard Business Roundtable
nelrber

20
57r

60
832

roH total

80
75r

27
251

107
t00x

15
43?,

12
174

35
331

72
674

.0003

Arguably the most inlluential men in New Zealand are within that forty-three percent of my

sample who are members (or past members) of the NZBR and are members ef tfts innsl gilslg-

These are the creem of the corporate class, the members who hold key leadership roles. The

table shows that there is a very sipificant relationship between the two variables - the inner

circle and N7BR, membership (chi square of 0003). Rejection of the null hypothesis is

therefore necessary- The NZBR must be significantly influenced by the forty-three percent of its

key directors who are both NZBR members and members of the inner circle and vice versa'

This is support for [Jseem's (1984) idea of the correlation between the two groups.

Lastly on the multi-variate andysis the Strategic control favoured weakly by non-NZBR directors

is bverseas parents (.L4 more uncontrolled and .11 more controlled). This means that the NZBR

members are more likely to be from non-overseas parent companies than their fellow directors.

This does not support the core-periphery distinction (cf. Baran and Sweezy 1965, Frieden 1980)

with the more liberal companies being closer to the core because there they are more removed

from the anxieties of the everyday stresses of the market for the NZBR membrs' (the most

liberal of the top corporate directors), do not have the relationship with the core countries

through a parent company. This core-periphery thesis is not supported here. The more illiberal

non-NZBR are those most likely to have an overseas parent. So if the overseas parent

companies directors are the most liberal directors and they are likely to be non-NZBR directors

here there is little reason to e4pect that these companies are likely to'tend to favour progressive

labour and welfare tegislation as a means of ensuring their oum worKorce" (d. Burris 1987'

p.733).
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L1.5 CONCLUSION

The chapter began by pointing out, tlrat althougb ths top corporate class fraction is allied to

twenty-three state lobbying groups, their principal commitment is to the 'big four', who are the

Chamber of Commerce, the Employers Federation, the Manufacturers Association and the

New Zealand Business Roundtable. These big four formal lobby associations were described in

some detail. The salient points from these perspectives (origlnally outlined in chapters two,

three and four) that is, the Marxist, Corporatist and Corporate liberal theories, were outlined

and operationalised. What the chapter's collection of both primary and secondary evidence has

shown is that the perspective with the most to say on the linkages between the formal class

lobby associations and the state; the corporatist perspective, has the least empirical support for

its theory.

The New 7-eaiaficorporatist argument is weak in relation to the corporate evidence, on three

levels - the equal power of the lobby groups, the directive role of the state and the associations

autono6y from each other and the state. The frst, that the formal state lobby associations of

the corporate class fraction (not to mention those of the working class) are not eEtally

empowered with resources or access to the state became evident from the responses of the

d.irectors describing the role of the NZBR. They saw the NZBR as having a very large

advantage in their privileged access to material and informational resources for there is

evidence from the actions and policy decisions taken by the state that they listen very carefully

and act upon policy advice from the NZBR. Even though this is not conclusive evidence as there

are other contributing sources, such as the treasury for example.

Doubt is brougbt to bare on the idea of the directive state, particularly in regard to its

relationship with the corporate class fraction. The importance of the time that the theory was

written (>1970's) here becomes evident and its'theory-centricism' (a neologism 6saning that

the idea spoke to itself rather than addressing a wider problematic) becomes evident. The

1970's was still the ti-e of high accumulation and the state was stable and the demands of

capital could be met whilst sharing some of the surplus with the working classes. However,

theorists writing during an economic recession can more easily see the peeling away of the

economic (rather than political and ideological) interests of the state and its inability to

autouomously'direct' corporate interest groups. The quotes given show the immense corPorate
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power to make decisions which are going to influence the daily lives of New Zealanders and

which are told to ministers of the state 'before the press conference'. This is consistent with the

state's (through either of the political parties) commitment to market forces. The reactive role

of the state to capital shown here would support the Manist thesis that social relations are

always the historical product of objective laws of capital itself which assert themselves through

the actions of individuals (cf. Hirsch 1978, p.60).

The autonomy of these corporate associations from each other and from the state has been

brought into question with the evidence shown. For there is an important 'boys-down-the-line'

link between the most powerful group (the NZBR) and the more specific industry related

associations, and the less powerful organisations (the Chamber of Commerce, the Employers

Federation, the Manufacturers Federation, etc.). That is, the bit players in the corporate

hierarchy have an input into the lesser organisations and are able and *iliog to both convey and

e press the interests of their 'superiors'. The links with the state have been shown to be strong

although less so than they were when the economy was a protected one.

Finally the corporate liberals perspective was challenged on its most salient hypothesis. The

evidence on the relationship between the NZBR and the inner circle, ideolog (as a measure of

liberality), strategic control, sector and region show that a weak relationship existed which gave

varying degrees of support to the corporate liberal theories. There was most support for

IJseem's (1984) 'inner circle hlpothesis on the liberality of the inner circle, and no support for

Baron and Sweezy (1%5) or Frieden (1930) and their domestic and core distinctions. The

support for the Burris hypothesis that corporate political behaviour is relative to the arnount of

regulation that the industry experiences from the state was in slight evidence. For the dependent

and demoralised productive sector shows a positive relationship to the NZBR which proved to

have a more liberal ideological stance for its non-NZBR directors.

Overall the relationship between the state and the lobby groups of the top corporate dass

fraction is a fascinating one in which the dylamics closely reflect the structure of a capitalist

economy in which the New 7*aland state, like any o&er is "not capable of being 'regulated'

politically'' (Hirsch 1978, p.61).
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CHAPTERTWELW

THE MARXIST BASBD FINANCIAL MODELS

t2 IIYIRODUCTION

The principal role of banks, according to Lenin (L95, p.2I4) is 'to serve as middlemen in the

making of payments. In doing so they transform the inactive money capital into active, that is,

capital yielding a profit; they collect all kinds of money revenues and place them at the disposal

of the capitalist class. As banking develops and becomes concentrated in a 56xll nrr'"ls1 6f

establishments, the banks grow from modest middlemen into powerful monopolies having at

their command almost the whole of the money capital of all the capitalists and small

businessmen and also the larger part of the means of production and sources of raw naterials in

any one country and in a number of countries. This transformation of numerous modest

middlemen into a handful of monopolists is one of the fundamental processes in the growth of

capitalism into capitalist imperialism.' The dimensions of capital transforming into this global

money market, as depicted by Lenin when he wrote Imperialism, the Highest Stage of

Capitalism, may have changed superficially but the proportionate relationships are likely to have

remaired. This is the focus of this chapter - the role of New Zealand's top finance institutions

and finance capitalists.

The New 7*aland data will be operationalised and evaluated on the most salient points that

have emerged from the three financial Marxist based models - the finance capital model, the

bank control model and the bank hegemony modets. The central differentiati"g points, (from

chapter three), are that the linance capital model is seen as being driven by fused industrial and

financial units in which banks absorb, annex or brought into their own grouP others, by

acquiring trqtdings, by purchasing shares, by the system of credit or by direct board intervention.

The finance capital models' theorists, atso suggest that the finance capitalist is a special type

who is more likely to belong to the 'upper classes' (cf. Soref 1980, p.69).
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The bank control models' theorists, argue for an independent power base for financial empires,

subject to internal controls, but competing for financial resources, with other finance class

fraction members. 'Banking terrorism' (cf. Fitch and Oppenheimer 1970) 5s5[eins itself through

directional interlocks from the bank to other corporations. The bank directly intervenes on the

boards of its satellite interests.

Lastly, the bank hegemonic models' theorists, see a class-wide fragile unity whereby the

financial system subordinates its competitive tendencies to a structural splbiosis. The primary

emphasis in the last model is a banking hegemony based on the control of the direction of

capital flows rather than direct intervention.

The chapter begins by looking at secondary sources to provide a very brief historical overview of

the New Znalandbank and insurance business in New 7*aland. The evidence from the primary

sample source - the survey of the top corporate class fraction - shows the nature of the

relationship between the industrials and the finance corporations.

I2,I AN OVERVIEW OF BANKS AND INSTJRANCE COMPANIES IN

NE\ry ZEAI.ANI)

t2.t.t BANKS

Going back to l,snin's (op cit,- p.214) introductory point, that historically banks have had

modest beeinnings, this is true in relation to New 7*aland banks, for here they first took the

shape of very small trading banks. The Fust was the New Zcaland Banking Company established

in 1840, at the whaling station at Kororareka, (Chappell 1961, p.lii). Where, unfortunately for

investors, the banks paid up capital never exceeded eight thousand pounds and the bank

'e4pired in (the directors) arms in 1845" (op cit, p.13). In 1847 the Auckland Savings Bank

began trading, followed by the Union Bank, the Oriental bank and a branch of the Bank of

New South Wales. The inaugural meeting of the Bank of New Tnaland directors was in May,

1861. A New Zealand Bank bill was introduced into the House of representatives in June 1861,

allowing the Bank of New T,ealand to open four months later.
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Within the last decade the New Tnaland banking system has under-gone immense c.hange. As

this direclor points out;

*. It is a matter of finance, and companies are looking much wider-a-field for
raising money these days, instead of just borrowing on the local market by

debentures. They want to put together international forms of bonowing and

they want to protect themselves against the ups and downs of currency and

so it does involve a lot of discussion with banks al1d I 6ommittee of the

board is often involved with that. It is for raising money and also hedsing

against or protecting the company against changes in the excha'ge rates'

GM: A lot has gfianged since 1980?

*: The banks 6uus gfianged dranatically'Agai" it started under nationd - with
foreign exchange licenses being granted to the Merchant Bankers or Finance

Companies. And of course with deregulation under Labour, money can be

brought in and sent of the country without even advising the Reserve bank.

Certainly, in that sense it really has changed the role of banks and all
financial institutions and all companies, because most companies now have

their own treasury functions they caII it. To protect these companies, and

also to ma-ke a profit out of using the money that is available to these

companies.

GM: Ba*s were highly regulated previously?

*: Yes it has happened over 50 years ever since 1932 when the Forbes policy - I
have forgotten the nr-e of the Act but that was the first Act that put
controls on. And it was followed by the Act that reduced Civil servants

salaries. That reallycurtailed the role ofbanks and that lasted for over fifty
years, since then tiere have been various forms of controls and amendment.
The National government started to ease them off in 1.975. Then Muldoon
went off his head in 1982 and started composi"g more of these restrictions,
salary and rent freezes, everything. (Respondent 18)

The present New Zealand banking system has at its core the Reserre Bank of New Zealand

(established in 1933) which was originaly privately owned but was lllisaelissd by the state in

1936. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act [1%41 and the later amendments define the

authority of this central banking body. The banks statutory function is to act * 
" 

oa6nl Senk,

to ensure that credit provided by other banlcs does not conflict with the ctrown's interests, to

advise the state on monetary policy, banking credit, overseas exchange and to give effect to the

monetary policy of the government. A requirement of Trading banks is that they make monthly

returns to the Reserve Bank detailing their liabilities and assets. The policy of the Reserve bank

has been" for the past two administrations, monetarist. The present Governor of the Reserve
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Banh Dr. Don Brash, has shown himself keen to follow, in this respect his predecessor, Sir

Spencer Russell. Dr. Brash's controlled monetary policy continues'to place downward pressure

on inflation until price stability (is) achieved and embedded in low inflation expectations" (NeE

Zealand Herald, 1988, November 9th, p.1, section 3). The Reserve Bank policy is

complementary to the politics of the fourth Labour government (cf. Collins L987,p.32).

The BNZ (the Bank of New 7*aland\ is the only trading bank that has ever been state owned.

The State took possession of it in 19,16 and is now in an 'on/ofP process of privatising it.

Thirteen percent has already been sold to a variety of shareholders, the other eighty-seven

percent has been for bid by Fletchers (Gibson, October 30th, 1988, section w, p.10).

The latest development, however, is that the BNZ is to be twenty-nins percent owued by a local

merchant bank - Fay Richwhite, eigbteen percent to the staff and frfty-three percent to the

government (New Zealand Herald, June 7tb" 1989, section 3' p.1).

Since the sharemarket crash (October 19th, 1987) the BNZ like some other banks has had a

sharp drop in their profit margins. On the third of November, 1988 their profit was $51.9 million

which was a thirty-four percent drop from the corresponding profit in the previous year (cf. Fry'

Sundav Star, October 3rd, 1988, section 4 p. 15). In January 1988, the BNZ had to increase its

bad debt provision to $370 million, which does not suggest a likely "satisfactory profit result for

the financial year' (&-Zealand-Ilerald, January 28th, 1989, p. 1, section 3). By June 1989,

frnancial journalists spoke about the BNZ as nthe incredible shrinking bank" (Norman"

Auckland Star, June 11tb" 1989, section A, p.11) for its belated balance sheet, issued that

month, reported a loss of $649 million dollars and a $1.3 billion allowance for bad debts.

The deregulation of Tlading banks has occurred since April L,1987. Banking fields previously

dominated by the big four - ANZ, National, Westpac and BNZ, are now open to newcomers.

The challenge was meet by eleven trading banks (Finn, $gdg!-&t, September 4th' 1988,

section D, p.3) but reduced to nine by November 1988. These are the NZI Bank, Countrywide,

Barclays, Citibank, Macquarie, Post Office Bank, Bank of America, National Australia Bank

and the D.F.C. Deregulation of the bu"k-g system has (d. op cit Cave 1988, p3) been tied to
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the pre-crash speculative boom with a large amount of credit available. For deregulation of the

banking system always leads to speculative bubbles in the share narket and real estate' because

the banks always have money - and suddenly they see a chance to make profits. Deregulation

keeps interest rates hig[ because banks have to pay interest on cheque accounts to attract

depositors, which they pass on in interest rates to borrowers (cf' Batra, 1985).

The few bank success stories, in the post-crash period, are those who did not have large

numbers of corporate clients. An example of this is the Countrywide banlq which has few

corporate clients and has concentrated on the home mortgage market and their share price is

very "strong' (Wilkinson, Sunday Star. March n,L988, section D' p. 6).

The first Trustee Savings bank began trading in Wellington in 1846. (This is not to be

confused with the trading banks mentioned earlier. Trustee banks are distinguishable because

their depositors nominally oovn them). The Wellington trustee bank was joined by nine 6i6"t

regional banks - Auckland (1847), New Plymouth (1850), Dunedin (1864), Southland (186a) and

Hokitika (1856). In 1987 there were twelve of these banks throughout the country' The

legislation appropriate to them is in the The Trustee Savings Bank Act, [1948]. They have total

assets of $3,517,105,000 (cf. NZYB 1986-87, p.689).

Merchant Banks earn money from income through fees made in corporate lending deals (d.

Wilkinson, The Sunday Star, 1988, section D, p. 7). They include Investment Banks (e.g.

Brierleys) and banks more easily identified with those who manipulate the money markets (e.g'

Fay Richwhite). The government approved the major expansion of Merchant Banking through

the intervention of overseas companies in 1971. There is no risk involved for them, as they only

arrange deals rather than finance them. Merchant banks are instrumental in ar'renging finance

for international trade deals, financing takeovers, rnergers and overseas loans. What these

companies have established since the seventies is a telephone, later facsimile - worldwide

finance network. The financial community, particularly the merchant bankers, are held (cf.

Jesson 1987, p.108) responsible for the success of the labour govemment in the election of

1984, for they abandoned their traditional party, the National party, because of the Prime-

Minister Muldoon's tax amendments which cut down on the industries' ta:r benefits, introduced
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wage freozes and controlled interest rates. nln July 1984, the linance commutity undermined

both the National Governrnent and the New Zealand dollar' (Jesson 1987, pp.11!i-114) and

alnost completely emptied New Zealand's overseas reserves, forcitg the Reserve Sank to close

the foreign exchange market the day after the election. The twenty percent devaluation that the

caretaker government made gave speculators a "killing' (Jesson 1987' p.114).

The deregulation of the entire financial system and the float of the dollar was complete by 1985.

The money that flooded into the country looking for high interest rates, plus the dumping of

foreign goods on the local market, plus the high value of the New Tnaland dollar all contributed

to dam^g.g overseas trade and internal production.

I2.I2 INSTJRANCECOMPANIES

Although it may be controversial to include insurance companies within rhis financial sector'

they are here because of their substantial importance and involvement in the New Zealand

Corporate Sector. There is also precedent for this inclusion (e.g. Soref 1980, Mintz and

Schwartz 1985).

Insurance companies have always been major players in New T.r,aland corporate stakes as far

back as the 1850's. In 1850 the fust insurance company in New 7*aland was the New Zealand

Insurance Company (NZI). Like the banks, insurance companies had modest colonial

beginnings in ventures to "underwrite small insurance risks" (Vennelll972,p.5) such as F[e, old

age and marine ventures. In 1854, two of the directors of NZI - Coombes and Daldy, broke

away from the original group and set up in competition a firm called The South British Fire

and Insurance Company (later known as the South British Insurance Company until it lost its

own name in the merger with NZI in the 1980s). It is difficult to trace amounts of overseas

ownership in these early insurance companies because in-house books written to help sell the

company to the New 7*alandpublic do not include such information. The present percentage of

British ownership of NZI is fifty-one percent this is owned by General Accident (l'lew Zealand

Herald. July 27th, 1988, section 3, p. 1). (Of the thirty four life assurance offices active in New

Zealand, (NZYB 1987, p.78) only sixteen were purely New Zealand institutions.)
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The sums involved in amassing insurance premiums is enonnous - in 1983-1984, the total

revenue of Life Assurance Compauies equalled $U41J18,000 (cf. NZYB 1985-87, p.723). This

colossal amount of equity represents a considerable finance resource, that insurance

companigs have to invest in the corporate sector. For example, the major insurance company in

New Zealand in 1987 was AMP. AMP's annual report on December 3L,1987, showed a market

value of $4,507 million which was one percent down on the previous year. Investment of this

substantial sum was in - property twenty-nine percent or $1,285,000,000, shares twenty-six

perceut or $1,176,0fi),000, the public sector si:(een percent or $737,000,000, company loans

fifteen percent or $657,000,000, farming loans five percent or $212,000,000, housing loans three

percent or $122, 000,000, policy loans one percent or $66,000,0ffi and other five percent or

$251,000,000 (New Zealand Herald, 1988, May 21st, p. 1, section 4). The size of the fifteen

percent corporate investment of this one insurance-mutual provident company, gives some scale

to judge the 'potential' control that these large insurance companies could exercise.

X2.2 FINANCE CAPITAL

Hilferding argued that the domination of finance capital over all other capitalist groups

(including industrial capitalists) through their control of credit and the rise of the joint stock

company, combined to give banks more confidence to acguire permanent corporate investment

than they had in the previous period of high risk-entrepreneurial capitalism. Finance based

capitalism "gave rise to a desire to establish a permanent supervision of companies affairs, which

is best done by securing representation on the boards of directors. This ensures, first, that the

corporation will conduct all of its other financial transactions associated with the issue of shares,

through the bank. Second, in order to spread its risks and to widen its business connections, the

bank tries to work with as mauy companies as possible, and 
"j 

ths 5eme t'ne to be represented

ou their boards of directors" (Hilferding 1910, p.121).

To identi$ the finance capital model it is necessary to identiff the bank and the insurance

companieJ relationship to the New Zealand corporate class fraction. Do the banks in New

Zealand, absorb the smaller banks and corporate enterprises, or do they annex them,
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subordinate them or bring them into their own orbit through holding companies, share

ownership, by a system of credit or by direct board intervention?

I:22.I DIRECT OR INDIRECT FINANCIAL INTERVENTION IN CORPORATE

REI.ATIONS

Are finance companies intenening in a direct way with the relations of the company or are they

merely influencing corporate decisions? Evidence from the survey suggests that the influeuce of

the bank(s) was considerable on individual compeniss. Thirty-one percent of those directors

interviewed gave banks much weight when they made decisions, forty-nine percent gave banks

some weight and tweuty percent gave banks no weight. Frequent bank contact was made by

fifty-three percent of the directors.

This frequent contact and high regard for the banks interest reflects in the description of the

role of the banks, given by one of the top directors;

*: The role of the banks? .. . They are there to do business either to lend

money or use funds or help the company to run their business. A good

banker will feed information to a company all the time, particularly if it is
lending money to the company, it will see it as their duty to help that

company to be successful without prejudicing its other portfolio of
custopers. Because the more successful that company becomes then the

bank is much more assured of getting its money back and making good

loans. But the bank at all times has to be at arms length, make certein it gets

money back because it is not its money it's lending it's other peoples'

money- Whilst the banker musn't be too conservative nether-the-less he's got

to be conservative enough that he does not take unnecessary risks. Therefore

he's got a large stake in the company and he needs to make certain that he

can get that money back within a reasonable length of time. This means that

he can use a lot of judgment. Judgment can only come from information and

therefore he must get as much information as he can from the company at

all times. And not necessarily in terms of securities but in terms of the

companies future. Everything is concerned with the future because that is
where the money to pay the banker comes from and therefore he must be

concerned about its trading and how it does it and so forth. And to that

extent the banker must get as much information, either in the market place,

on cash flows and so on. You can monitor that to a large extent by the
Amount of money passing through the account.

(Respondent 94)

In the quote from the director-respondent 94, the banker is seen to have a role as a lender to

the company and as an active participant, helping the company to run its affairs, both of which
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are consistent with the finance capital model, for they represent direct intervention into the

affairs of the company. In the later part of the quote the director portraits the banker as a

financial intelligence agent with an ear to the future, mining information on cash flows and

monitoring company progress which sounds more like the bank hegemony model as does the

next response. When the directors were asked what type of role they thougbt that banks should

have, twenty-two percent of those who answered, said that banks should have a higb degree of

gurding interest in their company and fifty-six percent said that banks should have some g"idi"g

interest in their company. Agaitt, supportive of the bank hegemony thesis rather than the two

earlier direct interventionist bank theses is the directors' strong identification of the influence of

the bank being only the monitoring of their commercial responsibilities. As can be seen in the

percentages following;

tAbI.C 70: THE IIIFLUENCE THAT FTNAIICTAL I}ISTITUTIONS SHOTJLD HAVE

percentage
a morat responsibiLity to hel.p ..,..... 6
legal responsibiLity to hetp .... 13
corrnercial responsibitity to hetp .. .... 3l
restructuring rote since the crash ..'......... ?5
a support in adverse conditions ........ 6
interference proportionate to the banks
faith in the directors...... 6
interference no problem under any corditions .. 6
dangerous rhen profit comes before
technicat expansion 6
no more inftuence than other shareholders ..... 6

vatid cases:16 (sel,ected responses onty because ansHers came from those rho
acknorledged a major bank input into their conPany.)

The banks, role in restructuring (tHenty-five percent of director's responses) and thein

support in adverse situations (six percent of the responses) are part of the rcorporate

trouble shooting, that has become an intrinsic part of the banks' rote since the doxn-turn in

the econo[ry.

Corporate trouble shooting is a direct intervention into the affairs of the conPany as the

following quote shows. This quote is from a senior director of a distributive company who was

on contract to the holding company - a merchant banh to complete this fype of restructuring

activity;
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GM:
*.

Now a lot of people have grown up in New Zealand in an era of
protectionism. And these people, if you like, have raped the system, in that

they have put in a modicum of community investment. When I came here

and took over some of the companies that I took over, I was just appalled at

the state of the plant and equipment. And you couldn't possibly refit the

companies because the cost was too enormous.

So what did you do with the companies then?

Sold them - closed them down. Or just rode them to their death. So what we

did was tend to reposition them. Say OK they can always make something

and we got some good agencies from overseas and from borrowing for a

late-buy operation. So we'd say OK we can service the slow moving products.

No one wants to bring those in anyrx,ay. And we'll tie up with Asians

overseas and bring in the popular fast moving products. We'll offer the New

Zealand public a range on the basis of import and manufacture.

(Respondent 101)

The finance pages of the daily newspapers often mention examples in which the banks or

insurance conrpenie5 move in to protect their investments as either receivers or part of a

restructuring team. For example, 'Auckland-based investment banker Guthrie Financial

Corporation and their subsidiaries have been placed in receivership ... the directors had

requested the New 7*aland Guardian Trust Co. to appoint receivers. Mr. Guthrie said the

collapse of other major financial institutions and corporate retrenchment in recent months had

produced an uneconomic commercial environment for a financial services company. There had

been a significant lack of investor confidence in the marketplace coupled with a continuous

withdrawal of funds as a result of this environment.. the company had also experienced a

number of bad dsbts" (l{ew Zealand Herald, 1989, February 9th, section 4, p. 1).

Direct investment in corporate shares is another way that banks have 6f ssahelling New

7*atandcompanies. This is in accord with the following directors account of recent practices;

*: Well in my day we would rarely take shares as security without
understanding what the nature of that company was and what the shares are.

Or you can end up with nothing or you are shifting it, there is nothing
tangible about it. It is unusual for a banker to take shares in a firm but a lot
of them do. It is not necessarily bad it depends. It's only bad now as the

share market goes crash the way that it went. There aren't too many people

that anticipated that - there are a lot of wise people around who were betting

on tlat market. This includes the BNZ's heavy involvement with Judge and

so were the other banks and all of them were, if you want to use the word,

'guilty' of the euphoria of the time.

(Respondent 94, December 1987)
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The BNZ's direct investment of public money in the shares of fallen corporations, particularly

Judge corp has been brought abruptly to public attention- Here is a report on the very active

role (to the level of appointing directors?) that the BNZ had in the troubled Judge Corporation.

'A task force team of the mmpany's financiers took over running Judge Corp in November last

year, but were unable to stave off receivership. Judge Corp's main asset at the time was its

ningfssn percent holding in Brisbane based Ariadne Australia Ltd., of which Mr. Judge was

chairman. this siake was sold to the Bank of New 7*alandand Grylis Pty. Ltd., the Judge Corp

directors claim, in April, at 100 Australian cents a sbare, about $N2105 million. The directors

said as part of this agreement they assisted in the appointment of nvo BNZ/ Grylis uominees to

the Ariadne board. BNZ/Grtyis reject there was an agreement, however, claiming rather that

they had taken possession of the stakes as mortgagees. This dispute has been sizzling all year"

(New Zealand Herald, December 7th, 1988, section 3, p. 1).

In support of the finance capitat theory the many corporate crashes occurring have revealed the

fissures in the image of the aloof, non-interventionist bank and insurance companies. For

during economic crisis direct interventiou may take the form of corporate trouble shooting in

the form of 'task forces' to restructure, kill or put the compary into receivership or liquidation,

or as in the Judge Corp case board appointments may be made which are'understood' to favour

a particular bank appointee.

1222 DIRECTFINANCIAL CORPORATE OWNERSHIP

As has been already noted, there are a variety of different types of financial corporations -

tradirg banks, investment banks, merchant banks and insurance companies. Of the small

number of directors who responded to the question about bank involvement in their compatry

(sixteen percent) the following noted as substantial, the contacts that their companies had with

these types of finance company, that is, in trading banks (twenty-nine percent) and merchant

banks (nn'enty-nine percent) and with insurance companies (eigbteen percent)'
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tabte 71: TYPES 0F SUBSTAIITIAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIO|| II'ITEREST

trading bank
merchant bank
insurance

Percentages
29
29
18

6

trading bank & nrcrchant bank 6
trading bank & insurance 6
other 6
not applicabte

totat 100

vatid cases: 17 (a selected response frorn those rho said that the banks
had a relationship rith their coflpany)

The low number that acknowledged a relationship between their company and financial sources

shows a great reluctance to give details about these links. For this low (sixteeu percent

acknowledgment) articulates poorly with the linancial ownership measured from secondary

sources. The sources (following) for this material were the 1987 Company register and the 1987

Broadlands Investment yearbook. They reveal the financial share capital of the top thirty

companies (19S6) in a very conservative way as they list only the top Frve shareholders.

The 'actual' direct investment of the finance sector in corporations is substantial, much, more

substantial than most of the directors were prepared to admit. Insurance companiss 6s

particularly busy directly involving themselves with investment in the top New Zealand thirty

comp:nies. Forty percent of the top thhty companies have some form of insurance corporation

as one of their frve major share holders. Forty percent of the top corporations have an

investment bank (which include conglomerate holding companies like Brierleys) involved within

their company. But substantial holdings are not held by the big four tradi"g banks (ten Percent

involvement) or by any tra'ling banks.
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tabte 72: THE TOp THIRTy CORPORATTOilS AltD THEIR TOP FIIIANCIAL OIINERSHIP ' 1987 (percentaged)

rnerchant banks shares trading shares investnent shares insurance shares

hetd banks hetd bank hetd company hetd
zx'a%

1 Ftetcher - Austratia l'lutual Pr' 7
National Mutual 5

2 Brierley Al,lZ 5 - Austratia lilutual Pr. 5

NZI 3
j llzl Erierley Invest. 51 General Accident 51

4 NZFP 
Z Guardian Trust 6

5 Nathan Thor Securities 7 - Shedar Invest. 8 Government tife 11

Security Discount 7 uoolstar Invest. 6 -

6 canter Fietderi Secunities 7 - llational ]lutuat Life 20
AMP 15

9 Lion Corp. - gest- 1? Taragon Invest. 11

Pac
10 lilagnum Corp, Briertey Invest. 67

11 Progressive
12 cable Price Dor. Br"iertey Invest' 100

13 tJaitaki lnt.
14 Goodman At'lP 10

-Fietder - 5 National l'lutual Life 6

15 FeLt(r)ex Equiticorp 50 I '
16 Steet & Tube
17 ]'lcConnetI Dorett l,larsden Sec. '10

18 l'lair Asttey Investment Res. 1'l lrlZl Properties ?6
Government Ins' Com. 7

19 Dominion Breleries Briertey Invest' 51

20 United Empire Box ilz Equities 100

21 tlZ Steet Equiticorp 100
22 Fisher & Paykel. E{uiticori: 19 At'lP 11

State lnsurance 7

23 cotoniat l{otors Briertey Invest' 11

Zfr Orens
?5 I.c.I - Impkemix Invest' 75 Government Life 1

26 Ceranro - AllP 13

27 Nermans corporate Invest' 51

28 Fernz Briertey lnvest' 18 AllP 12

30 BNz Finance - BNZ 76

missing: 7 t'iatties nor amatgamated Hith Goodnan Fietders
8 tJinstones taken over by FCL

29 southtand lileats taken over by FCL

sources: Company Reports 1987 and Broadbank 1987 Investment Yearbook

1223 THE FINANCE CAPITALIST

The finance capitalist is a banker director who is involved in the organisation and direction of

production and banking. As Z€itlin describes him or her they are a new social type "neither

financiers extracting interest at the expense of industrial profits nor 'bankers" controlling

corporations, but finance capitalists on the boards of the largest banls and corporations preside

over the banks' investments as creditors and shareholders, organising production, sales and

financing, and appropriating the profits of their integrated activities" (Zeitlin 1976, p,900). Soref

(1980, p.67) argues that finance capitalists hold the strategic corporate dEcision making

positions which allow them to set prices and allocate territory. He empirically tests this by dif-
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ferentiating between vertical interlocks @etween customers and suppliers), local (companies

sharing a geographical area for their headquarters), interest group (interlocks benueen corpo-

rations which belong to the same interest group) and horizontal interlocks (between competi-

tors). He found that finance capitalists are more likely to associate with vertical interlock situ'

ations than a non-fir,ancial capitalist. He also found that the finance capitalist was 'a special so-

cial type, in that they are socially established and hold important positions. (op. cit. 1980, p.80).

sorePs (19g0, p.71) measure of a financE capitalist (the basis of my definition) is a catholic one

and includes any director that is on both a top financial or insurance board and a top non

financial corporation (forty-two directors of the one hundred and seven directors in my sample).

Although this may seem high, the finance companies include the four types noted in table 72 -

investment, merchant, trading and insurance.

The following multi-variate analysis looks at soms of the socially related variables that can give

a more complete look at the New Zealand finance capitalist. The independent variables used

are the directors' father's occupation, the school that the director went to, whether they were in

the inner circle and if they have had honour bestowed on them.

:":': :; :':':-:':,:;:l]'::::ll:,ll::*111,,u,", * *, . * * * *
f inance capi tat ist ststus

BY l:f;::i"' obcuPation

inner ci rcte metSershiPhlnl'I"**r****r**r*r
grand mean = 56 percent not finance capitatists 

adjusted for
unadjusted irdePendents

vaciabte & category n dev'n eta dev'n

fathers' occuoation
I professionbl & 27 - .04 -.06

bdnini strat ive
2 executive director 28 .08 .04
3 smatt business person 15 -.09 '.05
4 landtord or farfupr 7 .O1 .20

.14
school

I private etite
2 private
3 irubLic4 furbt ic et i te

inner circte'l no
2 yes

honours
t honours
2 no honours

ruttipl,e R squared
ruLtipte R

beta

.16

21 .066 -.06
14 -.13
36 .02

.08
-.24

.?8

-.34
-.08

.33

.06
-.0E
'-14

.03
.11 .15

.10
-.32

.37

-.45
-.10

58
19

14
2

.43

.27

.52
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The grand mean is fifty-six percent which shows the percentage of the sample who are not

finance capitalists. The multiple r squared suggests that there is not much variance between the

tested variables (.27). The multiple r shows that overall there is a strong relationship between

the variables (.52). The independent variables of the directors' father's occupation, their

schooling, their inner circle membership and the directors' honours are all sipificant in their

relationship with the dependent variable - finance capitalist versus non finance capitelist status.

This total result detracts somewhat from SorePs (op. cit.) hlpothesis that finance directors are

socially advantaged compared with other non finance capitalist directors.

The section that looks at measures of father's occupation shows that non-filance capitalist

directors are more likely to come from executive (.08 more uncontrolled and .04 more

controlled) and landlord or farmer (.01 more uncontrolled and .20 more controlled) fathers

than professional and administrative (-.04 more uncontrolled and -.06 Eore controlled) and

small business person (-.09 more uncontrolled and -.05 more controlled) fathers. Generally the

addition of the other variables makes the relationship slightly stronger (.14 more uncontrolled

and .16 Eore controlled). This suggests that non-finance capitalists come from better class

backgrounds than finance capitalists which does not support Sorefs (1980) or Zeitlin's (L976)

idea of a special 'upper class' social type of finance capitalist. There are no blue collar worker,

fathers considered here, which means that the very few that there are (seven) must be the

fathers of finance capitalists.

Neither h Schooling a very signilicant result. For it shows the same negative response to

SoreFs (op cit) theory; the two elite categories of school, private elite (.06 more

uncontrolled and .06 more controlled) and public elite (.02 more uncontrolled and .03 more

controlled) are most likely to be favoured by non finance capitalists. Non finance capitalists are

less likely to have been to private school (-.06 more uncontrolled and more controlled -.08) and

public (-.1.3 more uncontrolled and -.1.4 more controlled). This suggests that finance capitalists

in contrast went to the less prestigious schools. But the general relationship is not a strong one

(.14 more uncontrolled strengthening slightly to .15 more controlled).
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The inner circle has a very straight forward relationship with finance capitalist status. A non-

finance capitalist is more likely not to belong to the inner circle (.08 more uncontrolled and .10

more controlled). A finance capitalist is therefore nore likely to be a member of the inner circle

(-.24 more uncontrolled and -.3}more controlled). This relationship strengthens generally when

the other independent variables are controlled for (.28 more controlled and .37 more

controlled). This is positive support for Useem's (1984) thesis. The same direction is shown in

the measure of the honours variable. Honours for non-finance capitalists are less likely to occur

(-.J4 more uncontrolled and -.45 more controlled) than to have no honours (.08 more

uncontrolled and .10 more controlled). The corollary of this is that honours are most likely to

be for finance capitalists.

The general picture is of non-finance capitalist directors coming from slightly more privileged

class and school backgrounds, than the finance capitalist. But it is the finance capitalist who is

most strongly shown to be within the inner circle (as a top officer of a large firm and a director

of other large corporations operating within a diverse environment cf. Useem 1984, p.1) and has

honours bestowed upon hin (sic). The ideal type picture of finance capitalist that this multi-

variate analysis draws is a director (until the recent crash of his merchant bank Equiticorp)

such as Alan Hawkins (see Personal Investor 1988, pp. 43 - 46) who was from an ordi"ary class

background and who went to a non elite school. To put more detail into the profile of the

finance capitdist I have cross - tabulated the directors' corporate status with whether tley are a

hnance capitalist. The cross tabulation is as follows;

tabl,e 74: FINANCE CAPITALIST STATUS BY CORPORATE STATUS IPCTCCNIAgEd)

finance corporate status
capitatist

no

colurn
totaI

_:yt:r::::
17
61't,

11

____'.::__-._
28
26I

roH total

42
39r,

65
61i4

107
'1002

non executivel executive
--t-----'----------

12113
52% | 232

--t-----------'---'
11 I 43
4A% | Tia

I--t------------"--
23 56

chi square signif icance
missing cases 0

211 522

.001
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There is avery significant chi square relationship (.001) between the directors'corporate status

and whether the director is a finance capitalist. This rejects the null hypothesis. The percentages

show that chairpersons (sixty-one percent) and non-executives (fiffry-two percent) are more

likely to be financE capitalist directors. Executives are most likely (seventy'seven percent) to be

non-finance capitalists. The explanation for this has to be tied to the different ages associated

with the different statuses (see chapter ten). The younger executives are less likely to be finance

capitalists than the older non-executives.

t2.3 BAI{K CONTROL THEORY

The bank control model argues that banks are the decision-making centres or independent

power bases for financial empires, subject to internal controls, but competing with other

corporate class fractious for financial resources. "Banking terrorism" ("f. Fitch and

Oppenheimer 1970) sustains through directional interlocks from the bank to other corporations-

Finance capitalists are by definition multiple directors and are sixty-four Percent of the sample

who held multiple board roles. They are also substantial corporate owners of shares in the

company as the following table suggests;

tabte 75: FIIIANCE CAPITALIST STATUS 8Y

finance ounership in the cmpany
capi tat ist

OfrllERSHlP STATUS (P€rcentagd)

more than 10u 
I

i'l
.l

962
Ilu 76r

chi square significance .14
valid cases 82
garna .0

But the finance capitalist is not as substantial an owner as the non-finance capitalist although

the insignificant chi square (chi square .14) shows that the difference between the two groups is

Eot great. But forty-six percent of those who owned their own companies (or at least controlled

over ten percent) were finance capitalists. This could give some support to the suggestion that

some finance capitalists were organhing from a position of internal corporate strength, that is as

5
462

ror totat

33
402

49
602

82
100r

no

colurn
tota I

5
,41

1t
137.
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cootrollers or owrers of their own companies, and as such would not be likely to identi$

corporate class interests over their needs for immediate realisation of self interest. Therefore

they could fractionalise against each other but the evidence is not sufficiently substantial.

Although some interviews like the following directors, gave support for the idea of an aggressive

fractionalism :mongst the corporate classl

*: The only reason that I accepted this interview, because I am so damn busy

that I haven't got the ti-e, is because I am so sick of reading rubbish that

comes out of universities about conspiracy theories. The idea that the whole

country is run by a whole lot of people who sit around on each other boards

playrng. I felt that you deserved a bit of exposure to reality and of course the

reality is that we are all competitors in the real world out there. We fight like

hell with each other, all the time, and the chances of getting any two

competitors, even if they sat around a room all the time, to actually agree is

remote because they are always trying to beat each other. I guess ones

association with other directors is in the same way as if you meet them at the

Yacht Club or somewhere else and you would go up to Bill and you'd say

"Hi, Bill' and you don't have to introduce yourself. But really it is usefuI in a
social sense but in a business sense..

(Respondent 14)

Non-finance capitalist directors were those who had least ownership shareholding in the

company (seventy-nine percent).

This evidence goes some way to support the bank control theory. First, it has been shown that

finance directors are most likely to be multiple directors which shows an asymmetrical power

bias for finance capitalists in the top corporate sector. Second, finance capitalisl5 are almost as

likely as other directors to be large shareholders in the company (that is, owning over ten

percent), allowing them to organise from a position of internal strength. PIus the respondeut's

articulation that "we fight like hell" all provide support for the bank control model of a

fractionalised fightiug but interlocked and strong financial community.

Other support for the bank control model is the empirical evidence of centralisation, found

back in chapter two, which showed that when the economic cycles are in periods of recession

(1985) investment banks (not the traditional trading banks) such as Brierleys, domiuate toP

corporate relations. Taking Brierleys, as an example of these shallow investment-bank networks,

would suggest direct intervening relationships based on parent board intervention and parent
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compatry ownership. This'direct intervention' from investment banks is again support for the

bank control thesis. Direct intervention may signal the future form of New Zealand's bank

relations whilst the country continues in crisis or it may be the permanent pattern of future

relations.

I2A HEGEMONIC CONTROL OF CORPORATIONS BY BANKS

Bank hegemony identifiably exists where financial institutions are directing capitd flows througb

discretionary decisions about credit, through informal networks rather than by direct, frequent

intervention in the daily running of the corporation or at the level of board direction. (This

counters the bank control and the finance capital models' necessary, direct board control).

Although this bank contact is seen as infrequent, it is consistent and considered important by

the CEO, when he or she is making strategic decisions. For although bank interventions are

seen as short, they have important long-term consequences. [n sum, the bank hegemony theory,

suggests that financials regularly manipulate the options available to non financial corporations

without necessarily being coercive or directly invotved, they do this by class-wide financial uniry

to influence corporate policies.

Does bank hegemony occur in New Zealand? The empirical evidence of centralisation in

chapter two showed that only in 1986 (not 1966 or t976) was there any evidence of active

investment bank centralisation within the top corporate network. This centralisation focuses on

the investment bank - Brierleys. The trading banlcs were not in evidence although the

subsidiaries of the merchant bank - Equiticorp, were. That the Eading lanks were notably

absent from this centralised network could be evidence of the covertness of their domination

through strategic rather than actual intervention. This evidence is not substantial. Here is one

banker director who recalls his experiences as a nurturer of sectional interests;

*: You lend two hun&ed million dollars to a company - how €n you ask for it
back? People don't understand about banks. A banker funnily enough

sometimes doesn't understand it himself. It is a most interesting thing, a

bank says that all its funds are liquid because all the money that it has lent

out, is on call. That is true, all the money is at call but the bank isn't
necessarily liquid because if they asked for tlat money back the customer

couldn't get it to them. The money is out there and the only way that these

people can then pay the bank back is to sell buildings. It doesn't take long
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for the market place to frnd out that someone is being forced to sell

something so they say I don't want to buy and they wait for the price to come

down and they buy themselves a bargain. It is a pretty tough jungle out there.

If you become weak there is alwap someone snapping at you' They will
probably tear a leg off. Which is what happens. This is why the sharemarket

is running down development companies at the moment because a lot of
tlem have a lot of borrowing. Atrd if the bank says' or whoever they have

borrowed from says, "pay!" They wouldn't be able to do it, without 5glling

these properties off without having them completed, and nobody wants half
completed properties. That's what happened in 1970 in both Australia and

Britain. Cambridge Credit in Australia (you'll remember them?) tley were

financing a lot of these property developers, in fact they.were doing a lot of
property development themselves. Company z were doing the same here,

they brought a lot of property, subdivisions and land developments' They

got into trouble, that is why I seized the opportunity for X Corporation to
buy Company z. Because they had all their money locked up in land that
nobody wanted to buy so they were in a profit bind. They were borrowing
money at fifteen percent per annum (large in those days) and they couldn't

make profits when the share price went down. With the share price down

they became vulnerable. We had the beginning of a big problem and this is
where bankers have to make certain that they can get their money back

without ruining the business that they are supposed to be supporting and

that's the problem that they face. It is a very fine decision to know what to

do. That is why I was always happier to be in a finance company'

When I was in Britain we lent money on security but certainly they were
things that you could pick up without ruining the company and so on' What

we got was something that you could grab hold of. Now we didn't necessarily

do that on many occasions here particularly when I was at company Z. I
switched from the small personal loans cars Frnancing business into industrial
financing which was big risk business but what it did was enable us to
develop business at lower interest rates in bigger chunks. And we decided to
buy with those big chunks whereas any of those little ones cost us the same

amount of money as the big transactions so we made more money going into

the big transactions.

Now when New Zealand goes through its various cycles and it does. The
logging industry for example, goes up and down . . . . particularly with truck
and bulldozers and again with the construction industry with the
construction of dams and things like that. Like Rongatai airport- the
nsshines and things that we did there. Half the damns in the South Island

and many of the coal mining thinp - I financed. Nearly all the fork-lift trucks

that came into the country at one stage, I financed. I also have wide
experience with farm machinery. However each one of those interest grouPs

used to go through trying times. Once the logging industry shut down for
three years. With nothing moving at all - so we had a lot of money lying idle.
Four to five million dollars. Might have been more than that (it was pounds)

considering the size of the company in those days, it was a lot of money'

What we did was not grab all their trucks and bulldozers and ry to sell them

because there was no one to buy them. So we just hung on. Supported the
industry until things came right. And this is what a bank has to do from time
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1s tims. But you need to understand the industry and what the rycles are and

be prepared to take those sort of risks and vicissitudes in your stride.

(Respondent 94)

lnterviews such as that give considerable inslght into the applicability of the bank hegemony

model to the New 7*aland corporate sector. The banks can act as wolves or they can nurture,

which evor way will give them the best return on their investment. The same director developed

this theme further when he was speaking of investment in Chile.

*: I was in Chile not so long ago. I was largely responsible for brineing back the

idea that New Zealand should buy up the Cbilean forestry industry because

they were going through hard times. Fletchers and NZFP got cold feet but
Richard carter didn't he went and bought up the one that I brought back

and he bought an oil company at the same time plus tle second biggest

fishing and two pulp mills which are bigger than the pulp mills in this

country and he bought them for about a quarter of the price. Less than
quarter of the price an enormous bargain. I knew that they were going

through those hard times and that the banks were broke over there and the

American banks were as pleased as hell that New 7-ealand had brought this

coEpany in which they had so much money sunk. They would rather lend

the money to us than the Chileans at that particular time.

GM: Because of the instability?

*: Yes. So what we did there was we used the American money to make the

purchase because they saw it as getting out of the hole there and reducing

there commitment to a third world company on their own balance sheet.

These are the sort of things that one has to think through and understand.
When you understand the bankers' mind you can do things.

GM: Are the bankers worriEd about being seen as supportive of Pinochet's

regime?

*: Everyone knows that they are supportive of him anyway so I don't think
that's a problem anymore. It is a problem in that they are supporting all
South American dictatorships anyrvay. Make no mistake about that.In those

days they thought it was good business. They had 1s de s6mgthing with their
money they had money pouring into America they had to lend it somewhere.

All the bankers did the same thing they went out and put it anyrvhere at all.

What they didn't do as prudent bankers was to make certain that they used it
wisely. Chile funnily enough used it wisely. They are one of the best. They
are. In spite of the things people moan about - repression and so on. I would
imagine that there is some of that. They are actually doing a pretty good
job. Chile is civilised sort of a place. We have been deceived-

(Respondent 94)
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Banks as the directors of investment is seen clearly here. Although this bank role is largely

denied in the next quote from a different director, also a finance capitalist. The director guoted

below was responding directly to a question asked about bank hegemony (although not put

exactly in those words);

GM: Do banks and insurance companies influence the appointment of directors?

*: No they don't seek in New 7*aland to have any influence - banks and

insurance companies, don't have people on board and they don't seek to

influence boards.

GM: Does that mean that they don't have any control of decisions about how

capital is to be spent.

No they deliberately keep out of it in New Zealand - the banks and the

insurance companies. Mainly because they act for different companies.

Bigger companies these days have four or five bankers - all the major trading

banks as their bankers and they might use several insurance companies - life
insurance companies, looking after their pension funds and different thingS

so the bank and the insurance companies stay strictly neutral-

This is different from the bank-corporate relationship in America?GM:

*: Yes, they do over there. In Germany in particular. Banks do have a big

influence. In Germany the banks owg a lot of the shareholding in public
companies. Many migbt have directors on the board. In many many cases

the banker is the chairman. Not so much in the U.SA. certainly in some

parts of Europe and Germany in particular.

GM: Is that changing in New 7*aland?

*: No it is not changrng in New 7*aland. You ask the AMP or the National

Mutual and they will say the same that I say - that they don't get involved. If
they don't think a company is being run well - in an extreme case - they'll tell
the chairman or the managing director. But normally they will express their
displeasure by selling out of the company and investing somewhere else, if
tley are a shareholder. Banks don't hold shares, not on their own account.

In any company in New 7*aland they will only hold them as nominees. They

are customers but they don't exercise any power or rights.

GM: But they do control credit?

*: Oh yes they control credit.

GM: So they can make discretionary decisions about who they are going to lend

money to.

*: Oh yes - they can do all that. So indirectly they can have some influence on
an appointment of a director if a compauy wasu't doing very well and the
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bank might say - you have to get one Or two - live wire directors. We suggest

so and so and if you get them we might increase our credit.

GM: I've read that American banks go as far developing whole sectors. For

instance one bank wanted to develop the oil sector. Therefore they only
gave credit to that. Does that happen here?

*: No that doesn't happen. You have to remember that we have only had four

banks here. The four trading banks. We have got a lot of so-called merchant

banks and investment bank have sprlng up in the last few years. And we

have got a whole lot of new registered banks coming in. Things might

change here you never know. All things change. Maybe with the Fay

Richwhites of this world who influence companies and have influenced

board appointments. At the moment I arn just using the bank in the sense of
the old four trading banks. Not the new bank nor the registered banks nor a

lot of these others that call themselves investment banks. So it could well be

that in the future that thev will have an inJluence but at the moment they

don't.

Nerv Zealand is different from the way that they are in Europe particularly

in Germany the banks are usually the shareholders. Many of these

companies or certainly major shareholders of them as such they are very

concerned with the management. I think that we do well enough here in the

way that we do things but I am not sure that the bankers get etrough

information or that the people that they employ are properly qualified to be

able to interpret the information or give the advise that some many

companies need.

(Respondent 18: September 10th, 1987)

This interview again brought out the uniqueness of the New Zealand protected economy, in

which the trading banks have oot had to compete to control credit, but as that director says this

has changed. Change has occurred in that director's companies and many others since that

interview was made before the share market crash in 1987.

Daily, the financial pages of the local newspaper have further evidence of either a corporate

crash or mention is made of attempts to raise money to pay off global money market creditors.

For example, in the local newspaper's business section, the Carter Holt Harvey Board were

reported as seeking shareholders' approval to create another 125 million shares to pay back

their Swiss bankers: "Mr. Richard Carter, the CCH executive chairman, said the resolution if

approved, would allow the directors to restructure and realign existing convertible securities and

options issued in the Swiss market worth about $100 million . .. . The Swiss securities were

issued a couple of years ago, he said, at values struck at the height of the sharemarket's bull
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phase, and now were unrealistic at present prices. The remaining $200 million would be

additional convertible securities mainly to complement long-term debt financin$' GeeZeatana

Eeratd, 1989, 8th February, section 3, p.1). That Swiss bank has sEongly a.ffected Richard

Carter's options and choices. There is no reason to suppose that CCH is unique and that other

major companies are not under the same pressure from the core of the global money market.

The question no longer remains whether, this further infiltration by the global money markets

is going to alter New Zealand's regional and sectorial development, but how. Direct evidence is

ditFrcult to get from company reports or interviews. What it is possible to postulate, is that Nerv

Tnaland is no longer different from other nations, the protected economy has gone and it is

what one director, going further under bank control through receivership, described as a

corporate 'blood bath' with bankers playng a very central role. Stephen Smart, the recent

director-owner of Richmond Smart (and the man who "has certainly come a long way since he

arrived in Auckland twenty yeirs ago with five pound in his pocket . . . and now has interests in

assets worth more than $500 million' (Persona!-lnvestof, August, 1988, p.52)) said, 'I am

working toward selling my total shareholding to get back to the private sector. It is a blood bath

out heren (Dykes, New Zealand Herald 1989, p.1, section three). Mr. Smart was to have sold his

forty-five percent shareholding in his company to the collapsed investment comPany -

Equiticorp Interoational and was "awaiting final approval of the deal on the day Equiticorp

moved to appoint a provisional liquidator" (Dykes, op cit).

Whilst noting New Zealand's relationship with the international global money market, a

general point of relevance here is that made by Van der Pijl (1989, pp. 237 - 266).He suggests

the parallel development of monetarist theory in America (post 1979) and the capitalist core's

perceived need to terminate national expansionist policies of planned inter-dependence.

Monetarism, that is the economic ideology of making money scrce, combating inflation and

reducing the role of the state represents an instance of money-capital acting against the

encroachment by national planning and is the principal instrument for bringing debt financed

'autonomous'industrialism under private control (cf. Van der Pijl op ci0.
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T2.5 CONCLUSION

Banks in New Zsalatdhave recently proliferated which is superficially unlike the phenomena of

centralisation referred to by Lenin in his ope"i"g quote to this chapter. This does not mean that

bank centralisation is not occurring in New Zealand. Evidence of present finance capitalist

ownership in New Zealand's top corporations and the evidence on centralisation in chapter two,

suggests that it is. The three levels of analysis - bank finance capital, bank control and bank

hegemony filled in different parts of this total picture.

The general background review of the banks and insurance companies pointed to the longeviry

of key Frnancial institutions - the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, the four major trading banks

and the NZI insurance company. These companis5 were able to establish themselves and they

flourished in a protected and affluent economy. Now that this protection no longer exists, they

are experiencing a similar pain to the other corporations in a competitive environment.

The primary sources used to test the finance capital model showed evidence to support the

claim of direct intervention, influence and ownership. The insurance companies in particular are

major corporate owners although so too are the investment companies. The finance capitalist is

a'special corporate type' in that he (sic) is shown to participate within a corporate inner circle

(cf. Useem 1984) and to have honours given from the wider community but they do not

significantly come from a higher class, nor have they experienced an elite education.

The bank control model has support for its hlpothesis that Frnance capitalists have asynmetric

influence through their direct intervention as board members on other companiss (some of

which are productive companies). Although the pattern of finance capitalist corporate

ownership suggests that some are operating from positions of internal strength it is diffrcult to

go beyond that point and say that they are fractionalised in their class interests. One director

made a very strong claim for this corporate class fractionalisation against academics' tendency

toward making up conspiracy bank theories.

The bank hegemony model denies this overall fractionalisation of finance capitalist interest.

When it comes to strategic actions banks can operate as a loosely fused corporate strike force.
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The evidence, whilst still thin, is very supportive of this perspective. First, the banks (all banks

rather than just trading banks) do nurture sectorial growth and second they apply extreme

'trouble shooter' pressure when they are in danger of losing their money. This global and local

finance sector pressure on the New Zealand corporation makes the competitive corporate

environment in recession, what one ex top director said was now a 'corporate bloodbath' (op

cit). These hurt corporate responses register materially as increases in liquidations, appeals to

shareholders to broaden their shareholder base and receiverships.

But these bank hegemonist theorists, do not take their concept of hegemony - the coordination

of social formations without either overt coercion or systematic ideological manipulation (cf.

Mintz and Schwartz L985, pxii) far enough, for it only describes how not why bank hegemony

must occur in a capitalist society. To do this they would have to look seriously at the content of

capitalism not just at its form. Mart's concept of the spiral of production gives "mathematically

precise proof why capitalists form a veritable freemason society vis-a-vis the whole working class

while there is little love lost between them in competition amongst themselves" (Matx Capital

1978a, vol. 3, p.19S). Even if these bank hegemonist theorists do not agree with this

'mathematically precise prooP (see chapter four) it should be seen as having causal relevance

(correctly or incorrectly) to the content of their theory and reflect in the chtttdng social

formation which they describe.
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CHAPTERTHIRTEEN

CONCLUSION

L3 INII'ODUCTION

As the summary conclusions have been drawn at the end of each chapter there is no need to

have a detailed recapitulation of points here. What this conclusion will do is to draw together

the inter-connecting levels and the central ideas that have emerged. This thesis looked at the

concentration and centralisation of the corporate class fraction by operating at three levels - the

corporate agent, the corporate agency and the corporate structure. These were seen from three

different perspectives, first, at the level of the empirical evidence of concentration and

centralisation over time, second, at the level of theoretical explanation, and lastly, at the level of

the sociologl of knowledge - how the theories locate within economic cycles. What follows is an

evaluation of the key points that have emerged from each of these three levels and then a brief

discussion is given of where this type of research could go.

13.1 TTIE EMPIRICAL EYIDENCE

In this section, I want to outline two summaries of the two empirical data sources in the thesis -

the top thirty companies and the one hundred and seven directors-

13.1.1 STJMMARY OF TIIE ANALYSIS OF THE TOP THIRTY COMPAT{IES 1966.1989

The fust s ,mmary looks at the results of the centrality analysis from 1966 througb to 1986, and

to what has happened to the top thirty companies in the intervening period since the 1986 data

was collected. The variables (from right to left) are 19(f., t976 and 1986 ceatrality network

participants. Yes' or 'no' suggests whether the top thhty 1986 companies were present in the

interlocking power structures in 1965, 1976 and 1986. The fourth column shows tle 1989 status

of the top thirty comp:niss. 'Same' shows that the company has not altered its owaership

structure since 1986, 'takenover' means that it has been substantially takenover by another
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company and 'receivership' means that the company is now in the hands of the receiver. The

frfth and sixth column respectively, show the 1989 dominant ownership and the related amount

of shareholding in the company in 1989.

tabte 76: A sultll,lARY OF THE TOP THIRTY tlEg ZEALAIID COilPAIttES 1986 - 1989

donrinant onnershiP share
1989 X hetd

Erptoyee Pension Scheroe 19

Austratian ,lutusl Provi. 5

centrality of top 30 1986 co's
1966 1976 1985

1989 status
of top 1986
corpanies
sal|le
same
takenover
takenover
takenover

Generat Accident
Etders Resources
Lion

1. Ftetcher yes
2. Briertey no
3. llZI yes
4. NZFP yes
5. llathan no
6. Carter no
7. uattie no
8. Uinstone no
9. Lion Corporation yes
10.I|lagnun Corporation no
1 l.Progressive no
12.Cabte Price Dorner yes
13.!laitaki lntt no
14.Goodnan -Fielder no
15. Fettex no
l6.Steet & Tube no
lT.l,tcConnetl DouetI no
18.ltair Asttey no
19.Dominion Brereries no
z0.United Erq)ire Box no
21.N2 Steet no
22.Fisher & Payket no
23.Cotoniat lilotors no
24.Owens no
25. I.C. l. no
Z5.Cerarco no
2T.llewmans no
28.Fernz no
Z9.Southtand ltleat no
30.BllZ Finance no

yes no
no yes
yes no
no yes
no Ix,
no yes
no yes
no no
yes no
no no
no yes
no no
no yes
no yes
no yes
no no
no yes
no no
no no
no yes
no yes
no no
no no
no yes
no no
no no
no no
no no
no no
no no

51

61
97.1

sarne llationat llutual Life 20
takenover Barcora PtY Ltd. 11

takenover Fl,etchers 100

same AD ilYers 12

takenover SrierteY 67
takenover Cotes llYers 87
takenover BrierleY 100

takenover Goodnan F, FcL & Freesia 72

sane Barcora PtY Ltd. 14

takenover BTR t{Ytex 80+

same Tube l,lakers (Aust) 49
sam tnter Pacific 100

same l{ZI ProPerties 26
takenover BrierteYs 51

takenover [z Equities 100

takenover Equiticorp(receivers) 80

takenover Equiticorp(receivers) 20
same no holding exceeds 5

same orens Fami tY trusts 35
same Kingsgate Internation6l 43

sane Bidrett./ Gibbs 25

takenover Corporate Investnents 51

takenover Rathbone /Hoggard 30
takenover FCL 100

same BilZ 76

note: 1

?
1986 firns are inctuded on the basis of their 1986 turnover figures
Turnover equats gross sates,/ or the total value of receiPts

sources: I Turnover figures cone from; cofnPany reports, coflp€ny librarians,
share registry materiat;
Buttte llitson 31st Decerber 1986.

2 Dominant sharehotdings cone fron; individual cotpany reports,
1987 Broadbank investment yearbook,
neHspaper reports (e.9. New Zealand Heratd).

The table casts doubt on directional interlocks as the sole indicator of power structures because

of the absence of the big nvo companies FCL and Lion in 1985. The reason suggested for this

lack of 1986 iuterlock was that these two corporate giants (chapter two) tend to swallow their

opposition, when the price is right, rather than go for the lesser option of a defensive interlock.

Another explanation (cf. Stokman pers, com.) is that these top corporations are now

internationally rather than nationally interested in creating links.
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What these now apparently defensive interlocks show is the turmoil of the corporate communiry

in 1985 at the bottom (?) of the long wave recession, for many of these 1986 top thirry

companies did not survived intact. There are only thirteen companies (forty-three percent)

whose ownership status remains the same. Even amongst those remaining companis5 there is

evidence, as in the reported case of McConnell Dowell, that it has 'overreached itself' (Glaser,

Sundav Star. March 19th, 1989, p. 1, section D). Fifty percent of the companies have been taken

over by a major investor. This rash of takeovers includes the older indigenously ovmed

companies such as the forest giant NZFP symptomatically taken over by Elders Resources,

Australia. Only one of the companies is currently in receivership (the major difference betweeu

my samples companies and all the other New Zealand companies), this is New Zealand Steel'

This receivership is due to the demise of its major shareholder - Equiticorp.

13.12 SUMMARY OF TOP DIRECTORS SURVEY

The second empirical summary looks at the results of the survey and how this ties into an

evaluation of the different models by listing those variables that were most appropriate to a test

of the models and their results. There are two statistical measures listed here (chi square and

gamma) to help evaluation. A further column is provided to show the result as either positive or

negative support for the theory. This table is a comparative evaluation of the success of the

models as tested by the variables listed.
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Itabte 77: SUitl,tARY oF VARIABLES SIGIIIFICAIITLY RELATED T0 THE THE0RETICAL t'tooEls

I

I rnoaet variables significance ga'11m supPort +/

i xz litttesupPort
lilanageriat - no suPport
| 1 D€rticiDation of statuses in boardts decisions
I i iaentitication decisions .2,.7,.9,.5,.3'.4,-3,-2 -3,-9,.1,-1,.2,'3
i ii op.."tionat decisions .3,.3,.1,.3,.r,.2,-3,.2, .1 ,-5,.4,.1,.0,.4,
| -7,-02,-'1 r.06,.1,.7,.03 .3,'3,'0, '5,'1 ,'1 ,
I .6r.4r.t r-2r-5r-6r-9,.3r .2r.0r.?r,1 t'1 ,'2,
I J'r-4,.7,.4,-6r'6,'3 '1 ,'4,,'0,'0,'4''3
i iii long-term decisions .4',4,414,4,413,.4r5 .o4,.4,-2,.05,.1 ,'6
| 2 sharehotding arnngst statuses .57 -2

i 3 inconn by status .00 -4

I Resource-dependency
1 inforrration discussed by sector .1 '.7r.6,.6,-2,-09,.3, 

.'! ,.9,.9,.1
.g,.3 .4, .1, .0, .o

2 long-term decision making by sector .1,.8,.1,.2,.1,-9 .1,.0,.2,'8,
.2r'L

3 sector by m.rttipte directors .1 -3
4 ideol,ogy (state involvenent) by region .4
5 voting by region .8

Kinecon-fami [y
1 famil.y ornership by ruttipl.e board director .4 -08
2 famity ornership Uy finante capitatist status .8 '.3
3 famil.y ounership by inner circie status .9 -OT

4 famil,y ornership NZ (1988) USA (1937)
Ctass cohesive
1 ethnicity (att pakeha)
2 schoot by age .Ol .1

3 father's occupation by corporate status .7 -03
Corporat ist
't m.rttivariate anatysis eta beta

ilew Zea[and Roundtabte merSership by
i sector .04 .03

i ii ideotosy .43 .41

I iil inner circte .00 .oz
iv strategic control .?7 .ZO +

Irlarxist
I finance capital.ist status by corporate status .001 .5 +

2 muttivariate anatysis eta beta
finance capitalist status by
i fathers' occupation .30 -26 +

ii school, .lO .14 t/s
iii inner circle .17 -?5 +

iv honours .31 -34 +

The positive empirical results predomitrate amongst variables testing the Class cohesive and

the Ma:xist perspectives. There are soms positive results amongst almost entirely negative

responses associated with the other three theories - the Managerial, Kinecon and the

Corporatist theories- But there is little empirical support for the Resource dependency theory.

I

I

I
ts/l-l
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I3.2 AN EVALUATION OF THE THEORIES

Empirical tests are hampered by being directed only at very specific aspects of the total

theoretical problem. Thus the tests applied were corroborated with other secondary sources. So

that the theory was not left hanging purely on any one empirical thread.

The Managerial argument did not stand its ground empirically even when the chi square was

very positive (.00) i" the case of the earning of corporate income packages. For that showed that

executives (rather than non executives) are tied into the company's profit sharing througb

income with fifty-one percent of all executives earning over two hundred thousand dollars per

year and some reputedly earning up to one million. There was very little difference in the

pattern of share ownership between executives and non executives. The distinction between

fragmented jurislica! or legal ownership and the reality of concentrated economic ownership (cf.

Bottomore 1989, p. 5) is an important part of any explanation of why the Managerial thesis does

not have much explanatory value. For although juridical ownership may appear to be diverse,

economic control (sometimes as littlE as five percent of the total shares) is firmly in the hands

of those who perform the functions of capital in the interests of the capitalist class.

In New 7*alandtherefore the family is a neglected unit of co{porate analysis, for though it may

have become less important at an overt level at the capitalist core, it is still important at the post

colonial peripheral level here. Hiding behind institutional ownership there are families with

dispersed portfolios of shareholding often with sufhcient shares to have substantial control of

corporate interests.

The Resource dependency model has very little empirical or secondary source support for there

is little evidence of regulated inter-dependence and there is support for a hierarchybysector in

a 'free' market. There is a lack of dominance of interlocking directorates with sectors. There is

no evidence of any great ideological pluralism that would stop the corporate dass fraction

forming themselves into class-wide action groups joining on class issues. For on most issues the

evidence shows that the corporate class fraction think remarkably similarly'
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Kinecon as a model does not show up in the list of empirical tests as strongly as it should. For

compared with other western countries peripheral New Zealan4 is still very family capitelist

class organised and there is a lot of inter-generational continuity amo"gst its class members'

This only came through strongly in the tables that compared the family control and ownership in

New Zealand (1988) and U.SA. (1y37-9) and strategic control and ownership of New 7*aland

(1983) and the world's largest financials (1978). The data on family control and ownership,

showed that New 7*aland in 1988 was not very far removed in capitalist development from the

U.SA., but the U.SA of the late 1930's when the single family unit was very significant to any

corporate analysis. Compared with the world's top non financials, New Zealand in 1988, still

has a very large amount of family ownership.

The reproduction of the corporate class fraction, and therefore the maintenance of its class

power, is shown in the Class cohesion model. The directors are ethnically similar, they are of the

so-e gender, have similar class origin and education. In other words, they share similar surface

social patterns. This is of course only a part of the picture. The strength of this model is that it

differentiates between competing surface patterns and its weakness is that it gets lost in

inconsequential minutiae.

The political dominance of this corporate class fraction is shown as being assisted by its lobby

groups, particularly the top national ones (e.g. the Employers Federation and the

Manufacturers Association) and the international ones (e.g. The New Zealand Business

Roundtable and the Chamber of Commerce). The Corporatist idea of the directive state came

under most fire in the chapter on the corporation and the state. This was seen in the empirical

data comparing the policy paper suggestions that the NZRB have made and the implementation

of these policies by the state. Evidence has been provided that suggests that since the end of the

protected economy, the corporate class, no longer complies with the state's instructions. A

reversal of roles is becoming evident. For some corporate class fractions' lobbies make (some)

policy for the state. The corporate class fraction in a period of economic crisis is as much

directive of state policy as the other way around. Although this is difficult to prove as the state

could have been just as 'free market' oriented without big business lobbying. This is difficult to
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believe however as the most effective of these lobby groups - the NZBR - has been shown to be

very effective in seei.g their 'free market' policies carried out by the state.

The central role of the bank within a global capitalist market cannot be over-emphasised in a

study that tries to frnd links between corporate class agents and international capital' Monetarist

theory has ideologically legitimated this internationalisation of global capital making its

expansion more viable. The finance centred bank models are more aware of what is going on

below the corporate surface for these theorists are more attune to the dpamics of corporate

capitalism itself. There is Evidence of much bank investment in the top thirty companies giving

the New Zealand bank (inevitably overseas owned, for example, Westpac, National, $euthpac

etc.) both direct and indirect methods of intervention in the corporate economy' Although a

bank conspiracy theory is inappropriate the idea of bank hegemony over corporate relations

seems sensible and helpful when looking for causal explanations of corporate relations.

13.3 THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE

Although there is not a perfect correlation between the location of the corporate theory and the

social, political and economic explanation given by the theorist, there is some evidence to

support a stroug relationship between the development of corporate theory and what corporate

theorists write about economic spirals. A problem arises when one theorists writing life, spans

the entire forty-forty-five year cycle, as some do. What is done in those cases is to take a central

work, or a work tlat encapsulates the theory, and use tlat to place him or her. So within that

limitation the following table (Table 78) places the key theories and theorists in relation to

spirals of capitalism;

Mart's theory, (which has heavily inlluenced the Frnance capital bank control and the ba*

hegemony models), shows considerable evidence that it was largely conceived before he qnote

the Communist Manifesto in 184t|. This time was the downturn of the long wave - a period of

recession and revolutionary insurrections throughout Europe. Mart's work reflects this location

in time for it is profoundly pessimistic about capitalism's survival.
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tabLe 78: Att OvERvlEtl OF THEORY AllD THEoRISTS RELATIVE T0 EC0NO|'|IC CIRCUITS AND Lollc-t'lAvEs

periods ---::--:---- -----> lt{PERIALtSt'l ILATE CAPITALISI'I

turning 1793 18?6 1848
poi nts

COI,IPET I I IVE CAP I TALISI.I

corporate
thebret i ca t
schoots

retative span
of business
cycte
trans-
forrrations /\ /\ /\
direction/\/\r\
oftong | \ / \ / /
iaves- / '\ l' -\ / *'l'*\/\/

1874 1894 1914 1940 1967 1987

_!9r919!l_:llllllll. - - - -.,

/* * ,

FINAIICE CYCLES
CAPITAL >1929
>1910

BANK-
coilTR0L
>1939

*
*

KI }IECON
>1974

CLASS
coHEsl0l{
>1984

RESOURCE.
DEPENDE}ICY
> 1975

CORPORAT ISI.I
>1969

BA}IK HEGEI.IONY
>1985

Hitferdins-1910 Burnham-1941 llittiamson-1975
Ilebe;-1921 Beer-1969

SxeezY-1939 Useem-1984
Kondratieff-1929 Zeitl'in-1974Hintz 

&
Schrartz- 1985

I,IANAGER-
IAL I Slil
>1941

key theorists llarx- 1848

modified sources: F{arshatl. 1987 and t{andet 1972

Critical finance bank centred models have usually arisen in periods of economic recession - tle

bank control model (cf. Sweezy 1939) or on the downward slopes toward recession - bad(

hegemony (cf. Mintz and Schwartz 1985). The exception is Hilferding s fmance capital published

in 1910 when the cycle was on the upswing heading toward the peak but substantially written

four years earlier. Jeidels, however, who strongly inlluenced Hilferding (1910, p.422) and Lenin

(1.917, p.230), (and whom both quote as a source on the subject ofcrisis), wrote his text in 1905,

which was closer to the economic downturn.

The theory of cycles, popularly associated with Kondratietr (198a) in the period going down

into recession, has only proliferated and come into its own in the late 1980's when even the

popular business press are expounding economic cycle theories.

Weber's targely counter Marxist emphasis, spans the period before and after the 1914 ecouomic

peak. The basic subjective and intra-organisational tendencies in his work must have motivated

theorists such as the manageralists who began writing n L932 (Berle and Means) and 1941
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(Burnham) but the theory was not taken up in a serious way uutil the late 1950's and 1960's.

Resource dependency (cf. Williamson 1975) fits into this post-boom category too. Corporatism,

with its pluralist base, also became active then (cf. Beer 1969).

Kinecon (cf. Zeitlin 1974) and Class cohesion (cf. Useem 19&$) theorists are both critical

corporate theories which owe their basic allegiance to Marx and to some extent to Weber. They

come ftom the period moving out of affluence toward recession.

Although it would be very vulgar marxism to say that every theory is determined always, by the

economic infra structure, it would also be incorrect. But on the other hand it would be naive to

ignore the correlation between types of theory and the position that they occupy in economic

spirals. The long waves, as set out by Mandel (L972> make this point easy to illustrate and

Marxist theory helps make it understandable. Theoretical ideologues must have a role in

sgstaining and reproducing the capitalist system but during periods of crisis empirical evidence

makes this more difficult for them to sustain. So creaks in the system occur.

13.4 POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS FOR FTITURE R"ESEARCH

Although this thesis is complete it wil be enhanced by future work completed by the

international comparative research project looking at Ineaualities in Social and Cultural

Resources There are two ways in which this study will benefit from this, the first, is that the size

of the sample will increase, and second, that comparative material will be made available from

Britain, Germany, The Netherlands, Japan and possibly (i.e. presently being negotiated) U.SA.

and Sweden. Professors Frans Stokman (et al) decided upon 290 as tle nrt-ber of respondents

that they needed to ground the studies in each country. Althougb 107 top directors in New

Z,ealand is probably equal to this number in Europe and Asia we are still bouad by the

replicability requirements of the research project to get this number. This will take this research

toward further examination of middle and small firm sized directors. (A very small bit of this

has been done already.)
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Areas that I would rEcommend to other sociologists as fruitful for research are;

Detailed analysis of the role of the corporate finance sector in
New Zealand;

A detailed analysis of causal explanations of why polynesian

ethnic minorities are not getting into top business positions;

Greater analysis of the role of women in Top Business;

and 4 More theoretical analysis of the uaderlying dyramics of the

capitalist business structure.

13.5 THE STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

The key original contribution to corporate class research that this thesis has made, is the idea

that survey and network analysis can combine with a form of cycle theory (found in chapter

four) to show how a class fraction can change in relation to the vissitudes of the economy- By

looking at directional interlocks over a period of hrenty years (1965-1986) it is possible to see

the corporate organisational results of the changing economy, moving from a protected to a

'free'market base. Importantly because the interlocks are directional they also show some of

the dimeusions of corporate'power'. This could be added to by looking at earlier empirical

data which would show the dimensions of the pre-boom economy reflected in corporate

directional interlocks.

The other major contribution that the thesis makes is the combination of qualitative and

quantitative analysis to a very under-researched area. Even by looking at this thesis just at a

descriptive level, a reader should be able to gain a better understanding of the world of a top

corporate actor; the world that executives, non-executives and ctrairpersons make decisions in

and areas in whiclr those decisions arise, their ideology, their social and political backgrounds-

Within the work itself the only major problem that arose was where the small cell size made the

results unusable by significance tests. This was very annoying and quite unavoidable no matter

how often the results were recoded. Fortunately this did not happen often and where it has

happened, it has been recorded in chapter six. These small cell sizes were the inevitable result of
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having to be selective about questionnaire items when dealing with some directors who were in

a hurry.

There are also variables that I have missed out when constructing the questionnaire which seem

inexpticable in hindsight but slipped by unnoticed at the time. Such things as club membership

for example. However, the guestionnaire was a very large one and a cutoff point had to be

made. This idea of cutoff also applies to a lot of the empirical material which is there but not

used in this thesis. This thesis is a selective array of some of the variables tested to measure the

six theories - the Managerial model, the Kinecon-family model, the Resource dependency

model, the Class cohesive model, the Corporatist model and the Marxist finance models'

Another thesis organised around the empirical data without this theoretical bias would have

used other material and focused on different results.

13.6 CONCLUSION

Science for Marx was a dynamic revolutionary force (1,978, pp.8-9). This look at the top New

7*aland corporate class fraction has shown that it can be evaluated either from that

revolutionary perspective (vis-a-vis the Marxist finance models) or througb to a scale where the

study of the top corporate class is supportive of the natural order of free market forces (vis-a-

vis the Managerial and the Resource dependency models). I would like to finish on a moral note

which ties this conclusion to Nicolaus's quote (1969, pp.15zl-55) which opened this thesis, the

quote tlat referred to the need to'study up' to liberate the powedess. Praxis for a sociologist

must first involve the i.nforming of their actions by a'scienti6c' analysis of the laws of motion

and the class contradictionf within any given socieg. This thesis has been for me that educative

process - looking at dynamic theories of economig social and political motion and at the

disproportionate power that this has given (for a time) to the top New Zealand corporate class

fraction.

The top New Zealand class fraction have flourished as an'organised minority' (cf. Bottomore

1989) under conditions afforded by an expanding protected Welfare State economn rising living

standards, full employment, expanded social services and a modest redistribution of income.
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But it remains to be scen whethet this class domiuanee €an be meiqtained througbout tte

sel'e e econonic recession, the virsible plarisadon of wealth and nasiro tntmplqFnent that

has characterispd New Zealand sf the 1980's:

Ma$ist theorierhave @Be clbs€st tO e4kiniqg the dy.aaaics bshiind these matrifstatiomsforit

'is indeed a sy$.e-in of adion, a revolutionary prArd$. Yet lt tries to avoid thp pidalls of

subjectfuisrn and v9luqtads6 by ostablishing tne ahr:4yE linited paramcters sf effitcf;ive aetion

throrqh a strietly ,seieadfic analysis of tho dynaric hhtorical reality' (Gouldner 1980).
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A.l

APPENDIX ONE

THE LEGAL DEFINITION OF THE hIEW ZEAI,AhID

CORPORATION

The legal form of the corporate class can only ever be a brief introductory note or an appendix

to a study of corporate capitalism as a whole. Yet to often legal descriptions of corporate

capitalism substitute for the final analysis.

Every New 7*aland company must be registered, once this is done the company is legaly

incorporated and thereafter becomes 'the corporation. A company is an entity incorporated

under the Companies Act (cf. Sommerville 1989). New 7*aland Joint stock' companies have

characteristics common to companies everywhere for they share a common legal derivation

from the fifteenth century British commenda - a partnership for avoiding the usury laws (cf.

Northey 1981, p.2). The New Zealand Companies acts have always closely followed British

corporate legislation.

Registration under the New Zealand Comganies Act, 1955 (which is modelled on tie English

Companies Act, 194t1), gives the corporation a separate legal identity and creates a limited

personal liability for sharehotders and directors. Death, bankruptcy, retirement of key persounel

and other individual related acts do not effect the existence of the corporation or the continuity

of its property because the company exists independently of individuals (NZYB 1987, p'571). Of

these only one in seventy-five are PUBLIC corporations (d. The Institute of Directors l98ZrL4)

this numerically translates to approximately 1,820 public companies. A public corporation has to

have a mininum amount of legally paid up capital to start in business, which is not the case for

a PRMATE company where there is no intention of gaining public funds or a SUBSIDIARY

company, that is, one owned by a parent corporation.

The underlying principle of the legislation is the limitation of liability. Public disclosure is the

price the corporation pays for this. The principle of public disclosure means that material on
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company performance should be available in such a way as to be intelligible to persons who are

not necessarily professionally trained accountants.

Provisions for accounts and audits are detailed in the Act (ss. 151-167). Every comPany must

keep readily accessible records that correctly record and explain the transactions of the

company. At least once a year the auditor is required to present a balance sheet that gives a

'true and fair' account of the profit and loss of the company over the previous financial year'

However, auditors are reported (New Zealand Heral4 November 2, 1988, section d p.3) as

sayrng that they require more information than they are presently getting from companies for

carrying out what they describe as a'high 1is[" business. For even an honest though negligent

statement can be subject to civil liability (cf. Hedley v Heller [1964]). Auditors can and do

present qualified audits for companigs which they hold are not giving them sufficient

information. An example of this was when the beleaguered New Tnaland Equities directors

produced statements for their auditors that reduced the value of land and buildings owned by

their major asset - UEB. The reduction had the consequence of increasing the goodwill of the

company to a total of $18,L09,000. This goodwill was witten off against reserves allowing a

surplus of $36,112,000 in the balance sheet, to be posted by the directors- The auditor, Cooper

and Lybrand, advised the directors that 'because in their view, there is not enough evideace to

support the values assiped by the directors, it is unable to confrm the pro6t is stated fairly''

(New Zealand Herald, 1988, op cit, section 4, p.3).

The sharemarket crash of October 19th 1988 has exposed the illegal smoke scrsEning practices

that companies have been able to practise within the framework of the Companies Act,

legislation. Allegations of inadequacy have been made. An example (cf. Berryman 1988p8) was

given of a director - John Russell, who was said to be "making a mockery out of the

requirements in the Companies Act and getting away with it because the Justice department

wont enforce the law or force Mr Russell to comply with an order of the High Court". Major

amendments have been made to the original 1955 document; most recently The Comoanies

Amendment Act, 1980. In 1963 The Companies Amendment Act was added. The 1955 Act
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made specific provision for merger, takeovers and restructuring and the 1963 Amendment sets

out specific requirements which must be satisfied if a takeover offer is to be acceptable.

The Commerce Commissrbn is the government body which polices corporate takeovers. It arose

through a different, but related, piece of legislation the Commerce Amendment Act, 1985. This

Act was introduced to promote corporate competition and stop monopolies and oligopolies

from being formed. Mergers and takeovers that involve assets sales of over $20 million must be

brought to the notice of the commerce commission for their approval' The criteria that

commissioners apply (cf. Vautier, New Zealand Herald, October 31st, 1988, section 3' p.15)

when making their decisions are whether the merger can be approved on the grounds of; firstly,

the general public benefit, secondly, on the grounds of whether or not it is likely to inhibit

competition aad thirdly, whether or not undue dominance is likely to emanate' However,

resistance to the policing role of the Commerce Commission surfaces repeatedly' For example,

the Economic Development Commission has suggested that company takeovers and mergers

should be made easier than they presently are by making no necessary compulsion to seek

approval from the Commerce Commission (Finn, Auckland Star, October 27th, 1988, section

A, p.11) .

The Law Reform Commission is presently reviewing the Companies Act, 1955 with a view to

euding the distinction between public and private companiss' In 1987 there were l%'532

companies registered in New Zealand (NZYB 1985-87, p.573). The directors of Private

companies, unlike Public company directors are not required to produce an audited profit and

loss account and balance sheet (s.152) within nine months from the end of the company's

financial year.

A.3 TTIE SIIAREMARKET

What are the rules that govern sharemarket behaviour? Directors must noti$ their company as

to the amount of sharEs and debentures that they hold in the company (Companies Act' 1980).

A share quelification is not incorporated in the Act but is likely to be incorporated into the

Articles of Association. If the Articles do require that a director holds a specific number of
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shares &en these must be acquired within two months or less.of the appointment (s.185) or a

penalty is attached to the failure to do so.

There is no provision in the Companies Act to prsvent insider trading but the case law does deal

with specifrc instances. The basic principle is that where a person has gained information from

another person she can not use that information to prejudice the situation of the person that

imparted the information. The principle is particularly sbong between a director and her

company because of the fiduciary nature of the bond. The agent in other words is unable to

make money without the knowledge and consent of the company. Profits that a director makes

in relation to the execution of her job belong to the company. Case law nakes it clear that it is

considered unfair and in breach of a directors duty to take advantage of information received in

confidence.

The New 7*aland sharemarket, Iike sharemarkets world-wide, exists on the dollar value of the

shares being bought and sold daily. In New Zealand the daily commission venges from between

L.SVo - 2.5% of the sale (Glaser, Sunday Star, April 3, 1988, section D, p.1). Enormous ch,nges

have occurred in the sharemarket environment. Before the October 20th, 1987, sharemarket

cras\ sharebrokers throughout the country were turning over 210 million dollars worth of

shares. By the end of December this had dropped to approximately ten million dollars worth of

shares. The volume o; 6srling has increased since 1[sn hilting the $280 million mark in

February 1989. Eighty percent of the stock buy,og is coming from overseas. The stocks being

bought are those with high international profiles such as Brierlep, FCL, Carter Holt Harvey

etc. (cf. Glaser, Auckland Star, 1989, February 12, section D, p.3).

There were two sharemarket booms immediately previous to the sharemarket sesh (cf. Cave,

New Zealand Listener, 1988, pp.3 - 36). The first one was from the middle to the end of 1986.

This boom was characterised by an unprecedented amount of lending from banks which in turn

were being kept secure by the Reserve Bank. Bark lendi'g from April 1 - June 30 was

approximately six timg5 greater than previous records. With the deregulation of banking

(apparentty meatrt to bring down interest rates because of competition) on April 1 allowing

eight new banks to compete with the big four - Westpac, ANZ' BNZ and the National there
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was a new influx of mooey that led into the second pre crash boom. From September 1985 -

March 1987 the banks lent $4500 million. Only one-Frfth of this went into the productive sector.

The balance went to private individuals and fiuancial services; largely inflating share prices

through speculation (cf. Sanderson quoted by Cave op cit 198Sr35). From 1982 until the

sharemarket crash the value of the sharemarket increased by six hundred percent compared to a

nvo hundred percent increase on other national sharemarkets.

On the day of the crash the Barclay's share index (based on a selection of the top rated stocks)

fell one hundred and two points and has continued to negatively out perform any other western

country in the world. Comparatively, New Zealand's Barclays index is still forty-eight down on

its pre-crash level whilst Tokyo is now operating in a bull market again (Dahya, Sunday Star,

L988, section D, p.1). Another aspect of this crushed share market was the number of

Sharebroking Institutions that have disappeared. By March 1988 there were nine Share Broking

firms closed or ten percent of the total number of practising brokers no longer open for trading

(cf. Glaser op cit).

There has been a lot of criticism of stockbroker's practices since the share market crasb'

particularly from disaffected corporate directors. David Phillips, a chairperson of a major

company - Pacer Kerridge (New Zealand Herald, 198S(b), November 3, section 3, p.2) publicly

criticized the legal but corrupt practices amongst sharebrokers. One of the examples that he

gives are the practice of sharebrokers buying up large amounts of a particular stock then

recommending its sale to clients a few weeks later. Clients are not informed as to who they are

buy,og stock from.
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1.

Appendix 2

INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAIRPERSON QUESTIONNAIRE

THE STUDY OF TOP NEI{ ZEALAND BUSINESS

There has been relatively little systematic scientlfic study of maJor

corporate enterprlses and their role ln Nen Zealand Soclety. Thls study wlll
be able to provide a quantitative and qualitatlve redress to thls lnbalance.
The results of the research should be of lnterest to the whole conmunlty but
particularly to the buslness cornmunlty. When the results are ovailable a

brief outlina of them uill be posted to yotl. A complete published version
will appear later and be avallable from the Universtty of Auckland Library.

The questionnaire has basically tyo types of questlon. The flrst type asks

for a factual response to your companyts experlences; the second type of
question focuses on th€ desirable role of large New Zealand comPanies in
general. Please feel free to elaborate on any questlon.

Your questlonnaire rtll be treated rith absolute confldence. To €nsure
anonymity tt will be assigned a number rather than carry your name on tt.
Personal questions have been lncluded to establlsh statistical correlations
but these Hill n6ver be traceable to individuals or companies.

fn" questlonnaire Day not Pres€nt you Yith problems. It however tt does'
please do not hesltate to contact me at the follorlng address:

Georglna ltfurray
Sociology Depertment
UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

Ehrslness : FH 7f7999 Extn 861E

Home i H 4182249
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Appendix 3

A SUHHARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS tril NE'C ZEALAND TOF CERPBRAT= DIRECTORS

Gecrg i na HutrraY
Depa:-i.meni of Scci ol ogY

Seetember L?gA

1 IhITRESUCTIBN
Thanir you a.gain for providing me with the inforrnatian that is the
basis of the material that I an senciing you. (i'ly apologies f or
taking Longer to get it back to yc,r: tha.n I anti'cipated) ' I
en-ioyed meeting yELt very mr:ch and thisrta bIF.y cf giving ytrLt

scmethinE hack f or your gen=roLi= gasture ol time"

conte^nf,-.-i
1 e de--'-cr-jF*ion a{ *he- canpi.e*e-u'-<anp2*i
g a t-,rie-f outline of -(atle af tbe- coI I ecf jvt- soc i o-J

t'ac kg ra un's' dat--;
3 6 co! lsctian of f o-t,Je--s that look a* *nc- inf oraat ian

f o.,;ring *c t,co'rd-s-. tbe- crEr j-sjon-'- f h=-* 6'rE- 6e'jng ll=-d*-

*irers, tir:- pr-opjr- *b--* djr:-ctoi -.- s-l^e- I i kel y *o turn *p
f or. o-r-iirii-e--. t.be- r-.opii=--::i:: / p,^iority ti:a'f direc*o,--'- give- ta
oi f f erent :i-rtf;rE--\-*aiJ par*ic-s, *bc' f uc'J i f ica*ion-( r€gcIirFd
f or *he- f -;-crui*.,;saf cf djrecf o,----r vary ing inf l ctt-nf,t-s
foJc--s- arc- .sr'E-t) io Play in *he- ='FFo intn-:nt' of D€t{,

er.nector-.- Eq*. fl:t- r'rgr-.-* diffitult *a:rA'-.- fo*fe-s hy *h*-
t'aard -

These tableE.al-e designeci ta heLp identify t+ha.t- scrt of people trr
positions hsld Fohrer urithin the company. In the tahles following
the word frequency refers to the nurnber of peopLa who responded
to the qure=tion.

1.2 THE SAi'1PLE DESItr-N
The =arnple si=e bre,s. 1O7 interviewees,. The random sample hras
tal:en f i-ern the 1?E*, iop thirty cornpanie=, ra.nlled hy turnovEl-.

T*SLE l: TiiE T0IAL SAHPL! F0,i TiiE Siif;tjEY 0F $:iiiTgf;S 0F IGP C0,qFERf,TillHS

| 
- -a^'l ^| =6rrH I =

I
I

randorn

2 SGCIAL FACI-iGROUND

eEI]i":1r: !n:i'lEil-qv; F,-it

-.JA-_.{ --BUUEU gtt

ai gai)1:''t=:=:3n= (ci' any a"her ncil Fai;=h-e
: aaq:: e-=r-i:rr gI 1,qtrin=n amalE=i thCSe€. g: g=.L 

=.-=! L: Lr g.

^-: -: -.- F--.'.,F.i.ut r!-:r= =t:L.R-!t
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